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LIFE OF COWPER.

CHAPTER XV.

mr. kewton's preface affixed to the poems, publication

of cowper's homer. edition of mii.ton projected. com

mencement of his friendship with havley. mrs. t'n-

win's paralytic attack.

The Task had now carried with it through several

editions its elder volume, which otherwise would have

made a dead stand in the first; and now, as there

could be no danger of impeding its success, Mr. New

ton requested that he might have the honour of seeing

his name connected with the author's, by the insertion

of the preface which had been suppressed1. Cowper

1 Yet it has been said, in a recent life of Cowper, that

" Newton's selfishness, or jealousy, involved his friend in the

only serious disappointment or uneasiness which, as an author,

he experienced. His egotism in prefixing a preface of his

own, ill written and injudicious, was one of the material causes

of the had success which attended Cowper's first publication."

—With so little care is biography sometimes written ! for the

circumstances relating to this preface are stated in Cowper's

printed correspondence. Ill-written the preface is not, for

S. C 3. B



2 LIFE OF COWPER.

replied, " the honour of your preface prefixed to my

poems will be on my side ; for surely to be known as

the friend of a much-favoured minister of God's word,

is a more illustrious distinction in reality than to have

the friendship of any poet in the world to boast of2."

It has accordingly been inserted in all subsequent

editions.

After the King's recovery, in 1789, Lady Hesketh

had urged her cousin to write some verses on an event

which had filled the nation with joy. Accordingly

he " violated for once his engagements to Homer, and

gave the morning to the King, the Queen, and her.

On the word of a poet," said he, " I can assure you that

Mr. Newton never attempted to write a style, and therefore,

being a man of strong natural abilities, he wrote with charac

teristic vigour. Neither was it injudicious, upon his own views.

But it was worse; for while it spoke of Cowper's " long indis

position," and hinted at. the character of that indisposition, it

represented it as having occurred " some time after inclination

had removed him from the hurry and bustle of life,"—thus

keeping the previous attack out of sight, and leading the reader

to suppose that his retirement from society had in the first

instance been altogether voluntary.

In a letter to Hannah More (1787) Mr. Newton says, " I

wrote a preface to the first volume of Cowper's poems. His

name was not then known among the booksellers, and they

were afraid to bind up my preface with the book, lest it should

operate like a death's head at a feast, and by its gravity hinder

the sale it was designed to recommend. But I am not afraid to

send you a copy."—Mem. of Hannah More.

The preface, though suppressed, had been bound up with

certain copies. It is in the author's presentation copy to

Mr. Bull, with the use of which I have been favoured for the

purpose of revising the text by that of the first edition.

1 Oct. 15, 1790.
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I have done my best, sensible that when verses are

presented to a royal personage, they ought not to be

slovenly put together, nor such as one might produce

between sleeping and waking. I have bestowed praise,

which on these occasions is a thing of course, but have

endeavoured to dress it so as to give it some air of

1 novelty ; and the best of the matter is, that though it

be praise it is truth, and I could swear to it. Had

the King and Queen been such as the world has been

pestered with ever since such folks were heard of, they

should have had no verse from me, unless you had

insisted : but being such as they are, it seemed neces

sary that I, who am now poet by profession, should

not leave an event in which their happiness and that

of the nation are so much concerned, uncelebrated3."

The subject which he had chosen was the Queen's

visit to London on the night of the illumination ; and

the verses were presented to the Princess Augusta, in

expectation that they would be shown to her Majesty ;

but Cowper heard nothing of their reception. " I

gratified myself," said he, " by complimenting the

sovereign whom I love and honour, and that gratifica

tion will be my reward. It would, indeed, be unrea

sonable to expect that persons who keep a laureate in

constant pay, should have either praise or emolument

to spare for every volunteer who may choose to make

them his subject4."

The laureateship became vacant by Warton's death

in the year following. This office, which had never

been worthily bestowed since it was taken from Dry-

* March 5, 1789. 4 To Mrs. King, May 30.
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den till Whitehead succeeded Cibber5 in it, had been

rendered respectable by its two last possessors; and

Lady Hesketh wished to procure it for Cowper, who

was always ready at occasional verses, and had written

so willingly at her suggestion upon the King's restora

tion to health. But this was an affair in which she

knew it would be hazardous for her to move without

his knowledge and consent. He replied to her,

my dearest coz, The Lodge, May 28, 1790.

I thank thee for the offer of thy best services on

this occasion. But Heaven guard my brows from the

wreath you mention, whatever wreath beside may here

after adorn them ! It would be a leaden extinguisher,

clapped on all the fire of my genius, and I should

never more produce a line worth reading. To speak

seriously, it would make me miserable, and therefore

I am sure that thou, of all my friends, would least

wish me to wear it.

Adieu, ever thine—in Homer-hurry,

W.C.

Other of his friends entertained the same wish for

him ; and upon a groundless report that odes were no

longer required, and that the salary was increased, he

confessed to Mr. Bagot that he felt not the same dis-

5 One of Shenstone's correspondents says to him, " I am

sincerely sorry my congratulations on your having a place under

government were premature ; but I cannot say I wish you, as

your friend Griffith terms it, Po-laury, though I know it could

not have the effect on you it so evidently has had on White

head. But what any one could think due to Cibber's merit,
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like to the office : " but," said he, " I could neither go

to court, nor could I kiss hands, were it for a much

more valuable consideration." On this point, no doubt,

Lady Hesketh had apprehended that his objection

would rest; but if any solicitation had been used in

his behalf, it is not likely that Warton would have

been succeeded by Mr. Pye.

An amusing incident occurred to Cowper on this

occasion. " You will wonder," said he to Lady Hes

keth6, " when I tell you, that I, even I, am considered

by people who live at a great distance, as having

interest and influence sufficient to procure a place at

court for those who may happen to want one. I have,

accordingly, been applied to within these few days by

a Welshman, with a wife and many children, to get

him made Poet-laureate as fast as possible. If thou

wouldst wish to make the world merry twice a year,

thou canst not do better than procure the office for

him. I will promise thee, that he shall afford thee a

hearty laugh in return every birthday, and every new

year. He is an honest man."

This honest man was probably the Welsh attorney

who had before asked him to take his poetical bark7 in

tow. But if some whimsical applications were made

Mr. Shenstone ought to think beneath him."—Hull's Select

Letters, vol. ii. p. 85.

Cibber might, indeed, properly have been called a Vo-laury :

but though he disgraced the office,

apovaoTaTawi aw tpfaig,

Euripides.

be was very superior to Shadwell,

6 June 3, 1790. 7 Vol. ii. p. 282.
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to Cowper for his interest with gods, men, and book

sellers ; and if he was sometimes solicited to perform

the hopeless part of chamber-counsel to suitors in the

court of Parnassus, he was not without gratifying tes

timonies of his well deserved celebrity. Men solicited

his acquaintance who proved worthy of his friendship ;

. . Hurdis 8, at this time, who more than any other poet

might have called Cowper his master ; and Park 8, whose

services to English literature, gratefully as they must

ever be acknowledged by all who follow him in

those pleasant fields, will be considered by those who

knew him as the least part of his praise. Abroad and

at home the Task was read and admired : " Rose,"

said he9, " learns from Dr. Maclaine, whom he saw

lately, that my book is in the hands of sixty different

persons at the Hague, who are all enchanted with it ;

not forgetting the said Dr. Maclaine himself, who tells

him that he reads it every day, and is always the better

for it ! O rare we !'"—" Have you seen," he asks

Lady Hesketh 10, " the account of Five Hundred cele

brated Authors now living ? I am one of them.—To

my honour be it spoken, the chronicler of us five hun

dred prodigies bestows on me, for aught I know, more

commendations than on any other of my confraternity.

May he live to write the histories of as many thousand

poets, and find me the very best among them ! Amen I"

The most singular instance occurred in his own neigh

bourhood. He had occasion to send a man to the

8 More will be said of both these amiable men in the notes

to the Correspondence than could properly be introduced in

this place.

9 To Lady Hesketh, Aug. 9, 1788. 10 July 28, 1791.
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George at Woburn ; Mr. Martin, the master of the inn,

" having learnt whose servant he was, told him that he

had never seen Mr. Cowper, but he had heard him fre

quently spoken of by the companies that had called at

his house, and therefore when Sam would have paid

for his breakfast, would take nothing from him. Who

says that fame is only breath ? On the contrary, it is

good ale and cold beef into the bargain n."

Homer was now ready for the press. Upon receiv

ing the list of subscribers from Johnson, Cowper saw

howmuch he had been indebted to Hill's solicitation, and

to Mrs. Hill's. Thanking them both for their friendly

assistance, " it is," said he l2, " an illustrious catalogue,

in respect of rank and title ; but methinks I should

have liked it as well had it been more numerous.

The sum subscribed, however, will defray the expense

of printing ; which is as much as, in these unsubscrib

ing days, I had any reason to promise myself. I

devoutly second your droll wish, that the booksellers

may contend about me. The more the better. Seven

times seven, if they please ; and let them fight with

the fury of Achilles,

Till every rubric-post be crimson'd o'er

With blood of booksellers, in battle slain,

For me, and not a periwig untorn."

Rose had been with him when he finished13 trans

lating the Odyssey, and the party at the lodge drank

on that occasion " an unreluctant bumper to its suc

cess." Exactly twelve months afterwards, when the

11 To Lady Hesketh, Feb. 13, 1791. 12 Sept. 17, 1790.

l» Sept. 1789.
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revision and transcription were completed, Johnson of

Norfolk, as he used to call his young kinsman, hap

pened to be his guest.

One book of the translation, on its passage from the

bookseller's to General Cowper, had gone to the

bottom of the Thames. " A storm overtook it on its

way to Kingston, and it sunk, together with the whole

cargo of the boat in which it was a passenger14." The

strangeness of the mishap almost compensated for so

trifling a loss : but now, as they were talking by the

fireside, and perhaps calling to mind this incident,

Cowper expressed a wish that he could hear of " some

trusty body " going to London, to whose care he might

consign his voluminous labours, the work of five years ;

" For I purpose," said he 15, " never to visit that city

ag'ain myself, and should have been uneasy to have

left a charge, of so much importance to me, altogether

to the care of a stage-coachman. Johnny had no

sooner heard my wish, than offering himself to the

service, he fulfilled it ; and his offer was made in such

terms, and accompanied with a countenance and man

ner expressive of so much alacrity, that unreasonable

as I thought it at first to give him so much trouble, I

soon found that I should mortify him by a refusal.

He is gone, therefore, with a box full of poetry, of

which I think nobody will plunder him. He has only

to say what it is, and there is no commodity, I think,

a freebooter would covet less."

Cowper was well satisfied with the success of his

subscription. All the Scotch Universities subscribed ;

" To Mr. Hill, Oct. 6, 1786.

ls To Mrs. Bodhara, Sept. 9, 1790.
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for this he was obliged to the aid of Rose's friends in that

country. His cousin Johnson procured at Cambridge a

long list of colleges, and of the best names there ; but

some friend of Mr. Throckmorton's, who tried his influ

ence at Oxford, received for answer that they subscribed

to nothing. " It seems not a little extraordinary," said

Cowper16, " that persons so nobly patronized them

selves on the score of literature, should resolve to give

no encouragement to it in return. Should I find a

fair opportunity to thank them hereafter, I will not

neglect it.

Could Homer come himself, distress'd and poor,

And tune his harp at Rhedycina's door,

The rich old vixen would exclaim, I fear,

' Begone ! no tramper gets a farthing here.' "

To Cambridge he felt himself " much obliged, and

much disposed to admire the liberality of spirit which

had been shown there. Certainly," said he " I had

not deserved much favour of their hands, all things

considered. But the cause of literature seems to have

some weight with them, and to have superseded the

resentment they might be supposed to entertain on

the score of certain censures that you wot of."—

" Pope's subscriptions did not amount, I think, to six

hundred ; and mine will not fall very short of five :

Noble doings ! at a time of day when Homer has no

news to tell us, and when all other comforts of life

having arisen in price, poetry has of course fallen. I

call it a comfort of life : it is so to others, but to

myself it is become even a necessary "."

18 To Mrs. Throckmorton, April 1, 1791.

17 To Mr. Johnson, April C. 18 To Mr. Rose, April 29.
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Nothing now remained but to agree upon terms

with the publisher. " I am glad," said he to Lady

Hesketh19, " that Johnson waited on you, and glad

that he acquitted himself so well in your presence ;

glad too that he likes my prose, and filled with wonder

that he likes my letters, because to him I have hardly

sent any but letters of jobation. I verily believe that,

though a bookseller, he has in him the soul of a gen

tleman. Such strange combinations sometimes happen,

and such a one may have happened in his instance.

We shall see." In his next letter20, however, he says,

"I am not much better pleased with that dealer in

authors than yourself. His first proposal, which was

to pay me with my own money, or, in other words, to

get my copy for nothing, not only dissatisfied but hurt

me ; implying, as I thought, the meanest opinion possi

ble of my labour : for that for which an intelligent man

will give nothing, can be worth nothing. The conse

quence was, that my spirits sank considerably below

par, and have but just begun to recover themselves.

His second offer, which is to pay all expenses and

give me one thousand pounds next midsummer, leaving

the copyright still in my hands, is more liberal. With

this offer I have closed."

The work was published in the summer of 1791,

and Cowper received from his friends in all quarters

good reports of its reception. Well pleased as he was

with these fair promises of success, his feelings were

more highly gratified by its becoming the means of

renewing his intercourse with one who had formerly

been among the most intimate of his friends. After

19 June 2(5, 1791. 30 July 11.
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repeating to his cousin the favourable accounts which

had reached him, he said to her21, " But now, if thou

hast the faculty of erecting thine ears, lift them into

the air, first taking off thy cap, that they may have

their highest possible elevation. Mrs. Unwin says,

' No ;—do not tell her ladyship all ; tell her only enough

to raise her curiosity, that she may come the sooner to

Weston to have it gratified. But I say, Yes ;—I will

tell her all : lest she should be overcharged, and burst

by the way.

" The Chancellor and I, my dear, have had a

correspondence on the subject of Homer. He had

doubts, it seems, about the propriety of translating

him in blank verse, and wrote to Henry to tell him

so, adding a translation of his own in rhyme of the

speech of Achilles to Phoenix, in the ninth book, and

referring him to me, who, he said, could elevate it

and polish it, and give it the tone of Homer. Henry

sent this letter to me, and I answered it in one to his

lordship ; but not meddling with his verses, for I re

membered what happened between Gil Bias and the

Archbishop of Toledo. His lordship sent me two

sheets in reply, filled with arguments in favour of

rhyme, which I was to answer, if I could ; and contain^

ing another translation of the same passage, only in

blank verse, leaving it to me to give it rhyme, to make

it close and faithful and poetical. All this I performed

as best I could, and yesterday I heard from him again.

In this last letter he says, ' I am clearly convinced

that Homer may be best translated without rhyme,

21 Aug. 30.
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and that you have succeeded in the passages that I

have looked into.'

" Such is the candour of a wise man, and a real

scholar. I would to heaven that all prejudiced persons

were like him ! I answered this letter immediately :

and here, I suppose, our correspondence ends."

He was now idle for awhile, both on account of his

eyes, and because he knew not to what to attach him

self. But neither his friends nor his bookseller were

willing that he should long remain so. " Many differ

ent plans and projects," said he*2, " are recommended

to me. Some call aloud for original verse, others for

more translation, and others for other things. Provi

dence, I hope, will direct me in my choice ; for other

guide I have none, nor wish for another." Little

more than a month elapsed before he informed his

correspondents that he had been invited to a new

literary engagement, and had not refused it. " A

Milton," said he23, " that is to rival, and if possible to

exceed in splendour, Boydell's Shakespeare, is in con

templation, and I am in the editor's office. Fuseli is

the painter. My business will be to select notes from

others, and to write original notes, to translate the

Latin and Italian poems, and to give a correct text.

I shall have years allowed me to do it in."

He had perused Dr. Johnson's Life of Milton with

that displeasure which all readers feel in proportion as

they admire Milton, either in his poetical or his political

character. Cowper admired him in both ; on the first,

** To Mr. Johnson, August 9, 1791.

23 To Mr. Rose, September 14.
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no man was more competent to form an opinion, and

scarcely any one could be more incompetent on the

second ; for no one who reads history at all, had read

less : Mrs. Macauley was good authority with him.

In some degree, too, he had been prepared to entertain

his bookseller's proposal, by having recently perused

Milton's Latin poems with more attentien than he

had ever given to them before : " but these," said he,

writing to Mr. Bagot24, " I must make the subject of

some future letters, in which it will be ten to one that

vour friend, Samuel Johnson, gets another slap or two

at the hands of your humble servant. Pray read

them yourself, and with as much attention as I did;

then read the Doctor's remarks, if you have them,

and then tell me what you think of both. It will be

pretty sport for you on such a day as this, which is

the fourth that we have had of almost incessant rain."

And he entered the more readily into the project,

because, when the two volumes of his poems turned

out to be of considerable value, the publisher, to whom

he had given them, would have allowed him to resume

the gift. It was a gift which, in Cowper's circum

stances, ought not to have been made ; and indeed it

appears strange that the business should have been

managed for him so incautiously by both his friends ;

for though Mr. Unwin was not conversant in such

transactions, Mr. Newton was. Sensible as he now

was of their improvidence, he chose still to be bound

by it; but the offer, and the farther pleasure which

he felt from " subsequent proofs of liberality in John

son's conduct S5," disposed him to concur in his project

" May 2, 1791. 25 Hayley, vol. iii. p. 3.
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concerning Milton, though he had at first from diffi

dence declined it. Accordingly he wrote to him26,

saying, " I have at length brought myself to something

like a hope that I may, perhaps, prove equal to this

business, and in consequence have resolved to attempt

it, but must depend on you for my implements.

Newton's edition I have, but have nothing more."

Mrs. Unwin, who knew from sorrowful experience

how necessary some such occupation was to keep his

mind from relapsing into its old and rooted disease,

was especially pleased when this engagement was con

cluded. Communicating it to one of his Norfolk

cousins, Mrs. Ball, she says27, " ever since the close

of his translation I have had many anxious thoughts

how he would spend the advancing winter. Had he

followed either of the three professions in his earlier

days, he might have been not only laying the founda

tion, but also raising the fabric of a distinguished

character, and have spent the remaining portion of his

life in endeavouring to maintain it. But the life of a

mere gentleman very few, or any, are equal to support

with credit to themselves, or comfort to their friends.

But a gracious Providence has dissipated my fears on

that head. After a warm and strong solicitation, he

has been prevailed upon to stand forth as an editor of

the most splendid and magnificent edition of Milton

that ever was offered to the public. His engagement

is to translate all the Latin and Italian poems, to

select the most approved notes of his predecessors in

that line, and to add elucidations and annotations on "

the text as he sees proper. Fuseli is to furnish paint-

26 Sept. 6, 179). " Oct. 25, 1791.
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ings for the thirty copper-plates, and Johnson, the

bookseller, has taken upon himself to provide the first

artists for engraving. This work will take your cou

sin, upon his own computation, about two years."

Some of Cowper's friends, however, regretted that

he should have pledged himself for two years "to com

ment and translate ;" and it seems as1 if he himself

after a while looked on with little satisfaction to the

editorial part of his undertaking. He says to Mr. Bagot,

" as to Milton, the die is cast. I am engaged, have

bargained with Johnson, and cannot recede. I should

otherwise have been glad to do as you advise, to make

the translation of his Latin and Italian poems, part of

another volume, for with such an addition I have nearly

as much verse in my budget as would be required for

the purpose28." And in answer to Hurdis, he writes,

" I am much obliged to you for wishing that I were em

ployed in some original work rather than in trans

lation. To tell the truth, I am of your mind ; and unless

I could find another Homer, I shall promise, I believe

and vow, when I have done with Milton, never to

translate again. But my veneration for our great

countryman is equal to what I feel for the Grecian,

and consequently I am happy, and feel myself ho

nourably employed whatever I do for Milton29."

It was not for want of original subjects that he had

engaged in this undertaking. Lady Hesketh, taking

up apparently a thought which Paoli, as reported by

Boswell30, had thrown out in conversation, proposed

s» Dec. 5, 1791. 29 Dec. 10.

30 Dining at General Paoli's, Johnson said, " The grand

object of travelling is to see the shores of the Mediterranean.
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to him the Mediterranean for a topic. He replied,

" Unless I were a better historian than I am, there

would be no proportion between the theme and my

ability. It seems, indeed, not to be so properly a sub

ject for one poem, as for a dozen31." Mr. Buchanan,

the curate of Ravenstone, (" a little sequestered vil

lage within the distance of an easy walk from Wes

ton,") observed to him, that no poet, ancient or modern,

had expressly treated on the four divisions of human

life,—infancy, youth, manhood, and old age ; and he

offered for his consideration a brief sketch, with the

hope that he might be induced to work upon it. It

pleased Cowper so well, that he requested him to draw

out his thoughts more at length ; and in reply to the

second sketch expressed a full determination to under

take the subject. " My dear sir," said he, " you have

sent me a beautiful poem, wanting nothing but metre.

I would to Heaven that you would give it that requi

site yourself ; for he who could make the sketch, can

not but be well qualified to finish. But if you will not,

I will ; provided always, nevertheless, that God gives

me ability, for it will require no common share to do

justice to your conceptions32."

On those shores were the four great empires of the world, the

Assyrian, the Persian, the Grecian, and the Roman. All our

religion, almost all our law, almost all our arts, almost all that

sets us above savages, has come to us from the shores of the

Mediterranean.' The General observed, that The Memter-

hanean would be a noble subject for a poem."—Bosweli, vol. vi.

p. 154. Ed. 1835.

A noble subject indeed,—but about as practicable for a poem

as for a panorama.

31 July 11, 1791. 32 May 11,1791.
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Accordingly he began upon this theme, and long

cherished the thoughts of pursuing it, expecting, as it

appears, to produce a poem of about the same length

as the Task. But another subject had taken stronger

possession of his mind,—an Oak in Yardley Chase,

which was within reach of his walks, and was believed

to be as old as the Norman conquest. He never be

stowed more labour on any of his compositions than

upon the commencement of a poem upon this tree ;

nor did he ever labour more successfully. No hint of

his intention was ever given to any of his friends ; this

was that he might have the pleasure of surprising them

with it ; and it may be supposed that he looked to its

completion with more confidence, because it would

probably not have extended beyond a few hundred

lines. But his engagement with Milton engrossed

him altogether ; and when he looked into the task of

commenting, his spirits began to fail. " I seem," he

said, " to fear more the labour to which it calls me,

than any great difficulty with which it is likely to be

attended. To the labours of versifying I have no ob

jection, but to the labours of criticism I am new, and

apprehend that I shall find them wearisome. Should

that be the case I shall be dull, and must be contented

to share the censure of being so, with almost all the

commentators that have ever existed38." The more

he considered this engagement, the more irksome it

appeared to him. " How often," said he, " do I wish,

in the course of the day, that I could be employed once

more in poetry, and how often of course that this Mil-

tonic trap had never caught me !"—" That ill-fated

" To Mr. Hurdis, Feb. 21, 1792.

s. c.—3. c
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work, impracticable in itself, has made every thing else

impracticable **."

But a melancholy change had taken place in Cow-

per's domestic circumstances, and in his state of mind,

before he thus repented altogether of his engagement.

When it was made, Mrs. Unwin, though she had not

recovered from the effects of her fall, was still able

to take thought for him, and contribute to his comfort,

and bear a cheerful part in society. In the same letter

wherein she communicates his arrangement concern

ing the Milton to her Norfolk friends, she said, " Ano

ther capital pleasure we are now rejoicing in. Dear

Lady Hesketh arrived at Weston this very day seven-

night, accompanied with her ever-attendant train, fine

sense, good temper, affectionate cordiality, and ever-

pleasing vivacity."—It was the last visit in which she

either found or communicated cheerfulness at Weston

Lodge. About two months after her arrival, Mrs. Un

win was seized with a giddiness, and must have fallen

with her chair, if Cowper, on whom she called for

help, had not been just in time to save her. The

giddiness, though with some abatement, lasted the

whole day, and was attended with other very alarming

symptoms, so that she kept her bed for many days,

and her chamber for some weeks. In writing to

inform Rose of this, whose intended visit at Christmas

was thereby prevented, Cowper says, " she has been

my faithful and affectionate nurse for many years, and

consequently has a claim on all my attentions. She

has them, and will have them as long as she wants

them, which will probably be, at the least, a consider-

« To Hayley, Dec. 26, 1792.
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able time to come. I feel the shock, as you may sup

pose, in every nerve. God grant that there may be no

repetition of it ! Another such a shock upon her

would, I think, overset me completely ; but at present

I hold up bravely 35."

Her gradual amendment seemed to give him reason

for hoping, that as the spring advanced, she might be

perfectly restored to health ; though he was aware that

they had both " reached a time of life when heavy blows,

if not fatal, are at least long felt." Spring came, but

it took from him more than it brought. At the begin

ning of March he writes to Mr. Newton,—" All our

little world is going to London,—the gulf that swal

lows most of our good things, and, like a bad stomach,

too often assimilates them to itself. Our neighbours

at the Hall go thither to-morrow. Mr. and Mrs.

Throckmorton, as we lately called them, but now

Sir John and my Lady, are no longer inhabitants

here, but henceforth of Bucklands, in Berkshire. I

feel the loss of them, and shall feel it, since kinder or

more friendly treatment I never can receive at any

hands, than I have always found at theirs. But it has

long been a foreseen change, and was, indeed, almost

daily expected long before it happened. The deser

tion of the Hall, however, will not be total. The

second brother, George, now Mr. Courtenay *, intends

to reside there ; and with him, as with his elder bro

ther, I have always been on terms the most agreeable.

" Such is this variable scene : so variable, that, had

35 Dec. 21, 1791.

M And since, Sir George Throckmorton.
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the reflections I sometimes make upon it a permanent

influence, I should tremble at the thought of a new

connexion ; and, to be out of the reach of its mutabi

lity, lead almost the life of a hermit. It is well with

those who, like you, have God for their companion!

Death cannot deprive them of Him, and He changes

not the place of his abode. Other changes, therefore,

to them are all supportable ; and what you say of your

own experience is the strongest possible proof of it.

Had you lived without God, you could not have en

dured the loss you mention. May He preserve me

from a similar one ; at least, till he shall be pleased to

draw me to himself again ! Then, if ever that day

come, it will make me equal to my burthen; but at

present I can bear nothing well."

Lady Hesketh went about a week after the Throck-

mortons ; and when Rose, who came to cheer them for

a few days after her departure, had returned to Lon

don, Cowper and Mrs. Unwin were " once more re

duced to their dual state." It was no longer good for

them to be in that state, though he would fain have

thought so. " There are those in the world," said he37,

" whom we love, and whom we are happy to see ; but

we are happy likewise in each other, and so far inde

pendent of our fellow-mortals, as to be able to pass

our time comfortably without them :—as comfortably,

at least, as Mrs. Unwin's frequent indispositions, and

my no less frequent troubles of mind, will permit.

When I am much distressed, any company but hers

distresses me more, and makes me doubly sensible of

37 To Mr. Newton, March 18, 1792.
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my sufferings ; though sometimes, I confess, it falls

out otherwise ; and by the help of more general con

versation, I recover that elasticity of mind which is

able to resist the pressure.—On the whole, I believe I

am situated exactly as I should wish to be, were my

situation to be determined by my own election ; and

am denied no comfort that is compatible with the total

absence of the chief of all."

At this time, when they most needed it, a circum

stance arising out of the engagement concerning Mil

ton, gave a salutary excitement to Cowper's spirits.

While Fuseli was employed upon his Milton gallery,

and Cowper proceeding with his version of the Latin

and Italian poems, Boydell also had projected a magni

ficent edition of the same poet, and had engaged West-

all to make designs for it, and Hayley to write a life

of the author. " This squabble between Fuseli and

Boydell," said Cowper38, " does not interest me at all.

Let it terminate as it may, I have only to perform my

job, and leave the event to be decided by the comba

tants.

Suave mart magno turbantibus tEquora ventis,

E terra magnum alterius spectare laborem."

Lucretius.

A paragraph, however, in the newspapers represented

that the rivalry between the publishers was partici

pated by the writers, and that Hayley and Cowper

were both emulously engaged in writing lives of Mil

ton. Now Cowper himself was not more exempt from

any emulous feeling than Hayley, who in all his feel

ings was one of the most generous of men ; and the,

36 To Mr. Bagot, Dec. 5, 1791.
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paragraph had the singular effect of leading to a friend

ship between them. For Hayley addressed a sonnet to

his reputed competitor upon this occasion.

Cowper ! delight of all who justly prize

The splendid magic of a strain divine,

That sweetly tempts the' enlightened soul to rise,

As sun-beams lure an eagle to the skies!

Poet ! to whom I feel my heart incline

As to a friend endeared by virtue's ties ;

Ne'er shall my name in pride's contentious line

With hostile emulation cope with thine.

No ! let us meet with kind fraternal aim,

Where Milton's shrine invites a votive throng.

With thee I share a passion for his fame,

His zeal for truth, his scorn of venal blame :

But thou hast rarer gifts ; to thee belong

His harp of highest tone, his sanctity of song.

This sonnet he enclosed to Cowper with the follow

ing letter :

bear sin, Eartham, near Chichester, Feb. 7, 1792.

I have often been tempted by affectionate admi

ration of your poetry, to trouble you with a letter ;

but I have repeatedly checked myself, in recollecting

that the vanity of believing ourselves distantly related

in spirit to a man of genius, is but a sorry apology for

intruding on his time.

Though I resisted my desire of professing myself

your friend, that I might not disturb you with intru

sive familiarity, I cannot resist a desire equally affec

tionate, of disclaiming an idea which I am told is

imputed to me, of considering myself, on a recent

occasion, as an antagonist to you. Allow me, there
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fore, to say, I was solicited to write a Life of Milton,

for Boydell and Nicol, before I had the least idea

that you and Mr. Fuseli were concerned in a project

similar to theirs. When I first heard of your inten

tion, I was apprehensive that we might undesignedly

thwart each other ; but on seeing your proposals, I am

agreeably persuaded, that our respective labours will

be far from clashing ; as it is your design to illustrate

Milton with a series of notes, and I only mean to

execute a more candid life of him than his late bio

grapher has given us, upon a plan that will, I flatter

myself, be particularly pleasing to those who love the

author as we do.

As to the pecuniary interest of those persons who

venture large sums in expensive decorations of Milton,

I am persuaded his expanding glory will support them

all. Every splendid edition, where the merits of the

pencil are in any degree worthy of the poet, will, I

think, be secure of success. I wish it cordially to all ;

as I have great affection for the arts, and a sincere

regard for those whose talents reflect honour upon

them.

To you, my dear sir, I have a grateful attachment,

for the infinite delight which your writings have af

forded me ; and if, in the course of your work, I have

any opportunity to serve or oblige you, I shall seize it

with that friendly spirit which has impelled me at

present to assure you both in prose and rhyme, that

I am,

Your very cordial admirer,

W. HAYLEY.
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P. S.—I wrote the enclosed sonnet on being told

that our names had been idly printed together, in a

newspaper, as hostile competitors. Pray forgive its

poetical defects, for its affectionate sincerity.

From my ignorance of your address, I send this to

your booksellers, by a person commissioned to place

my name in the list of your subscribers ; and let me

add, if you ever wish to form a new collection of names

for any similar purpose, I entreat you to honour me so

far as to rank mine, of your own accord, among those

of your sincerest friends—Adieu !

Having written the letter, and transcribed the son

net, Hayley hesitated whether or not to intrude on

one whose habits were even more retired than his own,

by sending them. His friend, Dr. Warner, overruled

this doubt ; Cowper, he said, would surely be pleased ;

and, as he was going to London, he offered to deposit

the packet with his publisher, Johnson. There it

remained six weeks, to Hayley's no little mortification,

and to the vexation of Cowper when he received it at

last. " What, indeed," says he " could he imagine

less, than that I meant by such an obstinate silence,

to tell him that I valued neither him, nor his praises,

nor his proffered friendship ? in short, that I consi

dered him a rival, and therefore like a true author,

hated and despised him." Of course the letter was

answered on the very evening that it came to hand.

The only part of that answer which has appeared is

the following passage, which Hayley said he had an

" To Lady Hesketh, March 25, 1791.
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honest pride in transcribing40. " I rejoice that you

are employed to do justice to the character of a man,

perhaps the chief of all, who have done honour to our

country, and whose very name I reverence. Here

we shall not clash, or interfere with each other, for

a Life of Milton is no part of my bargain. In short

we will cope with each other in nothing, but that

affection which you avow for me, unworthy of it as I

am, and which your character and writings, and espe

cially your kind letter, have begotten in my heart for

you. Every remark of yours on Milton, will be highly

valued by me." Hayley was equally prompt in his

reply ; " he is now," said Cowper, " convinced that

I love him, as indeed I do ; and I account him the

chief acquisition that my own verse has ever procured

me."

Their correspondence now became frequent, and

was carried on with characteristic warmth on both

sides. Hayley was invited to Weston, and pressed to

visit his unseen friend there, in May. " I will endea

vour," said Cowper to Lady Hesketh41, " to greet him

with a countenance that shall not stiffen him into free

stone, but cannot be answerable for my success. It

will depend, in some measure, on the countenance that

he presents himself ; for whether I will or not, I am

always a physiognomist, and if I dislike a man's looks,

am sure to assume such as he will find equally dis

agreeable. But I hope better things from my friend

Hayley. It seldom happens that a person so amiable

in his disposition, is very Gorgonian in his aspect."

40 Appendix to Cowper's Homer, p. 381.

41 April 2d.
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Two persons so well inclined to like each other, and

already intellectually acquainted, were not likely to he

disappointed at their meeting. Hayley was then in

his forty-seventh year ; time had given to his fine and

animated countenance 42 a thoughtful, and somewhat

pensive air ; hut his disposition was buoyant and lively,

and his manners as pleasing as they were warm, and

not less cordial than pleasing. " Every hody here,"

said Cowper, " has fallen in love with him, and where-

ever he goes every hody must.—We have formed a

friendship that I trust will last for life, and render us

an edifying example for all future poets !" Hayley

expressed his feelings to his old friend, Romney. " Ca-

rissimo Pittore, said he, often have I wished to con

vey you by magic to my side, when you were not near

me ; but I believe I never wished it more ardently

than I have done under this very kind poetical roof.

You would be pleased here, as I am, and think with

me, that my brother bard is one of the most interest

ing creatures in the world, from the powerful united

influence of rare genius and singular misfortunes, with

the additional charm of mild and engaging manners.

Then as to the grand article of females, (for what is

a scene without a woman in it?) here is a muse of

seventy, that I perfectly idolize.—Here is a wonder

ful scene ; it would affect you, I know, as it does me.

Few things in life have given me such heartfelt satis-

*- Miss Seward says, in a letter to George Hardinge, " I am

glad you like Hayley's countenance. How have I seen those

fine eyes of his sparkle, and melt, and glow, as wit, compassion,

or imagination had the ascendance in his mind."—Letters,

vol. i. p. 351.
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faction as my visit to this house ; and the more so as

my kind hosts seem to regard me as sent to them hy

Providence, for our general delight and advantage.—

As to myself, I feel I have now found the thing I

most wanted,—a congenial poetical spirit, willing to

join with me in the most social and friendly cultiva

tion of an art dear to us both, and particularly dear to

us as the cement of friendship."

" My host," says Hayley, u though now in his sixty-

first year, appeared as happily exempt from all the

infirmities of advanced life, as friendship could wish

him to be ; and his more elderly companion, not ma

terially oppressed by age, discovered a benevolent

alertness of character, that seemed to promise a con

tinuance of their domestic comfort. Their reception

of me was kindness itself.—I was enchanted to find

that the manners and conversation of Cowper resem

bled his poetry, charming by unaffected elegance, and

the graces of a benevolent spirit. I looked with affec

tionate veneration and pleasure on the lady who having

devoted her life and fortune to the service of this ten

der and sublime genius, in watching over him with

maternal vigilance through many years of the darkest

calamity, appeared to be now enjoying a reward justly

due to the noblest exertions of friendship, in contem

plating the health and the renown of the poet, whom

she had the happiness to preserve.

" It seemed hardly possible to survey human nature

in a more touching and a more satisfactory point of

view.—Their tender attention to each other, their sim

ple devout gratitude for the mercies which they had

experienced together, and their constant, but unaf
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fected propensity to impress on the mind and heart of

a new friend the deep sense which they incessantly

felt, of their mutual obligations to each other, afforded

me very singular gratification."

Hayley had not been with them many days, when

on returning from a morning walk with his new friend,

they were informed that Mrs. Unwin had had a paralytic

stroke. Cowper ran to her, and came back in a state

that alarmed Hayley in the highest degree for his

senses. His first speech was wild in the extreme.

" My answer," says Hayley, " was little less so ; but

it was addressed to the predominant fancy of my un

happy friend, and, with the blessing of Heaven, it

produced an instantaneous calm in his troubled mind.

From that moment he rested on my friendship with

such mild and cheerful confidence, that his affectionate

spirit regarded me as sent providentially to support

him in a season of the severest affliction."

Their Olney apothecary would not allow that the

attack in December had been paralytic. Cowper him

self never doubted but that it was ; that the present

was so could not be dissembled, . . her speech was

almost unintelligible, she was unable to move from

place to place, or to keep her eyes open, and the use

of the right hand and arm was lost. Hayley eagerly

enquired if there was an electrical machine in the

neighbourhood; and little as it could have been ex

pected, an inhabitant of the village possessed just

such a one as was wanted, which he had in part con

structed himself. Hayley, from endeavouring at first

to counteract by electricity a continual tendency to

inflammation in his own eyes, had been used to try its
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remedial effects upon his country neighbours, often to

no avail, but now and then with the happiest results.

He tried it now upon Mrs. Unwin, and wrote also to

his friend, Dr. Austin, for advice : before that advice

could arrive, "this powerful though uncertain remedy"

appeared to be of material service. She daily reco

vered a little strength and a little power of utterance ;

" but her amendment," said Cowper to Lady Hesketh,

" is slow, as must be expected at her time of life, and in

such a disorder : I am as well myself as you have ever

known me in a time of much trouble, and even better.

Hayley has been all in all to us on this very afflicting

occasion. Love him, I charge you, dearly for my

sake. Where could I have found a man, except him

self, who could have made himself so necessary to me

in so short a time, that I absolutely know not how to

live without him ?" Lady Hesketh, on the first intelli

gence of this affliction, offered to come to them. He

replied, " though happy, as you well know, to see you

at all times, we have no need, and I trust shall have

none, to trouble you with a journey made on*purpose.

Yet once again, I am willing and desirous to believe

we shall be a happy trio at Weston ; but unless neces

sity dictates a journey of charity, I wish all yours

hither to be made for pleasure43."

Hayley left them in the beginning of June. There

was then every appearance of progressive amendment

in Mrs. Unwin, and the disposition of the patient her

self afforded the best ground of hope. " It is a great

blessing to us both," said Cowper, " that, poor feeble

thing as she is, she has a most invincible courage, and

« May 26, 1792»
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a trust in God's goodness that nothing can shake. . .

She always tells me she is better,—and will probably

die with those very words upon her lips. They will

be true then at least, for then she will be best of all."

Their warm friend had urged them to visit him at

Eartham, as soon as Mrs. Unwin should be able to

take the journey ; and as each hoped that such a

change might be beneficial to the other, both were

willing to think it possible that they might undertake

what was to them so formidable a journey. A year

before44 he had said in reply to Hurdis's introductory

letter, " We shall not, I hope, hereafter be known to

each other as poets only, for your writings have made

me ambitious of a nearer approach to you. Your door,

however, will never be opened to me. My fate and

fortune have combined with my natural disposition to

draw a circle round me which I cannot pass ; nor have

I been more than thirteen miles from home these

twenty years, and so far very seldom. But you are a

younger man, and therefore may not be quite so

immovable ; in which case, should you choose at any

time to move Weston-ward, you will always find me

happy to receive you."—Now however the ardour of a

new friendship, and the hope that Mrs. Unwin's reco

very might be promoted by travelling and by change

of air, roused him to a resolution of which he had fan

cied himself incapable; and he who during so many

years had been as it were spell-bound within the pur

lieus of Olney, prepared for a journey to the south

coast.

44 March 6, 1791.
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CHAP. XVI.

HAYLEY. COWPER'S VISIT TO EARTHAM. ROMNEY.

When Hayley left his own Memoirs for posthumous

publication, he designated himself in the title as the

Friend and Biographer of Cowper, having, no doubt,

in mind Lord Brooke's epitaph at Warwick ; but

honourable as in both instances such friendship must

ever be deemed, both Hayley and Lord Brooke will

be remembered also for merits of their own.

William Hayley, whose friendship for Cowper was

in its consequences rewarded well, and well deserved

the recompense which it obtained, was born at Chi

chester, in 1745. His father raised a company during

that time of rebellion and threatened invasion ; a

baronetcy was offered him in acknowledgment of his

patriotic exertions ; this he had prudence enough to

decline, as a rank which it was beyond his means to

support; but the military character which he had

assumed led him into expenses that impaired his for

tune, and into habits of intemperance that brought

him to an early grave. The eldest of his two children

was laid beside him two years afterwards in Eartham

churchyard, having died of inoculated smallpox. A

more deplorable fate soon threatened the surviving

child; but by the devoted care and prayers of his

mother he was restored from a disease which the

physicians pronounced would leave him, if he escaped

with life, a deformed and helpless idiot. It left, how

ever, no other inconvenience than a slight lameness.
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When he was sufficiently recovered he was placed at

Eton ; his mind, he says, always " recoiled with

emotions of indignation and disgust from the recollec

tion of the first years that he passed there ;" but his

time was not ill spent ; and his early predilection for

poetry was encouraged by Roberts, then one of the

ushers and afterwards provost, himself a poet 1 of the

same respectable class as the author of Leonidas and

the Athenaid.

After remaining six years at Eton, he gave up his

chance of a fellowship at King's College, because he

preferred the easier discipline of Trinity Hall. There

he entered in 1763, the year in which Cowper retired

from the world; and there he amused himself with

pursuing his classical studies, and took lessons in

drawing and Italian. Three years were thus not

unprofitably spent; he then left Cambridge without

taking a degree, and entered his name at the Middle

Temple, without any serious intention of studying the

law. For he soon convinced himself that nature had

never intended him for a barrister ; and flattered him

self with an expectation that his passion for poetry,

and particularly for the drama, might be made the

means of enriching him in a far more agreeable way.

1 Dr. Roberts's Judah Restored was one of the first books

that I ever possessed. It was given me by a lady whom I must

ever gratefully and affectionately remember as the kindest friend

of my boyhood. I read it often then, and can still recur to it

with satisfaction : and perhaps I owe something to the plain

dignity of its style, which is suited to the subject, and every

where bears the stamp of good sense and careful erudition. To

acknowledge obligations «f this kind is both a pleasure and a

duty.
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He remembered, he says, that Dryden had once

engaged to produce four new plays every year, and

therefore thought himself modest in his purpose of

composing only two in the same space of time, and

moderate in his calculation of deriving only a thousand

a year from his dramatic profits.

Such baseless expectations might have ruined any

one who had not, like Hayley, a fair inheritance on

which to rest ; but provided as he was with that sub

stantial gift of fortune, he could smile at the recollection

of his utter disappointment, and never had cause to

regret that he had not applied himself to some profes

sional pursuit. His excellent mother had no other

wish than to promote his happiness in any way which

he thought best. She had taken a house in London,

because he liked a London residence ; when he mar

ried, in 1769, she enabled him to make a settlement

upon his wife, by giving up her own ; she continued

to reside with them in town as long as they preferred

London for their place of abode ; and she removed

with them into the country in 1774, at the close of

which year she died, fortunate in not living to witness

the commencement of that domestic infelicity, the

possibility of which she had had but too much reason to

apprehend. This consideration must have consoled

her son in his regret that the high reputation which he

afterwards obtained came too late to gladden that heart

which of all others would have most rejoiced in it. For

she had kindled and fostered in him the love of poetry,

and encouraged his literary ambition as he grew up ;

and though not without fear, had not opposed his pur

pose when, disregarding the ordinary pursuits of for
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-tune, he resolved to make literature at once his business

and his recreation. He has said of himself that " his

contempt of money often rose to romantic excess, and

sometimes led him into serious inconvenience : but in

his estimation, books, retirement, and friendship were

the real treasures of human life. In all these he was

abundantly rich ; and he justly reckoned his quick and

constant relish for them all a blessing in itself that

called for incessant and cheerful gratitude to the Giver

of all good2."

As a dramatic writer Hayley was unsuccessful,

though it had been his first ambition to excel in that

line, and though several of his pieces were brought upon

the stage. One luckless tragedy, which he had pub

lished without the hope of its being acted, had the

singular fortune of being represented at both the Lon

don theatres at the same time, condemned at the one,

and received with applause at the other. The manager

of Covent Garden said to him in a letter at this time,

" I shall regard it as one of the most fortunate events

of my mimic life, if I can fairly bring you to a deter

mination of being a dramatic author ; I mean for the

stage, which certainly holds out much greater rewards

of fame, delight, and profit than any other species of

literary composition3." No wonder that he continued

to mistake his own powers, when he was thus encou

raged in the highest quarter, and when rival managers

contended for a play which carried with it, in its detest

able subject, its own certain condemnation. But all

Hayley's tragedies were deficient in the essentials of

dramatic poetry ; and his comedies were written upon

* Memoirs, vol. i. p. 333. 3 Memoirs, vol. i. p. 396.
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the French model, in rhyme. These he intended for a

private theatre. Colman'', however, brought out one of

them at the Haymarket, and it met with some success.

But though Hayley mistook his own powers when

he attempted dramatic composition, he made the best

4 " A comedy in rhyme," said he, " is a bold attempt; yet

when so well executed as in the present instance, it would, I

think, be received with favour, especially on a stage of a genius

somewhat similar to that of a private theatre, for which they

were professedly written*." Henderson, after reading it aloud

in his admirable manner, was of a different opinion : " he

admired it exceedingly, but thought the rhyme unfit for a public

stage, as it is so difficult to recite without an unpleasing mono

tony." Gibbon called it " the boldest of poetical attempts, but

declared himself astonished and delighted by the happiness of

its execution."

The Monthly Review (vol. lxx. April, 1784) says, " the

comedies are in rhyme,—start not reader, in rhyme: but such

rhyme, so familiar, so easy, so flowing, that prose itself can

scarcely appear more natural, more convenient for the purposes

of the dialogue, or the business of the drama : like the ancient

iambic, recommended by Aristotle and characterised by Horace

as the measure peculiarly suited to the scene, natum rebus

agendis.—Measure in comedy is to this day agreeable to the

public ear in the plays of Beaumont and Fletcher, Jonson, and

Shakespeare. Rhyme, too, in the plays of Hayley may not only

be endured, but applauded.—Vet we should certainly have

revolted most strongly against the idea, had not the author

illustrated his precept by his own example.—Let Hayley then,

and those few who have the talents of Hayley, by special license

write comedies in rhyme : but let them not tell us that such a

comedy may be still more entertaining than a comedy of equal

merit in other points, which confines itself to prose." " Time,

the most infallible test of literary opinions, (we use Mr. Hay-

ley's own words,) has proved the contrary."

• Memoirs, vol. i. p. 314. 293. 29j.
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use of them in composing' his Essays on Painting, on

History, and on Epic Poetry, in the form of Epistles

in verse, addressed respectively to Romney, Gibbon, and

Mason. With the painter he was already intimate, and

the hope of contributing to make his friend's genius

better known to the public, was the chief motive which

had induced him to choose that branch of the arts for

his subject. The Essay on History procured for him

Gibbon's friendship ; the other Essay drew from Mason

a letter of handsome acknowledgement ; but when the

two poets met, though it was with the mutual desire of

being pleased, Hayley5 felt nothing but what was

repulsive in the cold manner and saturnine aspect of

one whom he had hoped to find as ardent and as open

hearted as himself.

The principal design in these Epistles was to pre

sent " a general view of the art in question, with a

5 " His cheerful spirit was surprised and concerned to find

a man of Mason's acknowledged mental powers so shaken in

his manly frame by age and disappointments ; and so soured

in his temper, that, according to his own declaration to his

friendly eulogist, he received little or no pleasure from public

praise, and much vexation from the coarse censure and malig

nant sneers in which the reptiles of literature are apt in all

times to indulge themselves against those successful authors,

whose preeminence they cannot patiently endure. Of such

abuse, indeed, Mason had a full share, and probably the mote

for having been supposed the author of much anonymous but

celebrated sarcastic poetry. In conversing upon life and lite

rature, he showed many signs of his having suffered his own

enjoyments to be sadly overclouded by ebullitions of a spleenful

spirit. The conference excited in Hayley more pity than admi

ration: but the two poets parted with many expressions of

reciprocal regard."—Hayley's Memoirs, vol. i. pp. 276. 318.
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just and animating character of its most eminent pro

fessors. There is, I helieve," says he, " a season of

life in which poems of this nature may be read with

the happiest effect. The first, and perhaps the most

important step towards forming a great artist in any

line, is to inspire a youth of quick feelings with an

enthusiastic passion for some particular art, and with

an ingenuous delight in the glory of its heroes.—Such

was the end that I proposed to myself in these Essays ;

for as delicate or inconstant health, and the love of

literary retirement, have prevented me from serving

the community in scenes of active life, I have con

sidered it as particularly incumbent on me to endeavour

at least, in my poetical pursuits, to promote the interest

of society.—I am aware that such an idea is open to

much raillery, as vain and romantic ; but poetry is an

art which conduces so little to the private emolument

and advantage of those who devote even a life to it,

that they ought, I think, to be indulged in such pros

pects, however chimerical, as arise only from a benevo

lent vanity6."

Whether or not any of Hayley's Essays have had

the specific effect which he hoped to produce, they

imparted, by help of the copious notes wherewith he

elucidated them, much information in an agreeable

form : his translated specimens of Dante, which were

introduced in these notes, revived among us a taste

for the Italian poets ; and Spanish literature had been

so long and so utterly neglected in this country,

that he may be truly said to have introduced the

knowledge of it to his contemporaries. When Lord

6 Preface to his Poems and Plays, 1785.
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Holland published his Life of Lope de Vega, he sent

a copy of it to Hayley, with a letter, saying that he

had been induced to learn Spanish by what he had

read of Ercilla in those notes.

Perhaps the Essays were read more for the sake of

the notes than of the poetry; but the poetry was

praised in the highest terms. The author was spoken

of as a new star in the poetical hemisphere, whose

first appearance had been noted with delight, and who

continued to shine if possible with increasing splen

dour. " Almost unrivalled excellence" was discovered

in his choice and application of similes, which it was

said had ever been considered one great test of the

poet's art ; and his sentiments were pronounced to be

" such as could only be expected from an imagination

truly creative, regulated by a judgement critically

exact." Critics talked of " his inimitable pen," and

the " admirable truth and precision of pencil, which

so eminently marked the animated portraits of this

masterly writer." It was said of him that he had

" the fire and the invention of Dryden, the wit and

ease of Prior, and that if his versification was a de

gree less polished than Pope's, it was more various :"

" that he had studiously avoided the meretricious

ornaments of fantastic and far-fetched epithets ; and

that his ideas, though conceived in the finest frenzy

of imagination, were on every occasion expressed with

perspicuity, elegance, and the chastest simplicity."

" It may be remarked," said a reviewer, " of this

writer, that he is almost the only poet, of the present

day at least, who has had the courage, (for such is the

libertinism of the world that it must be called so,) to
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avow, in his poetical capacity, a belief in revelation.

His example is a sufficient proof, (notwithstanding a

respectable opinion to the contrary,) that the great

truths of religion, though incapable of embellishment,

will admit of poetical application, and may be intro

duced both with force and propriety." This was inju

rious to Hayley's contemporaries : it required no cou

rage in those days, nor has it, God be thanked ! in

any age, for an author in this country, whether in

prose or verse, to declare his belief in revealed religion.

I know not, indeed, whether any poet of that genera

tion, except Churchill, ventured to intimate, . . for even

Churchill did not venture to proclaim, . . his unbelief.

The praise, however, which was thus bestowed on

Hayley, would have been his due, if it had not been

unjustly and invidiously enhanced; and Cowper was

no doubt on that score the more readily disposed to

reciprocate his proffered friendship.

There is one passage in Hayley's poems with which

Cowper would sympathize deeply in all its parts.

For me who feel, whene'er 1 touch the lyre,

My talents sink below my proud desire ;

Who often doubt, and sometimes credit give,

When friends assure me that my verse will live ;

Whom health, too tender for the bustling throng,

Led into pensive shade and soothing song ;

Whatever fortune my unpolished rhymes

May meet, in present or in future times,

Let the blest art my grateful thoughts employ,

Which sooths my sorrow and augments my joy ;

Whence lonely peace, and social pleasure springs,

And friendship, dearer than the smile of kings.

While keener poets, querulously proud,

Lament the ill of poesy aloud,
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And magnify, with irritation's zeal,

Those common evils we too strongly feel,

The envious comment, and the subtle style

Of specious slander, stabbing with a smile ;

Frankly I wish to make her blessings known,

And think those blessings for her ills atone ;

Nor would my honest pride that praise forego

Which makes Malignity yet more my foe.

If heart-felt pain e'er led me to accuse

The dangerous gift of the alluring Muse,

'Twas in the moment when my verse imprest

Some anxious feelings on a Mother's breast.

0 thou fond Spirit, who with pride hast smiled,

And frown'd with fear, on thy poetic child,

Pleased, yet alarm'd, when in his boyish time.

He sigh'd in numbers, or he laugh'd in rhyme ;

While thy kind cautions warn'd him to beware

Of Penury, the bard's perpetual snare ;

Marking the early temper of his soul,

Careless of wealth, nor fit for base control i

Thou tender Saint, to whom he owes much more

Than ever Child to Parent owed before ;

In life's first season, when the fever's flame

Shrunk to deformity his shrivell'd frame.

And turn'd each fairer image in his brain

To blank confusion and her crazy train,

'Twas thine, with constant love, through lingering years

To bathe thy Idiot Orphan in thy tears ;

Day after day, and night succeeding night,

To turn incessant to the hideous sight,

And frequent watch, if haply at thy view,

Departed Reason might not dawn anew ;

Though medicinal art, with pitying care

Could lend no aid to save thee from despair,

Thy fond maternal heart adhered to Hope and Prayer ;

Nor pray'd in vain ; thy child, from Powers above,

Received the sense to feel and bless thy love.
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0 might lie thence receive the happy skill,

And force proportioned to his ardent will,

With Truth's unfading radiance to emblaze

Thy virtues, worthy of immortal praise !

Nature, who deck'd thy form with beauty's flowers,

Exhausted on thy soul her finer powers ;

Taught it with all her energy to feel

Love's melting softness, friendship's fervid zeal,

The generous purpose and the active thought,

With Charity's diffusive spirit fraught.

There all the best of mental gifts she placed,

Vigour ofjudgement, purity of taste,

Superior parts without their spleenful leaven,

Kindness to Earth, and confidence in Heaven.

While my fond thoughts o'er all thy merits roll,

Thy praise thus gushes from my filial soul ;

Nor will the public with harsh rigour blame

This my just homage to thy honour'd name ;

To please that public, if to please be mine,

Thy virtues train'd me,—let the praise be thine.

Essay on Epic Poetry, ep. iv.7

Cowper and Hayley, as they resembled each other

in having withdrawn at about the same time of life

into retirement, and in the pleasure and consolation

which they derived from their poetical pursuits, had

also many points of coincidence in their general views

and feelings. Different as the character of their poe

try is, each aimed always at a moral end. " It seems,"

7 Of this Essay it is that Gibbon says in one of his Letters,

" 1 hope you like Mr. Hayley's poem. He rises with his sub

ject; and, since Pope's death, I am satisfied that England has

not seen so happy a mixture of strong sense and flowing num

bers. Are you not delighted with his address to his mother'!

I understand that she was in plain prose every thing which he

speaks of her in verse."—Miscellaneous Works, vol. ii. p. 259.
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said Hayley, when he published the most fanciful and

the most fortunate of his works, . . " It seems to be a

kind of duty incumbent on those who devote them

selves to poetry, to raise, if possible, the dignity of a

declining art, by making it as beneficial to life and

manners as the limits of composition, and the charac

ter of modern times will allow. The ages indeed are

past, in which the song of the Poet was idolized for its

miraculous effects ; yet a poem, intended to promote

the cultivation of good humour, may still, perhaps, be

fortunate enough to prove of some little service to

society in general ; or if this idea may be thought too

chimerical and romantic by sober reason, it is at least

one of those pleasing and innocent delusions, in which

a poetical enthusiast may be safely indulged."—" His

observation," he said, " of the various effects of spleen

on the female character, induced him to believe that he

might render an important service to social life, if his

poetry could induce his young and fair readers to cul

tivate the gentle qualities of the heart, and maintain a

constant flow of good humour. With this view he com

posed his " Triumphs of Temper," and he had once the

gratification to hear from " the very good and sensible

mother of a large family," that she was indebted to

that poem for a complete reformation in the character

of her eldest daughter, who, from being perverse and

intractable, was rendered by her ambition to imitate

^ena, the most docile and dutiful of children. This

book\etained its popularity more than twenty years,

being oje of those which were chiefly purchased for

presents^nd for which, therefore, there was a conti

nual denund. It may be doubted whether, among all
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those by which it has been superseded, there has been

any so likely to produce upon readers at a certain time

of life, when the mind most easily receives its bias, so

good an effect.

That poem raised Hayley's reputation to its highest

pitch ; to him, as the most popular of living poets, the

laureateship was " graciously offered" upon Warton's

death, and was " as graciously declined in a few verses

to Mr. Pitt on the occasion8:" and he had a more

remarkable proof of his own celebrity, when upon

going to a nursery garden near London, and offering

to pay for a plant which he had chosen, the nursery

man, Mr. Lee, having discovered who he was, refused

to accept the money, and said, " Sir, you are a very

great man, to whom I shall be particularly happy to

show every little civility in my power. I am sorry that

my lame foot, and your haste, prevent my making up

a npsegay for the lady in the carriage."

His reputation, however, was no sooner at the full

than it began to wane. Some critics, in the exercise

of their vocation, took more pleasure in exposing his

faults than in praising him for what was praiseworthy ;

in journals which at the commencement of his career

had been friendly to him, there arose other writers

" who knew not Hayley ;" like every successful author,

he had provoked some envy ; and like every incautious

one, some enemies. He incurred a certain degree of

censure for the lax tone of morals in two prose works,

which, though published anonymously, were known to

be his ; and in the same Essay wherein he apostro

phized Gibbon as one on whom

8 Memoirs of Thomas Alphonso Hayley. p. 35.
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Mistaken zeal, wrapt in a priestly pall,

Had from the baser urn pour'd darkest gall,

he offended the infidels by lamenting the historian's9

infidelity.

Think not my verse means blindly to engage

In rash defence of thy profaner page !

Though keen her spirit, her attachment fond,

Base service cannot suit with friendship's bond.

Too firm from duty's sacred path to turn,

She breathes an honest sigh of deep concern,

And pities Genius, when his wild career

Gives Faith awound, or Innocence a fear.

The friends of Hume took umbrage at the manner

in which his history10 was censured; and the friends

of Warburton . . (for Warburton had friends, and de-

9 How this should have appeared violent to Dr. Robertson is

marvellous. " Who is this Mr. Hayley V he says in a letter to

Gibbon (1781). " His poetry has more merit than that of most

of his contemporaries ; but his Whiggism is so bigoted, and his

Christianity so fierce, that he almost disgusts one with two very

good things."—Gibbon's Miscellaneous Works, vol. ii. p. 256.

If there be any thing in the Essay on History (which is the

work to which Robertson alludes) fiercer than the milky passage

quoted in the text, I have not been able to discover it.

10 Emerging from the sophists' school,

With spirit eager, yet with judgement cool ;

With subtle skill to steal upon applause,

And give false vigour to the weaker cause ;

To paint a specious scene with nicest art,

Retouch the whole, and varnish every part;

Graceful in style, in argument acute,

Master of every trick in keen dispute ;

With these strong powers to form a winning tale,

And hide Deceit in Moderation's veil,
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served to have them,) . . were not less displeased at

seeing his works treated with unwarrantable contempt.

Hayley thus purchased for himself unfavourable opini

ons from opposite quarters ; and though time had

taught him not to appreciate his own powers too highly,

it mortified 11 him to feel that he was sinking in estima

tion with the public. When he characterised Hume's

fame as a waxen fabric, he had not questioned himself

whether his own was of a more durable material.

His Essays were valuable only because of the informa

tion which they contained, there was nothing in the

poetry that could invite a second perusal. In the

Triumphs of Temper he had addressed himself virgi-

nibus puerisque; to such readers it was more useful,

because better adapted and more acceptable than any

more serious or elevated strain ; but with the general

High on the pinnacle of Fashion placed,

Hume shone the idol of historic taste.

Already, pierced by Freedom's searching rays,

The waxen fabric of his fame decays !

Ep. ii. v. 548—61.

11 Miss Seward, after an unexpected visit (1789) from " the

illustrious, the graceful Hayley," says, " The nonsense and

malice of the public critics seem to have given him the same

disgust at the idea of publishing that sickens upon my spirit,

and slackens all my nerves of poetic industry."—Letters, vol. ii.

p. 272.

Speaking of Maty's Review, she says (1788), " Never shall I

forget his long, elaborate, confused, and stupid critique upon

Hayley's beautiful Triumphs of Temper. This same critique

places its author amongst the minor poets of the present period.

O the Midas ! the Midas ! From that moment I never looked

into Maty-trash. It was no meat for me."—lb. p. 7.
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public his reputation had quietly declined. A better

taste had gradually grown up. The public were no

longer comprised in " the Town ;" nor were the rising

generation of poets contented, like their predecessors,

to be known by the appellation of Wits ; they had been

recalled to the study of nature, and had been led to

drink at the wells of English undefiled. More than

any other poet, Cowper had contributed to establish

this reformation, and the decline of Hayley's celebrity

was an inevitable consequence. Merry's sky-rockets,

and Darwin's gas-lights, would have thrown it into

shade no longer than while they lasted.

But Hayley was incapable of envy, incapable of

looking upon any man as his rival ; in every sense of

the word he was one of the most generous of men.

His friendship for Cowper could not have been more

sincere, if it had been of old standing and slow growth ;

and it had the ardour of novelty to animate it. Cow

per, having been equally taken with his guest, had

explained to him the state of his own circumstances ;

and Hayley's first thought was, that it might be prac

ticable to procure a pension for him through Thurlow's

influence. He had published an unsuccessful14 poem

" The history of this composition is somewhat curious. " The

poet—CPoeta loquitur)—was called to London by a pressing

solicitation from his esteemed friend Dr. Kippis, to gratify the

votaries of constitutional liberty, by a poem on the anniversary,

which the admirers of King William were preparing to cele

brate. The invitation was in unison with the poet's principles

and feelings ; but he had hardly reached his cell in Barnard's

Inn, where he wished to compose the occasional poem re

quested, when a new affliction threw a gloom over his mind."

—This was the sudden death of one of his earliest and most
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on the anniversary of the Revolution, which poem he

had sent to the Chancellor, and received from him a

complimentary note of acknowledgment". But he

had a friend, Carwardine by name, whom he rarely

mentions without some epithet indicative of cordial

regard, who being intimate with both, had long wished

to make them acquainted with each other, especially

as both were admirers and friends of his own friend

Romney. This object was accomplished ; and Hayley

became sufficiently acquainted with Thurlow, to flatter

himself that he stood high in his good graces. He now

hoped that this influence might be usefully exerted in

Cowper's behalf.

" Can I ever honour you enough for your zeal to

serve me," says Cowper on this occasion " Truly I

beloved friends. Having written an epitaph for him, " the poet

endeavoured to soothe and fortify his mind under his recent

affliction, by celebrating the hero William, the deliverer of

England and of Europe."—Memoirs, vol. i. p. 367—8,

13 " The Chancellor presents his best respects to Mr. Hayley,

and returns him many thanks for his poems. They give a

bright relief to the subject. William is much obliged to him,

and Mary more ; and if it may be said without offence, liberty

itself derives advantage from this dress."

" There's flattery for you, from the great !" says Hayley. "I

told the angelic Cracherode this morning, that I called on him

to give me a sermon on humility, lest my head should turn with

the adulation I have received." The poet—( Poeta loquitur)

might have found a sufficient antidote against vanity on this

occasion, in the very moderate sale of his production, which,

" though well recited at a very numerous public meeting, and

extolled by many private friends, was very far from becoming

popular."—lb. 368—9.

" June 5, 1792.
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think not. I am, however, so sensible of the love I

owe you on this account, that I every day regret the

acuteness of your feelings for me, convinced that they

expose you to much trouble, mortification, and disap

pointment. I have, in short, a poor opinion of my

destiny, as I told you when you were here ; and though

I believe that if any man living can do me good, you

will, I cannot yet persuade myself that even you will

be successful in attempting it. But it is no matter ;

vou are yourself a good which I can never value enough ;

and whether rich or poor in other respects, I shall

always account myself better provided for than I de

serve, with such a friend at my back as you. Let it

please God to continue to me my William and Mary,

and I will be more reasonable than to grumble."

To Lady Hesketh he says 13, after saying that every

body must fall in love with Hayley, " the Chancellor,

I am willing to hope, will not be the only insensible.

But I am less sanguine in my expectations in that,

and indeed in every other quarter, where my interest

is concerned, than either he or you. Depend on it,

my dear, I was born to be poor ; and though Hayley

would enrich me, if any mortal could, having such

zeal and such talents as usually carry all before them,

my destiny, 1 fear, will prove too hard for him."

Perhaps Hayley himself, if he had not happily been

always of a hopeful disposition, might have come to a

like conclusion, when having, upon his arrival in Lon

don, written a note to the Chancellor, requesting an

appointment to breakfast, so long a time elapsed with

out his receiving an answer, that it seemed as if it had

15 June 6.
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either been forgotten, or which was more likely, that

there was no intention of answering it. It happened,

however, that Carwardine was about to send Cowper's

poems as a present to the Chancellor's daughter; he

took this fair occasion for writing a second note. The

appointment was then made, and Hayley immediately

communicated the result to Weston in these words,

" Huzza ! I have passed an agreeable hour, from eight

to nine this morning, with the Chancellor, and left

both him and Lord Kenyon, who was with us, so

impressed with warm wishes to serve you, that I am

persuaded your old friend Thurlow will accomplish it

if possible." Thurlow, it appears, till undeceived at

this interview, had supposed Cowper to be rich : some

one had told him so, who knowing that lawyers in

proportion as they gain reputation acquire wealth, con

cluded that the case must be the same with authors.

Hayley's letters, with Mrs. Unwin's gradual amend

ment, and the physician's confident expectation of her

recovery, raised Cowper's spirits, and he began to look

forward with hope to his intended journey. August

had been named for it at first ; but when Hayley

advised July, for the sake of having longer days before

them, he assented to the argument. " This, how

ever," said he16, " must be left to the Giver of all

good. If our visit to you be according to his will, He

will smooth our way before us, and appoint the time of

it ; and thus I speak, not because I wish to seem a

saint in your eyes, but because my poor Mary actually

is one, and would not set her foot over the threshold,

unless she had, or thought she had, God's free per-

16 June 19.
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mission. With that she would go through floods and

fire, though without it she would be afraid of every

thing,—afraid even to visit you, dearly as she loves,

and much as she longs to see you."

The intervening weeks were eventful ones in Cow-

per's little circle. Sir John Throckmorton having

removed into Oxfordshire, upon succeeding to the

baronetcy, Weston Hall became the residence of his

brother George, who had now taken the name of

Courtenay, and at this time brought home his bride

there, the Catherine of Cowper's poems. Johnny of

Norfolk came again to visit his kinsman. " How do

you imagine I have been occupied these last ten days ?"

says Cowper to Mr. Bull". " In sitting,—not on

cockatrice eggs, nor yet to gratify a mere idle humour,

nor because I was too sick to move ; but because my

cousin Johnson has an aunt who has a longing desire

of my picture, and because he would therefore bring

a painter from London to draw it. For this purpose

I have been sitting, as I say, these ten days, and am

heartily glad that my sitting time is over." To Hay-

ley he says,

Abbot is painting me so true,

That (trust me) you would stare,

And hardly know, at the first view,

If I were here or there.

In the opinion of all who saw the portrait at that

time, and in Cowper's own, the artist had succeeded

to admiration. " I think," he says, to Lady Hesketh18,

" it will afford you as much pleasure, nay, perhaps

even more, than a sight of the original myself ; for you

17 July 25. 18 July 21.
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will see it with the thought in your mind, that whether

I live or die, while this picture subsists, my charming

lineaments and proportions can never be forgotten.—

I verily think the portrait, exclusive of the likeness,

which is the closest imaginable, one of the best I ever

saw."

" But the picture," said he to Mr. Bull 19, " is not

the only prodigy I have to tell you of. A greater

belongs to me, and one that you will hardly credit,

even on my own testimony. We are on the eve of a

journey, and a long one. On this very day sennight,

we set out for Eartham, the seat of my brother bard,

Mr. Hayley, on the other side of London, nobody

knows where, a hundred and twenty miles off. Pray

for us, my friend, that we may have a safe going and

return ! It is a tremendous exploit, and I feel a

thousand anxieties when I think of it. But a promise

made to him when he was here, that we would go if

we could, and a sort of persuasion that we can if we

will, oblige us to it." To Mr. Newton, he says20,

" You may imagine that we, who have been resident

on one spot so many years, do not engage in such an

enterprise without some anxiety : persons accustomed

to travel would make themselves merry with mine, it

seems so disproportioned to the occasion. Once I

have been on the point of determining not to go, and

even since we fixed the day,—my troubles have been so

insupportable. But it has been made a matter of much

prayer ; and at last it has pleased God to satisfy me,

in some measure, that his will corresponds with our

purpose, and that he will afford us his protection."

18 JuJy 25. * July 30.
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Mr. Newton had recently made him a transient

visit. " I rejoiced," says Cowper, " and had reason

to do so, in your coming to Weston, for I think the

Lord came with you. Not indeed to abide with me ;

not to restore me to that intercourse with him which I

enjoyed twenty years ago ; but to awaken in me, how

ever, more spiritual feeling than I have experienced,

except in two instances, during all that time. The

comforts that I had received under your ministry, in

better days, all rushed upon my recollection ; and

during two or three transient moments, seemed to be

in a degree renewed. You will tell me that, transient

as they were, they were yet evidence of a love that is

not so ; and I am desirous to believe it."

There was a time when both Cowper and Mrs. Un-

win reposed the most entire confidence in Mr. Newton.

He had lost some of his influence over them, perhaps

in consequence of having improperly asserted it ; cer

tain however it is, that they did not communicate to

him a very singular proceeding in which they were then

engaged, and in which Mrs. Unwin never would have

partaken, nor have permitted Cowper to engage, if

her intellect had not been impaired. Cowper's attack

in 1787 had been more formidable than that in 1773;

he had attempted suicide, and would have effected it,

if Mrs. Unwin had not providentially entered the

place in which he had suspended himself by the neck,

and had she not also possessed presence of mind

enough to cut him down. The former malady was of

much longer duration, and the recovery had been

slow : in the latter it was instantaneous. The same

dreadful delusion concerning his present rejection and
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probable reprobation continued in both cases, after his

restoration ; and from the time of the last seizure his

nervous system remained always in a state of diseased

activity. Most persons know by their own experience,

that in what is called " the vapours," objects pass

before our closed eyes with all the vividness and

distinctness of reality. The sense of hearing is subject

to the same kind of illusion, (though the phenomenon

is far less frequent) and articulated sounds are as

actually heard in the one case, as forms and faces are

seen in the other. The visual illusion Cowper would

have understood, even in his disordered state of mind ;

but to the audible one he gave entire credit. It was

more particularly upon waking in the morning, or in

the night, that he expected to hear something ; some

thing was generally heard in consequence of that

expectation ; and whatever words came to his inward

ear, he considered as oracular.

There was a poor schoolmaster at Olney, Teedon

by name, who was one of Cowper and Mrs. Unwin's

pensioners. They pitied his poverty, tolerated his

ridiculous vanity, and forgave his intrusions. While

Unwin lived, Teedon was never mentioned in their

correspondence but in a manner which showed that

though they entertained a compassionate regard for

him, they were fully aware of his conceitedness and

his folly. When Cowper, in a letter to this most

familiar of his friends, hoped the Monthly Review

might be favourable to his first volume, for the sake

of his Olney neighbours, who took their opinions from

that journal, he said21, " not to mention others, here

al See vol. ii. p. 29,
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is your idol, Mr. Teedon, whose smile is praise." In

a subsequent letter22 he related an anecdote, which

sufficiently characterises the man : " Mr. Teedon, who

favours us now and then with his company in an even

ing, as usual, was not long since discoursing with that

eloquence which is so peculiar to himself, on the many

providential interpositions that had taken place in his

favour. ' He had wished for many things, (he said,)

which at the time when he formed those wishes seemed

distant and improbable, some of them indeed impossi

ble. Among other wishes that he had indulged, one

was, that he might be connected with men of genius

and ability,—' and in my connexion with this worthy

gentleman (said he, turning to me,) that wish, I am

sure, is amply gratified.' You may suppose that I felt

the sweat gush out upon my forehead when I heard

that speech ; and if you do, you will not be at all

mistaken, so much was I delighted with the delicacy of

that incense."

Yet clearly as Cowper then saw the ridiculous

points in this man's character, he began at length to

agree with him in the notion that he was especially

favoured by Providence; to communicate his waking

dreams to him, and to consult him as a person whom the

Lord was pleased to answer in prayer. It is possible

that when Mrs. Unwin found this was not to be pre

vented, she may have fallen in with it, knowing that

Teedon would, of course, endeavour always to remove

his distressing impressions, and encourage him by hope

ful interpretations, and thinking that one delusion might

thus be counteracted by another. But as her own

" Feb. 7, 1785.
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mind failed, she appears to have caught her poor com

panion's insanity upon this point ; had her son been

living, he would have prevented a folly, which could

not have been concealed from him in his visits, even if

they had not been withheld from it by their love and

deference for him. As for the schoolmaster, when he

perceived in what light he was considered by two per

sons whom he had been accustomed to look up to as

greatly his superiors, neither his vanity nor his modesty

would allow him to question their discernment. No

suspicion of knavery attaches to him, for he was a

simple-hearted creature : as they would have him to be

a sort of high priest incog, such he fancied himself to

be, and consulted his internal Urim and Thummim

with happy and untroubled confidence.

The earliest notice of these pitiable consultations

relates to the proposed edition of Milton. " Mrs. Un-

win thanks Mr. Teedon for his letters, and is glad to

find the Lord gives him so great encouragement to

proceed, by shining on his addresses, and quickening

him by his word. Mrs. Unwin acknowledges the

Lord's goodness, which is mixed with the many and

various trials He sees fit to visit his servants with.

There is no doubt but that there is a need-be for the

manifold temptations to which they are exposed by

night and by day. In his own best time he will appear

for them23." In the week following24, " Mrs. Unwin

has the satisfaction of informing Mr. Teedon, that

Mr. Cowper is tranquil this morning, and that with

this which Mr. Teedon receives, a letter by the post

» Sept. 1, 1791. M Sept. 7.
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decisive of his undertaking the important business,

will go by the same messenger. May the Lord speed

it ! His glory, the good of many, and our comfort,

form the basis of his determination. Mr. Cowper and

Mrs. Unwin are agreed that it was hardly possible to

find out a reference to the great point in Mr. Teedon's

first letter ; his second favour elucidated the whole,

and removed all doubts. They hope Mr. Teedon will

continue to help them with his prayers on this occasion ;

and wish that every blessing bestowed upon them may

be doubled to him." Another note, which must have

been written soon afterwards, says, " Mr. Cowper

desires Mrs. Unwin to acquaint Mr. Teedon, that his

anxiety did not arise from any difficulties he appre

hended in the performance of his work, but his uncer

tainty whether he was providentially called to it or not.

He is now clearly persuaded, by Mr. Teedon's experi

ences and gracious notices, that he is called to it, and

is therefore perfectly easy. Mr. Cowper and Mrs.

Unwin thank Mr. Teedon for the interesting part he

takes in this affair, and hope the Lord will continue

to enable him not only to persevere, but also to feel a

blessing in it, to his own self, spiritually and personally.

Mr. Cowper begs Mr. Teedon will be very earnest in

prayer, that the possession of peace he now enjoys may

be continued to him23."

These notes were written some three months before

Mrs. Unwin had that first fit, which was followed in

the course of the spring by a paralytic stroke. But

her health had for some time been declining, and her

a5 Appendix to Gauntlett's Sermons, vol. ii. pp. 387—8.
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mind had been impaired with it, so that she con

firmed Cowper in a delusion from which her influence

might otherwise have preserved him. He who had

formerly regarded Teedon with as much derision as

was compatible with real kindness to the poor creature

himself, and with his own compassionate nature, con

sulted him now on his hopes and fears, his dreams,

his waking impressions, and his engagement, and care

fully wrote in a book the oracular responses which he

received, till he had filled volumes. When he told

Mr. Newton that their intended visit to Hayley had

been made the subject of much prayer, and that it had

pleased God to satisfy him in some measure concern

ing it, there can be no doubt that he alluded to the

encouragement which Teedon had given him.

July had far advanced when Cowper wrote to Lady

Hesketh26, saying they had not even yet determined

absolutely on their journey to Eartham,—" but shall

(he added) I believe, in two or three days, decide in

favour of it. Hayley interests himself so much in

favour of it, and I am persuaded that it bids fair to do

us both so much good, that I am sincerely desirous of

going. A thousand lions, monsters, and giants are in

the way, but perhaps they will all vanish, if I have but

the courage to face them. Mrs. Unwin, whose weak

ness mightjustify her fears, has none. Her trust in the

Providence of God makes her calm on all occasions."

On that day, however, the determination was made,

and Cowper announced it in the gayety of excited

spirits to his host expectant.

86 July 21.
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TO WILLIAM HAYLEY, ESQ.

Weston, July 22, 1792.

This important affair, my dear brother, is at last

decided, and we are coming. Wednesday se'nnight, if

nothing occur to make a later day necessary, is the

day fixed for our journey. Our rate of travelling

must depend on Mary's ability to bear it. Our mode

of travelling will occupy three days unavoidably, for

we shall come in a coach. Abbot finishes my picture

to-morrow ; on Wednesday he returns to town, and is

commissioned to order one down for us, with four

steeds to draw it ;

" hollow pamper'd jades of Asia,

That cannot go but forty miles a day."

Send us our route, for I am as ignorant of it almost,

as if I were in a strange country. We shall reach

St. Alban's, I suppose, the first day; say where we

must finish our second day's journey, and at what inn

we may best repose ? As to the end of the third day,

we know where that will find us, viz. in the arms, and

under the roof of our beloved Hayley.

General Cowper, having heard a rumour of this

intended migration, desires to meet me on the road,

that we may once more see each other. He lives at

Ham, near Kingston. Shall we go through Kingston,

or near it ? For I would give him as little trouble as

possible, though he offers very kindly to come as far

as Barnet for that purpose. Nor must I forget Car-

wardine, who so kindly desired to be informed what

way we should go. On what point of the road will it
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be easiest for him to find us ? On all these points you

must be my oracle. My friend and brother, we shall

overwhelm you with our numbers ; this is all the trou

ble that I have left. My Johnny of Norfolk, happy

in the thought of accompanying us, would be broken

hearted to be left behind.

In the midst of all these solicitudes I laugh to think

what they are made of, and what an important thing

it is for me to travel. Other men steal away from

their homes silently, and make no disturbance ; but

when I move, houses are turned upside down, maids

are turned out of their beds, all the counties through

which I pass appear to be in an uproar. Surrey greets

me by the mouth of the General, and Essex by that

of Carwardine. How strange does all this seem to a

man who has seen no bustle, and made none, for

twenty years together ! Adieu,

W. C.

A second letter informed Hayley that the purpose

held good, though he had once been on the point of

' abandoning it.

TO WILLIAM HAYLEY, ESQ.

Weston, July 29, 1792.

Through floods and flames to your retreat

I win my desperate way,

And when we meet, if e'er we meet,

Will echo your huzza !

You will wonder at the word desperate in the

second line, and at the if in the third ; but could you

have any conception of the fears I have had to battle
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with, of the dejection of spirits that I have suffered

concerning this journey, you would wonder much more

that I still courageously persevere in my resolution to

undertake it. Fortunately for my intentions, it hap

pens, that as the day approaches my terrors abate ; for

had they continued to be what they were a week since,

I must, after all, have disappointed you ; and was ac

tually once on the verge of doing it. I have told you

something of my nocturnal experiences, and assure

you now, that they were hardly ever more terrific than

on this occasion. Prayer has, however, opened my

passage at last, and obtained for me a degree of confi

dence, that I trust will prove a comfortable viaticum to

me all the way. On Wednesday, therefore, we set

forth.

The terrors, that I have spoken of, would appear

ridiculous to most ; but to you they will not, for you

are a reasonable creature, and know well, that to what

ever cause it be owing (whether to constitution, or to

God's express appointment), I am hunted by spiritual

hounds in the night season. I cannot help it. You

will pity me, and wish it were otherwise ; and though

you may think there is much of the imaginary in it,

will not deem it for that reason an evil less to be

lamented. So much for fears and distresses. Soon I

hope they shall all have a joyful termination, and I,

my Mary, my Johnny, and my dog, be skipping with

delight at Eartham.

Well! this picture is at last finished, and well

finished, I can assure you. Every creature that has

seen it has been astonished at the resemblance. Sam's

boy bowed to it, and Beau walked up to it wagging
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his tail as he went, and evidently showing that he

acknowledged its likeness to his master. It is a half-

length, as it is technically, but absurdly called ; that is

to say, it gives all but the foot and ankle. To-mor

row it goes to town, and will hang some months at

Abbot's, when it will be sent to its due destination in

Norfolk.

I hope, or rather wish, that at Eartham I may re

cover that habit of study, which, inveterate as it once

seemed, I now seem to have lost,—lost to such a de

gree, that it is even painful to me to think of what it

will cost me to acquire it again.

Adieu ! my dear, dear Hayley ; God give us a

happy meeting ! Mary sends her love. She is in

pretty good plight this morning, having slept well, and

for her part, has no fears at all about the journey.

Ever yours,

W. C.

Eartham, where Hayley then resided, is about six

miles from Chichester, and five from Arundel, a little to

the left of the road. His father had, in the year 1743,

purchased a small estate in the village, and the ruins of

a mansion which had belonged to a certain Sir Robert

Fagg, once celebrated in provincial song for having

stood for the county and polled two votes. " A seques

tered spot, Hayley calls it, peculiarly embellished by

nature." The purchaser removed the ruins, and built

a diminutive villa, on higher ground, as a kind of

summer-house, to which he occasionally sent his chil

dren from Chichester, for the benefit of better air.

Five years after the purchase, his remains were de
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posited in Eartham churchyard. This little establish

ment was censured as an act of extravagance in one

who had considerably impaired his patrimony ; to his

son, however, it proved, in process of time, a singular

source of health and delight. It had remained unte

nanted for some years, and of course had suffered

considerably, before Hayley rendered it habitable for

a tenant ; and when he went to reside there in 1774,

it was with the intention of enlarging and decorating

it, and making it his chosen abode for the rest of his

life. His expectations of happiness were expressed in

some elegiac stanzas, addressed to his. wife.

Swift come the day, when we shall well exchange

Thy dust, O London, and thy noisy throng,

For fields where leisure may unbounded range,

Listening to health and pleasure's sprightly song !

And thou, sweet Eartham ! dear retreat, receive

Thy fond possessor in no ill-starr'd hour;

Ne'er will he wish thy tranquil shades to leave,

And fly ignobly to the shrines of power.

No ; he will wish, (nor let that wish be vain !)

To aid thy charms with independent pride ;

To rear the peaceful grove where Love shall reign,

And raise the roof where Friendship shall preside.

Perchance, long hanish'd from his failing eyes,

The heroic Muse will come with all her fire :

Yes, in thy shades her sacred form will rise,

And strike to Liberty the lofty lyre.

Eliza, too, enamour'd of thy bower,

Will make thee, Eartham, her peculiar care ;

And court, to grace thee, every coyer flower

That yields reluctant io the vernal air.
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Nor this alone, but far superior care

Eliza's gentle generous heart will know;

She to the afflicted cottage will repair,

And sooth the villager's heart-rending woe.

Where'er she comes, with no unkind delay,

The infant tenants will with transport bound,

Her smile will chase oppressive want away,

And spread a little holiday around.

Some of these dreams were fulfilled, but neither the

most ambitious, nor the most amiable of them. The

heroic Muse did not visit him at Eartham ; and among

all his enjoyments there, that of domestic happiness

was wanting. When Hayley communicated to his

mother his intention of marrying one whom she had

known intimately for many years, she reminded him

that Eliza's mother had been in a state of mental de

rangement from the time of her daughter's birth, and

asked him to consider what his feelings would be if he

should ever see his wife in the same condition ? " I

have asked my own heart that question," he replied,

" and I will tell you its immediate answer. In that

case I should bless God for having given me courage

sufficient to make myself the legal guardian of the

most amiable and most pitiable woman on earth."

" My dear child," she replied, " I have done. Your

heart is very pure ; your feelings are quick and strong ;

your intentions are always kind. I will not thwart your

affections, but only pray to Heaven that they may be

rendered the source of lasting happiness to yourself."

The mother's apprehensions were more nearly verified

than the son's confidence in his own sense of duty;
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but happily for herself, she died before the infelicities

and irregularities of his domestic life began.

The morbid tendency that Mrs. Hayley had inhe

rited, never affected her intellect : but it manifested

itself in sudden fluctuations of spirits, extreme irritabi

lity, and restlessness. He calls her his " pitiable Eliza,"

speaks of her " marvellous mental infelicities," and says

that her state of mind was to all, who tenderly regarded

her, an evil more distressing than madness itself. At

times, suspicion and pride were its chief characteris

tics, at other times depression and melancholy. He

was involved, he says, in scenes of anguish and afflic

tion, with which no human powers appeared strong

enough incessantly to contend. Jealousy, however,

made no part of their unhappiness ; for when Hayley

had granted himselfa patriarch's license, she, with equal

complacency absolved him from the obligation of con

jugal fidelity, and having no children herself, adopted

from his birth, one whom he named Thomas Alphonso

Hayley. It was not till several years after the birth

of this child that they finally separated, upon amicable

terms. Mrs. Hayley was settled at Derby, where she

had many acquaintances ; she was still proud of her

husband, though love had long ceased to have any

place in her breast; she kept up a frequent corres

pondence with him, and in her cheerful moods, gene

rally addressed him by the name of Hotspur.

Neither party seems to have been rendered unhappy

by their separation. Mrs. Hayley was remarkable

for a want of feeling as peculiar as her excessive

irritability ; and her husband, under the severest sor
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rows found relief in giving them utterance, and with

his happy activity of mind was never in want of some

object to occupy and amuse him. Except in his dream

of connubial happiness, no man was ever less disap

pointed in his hopes than Hayley in those expectations

with which he entered upon his abode at Eartham.

He had inherited from his father, he says, " a passion

for the spot, a passion also for building and gardening,

for pictures and for books; and a contempt for money,

romantic and imprudent." Luckily he did not inherit

his father's taste in building, as well as his passion

for it ; for the elder Hayley, a little before his decease,

had begun to construct an additional apartment to his

house at Chichester, of so singular a form, that the

least improbable guess which could be formed of his

intention, conjectured it to be meant for " a diminutive

representation of the mosque of St. Sophia at Constanti

nople !" The son began his improvements at Eartham

" with more attention to economy and mere convenience

than he usually exerted, adding only such offices and

chambers as were absolutely requisite for his family."

But as he went on embellishing his garden and en

larging his house, " he was willing to believe that the

success of his writings would ultimately repay him for

whatever he expended in decorating a favourite scene

of study and retirement." This he confesses some

times appeared to him like running a race in a sack :

though his friends might have observed that, on the

contrary, he could not have devised a surer means of

outrunning the constable. But on that score he never

suffered any serious uneasiness ; his habits were inex

pensive, his patrimony had been well husbanded by a

s. c.—3. F
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careful mother during his long minority ; and when at

length he might otherwise have been straitened in his

circumstances, his connexion with Cowper became the

means of placing him at ease, in a remarkable manner,

for the last twenty years of his life.

He made this residence a delightful spot. Gibbon

called it the little Paradise of Eartham. " His place,

said the historian, though small, is as elegant as his

mind, which I value much more highly ;" and commu

nicating to Lord Sheffield a wish which Hayley had

expressed to become acquainted with him; he adds,

that this was " no vulgar compliment."' Hayley is

now estimated only by his writings, and these, because

they were greatly overrated in their day, have perhaps

been depreciated since in proportion. But the person

of whom Gibbon could speak thus, must have been no

ordinary man. Literary acquirements like his were

rare at that time, and are not common now ; and these

were not his only accomplishments. All who knew

him, concur in describing his manners as in the highest

degree winning, and his conversation as delightful. It

is said that few men have ever rendered so many

essential acts of kindness to those who stood in need

of them. His errors were neither few nor trifling ;

but his good qualities greatly preponderated. He was

a most affectionate father, a most warm and constant

friend ; and his latter days of infirmity and pain were

distinguished by no common degree of cheerful forti

tude and Christian resignation.

Eartham had received many distinguished guests,

whose names will not be forgotten in the history of

English literature and English art. Howard, who
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belongs to a different class of worthies, visited his

encomiast there. Gibbon has already been mentioned.

Romney and Flaxman were frequent visitors, being,

indeed, two of Hayley's most intimate friends. Joseph

Warton. Sargent, the author of the Mine, a good and

amiable man, not to be mentioned without respect. Nor

will I add Miss Seward's name to the list without ren

dering justice to one who has been greatly disparaged,

chiefly because of her affected style. She was a woman

whose talents, if her language had not been distorted

by false notions of excellence in composition, might

have retained for her the high station among female

writers, which in her palmy days it was allowed that

she had won. Though not always a judicious critic, she

was never unjust or ungenerous in her censures ; and

if she frequently mistook glittering faults for beauties,

no beauty ever escaped her observation. I have never

known any person to whose frankness and perfect can

dour I could with more confidence bear testimony. It

was not in mere vanity that she received all the

incense which was profusely offered her, but because

she believed others to be as sincere as herself.

Hayley was now expecting a guest, very unlike any

of those whose occasional visits had rendered Eartham

a distinguished spot, giving it a celebrity which it will

not lose. Since he passed through London, on his

return from Weston, Thurlow had ceased to be Chan

cellor. This unexpected event abated the hope which

he had reasonably entertained of serving Cowper

through that channel ; but with that buoyant and

happy disposition which makes the best of every thing,

he thought it would gratify Cowper in another way, if,
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now that Thurlow was master of his own time, he

could bring about a meeting between them. Accord

ingly he wrote to the Ex-Chancellor, what Miss Seward

would have called, this truly Hayleyan epistle27.

my dear lord, Eartham, near Chichester, July 1, 1792.

May I, without impertinence, speak to you again

on paper, after having so recently trespassed on your

time in person, and talked, I fear, with more zeal than

discretion?

Yes, now your hand, with decent pride,

Relinquishes that seal unstain'd

Which Bacon, Law's less upright guide!

With many a sordid spot profaned ;

Haply from cumbrous pomp released

You now, escaping thorny strife,

Have time to grace a Hermit's feast,

And honour sweet sequester'd life.

Here nature reigns o'er souls elate,

Her tranquil smiles this scene endear :

And Fancy, Freedom, Friendship wait,

To hail their favourite Cowper here.

To dignify this dear retreat,

Would I could tempt you to descend,

And in our first of Poets meet,

Life's richest gift, an ancient friend !

Our dear William of Weston, my lord, has kindly pro

mised to accelerate his intended visit to the south, and

to be with me in July : if, in your summer excursion,

you are led towards the south coast, how happy should

27 I am obliged to Mr. Carwardine, the son of Hayley's

friend, for this curious letter.
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I be to present to you, under my roof, the man you

honoured with your early regard, and to hear him say

to you, as his brother Horace said to a patron of a

weaker spirit,

Primi dicte mihi, summd dicende Cumasni '.

At all events it is the delight and pride of my heart to

have thoroughly revealed to your lordship, all the ini

quity offortune towards an author, whose merits and

whose misfortunes are so various and so extraordinary.

If you can find or create an opportunity of redressing

that iniquity, I am persuaded that your lordship will

regard it as one of the most happy,—and assuredly men

of letters will esteem it as one of the most honourable

incidents in a long life of honour.

When talents and virtues a mortal endear,

Yet fail to preserve him from Fortune's control,

Who binds her weak captive in Want's narrow sphere,

With Adversity's irons that enter the soul ;

Say is it not, Thurlow ! an office divine,

With the firm hand of friendship to cancel such wrongs !

May the verses of Cowper proclaim it is thine,

While genius and gratitude hallow his songs !

If I pester you, my lord, with prose and rhyme, it may

yet comfort you to reflect, that you are in no danger

of receiving, either from your old friend or from me,

any doses of adulation. I have even had the assur

ance to show you, more than once, that my opinions, on

some points, are directly opposite to yours. I believe

you are one of the few great men in the world, whom

a little man may venture to contradict, without the
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hazard of making an enemy. No trifling eulogy, my

lord ! and I am greatly deceived, indeed, if it is not

true.

The more just it is, the more pleasure it would give

me to receive you in this poetical hermitage, a little

temple consecrated to Liberty and Friendship, where

difference of opinion produces no hatred, and similarity

of pursuit no jealousy.

A famous monarch used, you know, to say that in

serving an individual, he generally made one man

ungrateful, and many discontented. What a rare

blessing then, my lord, may be yours, since in serv

ing one poet, you may render two very thankful and

happy! Believe me, it is with the utmost truth I

assure you, that in securing a decent and comfortable

independence for our beloved Cowper, you will confer

the highest pleasure and obligation upon

Your lordship's

sincere and respectful,

though importunate servant,

W. HAYLEY.

It could have been no disappointment to Cowper

that Hayley did not succeed in bringing about a meet

ing which would have been far more painful than

pleasurable to both parties. Thurlow was no longer

the Thurlow who had been his daily companion and

bosom friend during some of the blithest years of life :

and Cowper no longer the Cowper with whom his

fellow clerk used to pass those hours in mirthful or in

thoughtful conversation which ought to have been em

ployed in engrossing ; and to " giggle and make giggle"
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at Ashley Cowper's always hospitable house. The one

had felt Adversity's " iron scourge," and the World had

set its iron stamp on the other's stronger and coarser

mould. Each too had something to forgive in himself,

the consciousness whereof could not but have produced

an uneasy feeling : Thurlow, that he had failed at one

time in that courtesy to an old and unfortunate friend,

which in his case would have been kindness ; and Cow-

per, that he had given vent to his resentment in bitter

strains, which, though unpublished, had not been kept

secret from some of his correspondents. Indeed, ex

cept in Lady Hesketh's case, Cowper seems rather to

have shunned than desired a meeting with any of those

persons who had been his first and most intimate asso

ciates, and to whom in some woeful respects he must

have appeared " so fallen, so changed !" Formidable

as the journey from the northern extremity of Buck

inghamshire to the shores of Sussex appeared to him,

he dreaded nothing so much as an interview with

General Cowper on the way, . . which yet, having been

desired by the General, he could not decline. He had

not seen him for thirty years, " and but for this jour

ney," he says, " should never have seen him again."

It was not that his love for those friends was diminished,

but because he could not bear to have one part of his

life brought too strongly to his recollection.

Rose walked from London to meet the travellers at

Barnet, where they slept the first night. At Kingston,

where they dined the next day, they found the General ;

and late on the third evening, "after three days confine

ment in a coach, and suffering as they went," he says,

" all that could be suffered from excessive heat and dust,
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they arrived at Hayley's door. The first letter which

he wrote after his arrival appears to have been—to

Mr. Samuel Teedon of Olney !

dkar sir, Eartham, near Chichester, Aug. 5, 1792.

This journey, of which we all had some fears, and

I a thousand, has by the mercy of God been happily

and well performed, and we have met with no terrors

by the way. I indeed myself was a little daunted by

the tremendous height of the Sussex hills, in compa

rison of which all that I had seen elsewhere are dwarfs :

but I only was alarmed; Mrs. Unwin had no such

sensations, but was always cheerful from the begin

ning of our expedition to the end of it. At Barnet

we found the inn so noisy that I was almost driven to

despair by the dread that she would get no rest ; but

I was happily disappointed. She slept about four

hours, and seemed as much refreshed as if she had

slept twice as many. At Ripley we had a silent inn,

and rested well. The next day, but late, we arrived

at Eartham ; and now begin to feel ourselves, under

the hospitable roof of our amiable friend, well requited

for all the fatigue, the heat, and the clouds of dust that

we endured in the journey.

I had one glimpse—at least I was willing to hope it

was a glimpse—of heavenly light by the way; an

answer I suppose to many fervent prayers of, yours.

Continue to pray for us, and when any thing occurs

worth communicating let us know it.

Mrs. Unwin is in charming spirits, to which the

incomparable air and delightful scenes of Eartham

have much contributed. But our thanks are always
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due to the Giver of all good for these and all his

benefits ; for without His blessing Paradise itself would

not cheer the soul that knows him.

Adieu. I am yours with many thanks for all your

spiritual aids.

WM. COWPER.

Mrs. Unwin sends her kind remembrances.

" Here we are," says Cowper28, "in the most ele

gant mansion that I have ever inhabited, and surrounded

by the most delightful pleasure grounds that I have

ever seen ; but which, dissipated as my powers of

thought are at present, I will not undertake to de

scribe. It shall suffice me to say, that they occupy

three sides of a hill, which in Buckinghamshire might

well pass for a mountain, and from the summit of

which is beheld a most magnificent landscape, bounded

by the sea, and on one part by the Isle of Wight,

which may also be seen plainly from the window of

the library in which I am writing."—" The inland

scene is equally beautiful, consisting of a large and

deep valley well cultivated and enclosed by magnificent

hills, all crowned with wood. I had for my part no

conception that a poet could be the owner of such a

Paradise 29."—" Here we are, as happy as it is in the

power of terrestrial good to make us,—and our recep

tion has been the kindest that it was possible for

friendship and hospitality to contrive 30."

Hayley was not the only person who welcomed

them to Sussex as his friends ;—there was another

28 To Mr. Greathead, Aug. 6.

29 To Mrs. Courtenay, Aug. 12.

*l To Mr. Greathead.
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face that brightened with joy at their arrival. The

reader will remember that when he enquired for an

electrical machine in the hope of its producing a bene

ficial effect upon Mrs. Unwin immediately after her

paralytic stroke, one had to his great surprise been

found in the village. The owner, Mr. Sockett, who

had partly constructed it himself, and whom Cowper

described as a very worthy, intelligent, but unfortunate

man, of the gentlest manners, was then absent on a

distant journey of unsuccessful business ; his son, a

youth of about fifteen, brought the machine to Weston

Lodge, and came every day to assist in using it.

Hayley was interested by all he saw and all that he

heard of his young assistant, the more perhaps because

Thomas Sockett had, like himself, been afflicted with

much illness in his childhood ; and when the youth,

who wrote an excellent hand, and was a good arith

metician, wishing to be no longer a burthen to his

parents, asked if he could recommend him to any situ

ation as a clerk in London, it occurred to him that

young Sockett might be very useful in teaching his

own son what he was capable of teaching well, and

might acquire more Latin and some Greek from his

disciple : he had just before bought a Latin grammar

with the little pocket money that he had saved for

that purpose. Cowper, agreeing as he did with his

new friend upon the advantages of private education,

thought the plan likely to be advantageous for both

boys, and Hayley when he departed from Weston

took Sockett with him. Thomas Hayley was well

pleased with a companion who, acting towards him in

the double capacity of preceptor and pupil, was only

three years his senior ; they became good friends, and
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when Cowper arrived at Eartham he and Mrs. Unwin

were delighted to find that the plan was succeeding to

the satisfaction of all parties. The two boys endeared

themelves to him by their attention to Mrs. Unwin;

and she called them her pair of young griffins, because

they used every day to draw her round the hill in a

four-wheeled garden chair.

Change of air and of circumstances seemed to

benefit both the travellers. " I indeed," says Cow

per " was in tolerable health before I set out, but

have acquired since I came both a better appetite and

a knack of sleeping almost as much in a single night

as formerly in two. Whether double quantities of that

article will be favourable to me as a poet, time must

show. About myself, however, I care little, being

made of materials so tough as not to threaten me even

now, at the end of so many lustrums, with any thing

like a speedy dissolution. My chief concern has been

about Mrs. Unwin ; and my chief comfort at this mo

ment is that she likewise has received, I hope, consi

derable benefit by the journey." He complained,

however, that being in a new scene, and surrounded

by strange objects, he found his powers of thinking

dissipated to a degree that rendered it difficult for him

even to write a letter, and made him as awkward at

verse as if he had never dealt in it. " I am in truth,"

said he 3i, " so unaccountably local in the use of my

pen, that, like the man in the fable who could leap well

no where but at Rhodes, I seem incapable of writing

at all except at Weston."

31 To Mrs. Courtenay, Aug. 25.

» To Lady Hesketh, Sept. 9.
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Yet his time at Eartham was far from being idly

spent. Hayley imparted to him his life of Milton, as

far as he had then proceeded with it; and Cowper,

who had completed his translations of Milton's Latin

and Italian poems, revised them carefully with Hay-

ley ra, comparing the version with the original. They

made also a rapid yet metrical translation of Andre-

ini's Adamo, an Italian drama, which Hayley supposed

to have had some influence in directing Milton's atten

tion to the great subject of Paradise Lost. Hayley says

that this afforded them a pleasant relaxation after their

more serious morning studies, and that Johnny of

Norfolk " acted as secretary, and committed the com

position to paper as it proceeded from the lips of the

two social translators."

Among the persons whom Hayley invited to meet

his honoured guest were Romney and Charlotte Smith.

The latter " exerted her talents," says Hayley, " most

agreeably to excite his wonder and conciliate his es

teem ; for happening to have begun one of her novels,

the Old Manor House, she devoted the early part of

the day to composition in her own apartment; and

entertained the little party at Eartham by reading to

them in the evening whatever the fertility of her fancy

had produced in the course of a long studious morn

ing. This lady had a quickness of invention and a

rapidity of hand which astonished every witness of her

53 " Let me," says Hayley, " here remark to the honour of

Cowper, that with all his poetic powers, he was ever willing to

receive and to avail himself of friendly criticism, with a spirit

equally modest and grateful."—Cowper's Milton, vol. iv. Ap

pendix, p. 385.
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abilities. Cowper repeatedly declared that he knew

no man among his early associates, some of whom

piqued themselves on rapid composition, who could

have composed so rapidly and so well." The Old

Manor House is the best of her novels ; and Hayley

says " it was delightful to hear her read what she had

just written ; for she read as she wrote, with simplicity

and grace M."

Romney, who had long been one of Hayley's most

intimate friends, was then at the height of his reputa

tion, and, though in the decline of life, in full posses

sion of those powers which many years before had

made him an object of jealousy to Sir Joshua himself.

In those days Thurlow had said, " there are two fac

tions in art, and I am of the Romney faction 3>." Time

has reversed the chancellor's decision, and yet Rom

ney remains a great name, and will continue so. Fuseli

indeed said of him, that he was made for the times,

and the times for him ;—but Romney's sketches in the

Fitzwilliam Museum are worth more than all Fuseli's

finished works. " According to the maxim," says

M Life of Romney, p. 180.

34 " This careless expression was bandied about to the sore

annoyance of Reynolds. Nay, so precarious is fame, that for

several years Romney had manifestly the ascendency in the

scale of popular opinion; and the President had to soothe him

self with the belief that the day would come when men's eyes

would be opened, and the grave and quiet grandeur of his

works would triumph. In those times of bitterness and feud,

when Sir Joshua in the course of conversation was compelled

to speak of his rival, he merely indicated him by saying, ' The

man in Cavendish Square.' "—Allan Cunningham's Lives of the

Painters, vol. v. p. 96.
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Flaxman, " that every painter paints himself, each

picture presents in some measure a transcript of its

author's merits and defects." According to that infer

ence there is no painter of whom a more unfavourable

opinion would be formed from his works than Fuseli.

If he looked at other things as he looked at the human

form, he could have seen nothing but what was dis

torted by his manner of beholding it.

That maxim Flaxman thus applies to Romney, whom

he knew and loved. " The judicious eye will easily

discern whether the work was produced with sensibi

lity or want of feeling; the choice and treatment of

the subject will discover whether his mind was ele

vated or low, as the detail of parts will explain in what

branches of knowledge he was skilled or deficient, to

what extent he had chosen and analysed the beauties

of nature, and finally whether the work was accom

plished by painful patient labour, or flowed with ease

and rapidity which increased the delight and exultation

of the progress. These characteristics may be as easily

traced in the works of Romney as in those of any artist

that ever existed. Modest in his opinion of his own

talents, he practised no tricks or deception to obtain

popularity ; but as he loved his art fervently, he prac

tised it honestly, with indefatigable study and applica

tion. When he first began to paint, he had seen no

gallery of pictures, nor the fine productions of ancient

sculpture ; but men, women, and children were his

statues, and all objects under the cope of heaven formed

his school of painting. The rainbow, the purple dis

tance, or the silver lake, taught him colouring ; the

various actions and passions of the human figure, with
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the forms of clouds, woods, mountains, or valleys, af

forded him studies of composition. Indeed his genius

bore a strong resemblance to the scenes he was born

in ; like them it partook of the grand and beautiful ;

and like them also the bright sunshine and enchanting

prospects of his fancy were occasionally overspread

with mist and gloom."

Sir Joshua died a few months before Romney and

Cowper met at Eartham. He is said to have declared

it to be impossible for two painters in the same depart

ment of the art to continue in friendship with each

other ; and it is supposed to have been owing to him36

that Romney was never elected even an associate of the

Royal Academy. But if Romney was ever conscious

of regarding him as a rival, that feeling assuredly never

amounted to ill will, nor tempted him to injustice. On

the contrary, he bore a fair and manly testimony to

Sir Joshua's genius. Upon Hayley's telling him that

a whole length of Mrs. Siddons which he had begun

was thought superior to Sir Joshua's well known por

trait of her as the Tragic Muse, he replied, " The people

know nothing of the matter, for it is not." And when

some of his friends were delivering their opinions upon

the Infant Hercules,—" Gentlemen," said he, " I have

listened to all you have said; some observations are

36 " Reynolds, it would seem, disliked both the man and his

works ; and such was the omnipotence of the President, that

on whomsoever his evil eye lighted, that person had small

chance for the honours of the Academy ;—it is well known that

the President, and all who loved to be with him, had no good

will to Romney."—Allan Cunningham, vol. v. p. 77.
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true, and some are nonsense ;—but no other man in

Europe could paint such a picture." Romney indeed

was as generous in rendering' justice to his contempo

raries as he was in giving to young artists such en

couragement as he had stood in need of himself when

he commenced his career under difficulties which few

men would have braved, and fewer still could have

overcome.

His countenance was intellectual, with strong marks

of feeling, and a cast of melancholy. His eyes were

large, quick, and significant. At the sight of distress

or at a pathetic tale his lip would quiver. He was

indeed sensitive to excess. When in company with

his intimate friends he spoke concerning his art, Cum

berland says it was with a sublimity of idea, and a

peculiarity of expressive language that was entirely his

own. On that subject he frequently moved himself to

tears,—to which he is said to have been constitution

ally prone. He had indeed a high sense of the dignity

of his art. A lady once observed at Eartham, that

though emulation often produced evil among artists, it

appeared necessary for calling forth their talents ; and

if it were not for that spirit, there seemed nothing left

to animate the genius of a painter. " Yes, madam,

there is," said Romney, " and a more powerful incen

tive to laudable exertion." He waited for the question,

" Pray, sir, what is it?" and replied, " Religion."

Hayley affirms that he often painted under the influ

ence of that feeling, . . " that he frequently considered

the act of painting as an act of devotion, in which he

was expressing his gratitude to Heaven for such talents
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as were given him, by his solicitude to exert them in a

manner that might conduce to the great interests of

mankind."

Their host at Eartham was not disappointed in his

expectations, that, with so many points of approxima

tion between them, Cowper and Romney would take

to each other. But there was also a latent cause which

increased the painter's sympathy towards the poet.

Romney was not unacquainted with Cowper's state of

mind ; it had been made known to him, no doubt, as

far as Hayley himself knew it at that time ; perhaps

he had that sad presentiment which we know by Swift's

instance is sometimes felt, that he himself might one

day be visited by a similar affliction ; . . and he too had

a worm at the core.

Thirty years before, Romney had left a wife and two

children at Kendal, to seek his fortune in London.

Born in humble life, and bred to his father's trade of

carpenter joiner and cabinet maker, he had appren

ticed himself at the age of nineteen to a portrait painter

in Kendal, at twenty-two had married a young woman

in his own rank of life, of respectable connexions, and

carefully brought up ; and at twenty-seven he took

leave of her with her own concurrence for this adven

ture, . . but with no apprehension on her part that he

went with no intention of returning, and it may be

hoped with no such intention on his. This indeed

might be believed, if Hayley, who had particular rea

sons for being what in the days of the Commonwealth

was called a Miltonist, had not, as far as his authority

avails, fixed upon his friend the stain of having chosen

thus to divorce himself, and deliberately sacrificed his

S. C.—3. G
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duty to his ambition. Let us hope that the " frailties"

which have thus been " drawn from their dread abode,"

were repented by the one party as sincerely as we

know they were forgiven by the other !

By his industry, and his wife's excellent economy,

he had accumulated one hundred pounds, seventy of

which he left with her, and with the rest set out for

the metropolis. As a temporary provision for one of

her station, and at that time, this was not inconsider

able ; nor did he ever fail to provide for her and her

children. But from the hour of his departure till his

meeting with Cowper, he had never beheld the wife of

his youth ; nor did he behold her till seven years more

had elapsed, when . . after seven and thirty years of

desertion . . he returned to Kendal an old man, famous

indeed and rich, but broken in health and spirits, and

perhaps at heart, to be nursed 37 by her during eighteen

months of bodily decay, and two years more of mental

imbecility38. Alas, how little reliance can be placed

37 " He had the comfort," says liayley, " of finding an atten

tive affectionate nurse in a most exemplary wife, who had

never been irritated to an act of unkindness, or an expression

of reproach, by his years of absence and neglect."

38 " In the last letter which Hayley received from him, he

said that the post had just brought him good tidings of his bro

ther, Colonel Romnej', who he hoped was then on his way

home from the East Indies. The colonel arrived, hastened to

Kendal just in time—not indeed to witness his death, but to see

the last spark of intellect extinguished. ' Brother,' he said,

' do you not know me V Komney looked eagerly in his face,

burst into an agony of tears, half articulated some words of

recognition, and then forgetting him and every one else that

loved him, sunk into a state of helpless imbecility."—Allan

Cunningham, p. 132.
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upon kind hearts, quick sensibilities, and even devo

tional feelings, if there is no religious principle to

control, and direct, and strengthen them !

Hayley says that the genius, the benevolence, and

the misfortunes of Cowper, gave such a peculiar sweet

ness and sanctity to his character, as rendered his

society in the highest degree delightful both to Rom-

ney and himself. It could not indeed be otherwise to

men who were so well qualified to appreciate it ; but

Romney, who was then on the threshold of old age,

had in the secret grief which he could not but feel

whenever he remembered the past, or looked on to the

future, a sense of silent sympathy with one whom he

knew to be stricken at heart. He was " eager," says

their host w, " to execute a portrait of a person so

memorable ; and in drawing it he was peculiarly de

sirous of making the nearest approach to life that he

possibly could. For this purpose he chose to make

use of coloured crayons, a mode of painting in which

he had indeed little experience ; but he possessed that

happy versatility of talent, which gave him an appear

ance of having been long familiar with any process of

art that he had an inclination to try. He worked with

uncommon diligence, zeal, and success, producing a

resemblance so powerful, that spectators, who contem

plated the portrait with the original by its side, thought

it hardly possible for any similitude to be more strik

ing, or more exact."

Cowper confirms Hayley's assertion, that in the

opinion of all at Eartham, Romney had drawn this

likeness " with his best hand," and that it was " the

39 Life of Romney, p. 177.
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most exact resemblance possible." Thus his portrait,

for which he had never sate before, was taken twice in

the course of two months ; and in both cases it appears

to his own entire satisfaction, and to that of the artist,

and of the beholders. There is a great and reason

able pleasure in beholding the well-authenticated like

ness of one who by his actions or his writings has

rendered himself a worthy object of our admiration,

and the pleasure is enhanced if that sentiment be com

bined with a sense of gratitude and of love. It is

therefore curiously fortunate that we should possess

two portraits of Cowper at the same age, both so cer

tainly and strongly resembling him, and yet so different

from each other, that to acquire a good knowledge of

his countenance it is necessary to see them both.

Fuseli, who disparaged every thing which he did

not like, and whose speech generally savoured of ver

juice and wormwood, used to call Romney a coat and

waistcoat painter. But in this case Abbot's was more

the matter of fact picture ; it has not only the coat

and waistcoat displayed, but also that other article

of male dress from which one translation of the Bible

has received the unbecoming name whereby it is

commonly known. It represents moreover his peri

wig, . . probably the identical one concerning which

he wrote, two years before, to Mrs. Frog40, saying,

" My periwig is arrived, and is the very perfection

of all periwigs, having only one fault ; which is, that

my head will only go into the first half of it, the other

half, or the upper part of it, continuing still unoccu

pied. My artist in this way at Olney has, however,

40 March 21, 1790.
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undertaken to make the whole of it tenantable, and

then I shall be twenty years younger than you have

ever seen me." Ought not the writer then to have

his portrait taken in the periwig which he had thus de

scribed ? And if this were not the very periwig (which

yet it probably was) it was at least one of the same kind,

for the fashion of such things did not change greatly

in the course of two years ; nor if it had, was Cowper

either at an age, or in a way of life, to alter his cos

tume with it. Here therefore we have Cowper in the

complete dress of that day. He is represented, pen in

hand, with a large book lying open before him, on his

desk, . . that desk, Theodora's gift, which he so plea

santly described on its arrival at Olney, and which, by

that description, has been rendered of all desks the most

memorable. It is a front face, and the painter has not

aimed at any thing more than an expression of placid

thoughtfulness. The countenance is mild, pleasing,

and intelligent; it would not be pronounced melan

choly if it were not known to be Cowper's, and cer

tainly there is no trace in it of any darker state of

mind.

Romney's is a more ambitious portrait. " He

wished," says Hayley, " to express what he often saw

in studying the features of Cowper,—

The poet's eye in a fine frenzy rolling;

and I think he expressed it without overstepping the

modesty of truth and nature ; but some persons, and

ladies in particular, more conversant with the collo

quial than with the poetic countenance of Cowper,

have supposed Romney's portrait of him to border on
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extravagance of expression. Painters are said to in

fuse into all their portraits some portion of themselves;

and it is possible that Romney may have superadded

a little of his own wildness and Are to the native en

thusiasm of the poet whom he so zealously portrayed."

" Yet," Hayley adds, " after scrutinizing it for many

years, with eyes as impartial as friendship may pretend

to : I regard the portrait in question as one of the most

masterly and most faithful resemblances that I ever

beheld. Indeed it was painted literally con amove (to

use the technical expression applied to the happiest

works of art) for Romney had conceived a most sin

cere affection for his new acquaintance 41 ."

The painter himself, we are told, considered this

portrait " as the nearest approach that he had ever

made to a perfect representation of life and charac

ter42." Cowper expressed his opinion of it in a com

plimentary sonnet43 to the painter.

Romney ! expert infallibly to trace

On chart or canvas, not the form alone

And semblance, but, however faintly shown,

The mind's impression too on every face,

With strokes, that time ought never to erase :

Thou hast so peneill'd mine, that though I own

The subject worthless, I have never known

The artist shining with superior grace.

« Life of Romney, p. 178. 42 Ibid. p. 181.

" Cowper says, " I intended nothing less than a sonnet

when I began. I know not why, but I said to myself, it shall

not be a sonnet. Accordingly I attempted it in one sort of

measure, then in a second, then in a third, till I had made the

trial in half a dozen different kinds of shorter verse, and behold

it is a sonnet at last ! The fates would have it so."—To Hay-

ley, Oct. 28, 1792.
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But this I mark, that symptoms none of woe

In thy incomparable work appear :

Well ! I am satisfied, it should be so,

Since on maturer thought, the cause is clear;

For in my looks what sorrow couldst thou see,

When I was Hayley's guest, and sat to thee ?

It was likely enough that Cowper would perceive no

vestige of melancholy in this portrait, the expression

being nothing more than what he was accustomed to

see every morning when he looked in the glass ; but

it seems strange that Hayley and Romney could mis

take for the light of genius what Mr. Leigh Hunt has

truly and forcibly described as " a fire fiercer than that

either of intellect or fancy, gleaming from the raised

and protruded eye." It was no ideal frenzy which

had given it a character so decided, and so strongly

marked, that perhaps there is no other portrait, taken

from a living subject, which it is so painful to con

template. And yet this render ) it the more valuable,

because it is a sure test of its truth.

At Eartham, Cowper met also his disciple Hurdis,

. . like Romney, for the first and only time. He had

recently lost a favourite sister ; and Cowper was re

quested by Hayley to send him as pressing an invita

tion as he could frame. " I have every motive," said

he **, " to wish your consent. Both your benefit and

my own, which I believe would be abundantly an

swered by your coming, ought to make me eloquent in

such a cause. Here you would find silence and retire

ment in perfection, when you would seek them ; and

here such company as I have no doubt would suit you ;

44 Aug. 26.
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all cheerful, but not noisy ; and all alike disposed to

love you. You and I seem to have a fair opportu

nity of meeting : it were a pity we should be in the

same county, and not come together. I am here till

the seventeenth of September, an interval that will

afford you time to make the necessary arrangements,

and to gratify me at last with an interview which I

have long desired. Let me hear from you soon, that

I may have double pleasure,—the pleasure of expect

ing, as well as that of seeing you."

Hurdis accordingly came. " You would admire him

much," said Cowper to Lady Hesketh45. " He is

gentle in his manners, and delicate in his person, re

sembling our poor friend Unwin, both in face and

figure, more than any one I have seen. But he has

not,—at least he has not at present,—his vivacity."

Six weeks, to which his visit at Eartham extended,

Cowper thought " a holiday time long enough for a

man who had much to do," . . though what he had to

do with Milton might have been done with more ad

vantage in Hayley's library than in his own. But the

beneficial effects of change were beginning to fail. " I

am, without the least dissimulation," he says to Lady

Hesketh, " in good health ; my spirits are about as

good as you have ever seen them ; and if increase of

appetite, and a double portion of sleep, be advantage

ous, such are the advantages that I have received from

this migration. As to that gloominess of mind which

I have had these twenty years, it cleaves to me even

here ; and could I be translated to Paradise, unless I

left my body behind me, would cleave to me even

45 Sept. 9.
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there also. It is my companion for life, and nothing

will ever divorce us. So much for myself. Mrs. Un-

win is evidently better for her jaunt, though by no

means as she was before this last attack ; still wanting

help when she would rise from her seat, and a support

in walking ; but she is able to use more exercise than

she could at home, and moves with rather a less tot

tering step. God knows what he designs for me ;

but when I see those who are dearer to me than my

self, distempered and enfeebled, and myself as strong

as in the days of my youth, I tremble for the solitude

in which a few years will place me. I wish her and

you to die before me, but not till I am more likely to

follow immediately."

Laudanum, he tells her, was required for the " little

nervous fever, to which he was always subject," and for

which he found it the best remedy. The scenery itself

began to oppress him ; " more beautiful," said he46, " I

have never beheld, nor expect to behold ; but the charms

of it, uncommon as they are, have not in the least alien

ated my affections from Weston. The genius of that

place suits me better, it has an air of snug conceal

ment, in which a disposition like mine feels peculiarly

gratified; whereas here, I see from every window woods

like forests, and hills like mountains,—a wildness, in

short, that rather increases my natural melancholy,

and which, were it not for the agreeables I find within,

would soon convince me that mere change of place can

avail me little. Accordingly, I have not looked out

for a house in Sussex, nor shall."

46 To Lady Hesketh, Sept. 9.
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In a letter of the preceding year, to Mr. Newton47, he

had said, " I would that I could see some of the moun

tains that you have seen ; especially, because Dr. John

son has pronounced that no man is qualified to be a

poet who has never seen a mountain. But mountains

I shall never see, unless perhaps in a dream, or unless

there are such in Heaven.—Nor those, unless I receive

twice as much mercy as ever yet was shown to any

man." When Cowper and Mrs. Unwin were about to

remove from Huntingdon, and the land " was all before

them where to choose," Helmsley, in the North Riding

of Yorkshire was one of the places where they thought

of setting up their rest. If that place had been fixed

on, Cowper would have been near the finest ruins in

England, and within easy reach of the grandest descent

from the highlands to a plain country. But, however,

the course of his life might have been affected in other

points, if he had settled there instead of at Olney, he

could not have been better placed than where he was

for the developement of his peculiar genius. " Cow

per," says Sir James Mackintosh, " does not describe

the most beautiful scenes in nature, he discovers what

is most beautiful in ordinary scenes. In fact, Cowper

saw very few beautiful scenes ; but his poetical eye,

and his moral heart, detected beauty in the sandy

flats of Buckinghamshire48." The Task could not have

been a more delightful poem than it is, and no other

scenery could have suited its character so well, as none

could have been more entirely in accord with the dis-

« Nov. 16, 1791.

46 Life of Sir James Mackintosh, vol. ii. p. 104.
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position of the poet. He missed at Eartham the

repose, the shelter, and the seclusion which he felt at

Weston.

As the time for their departure drew nigh, his fears

on Mrs. Unwin's account began again to trouble him ;

" but they are not now," said he49, " quite so reasonable

as in the first instance. If she could bear the fatigue

of travelling then, she is more equal to it at present :

and supposing that nothing happens to alarm her,

which is very probable, may be expected to reach

Weston in much better condition than when she left

it. Her improvement, however, is chiefly in her looks,

and in the articles of speaking and walking ; for she

can neither rise from her chair without help . . nor

walk without a support; nor read, nor use her nee

dles." She was indeed still so feeble as to keep him

in a state of continual apprehension. " I live," said

he50, "under the point of a sword suspended by a

hair."

There were other things which disturbed him when

he thought of his approaching journey. It had been

arranged that he should dine with General Cowper on

the way. " The pleasure I shall have in the inter

view," said he51, "will hardly be greater than the

pain I shall feel at the end of it; for we shall part,

probably, to meet no more." He had also engaged to

pass through London, and breakfast with Rose at his

house in Chancery Lane. That he, who had never

been in London, since he was taken from thence to

49 To Mrs. Courtenay, Sept. 10.

50 To Charlotte Smith, Sept.

51 To Lady Hesketh, Sept. 9.
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St. Alban's, should have chosen now to pass through

it, at the risk of freshening the most painful recollec

tions of his life, seems most remarkable.

Hayley himself perceived that his friend began to

feel the " attraction of home," and that Mrs. Unwin's

infirm state and the declining season of the year ren

dered it highly necessary for them to reach their own

fireside by the time they had proposed. " Their de

parture," he says, " was a scene of affectionate anxiety,

and a perfect contrast to the gayety of their arrival at

Eartham." Cowper wrote a few lines to him the same

day, from Kingston ; " I left you," said he, " with a

heavy heart, and with a heavy heart took leave of our

dear Tom at the bottom of the chalk-hill. But soon

after this last separation, my troubles gushed from my

eyes, and then I was better.—We must now prepare

for our visit to the General. I add no more, there

fore, than our dearest remembrance and prayers that

God may bless you and yours, and reward you a hun

dred-fold for all your kindness. Tell Tom I shall

always hold him dear for his affectionate attentions to

Mrs. Unwin. From her heart the memory of him

can never be erased."

What he felt upon this visit to the General he de

scribed thus to Hayley. " I am inclined to think you

will agree with me, that there is sometimes more true

heroism passing in a corner, and on occasions that make

no noise in the world, than has often been exercised by

those, whom that world esteems her greatest heroes, and

on occasions the most illustrious : I hope so at least ; for

all the heroism I have to boast, and all the opportuni

ties I have of displaying any, are of a private nature.
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After writing the note, I immediately began to pre

pare for my appointed visit to Ham ; but the struggles

that I had with my own spirit, labouring as I did under

the most dreadful dejection, are never to be told. I

would have given the world to have been excused. I

went, however, and carried my point against myself

with a heart riven asunder—I have reasons for all this

anxiety, which I cannot relate now. The visit, how

ever, passed off well, and we returned in the dark to

Kingston ; I with a lighter heart than I had known

since my departure from Eartham, and Mary too, for

she had suffered hardly less than myself, and chiefly on

my account. That night we rested well at our inn,

and at twenty minutes after eight next morning set off

for London ; exactly at ten we reached Mr. Rose's

door."

Mr. Rose was acquainted with the Welsh bard,

Edward Williams, who at that time worked at his

trade, as a mason, in London. He had told Cowper

of his singular character, his talent for verse, and his

extraordinary knowledge of Welsh antiquities and

bardic traditions. Cowper had been much interested

by the account, and Williams, therefore, was invited

to meet him at breakfast. But Cowper's spirits, as

might have been expected, failed when he felt himself

in London ; he sate at the corner of the fire-place in

total silence, and manifested no other interest in the

conversation than occasionally raising his eyes toward

the speaker. Williams was struck by the quiet me

lancholy^ of his aspect ; he himself, however, was led

to converse upon Welsh literature and the bardic in

stitutions, a subject with which no man was better
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acquainted, and few so well : and he was told after

wards that Cowper had been a pleased and attentive

listener, though in too nervous a state to bear an intro

duction, or to converse52.

After breakfast they proceeded to St. Alban's ; so

far Rose accompanied them. " In the dark, and in a

storm, at eight at night, they found themselves at their

own back door."

5i This is stated in some Recollections of the Welsh Bard,

by Mr. Waring, published in a series of letters in the Cambrian

Newspaper, 1827. Williams's memory had deceived him, both

as to the year and time of the day ;—for he spoke of it as an

evening party, and as having been after the publication of

his poems,—which were not published till 1794. Such mis

takes are easy, after a lapse of many years ; but of the meeting

there can be no doubt ; and if Cowper had been in his better

mood, there were few men to whom he would have listened

with more pleasure than to my old acquaintance, nor from

whom he could have received information which would have

interested him so much. It grieves me to think what curious

knowledge, and how much of it, has probably perished with

poor old Edward Williams !
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CHAP. XVII.

COWPER AT WESTON. INCREASE OF HIS MALADY.

SECOND VISIT.

In the letter which informed Hayley of their safe

return, Cowper said that " Chaos himself, even the

Chaos of Milton, was not surrounded with more con

fusion, nor had a mind more completely in a hubbub

than his own at that time. At our first arrival,"

said he1, " after long absence, we found an hundred

orders to servants necessary, a thousand things to be

restored to their proper places, and an endless variety

of minutice to be adjusted, which, though individually

of little importance, are most momentous in the

aggregate." This was written on the second day

after his arrival, and on the third he wrote to Teedon,

apologising for having left him so long without a

written notice of their return. " Mrs. Unwin," said

he, " still wants much of restoration, and there is still

much in that particular to be prayed for. As to my

self, my frame of mind continues such as it was before

I went to Eartham, almost always low, and often

inexpressibly dejected. My work is still in suspense,

or to say truth, not yet begun ; nor do I at present see

that I am likely to have any leisure for such labours.

But on this latter I do not ask you to pray, because

you have already obtained sufficient assurances con-

1 Sept. 21.
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cerning it. God can enable me to do much in a short

time ; and that is the only hope I have of ever per

forming it at all."

Cowper had written from Eartham to tell Johnson

that he had hopes of carrying Mrs. Unwin back in

such a state of health as would consist with a little

more diligence and constancy on his part in the work

which he had undertaken. " I thank you," said he2,

" for setting my heart at rest from the disquietude I

felt, when I wrote last, on the score of time, lest I

should not be ready at the moment. I long, never

theless, to be making a progress, and shall not allow

myself to loiter merely because I am not pressed. In

truth, I have no wish at present more sincere, or

ardent, than to finish my Miltonic labours, that I may

find myself at full leisure for poetry ; having learned

by experience, that to divide my attention between

two objects is to give neither of them a sufficient

share of it." The engagement began to fret his

spirits after his return, when, having none to relieve

him, he found how much Mrs. Unwin needed his

attention.

A week after his first note to Teedon, he says to

him3, " Since I wrote last, I have been completely

deprived of all the little encouragement to my work

that I could gather both from your notices and my

own. Other encouragement I have received ; but

while Mrs. Unwin continues weak as she is, am little

the better for any. Uninterrupted leisure is necessary

to such studies, and such leisure is to me impossible.

s Aug. 81. 3 Sept. 29.
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If God has spoken, it will be done. The event will

soon show, for the time grows short, and makes it

necessary to decide."

The Olney schoolmaster may have been an en

thusiast, and have supposed that he actually received

from Heaven the intimations which he was presump

tuous enough to seek, (for if the heart is deceitful, the

imagination is not less so ;) or he may have deemed

it allowable and even meritorious to employ pious

fraud for the purpose of encouraging one who stood

so lamentably in need of comfort ; and consistently

with either case, he may have been more or less influ

enced by the pleasure and advantage which resulted

from making himself a person of some consequence to

" the Squire,"—Sir Cowper seems to have lost his

title after his removal to Weston. There had been a

time when, owing to Mrs. Unwin's discretion, Cow

per was never mentioned in Olney but with the highest

respect4; but after her faculties began to fail, there

were some who played upon him, and some who

preyed upon him, and some who spread tales of him

as disparaging as they were false5.

Vain as the schoolmaster was, he appears to have

kept the secret of his mysterious communications with

* Early Productions, p. 63.

5 Such was a story that he had planned an elopement with

Lady Austen, and that the carriage in which they were to have

gone off was waiting in an adjoining lane, when Mrs. Unwin

discovered the design in time to prevent it.

There was a farmer's daughter, of some prettiness and more

pertness, who was sometimes asked to dinner at the Lodge, and

she and her family spread reports all over the country, that

Mr. Cowper had offered her marriage.

S. C.—3. H
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a degree of prudence which is not often found in con

nexion with so much egregious conceit. He submitted

to Cowper, at this time, an attack of his own upon

Peter Pindar, for his poem on the King's visit to Whit-

bread's brewery. Cowper, who was perfectly master of

himself upon all subjects but one, replied that it had

amused him as much as he was capable of being

amused at the time he read it ; but he added, " I

should not suppose Mr. Whitbread a likely man to

interest himself at all on such a subject, or that it

would be worth your while to present your verses to

him." Such was this poor man's vanity, that he

offered his services to vindicate Cowper's Homer

against the reviewers. The offer was thus courteously

declined, " As to the reviewers, I determined before I

published, that whatever treatment I might receive

from them, I would never touch the pen in my own

vindication ; and am equally resolved that no friend of

mine shall ever do it with my consent. They have

belied me. The learned will know that they have;

but to convince the unlearned of it would be impossi

ble. Therefore let them rest." Yet while he thus

dexterously answered a man whom he knew to be in

this matter as ignorant and incompetent as he was

conceited, he nevertheless consulted him as a person

who received communications from above.

He had now fixed a time for setting doggedly to his

work, but neither this resolution nor Teedon's encou

ragement availed. " Yesterday," said he to Hayley',

" was a day of assignation with myself,—the day of

which I said some days before it came, ' when that day

6 Oct. 2.
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comes I will begin my dissertations.' Accordingly

when it came I prepared to do so ; filled a letter-case

with fresh paper, furnished myself with a pretty good

pen, and replenished my ink-bottle ; but partly from

one cause, and partly from another, chiefly, however,

from distress and dejection, after writing and obliterat

ing about six lines, in the composition of which I

spent near an hour, I was obliged to relinquish the

attempt. An attempt so unsuccessful could have no

other effect than to dishearten me, and it has had that

effect to such a degree, that I know not when I shall

find courage to make another. At present I shall

certainly abstain, since at present I cannot well afford

to expose myself to the danger of a fresh mortification."

This failure of his own power he imputed in some

degree to the weather, and the season. " A bad

night," said he, " succeeded by an cast wind, and a

sky all in sables, have such an effect on my spirits,

that if I did not consult my own comfort more than

yours, I should not write to day. In truth, one day

excepted, I have not seen the day when I have been

cheerful since I left you. My spirits, I think, are

almost constantly lower than they were. The approach

of winter is perhaps the cause ; and if it is, I have

nothing better to expect for a long time to come."

But another cause was stated to Teedon'. " I sat

down to my work on Monday, with a fixed purpose to

begin ; determined too not to relinquish it for any

slight impediments that might present themselves.

But it was in vain. Perpetual and unavoidable inter

ruptions were partly the reason, but much more an

' Oct. 3.
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absolute inability. My spirits are not good enough,

nor my mind collected enough for composition of any

kind. How should they be so ? when I never wake

without words that are a poignard in my bosom, and

the pain of which I feel all the day, Mrs. Unwin's

approaching and sudden death the constant subject of

them ! In vain I pray to be delivered from these

distressing experiences ; they are only multiplied upon

me the more, and the more pointed.

" I feel myself, in short, the most unpitied, the

most unprotected, and the most unacknowledged out

cast of the human race.

" You now know how it is with me. When it is

better you shall know that too ; but I expect nothing,

or nothing but misery.

" Mrs. Unwin is at present as well as usual : per

haps she is even a little better ; but the nature of her

disorder is such, that it keeps me in continual fear.

In one moment all may be undone again, and I left

desolate."

In his next communication he says8, " Dear Sir, I

write to you from the same deeps as before, but rather

less sensible of being there. Nothing, I mean, has

occurred in the course of my experience9 that has had

the least tendency to alter my feelings for the better ;

but I have lately put myself into a course of bark, as

I always do at this season of the year, and generally

find some little benefit from it. Time and the pen

have been my only remedies for the deepest wounds

that ever soul received, these many years ; and the

9 Oct. 7.

9 The word is used in its sectarian meaning.
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pen is now forbidden me ; or, which is the same thing,

I am providentially precluded from the use of it.

" Mrs. Unwin, I thank God, continues as well as

she was, but still her feebleness is a great distress to

us both. I do not find that your prayers for her

recovery obtain any encouraging answer."

Upon Hayley's sending him some verses at this

time, which he praised as being " sweet as the honey

- that they accompanied," he said10, " when shall I be

able to do the like? Perhaps when my Mary, like

your Tom, shall cease to be an invalid, I may recover

a power, at least, to do something.—I began a letter

to you yesterday, my dearest brother, and proceeded

through two sides of the sheet ; but so much of my

nervous fever found its way into it, that looking it

over this morning, I determined not to send it. I

have risen, though not in good spirits, yet in better

than I generally do of late, and therefore will not

address you in the melancholy tone that belongs to my

worst feelings.—Your wishes to disperse my melan- .

choly would, I am sure, prevail, did that event depend

on the warmth and sincerity with which you frame

them ; but it has baffled both wishes and prayers, and

those the most fervent that could be made, so many

years, that the case seems hopeless."

Three days after the date of this letter to Hayley,

he writes to Teedon ", " Dear sir, on Saturday you

saw me a little better than I had been when I wrote

last ; but the night following brought with it an un

common deluge of distress, such^ as entirely over

whelmed and astonished me. My horrors were not to

10 Oct. 13. 11 Oct. 16.
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be described. But on Sunday, while I walked with

Mrs. Unwin and my cousin 12 in the orchard, it pleased

God to enable me once more to approach Him in

prayer, and I prayed silently for every thing that

lay nearest my heart with a considerable degree of

liberty. Nor did I let slip the occasion of praying

for you.

" This experience I take to be a fulfilment of those

words :

" ' The ear of the Lord is open to them that fear

him, and He will hear their cry'

" The next morning, at my waking, I heard these :

" ' Fulfil thy promise to me.'

" And ever since I was favoured with that spiritual

freedom to make my requests known to God, I have

enjoyed some quiet, though not uninterrupted by

threatenings of the enemy.

" Mrs. Unwin has had a good night, and is in toler

able spirits this morning."

The words which Cowper supposed to have been

fulfilled, were probably some which the schoolmaster

had communicated to him as an answer received to

his prayers, and which had been entered accordingly

in his register. The effect is alluded to in his next

letter to Mr. Newton, to whom he had not written

before since his return from Sussex.

TO THE REV. JOHN NEWTON.

MY DEAR FBIZND, Oct. 18, 1792.

I thought that the wonder had been all on my

side, having been employed in wondering at your

12 Johnson.
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silence, as long as you at mine. Soon after our arrival

at Eartham, I received a letter from you, which I

answered, if not by the return of the post, at least in

a day or two. Not that I should have insisted on the

ceremonial of letter for letter, during so long a period,

could I have found leisure to double your debt ; but

while there, I had no opportunity for writing, except

now and then a short one ; for we breakfasted early,

studied Milton as soon as breakfast was over, and

continued in that employment till Mrs. Unwin came

forth from her chamber, to whom all the rest of my

time was necessarily devoted. Our return to Weston

was on the nineteenth of last month, according to

your information. You will naturally think that, in

the interval, I must have had sufficient leisure to give

you notice of our safe arrival. But the fact has been

otherwise. I have neither been well myself, nor is

Mrs. Unwin, though better, so much improved in her

health, as not still to require my continual assistance.

My disorder has been the old one, to which I have

been subject so many years, and especially about this

season,—a nervous fever; not, indeed, so oppressive

as it has sometimes proved, but sufficiently alarming

both to Mrs. Unwin and myself, and such as made it

neither easy nor proper for me to make much use of

my pen, while it continued. At present I am tolerably

free from it; a blessing for which I believe myself

partly indebted to the use of James's powder, in small

quantities ; and partly to a small quantity of laudanum,

taken every night ; but chiefly to a manifestation of

God's presence vouchsafed to me a few days since ;

transient, indeed, and dimly seen, through a mist of
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many fears and troubles, but sufficient to convince me,

at least while the Enemy's power is a little restrained,

that He has not cast me off for ever.

Our visit was a pleasant one ; as pleasant as Mrs.

Unwin's weakness, and the state of my spirits, never

very good, would allow. As to my own health, I

never expected that it would be much improved by the

journey; nor have I found it so. Some benefit, in

deed, I hoped ; and, perhaps, a little more than I

found. But the season was, after the first fortnight,

extremely unfavourable, stormy, and wet; and the

prospects, though grand and magnificent, yet rather

of a melancholy cast, and consequently not very pro

pitious to me. The cultivated appearance of Weston

suits my frame of mind far better than wild hills that

aspire to be mountains, covered with vast unfrequented

woods, and here and there affording a peep between

their summits at the distant ocean. Within doors all

was hospitality and kindness, but the scenery would

have its effect ; and though delightful in the extreme

to those who had spirits to bear it, was too gloomy for

me. Yours, my dear friend,

Most sincerely,

W. C.

His cousin Johnson, who had returned with him

from Eartham, and remained with him about four

weeks, left him at this time, with a promise of return

ing shortly. " My dear Johnny," Cowper writes to

him 13, " you are too useful when you are here not to

be missed on a hundred occasions daily ; and too much

13 Oct. 19.
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domesticated with us, not to be regretted always. I

hope, therefore, that your month or six weeks will not

be like many that I have known, capable of being

drawn out into any length whatever, and productive

of nothing but disappointment." He then told him

that he had composed part of his sonnet to Romney,

at which he had made daily attempts since he came

back from Sussex ; " even this small produce," said

he, " which my sterile intellect has hardly yielded at

last, may serve to convince you that in point of spirits

I am not worse. In fact I am a little better. The

powders and the laudanum together have, for the pre

sent at least, abated the fever that consumes them ;

and in measure as the fever abates, I acquire a less

discouraging view of things, and with it a little power

to exert myself."

The laudanum was taken in small doses ; notwith

standing his distressful nights, he never abused that

remedy, nor did his uncomfortable feelings ever tempt

him to have recourse to stimulants of any kind. In

deed, he never tampered with his bodily complaints,

when he knew them to be such ; it was the miserable

error of mistaking his sensations and fancies for spiritual

impressions, which made him consult Teedon upon

what he termed his experiences, . . certainly not without

faith in his responses, but without enough to counter

act his own delusions, which now continually strength

ened, and perhaps were the more confirmed by this

mysterious intercourse. His next letter to the school

master says u, " In this world, at least with me, evil

is abiding and good transient. I have had distressing

'« Oct. n.
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times, and not few, since the comfortable experience

of yesterday se'nnight ; and in one instance it has

been so depreciated in my view, that I was able to

build nothing upon it, but rather perverted it to my

greater discomfiture. At present, however, I am in

tolerable spirits, and I should have better, if the work

enjoined me were not altogether at a stand. The

non-performance of it is a burthen that always de

presses me, and how to perform it, I find not ; neither

can I reconcile a providential deprivation of the means

with a providential call to the undertaking. It is cer

tain that Mrs. Unwin continuing helpless as she is,

the thing is impracticable.

" If the weather will permit, we shall be glad of

your company at dinner to day at four o'clock.

William Kitchener is here, and will attend you home.

But we leave you entirely at your option, and if you

had rather wait till the weather becomes more settled,

and the ways more passable, do so."

Cowper now described himself as proceeding " much

after the old rate ; rising cheerless and distressed in

the morning, and brightening a little as the day went

on15." " In the evenings," said he16, " I read Baker's

Chronicle to Mrs. Unwin, having no other history ;

and hope in time to be as well versed in it as his

admirer Sir Roger de Coverley." " Nothing done,

my dearest brother," he says to Hayley " nor likely

to be done at present ; yet I purpose in a day tlr two

to make another attempt, to which, however, I shall

address myself with fear and trembling, like a man,

15 To Mr. Johnson, Oct. 21. 16 To the same, Oct. 19.

" Oct. 28.
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who having sprained his wrist, dreads to use it. I

have not, indeed, like such a man, injured myself by

any extraordinary exertion, but seem as much enfeebled

as if I had. The consciousness that there is so much

to do, and nothing done, is a burthen I am not able

to bear. Milton especially is my grievance, and I

might almost as well be haunted by his ghost, as

goaded with continual reproaches for neglecting him.

I will therefore begin ; I will do my best ; and if, after

all, that best prove good for nothing, I will even send

the notes, worthless as they are, that I have made

already ; a measure very disagreeable to myself, and to

which nothing but necessity shall compel me."

The next bulletin to Teedon says I8, " You send me

much that might refresh and encourage me—but no

thing that does. The power with which the words

are accompanied to you, is not exerted in my favour.

But I endeavour to hold by them, having nothing else

to hold by. My nocturnal and morning experiences

are such as they have long been ; all my sleep is

troubled, and when I wake, I am absorbed in terror.

This morning I said to myself, soon after waking,

' God alone knows how much better it would have

been for me never to have been born !' My best

times are the afternoon and evening ; not because I am

more spiritual, or have more hope, at these times than

at others, but merely because the animal has been

recruited by eating and drinking."

After an interval of five days19, he says to the same

person, " By this time -you no doubt expect a note

from me, and I write for that reason only, not because

18 Nov. 2. Nov. 7.
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I have any thing new to communicate. Nothing in

the shape of alteration has occurred since I saw you.

The notice you sent me may indeed be excepted, for

though it came unaccompanied with the effect, it cer

tainly has the appearance of it. My spirits this morn

ing are in some small degree better than usual, the

wasps and hornets having been less busy about me at

the time of waking than they generally are ; but my

views and prospects continue the same, and I see at

present not a shadow of hope that I shall ever find

opportunity to proceed with Milton. This is a great

trouble to me, and a constant burthen upon my spirits,

which added to Mrs. Unwin's distressing weakness,

(for such it is to her and therefore to me,) is as heavy

as I well know how to bear."

It was now that the strength and sincerity of Cow-

per's affection for Mrs. Unwin were tried and proved.

Their relative situation to each other had been reversed ;

she was the helpless person, and he the attendant and

nurse. She had devoted herself to him at the cost of

her health, and the debt of gratitude was repaid by his

devoting himself to her at a greater sacrifice. From

the time that she had taken him under her care, as long

as her mind was unimpaired, she had had no will but

his, no " shadow of inclination " but for his good, or

for whatever might minister to his comfort. Never

was any affection more free from all taint of selfish

ness, more perfectly disinterested. When his malady

required continual vigilance, her days and nights were

given to him, regardless of the consequences to herself!

But now, as her reasonable faculties decayed, her cha

racter underwent, in this respect, a total change, and
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she exacted constant attention from him, without the

slightest consideration for his health, or state ofmind, or

any regard to the injurious effect which was perceptibly

produced. Poor creatures that we are, even the

strength of religious principle and virtuous habit fails

us if reason fails ! But there is this consolation for

those who contemplate the most humiliating condition

to which human nature can be reduced, that when

that fails, moral responsibility cease?; and there remain

for the afflicted, in sure reversion, deliverance in the

course of nature, . . and in the course of Providence,

God's mercy and the reward of the righteous.

" I wish," says Cowper to Mr. Rose20, " that I

were as industrious and as much occupied as you,

though in a different way ; but it is not so with me,

Mrs. Unwin's great debility (who is not yet able to

move without assistance) is of itself a hinderance such

as would effectually disable me. Till she can work

and read, and fill up her time as usual, (all which is at

present entirely out of her power,) I may now and

then find time to write a letter, but I shall write

nothing more. I cannot sit with my pen in my hand,

and my books before me, while she is in effect in

solitude, silent, and looking at the fire. To this

hinderance that other has been added, of which you

are already aware,—a want of spirits, such as I have

never known, when I was not absolutely laid by, since

I commenced an author. How long I shall be con

tinued in these uncomfortable circumstances, is known

only to Him who, as he will, disposes of us all."

M Nov. 9-
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In the same melancholy strain he writes to Mr.

Newton.

MY DEAR FRIEND, NOV. 11, 1792.

I am not so insensible of your kindness in making

me an exception from the number of your correspond

ents, to whom you forbid the hope of hearing from

you till your present labours are ended, as to make

you wait longer for an answer to your last ; which, in

deed, would have had its answer before this time, had

it been possible for me to write. But so many have

demands upon me of a similar kind, and while Mrs.

Unwin continues an invalid, my opportunities of writing

are so few, that I am constrained to incur a long

arrear to some with whom I would wish to be punctual.

She can at present neither work nor read; and till

she can do both, and amuse herself as usual, my own

amusements of the pen must be suspended.

I, like you, have a work before me, and a work to

which I should be glad to address myself in earnest,

but cannot do it at present. When the opportunity

comes, I shall, like you, be under a necessity of inter

dicting some of my usual correspondents, and of

shortening my letters to the excepted few. Many

letters and much company are incompatible with

authorship, and the one as much as the other. It will

be long, I hope, before the world is put in possession

of a publication which you design should be post

humous.

Oh for the day when your expectations of my com

plete deliverance shall be verified! At present it
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seems very remote : so distant, indeed, that hardly

the faintest streak of it is visible in my horizon. The

glimpse with which I was favoured about a month

since, has never been repeated ; and the depression of

my spirits has. The future appears gloomy as ever ;

and I seem to myself to be scrambling always in the

dark, among rocks and precipices, without a guide,

but with an enemy ever at my heels, prepared to push

me headlong. Thus I have spent twenty years, but

thus I shall not spend twenty years more. Long ere

that period arrives, the grand question concerning my

everlasting weal or woe will be decided.

Adieu, my dear friend. I have exhausted my

time, though not filled my paper.

Truly yours,

W. C.

At this time Teedon seems to have advised that

he should send to the press such notes on the two

first books of the Paradise Lost as he had made. To

this he objected21, because the splendour of the edition

required that the page should be kept clear ; because

almost all that could be done in the way of notes had

been done by very able hands, and because it was

impossible in notes to do justice to the doctrinal

passages, which, he said, was the most important con

sideration of all. " But what," said he, " is my hope

that I shall ever execute my intentions ? Truly a leaf

driven by the wind of a thousand tempests. The

fever on my spirits, from which, except in the heat of

the first part of August, I have hardly been free this

21 Nor. 13.
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half year, still continues, and distressed me more last

night than at any period in all that time. I waked

very often, and always after waking was almost bent

double with misery. Yet in one of my short sleeps I

dreamed that I had God's presence in a slight measure,

and exclaimed under the impression of it,

" ' I know that Thou art infinitely gracious, but

what will become ofme ?'

" This fever keeps me always in terror, for it has

ever been the harbinger of my worst indispositions.

As to prayer, the very Collects you mention have

been the prayers that I have generally used when I

have felt the least encouragement to pray at, all. But

I may add, never with any sensible effect. In com

pliance, however, with your call to that service, I will

use them again, and be careful not to omit them, at

least till the time you mention is expired. Yet if faith

be necessary to effectuate prayer, alas, what chance

have mine !"

Poor Cowper's malady was too strong to be over

come by the faith which he would fain have placed in

Teedon. After obeying his injunction more than a

week, he reported to him the result22. " I have now

persevered in the punctual performance of the duty of

prayer as long, and I believe longer than the time

which you specified. Whether any beneficial effect

has followed, I cannot say. My wakings in the night

have certainly been somewhat less painful and terrible

than they were, but this I cannot help ascribing to

the agency of an anodyne which I have constantly

used lately at bed time. Of one thing however I am

22 Nov. fit
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sure, which is, that I have had no spiritual anodyne

vouchsafed to me. My nights having been somewhat

less disturbed, my days have of course been such

likewise ; but a settled melancholy overclouds them

all ; nothing cheers me, nothing inspires me with hope.

It is even miraculous in my own eyes that, always

occupied as I am in the contemplation of the most

distressing subjects, I am not absolutely incapacitated

for the common offices of life.

" My purpose is to continue such prayer as I can

make, although with all this reason to conclude that it

is not accepted, and though I have been more than

once forbidden in my own apprehension, by Him to

whom it is addressed. You will tell me, that God

never forbids any body to pray, but on the contrary,

encourages all to do it. I answer—No. Some he does

not encourage, and some he even forbids ; not by words

perhaps, but by a secret negative found only in their

experience."

It is a proof of Cowper's good nature, that when the

successor of the Northampton Clerk came with a petition

at this time that he would be pleased to assist him with

" a copy of Mortuary Verses, as he had assisted his pre

decessor," . . though two years had elapsed without

such an application, and he had " well hoped that he

was out of his office,". . and though " involved in many

arrears on other subjects, and having very little de

pendence on his ability to write at all," . . he yet " reluc

tantly promised to comply," and fulfilled his promise.

" I proceed," says he to his cousin Johnson 23, " exactly

as when you were here,—a letter now and then before

23 Nov. 20.

S. C.—3. I
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breakfast, and the rest of my time all holiday ; if holiday

it may be called, that is spent chiefly in moping and

musing, and ' forecasting the fashion of uncertain

evils.' " Now and then something like a secret whisper

appeared and encouraged him that his engagement

concerning Milton would yet be performed. " You

wish me warm in my work," said he to Hayley24,

" and I ardently wish the same ; but when I shall be

so, God only knows. My melancholy, which seemed

a little alleviated for a few days, has gathered about

me again, with as black a cloud as ever : the conse

quence is—absolute incapacity to begin."

The sanest patient could not have observed his

own symptoms more carefully, nor given a more clear

and coherent account of them to his physician, than

Cowper noticed his own sleeping and waking imagina

tions, and reported them to the poor vain man whom

he had taken for his spiritual adviser. " Dear Sir,"

he says25, " since I wrote last, my experience has

held the same tenor of despair, despondence, and

dejection ; but having had a quiet night, my spirits

are a little raised this morning. My nights, indeed,

have lately been less infected with horrid dreams and

wakings, and I would willingly hope that it is an

answer to the prayers I offer, lifeless as they are. I

shall not discontinue the practice, you may be sure,

so long as I have even this encouragement to ob

serve it.

" Two or three nights since I dreamed that I had

God's presence largely, and seemed to pray with much

liberty. 1 then proceeded dreaming about many other

, 24 Nov. 25. 25 Nov. 28.
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things, all vain and foolish ; but at last I dreamed that

recollecting my pleasant dream, I congratulated myself

on the exact recollection that I had of my prayer, and

of all that passed in it. But when I waked, not a

single word could I remember. These words were,

however, very audibly spoken to me in the moment of

waking,

Sacrum est quod dixi.

" It seems strange that I should be made to felicitate

myself on remembering what in reality it was designed

that I should not remember ; for the single circum

stance that my heart had been enlarged was all that

remained with me.

" I thank you for sending your last notice immedi

ately after you received it. It came very seasonably,

when it was much wanted ; not that any single word

of all that are given you is ever sealed to me, but

simple water is a cordial to a person fainting."

" Dear Sir26, in your last experience, extraordinary

as it was, I found nothing presumptuous. God is free

to manifest himself, both in manner and measure as

he pleases ; and to you he is pleased to manifest him

self uncommonly in both. It would be better with

poor me, if, being the subject of so many of your

manifestations, (for which I desire to be thankful both

to God and you,) I were made in some small degree

at least partaker of the comfort of them. But except

that my nights are less molested than they used to be,

I perceive at present no alteration at all for the better.

26 Dec. 4.
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My days are, many of them, stormy in the extreme, and

the hest of them are darkly clouded with melancholy.

" Still I am waiting for freedom of mind and spirit,

as well as for leisure and opportunity, to proceed with

Milton. Yet the answers you have received to your

prayers on that subject have been so explicit, that I

know not how to desire you to make it a matter of

prayer again. It is certain, nevertheless, that without

some great change both in my mind and outward cir

cumstances, I shall never be able to perform that

work, or never able to perform it well. My eyes too

for a long time have been inflamed to a degree that

would alone disable me for such a labour. God knows

how much I feel myself in want of animal spirits,

courage, hope, and all mutual requisites,—to a wonder

ful degree, considering the prayers that have been

made, and the answers that have been obtained

about it.

" You ought not to suffer anxiety on temporal

accounts to rob you of your peace, as I suspect it has

done lately. He that gives you so plentifully the

bread of life, will he not give you the bread that

perishes ? Doubtless he will. Fear not."

" Dear Sir27, 1 awoke this morning with these words

relating to my work, loudly and distinctly spoken :—

" ' Apply assistance in my case, indigent and

necessitous?

" And about three mornings since with these :—

" ' It will not be by common and ordinary means.'

" It seems better, therefore, that I should wait till

« Dec. 8.
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it shall please God to set my wheels in motion, than

make another beginning only to be obliterated like the

two former.

" I have also heard these words on the same sub

ject,—

" ' Meantime raise an expectation and desire of

it among the people.'

" My experiences this week have been for the most

part dreadful in the extreme, and to such a degree, in

one instance, that poor Mrs. Unwin has been almost

as much in an agony as myself. Yet some little

abatements have been intermingled ; but very slight,

so slight as almost to leave me hopeless as they found

me. I cannot, indeed, be properly said to possess any

hope at all ; for if I seem for a short season to have

one, it is always in the enemy's power with one puff to

blow it all away, and he never fails to do it."

It was some relief to him when he was assured

that there was no reason why he should make himself

uneasy concerning Milton, for the artists who were

engaged for the work were not likely to be very expe

ditious ; and as it was to be published in parts, a small

portion only would be wanted from him at once.

That labour, he thought, would not be too heavy for

him, if he had health and leisure. " But the season,"

said he28, " is unfavourable to me respecting the

former, and Mrs. Unwin's present weakness allows

me less of the latter than the occasion seems to call

for. The season of the year is particularly adverse to

me, yet not in itself, perhaps, more adverse than any

other : but the approach of it always reminds me of

28 To Mr. Newton, Dec. 9.
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the same season in the dreadful 1773, and in the

more dreadful 1787. 1 cannot help terrifying myself

with doleful misgivings and apprehensions ; nor is the

enemy negligent to seize all the advantage that the

occasion gives him. Thus, hearing much from him,

and having little or no sensible support from God, I

suffer inexpressible things till January is over. And

even then, whether increasing years have made me

more liable to it, or despair the longer it lasts grows

naturally darker, I find myself more inclined to melan

choly than I was a few years since. God only knows

where this will end ; but where it is likely to end,

unless He interpose powerfully in my favour, all may

know."

But while Cowper thus communicated his dark fore

bodings to Mr. Newton, he reserved the details of his

" experiences" for one from whom he was sure of receiv

ing no remonstrance, or representation of the unrea

sonableness and danger of the course which he was now

pursuing, and by whom all would be received and

commented on as matter of fact. His next report29 to

the schoolmaster says, " You have waited thus long

for a note from me, only because I have nothing to

communicate but my distress, which it seems more

charitable to keep to myself. At last, however, dis

tressed as I still am, I write, lest I should cause you

greater trouble by my silence. Yesterday, having had

a quiet night, I was tolerably well in spirits ; but,

yesterday excepted, I have had a woful week, and am

this day as dejected as ever. My nights are almost

all haunted with notices of great affliction at hand,—

» Dec. 14.
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of what kind I know not ; but in degree such as I

shall with extreme difficulty sustain, and hardly at

last find deliverance. At four this morning, I started

out of a dream, in which I seemed sitting before the

fire, and very close to it, in great trouble ; when sud

denly stamping violently withmy foot, and springing sud

denly from my seat, I awoke, and heard these words,—

" ' / hope the Lord will carry me through it.'

" This needs no interpretation. It is plainly a

forewarning of woe to come ; and though you may tell

me I ought to take comfort from the hope expressed

in the words, yet truly I cannot. I know too well

what it is to be carried through affliction, as to be left

to feel all its bitterness ; and after the thousand experi

ences that I have had of that "sort, tremble at the

approach of a new one. Beside which, the notice

being general, and no particular quarter signified,

from which I may expect the cloud that threatens me,

my imagination is left free to create an endless train

of horrible phantoms, with which it terrifies itself ;

and which are, some of them, perhaps, more to be

dreaded than the reality.

" The promise, that in God we shall have peace,

has certainly a comfortable aspect on the future ; but

He knows, that I never have at present a moment's

peace in Him.

" Mrs. Unwin is pretty well this morning, except

that she shares with me in my alarms. She joins me

in kind remembrances."

" Dear Sir, the day has not risen upon me since I

wrote last, when I could have addressed you in any
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other language than that of the deepest melancholy ;

nor do I write now, because I have anything more

acceptable to say, but merely that you may know I am

not unmindful of you. My views of the future are

still as disheartening as ever. God is as far from me,

and consequently all spiritual relief, as ever. My

distress, before I rise in the morning, is hardly sup

portable ; and such as it is when I rise, it often con

tinues through the day, though sometimes the incidents

of it call my attention from myself a little, and a

slight abatement is the consequence. But comforts of

this kind afford me none in affliction ; because the

remedy is not that of the good Physician, but such as

the world furnishes to its own. Milton is still a

mountain on my shoulders ; and it seems to me, that

if the new year brings with it no favourable change

for me, either in outward circumstances or mental

qualifications, I must at last relinquish him. But we

expect Mr. and Mrs. Rose from London to-morrow.

They will be here by dinner time, and purpose to stay

about ten days. With him I mean to converse on

this subject ; for there is no man better qualified, in

respect of acquaintance with the literary world, to

give me counsel."

Thus it appeared more and more that in his diseased

state of mind, the engagement with Johnson, instead

of keeping him pleasantly employed, as Mrs. Unwin

expected when it was formed, had become a cause of

uneasiness and irritation, which even the publisher's

assurances, that there was time enough before him,

could not allay. Such an assurance cheered him for the

day ; but then the consciousness that he had a task to
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perform returned upon him ; and that it was not like

his translation of Homer, set by himself, and to be

performed at his own will, but a matter of contract

which he was bound to. " The year ninety-two,"

said he to Hayley30, " shall stand chronicled in my

remembrance as the most melancholy that I have

ever known, except the few weeks that I spent at

Eartham ; and such it has been principally, because,

being engaged to Milton, I felt myself no longer free

for any other engagement."

The new year opened with better omens to his

fancy. " This morning," he writes ", " I am in rather

a more cheerful frame of mind than usual, having had

two notices of a more comfortable cast than the gene

rality of mine. I waked, saying,

" ' I shall perish:'

which was immediately answered by a vision of a wine

glass, and these words,

" ' A whole glass.'

In allusion no doubt to the famous story of Mrs. Honey-

wood.

" Soon after, I heard these—

" ' I see in this case just occasion ofpity'"

The " famous story," by which Cowper interpreted

this illusion, and from which the waking vision that

recalled it probably itself arose, is related by Fuller,

who enumerates Mary, the wife of Robert Honey-

wood, of Charing in Kent, among the memorable per

sons of that county, as " abundantly entitled to memo

rability, for having at her decease three hundred and

30 Dec. 26. 31 To Teedon, Jan. 1, 1793.
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sixty-seven 32 persons lawfully descended from her."

He deemed her however " more memorable on another

account, to wit, for patient weathering out the tempest

of a troubled conscience, whereon," says he, " a re

markable story dependeth. Being much afflicted in

mind, many ministers repaired to her, and amongst

the rest Reverend Master John Fox, than whom no

more happy an instrument to set the joints of a broken

spirit. All his counsels proved ineffectual, insomuch

that, in the agony of her soul, having a Venice glass

in her hand, she brake forth into this expression : ' I

am as surely damned, as this glass is broken !' which

she immediately threw with violence to the ground.

Here happened a wonder ; the glass rebounded again,

and was taken up whole and entire. I confess it is

possible (though difficult) so casually to throw as

brittle a substance, that, lighting on the edge, it may

be preserved ; but happening immediately in that

juncture of time, it seemed little less than miraculous.

However, the gentlewoman took no comfort thereat,

(as some have reported, and more have believed;)

but continued a long time after,—(short is long to

32 " Sixteen of her own body, one hundred and fourteen

grandchildren, two hundred and twenty-eight in the third ge

neration, and nine in the fourth." Yet she was " much out-

stript in point of fruitfulness, (though she had a child for every

day in the year, though leap year, and one over,)—by Dame

Hester Temple, the lady of Sir Thomas Temple, of Stowe, in

Buckinghamshire, who, having four sons and nine daughters,

lived to see seven hundred descendants. Reader," says Ful

ler, " I speak within compass, and have left myself a reserve,

having bought the truth hereof by a wager I lost."
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people in pain ;)—in her former disconsolate condition,

without any amendment : until at last, God, the great

Clock-keeper of Time, who findeth out the fittest mi

nutes for his own mercies, suddenly shot comfort like

lightning into her soul ; which, once entered, ever

remained therein ; (God doth not palliate cures ; what

He heals, it holds ;) so that she led the remainder of

her life in spiritual gladness. This she herself told

to the Reverend Father Thomas Morton, Bishop of

Durham, , from whose mouth I have received this

relation."

Cowper's malady was more deeply rooted ; the com

fort which he derived from one illusion was destroyed

by the next disheartening one. Perhaps no other case

of insanity was ever recorded with such curious power

of self-observation. It appears from the next commu

nication to Teedon, that he had some minor engage

ment with Johnson, . . possibly for the Analytical

Review. " Dear Sir," he says **, " if you are called

to carry my troubles, it is no wonder that you feel

yourself sometimes immersed in sorrow and despon

dency. As for me, I find no sensible relief at all,

except what I must attribute to the effect of an opiate,

in which I mean to indulge myself till this month be

over.

" I have had a small matter to do for Johnson in

the literary way this half year, and through mere in

capacity and lowness of spirits, have been obliged to

neglect it. In other days it would have cost me but a

single morning. Last night I received a letter from

him requiring it speedily ; and this morning I awoke

33 Jan. 4, 1793.
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out of a dream that has disabled me more than ever.

I would relate it, but have not time: its tendency,

however, was to inculcate the doctrine of difficulties to

be surmounted by unassisted me, and therefore insur

mountable.

" These experiences kill all the little comfort which

the present moment, though bad yet not so bad as I

am made to expect, might otherwise yield me. Time

passes ; I have many things to do, one of them arduous

indeed ; I mean Milton. God is silent ; prayer obtains

no answer ; one discouragement treads on the heels of

another, and the consequence is that I do nothing but

prognosticate my own destruction."

The next is in a still more unhappy strain 3*.

" Dear Sir, nothing new has occurred in my experi

ence since we saw you, one circumstance excepted of the

distressing kind. I have often told you that the notices

given to you come to me unattended by any sensible

effect ; yet believing that they are from God, and gra

cious answers to your prayers, I have been accustomed

to lean a little upon them, and have been the better

enabled to sustain the constant pressure of my bur

thens. But of late I have been totally deprived even

of that support, having been assured that though they

are indeed from God, so far from being designed as

comforts to me, to me they are reproaches, biting sar

casms, sharp strokes of irony,—in short, the deadliest

arrows to be found in the quiver of the Almighty.

To you indeed they are manna, and to Mrs. Unwin,

because you are both at peace with God ; but to me,

who have unpardonably offended him, they are a cup

* Jan. 35.
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of deadly wine, against which there is no antidote. So

the cloudy pillar was light to Israel, but darkness and

horror to Egypt.

" I have nothing in the shape of an answer to this

suggestion. My experience, the desertion that I en

dure, my frequent agonies of despair, all tend to give

it credit and confirmation.—Why have they never

given me in any single instance the least sensible

comfort ? Do they not profess to have me for their

object? And yet I alone receive no benefit from

them.

" This has much the appearance under which I have

been taught to view them; and those in particular

which seemed to encourage me in my work, and to

promise me success if I attempted it, have been twice

demonstrated to have no such meaning, or not to have

meant it seriously, by the complete failure of my en

deavours.

" In other respects I am much as usual, and so is

Mrs. Unwin, except that this sad and dreary season is

hurtful to us both by confining us."

Even, however, at this time he could still interest

himself upon that great work which had afforded him

constant and happy occupation during so many years.

When he told Hayley that his idleness, or more truly

his difficulties, were proof against all the exhortations

that he received from Eartham, he added35, " Some

thing indeed I do. I play at push-pin with Homer

every morning before breakfast, fingering and polish

ing as Paris did his armour." Johnson had said that

the translation would " begin to be reviewed in the

35 Jan. 28.
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next Analytical, and that he hoped the reviewal would

not offend him." " By this," said Cowper, " I under

stand that, if I am not offended, it will be owing more

to my own equanimity than to the mildness of the

critic. So be it ! He will put an opportunity of victory

over myself into my hands, and I will endeavour not

to lose it." This, however, was no effort of self-com

mand in him; for though well pleased with praise,

there is not in his letters a single passage from which

it can be inferred that he was at any time annoyed by

censure. The reason wherefore private criticism vexed

him when it recommended alterations in his unpub

lished poems was, that it put him in many cases to

unprofitable trouble, and perhaps required him in some

to yield his own judgement, rather than contend for

things trifling in single instances, but in the whole of

a composition of more importance than persons not

accustomed to the art of poetry themselves can easily

be made to understand.

He had now some prospect of profiting by his past

labours. Johnson had proposed not only to print a

handsome quarto edition of his poems in two volumes,

but to make him a present of the entire profits. This

was intended to accompany a second edition of his

Homer, and Abbot's portrait was to be engraved for

it. Cowper demurred at the portrait. " Johnson's

plan," said he to Mr. Rose x, " of prefixing my phiz

to the new edition of my poems is by no means a

pleasant one to me ; and so I told him in a letter I sent

him from Eartham, in which I assured him that my

objections to it would not be easily surmounted. But

36 Nov. 9, 1792.
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if you judge that it may really have an effect in ad

vancing the sale, I would not be so squeamish as to

suffer the spirit of prudery to prevail in me to his dis

advantage. Somebody told an author, (I forget whom,)

that there was more vanity in refusing his picture than

in granting it ; on which he instantly complied. I do

not perfectly feel all the force of the argument ; but it

shall content me that he did."

At the winding up his accounts for the Homer,

(which Mr. Rose transacted for him,) he says 3T, " few

of my concerns have been so happily concluded. I am

now satisfied with my bookseller, as I have substantial

cause to be, and account myself in good hands ; a cir

cumstance as pleasant to me as any other part of the

business ; for I love dearly to be able to confide with all

my heart, in those with whom I am connected, of what

kind soever the connexion may be." On this occasion

it appears that Johnson's intentions were carried into

effect in a different way from what he had proposed, but

equally to Cowper's satisfaction. Writing to his cousin

of Norfolk, he says 38, " the long muster-roll ofmy great

and small ancestors I signed and dated and sent up to

Mr. Blue-mantle on Monday, according to your de

sire. Such a pompous affair drawn out for my sake,

reminds me of the old fable of the mountain in par

turition, and a mouse the produce. Rest undisturbed,

say I, their lordly, ducal, and royal dust ! Had they

left me something handsome, I should have respected

them more. But perhaps they did not know that

such a one as I should have the honour to be num

bered among their descendants. Well ! I have a little

" March 27. 38 April 11.
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bookseller that makes me some amends for this defi

ciency. He has made me a present ; an act of liberality

which I take every opportunity to blazon, as it well

deserves."

Lady Hesketh had been prevented from making her

autumnal visit by the state of her health, which ren

dered it advisable for her to pass some time at Bath.

" You know not what you lose," Cowper says to her *,

" by being absent from Weston at this moment. We

have just received from Johnny a cask of the best

Holland gin ; and in a few days I shall receive from

Charlotte Smith a present of her novel, not yet pub

lished, entitled the Old Manor House, in three volumes.

How happy wouldst thou find thyself in the enjoyment

of both these articles at once!" In a like cheerful

strain he thanks his Norfolk kinsman for other pre

sents of a different kind ; one of which, neither Nor

folk, nor Salisbury Plain, nor perhaps any part of

England could at this time supply.

TO JOHN JOHNSON, ESQ.

Io Paan !

my dearest jobnny, Jan. 31, 1793.

Even as you foretold, so it came to pass. On

Tuesday I received your letter, and on Tuesday came

the pheasants ; for which I am indebted in many

thanks, as well as Mrs. Unwin, both to your kindness

and to your kind friend Mr. Copeman.

In Copeman's ear this truth let Echo tell,—

" Immortal bards like mortal pheasants well :"

*l Jan. 19.
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And when his clerkship's out, I wish him herds

Of golden clients for his golden birds.

Our friends the Courtenays have never dined with us

since their marriage, because we have never asked

them ; and we have never asked them, because poor

Mrs. Unwin is not so equal to the task of providing

for and entertaining company as before this last ill

ness. But this is no objection to the arrival here of a

bustard ; rather it is a cause for which we shall be

particularly glad to see the monster. It will be a

handsome present to them. So let the bustard come,

as the Lord Mayor of London said of the hare, when

he was hunting,—" Let her come a' God's name ! I

am not afraid of her !"

Adieu, my dear cousin and caterer. My eyes are

terribly bad ; else I had much more to say to you.

Ever affectionately yours,

w. c.

On the second day only after this sportive letter

had been written, the insane mind predominated again,

and he wrote thus to Teedon 49.

" It is with great unwillingness that I write, know

ing that I can say nothing but what will distress you.

I despair of every thing, and my despair is perfect, be

cause it is founded on a persuasion, that there is no

effectual help for me, even in God.

" From four this morning till after seven I lay me

ditating terrors, such terrors as no language can express,

and as no heart I am sure but mine ever knew. My

very finger-ends tingled with it, as indeed they often

40 Feb. 2, 1793.

S. C.—3. K
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do. I then slept and dreamed a long dream, in which

I told Mrs. U. with many tears that my salvation is

impossible, for the reason given above. I recapitulated,

in the most impassioned accent and manner, the unex

ampled severity of God's dealings with me in the

course of the last twenty years, especially in the year

73, and again in 86, and concluded all with observing

that I must infallibly perish, and that the Scriptures

which speak of the insufficiency of man to save him

self can never be understood unless I perish.

" I then made a sudden transition in my dream to

one of the public streets in London, where I was met

by a dray ; the forehorse of the team came full against

me, and in violent anger I damn'd the drayman for it.

" Such are my nocturnal experiences, and my daily

ones are little better.—I know that I have much fever,

but it is a fever for which there is no cure, and is as

much the afflictive hand of God upon me, as any other

circumstance of my distress.

" I thank you for your two last. Delay is no denial

indeed; but in extremities such as mine, it is very

severe and hard to bear."

He now expressed his concern lest the schoolmaster's

health should suffer, by the earnest solicitude, and

the frequent mortification and disappointments which

he underwent on his account. " But if God indeed

employ you," said he 4l, " and if He himself interest

you in my cause, as I trust he does, then all fear is

groundless." He tells him that finding his nights

intolerable, he had again had recourse to a few drops

of laudanum, and had been somewhat relieved; but

"spiritual relief seemed as distant as ever. " While I

« Feb. 8.
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can amuse myself with a pen or a book I am easy ;

but the moment I lay them down I begin instantly to

ruminate on the various experiences of the last twenty

years, and among them find a multitude that seem

absolutely and for ever to forbid all hope of mercy.

Some of them are indeed so emphatically forbidding,

that unless it shall please God himself to explain them

to a different sense, and to a sense of which they do

not appear to be susceptible, I know not how it is

possible that I should ever hope again ; at least with

stedfastness. While they are out of my mind, I may

perhaps have something like a hope ; but on the instant

of recollection, even the strongest confidence must

yield. For though all things are possible to God, it

is not possible that He should save whom he has

declared he will destroy."

The next is a more remarkable communication 4S.

" Dear sir, my experience since I saw you affords,

on recollection, nothing worthy to be sent to Olney,

except the following notice, which I commit to writing

and communicate as a kind of curiosity rather than

for any other reason ; though Milton, who is at present

an interesting character to us both, is undoubtedly the

subject of it.

" I waked the other morning with these words dis

tinctly spoken to me :

" ' Charles the Second, though he was or wished to

be accounted a man offine taste and an admirer of

the Arts, never saw or expressed a wish to see the

man whom he would have found alone superior to

all the race ofman.'

« Feb. n.
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" But in such a notice as this I find nothing to com

fort, nothing spiritual. A thousand such would do me

no real service. A single word of Christ is worth all

that can be said either by men or angels concerning

all the men of genius that ever lived ; but such word I

seldom hear."

In this instance Cowper perceived of what mate

rials his morning experiences were made ; but if he

had been more capable of reasoning justly upon that

perception, any such approach to sanity would have

been counteracted by the belief which Mrs. Unwin

now, as well as the poor schoolmaster, entertained in

the dangerous superstition that possessed him. He

could write sanely and playfully about his dreams at

this very time to Hayley i3. " Oh you rogue," he says

to him, " what would you give to have such a dream

about Milton, as I had about a week since ? I dreamed

that being in a house in the city, and with much com

pany, looking towards the lower end of the room from

the upper end of it, I descried a figure, which I imme

diately knew to be Milton's. He was very gravely,

but very neatly attired in the fashion of his day, and

had a countenance which filled me with those feelings

that an affectionate child has for a beloved father ;

such, for instance, as Tom has for you. My first

thought was wonder, where he could have been con

cealed so many years ; my second, a transport of joy

to find him still alive ; my third, another transport to

find myself in his company ; and my fourth, a resolu

tion to accost him. I did so, and he received me with

a complacence, in which I saw equal sweetness and

« Feb. 24.
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dignity. I spoke of his Paradise Lost, as every man

must, who is worthy to speak of it at all, and told him

a long story of the manner in which it affected me,

when I first discovered it, being at that time a school

boy. He answered me by a smile, and a gentle

inclination of his head. He then grasped my hand

affectionately, and with a smile that charmed me said,

' Well, you for your part will do well also.' At last

recollecting his great age (for I understood him to be

two hundred years old) I feared that I might fatigue

him by much talking ; I took my leave, and he took

his with an air of the most perfect good breeding.

His person, his features, his manner, were all so per

fectly characteristic, that I am persuaded an apparition

of him could not represent him more completely. This

may be said to have been one of the dreams of Pindus,

may it not ?"

Cowper saw clearly here that this was such a dream

as his daily thoughts were likely to produce, only in

its way " a kind of curiosity,"—" one of the dreams of

Pindus." But he received as mysterious all that bore,

or could be made to bear relation to the single point

on which his mind was diseased. " In less than a

week," he says to Teedon **, " I was visited with a

horrible dream, in which I seemed to be taking a final

leave of my dwelling, and every object with which I

have been most familiar, on the evening before my

execution. I felt the tenderest regret at the separa

tion, and looked about for something durable to carry

with me as a memorial. The iron hasp of the garden

door presenting itself, I was on the point of taking

44 March 1.
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that; but recollecting that the heat of the fire in which

I was going to be tormented would fuse the metal,

and that it would therefore only serve to increase my

insupportable misery, I left it. I then awoke in all

the horror with which the reality of such circumstances

would fill me."

In another communication he says a, " a temporary

suspension of terror was audibly announced to me

some time since, and, except in one or two instances,

has been fulfilled ; but in other respects I perceive no

difference. Neither waking nor sleeping have I any

communications from God, but am perfectly a withered

tree, fruitless and leafless. A consciousness that He

exists,—that once He favoured me, but that I have

offended to the forfeiture of all such mercies, is ever

present with me ; and of such thoughts consists the

whole of my religious experiences."

This interval was, as might be expected, of no long

continuance ; and he informs Teedon that the return

of those terrible impressions had been announced to

him in these words :

" ' / have got my old wakings again !"'

" If they continue, they will completely disqualify

me for all sorts of writing. It was owing to them

that I was idle all the winter, which has thrown me

behind to such a degree, that I am now always in a

hurry. In short I find so little done in answer to so

many prayers, and for the accomplishment of so many

promises, of which I have now almost four quarto

volumes, that I am perfectly at a loss to understand

the dispensation. The peace of three persons at least

43 March 14.
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is concerned, and yet all remains as it was. Many

years I have been threatened with a season worse than

all the past, a season that shall be fatal and final ; and

still I am threatened with such a season. My only

hope is founded in Mrs. Unwin's acceptableness with

God, and yours. For as to my own, unconnected with

my interest in her prayers and yours, I have too mean

an opinion of it to suppose that I can build at all

upon it.

" In the winter I expected to be crushed before

spring, and now I expect to be crushed before winter.

I were better never to have been born than to live

such a life of terrible expectation."

He now dreamed that Dr. Kerr prescribed death to

him, as the only preventive of madness ; . . the only

cure for it, in his case, it now too surely was !—" Your

experiences," he says to Teedon 46, " have a difference

in them. If you are cast down, you are comforted and

raised again. But as for mine, they proceed in one

dull train, unvaried, unless sometimes by darker

shades than usual. Thus it has happened to me since

I saw you. During two days I rejected entirely all

your notices ; and if I have since experienced some

little degree of belief in them, it has not been on

account of the smallest encouragement, for I have

received none ; but perhaps because the temptation to

cast them away is abated."

And now Cowper began to think it " strange that

the prayers and promises of some years should remain

still so entirely unanswered and unaccomplished ; and

that his own experience and the schoolmaster's should

46 March 30.
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make a series of exact contradictions. " You," said

he47, " receive assurances almost as often as you pray

of spiritual good things intended for me ; and I feel in

the mean time every thing that denotes a man an out

cast and a reprohate. I dream in the night that God

has rejected me finally, and that all promises and all

answers to prayer made for me, are mere delusions. I

wake under a strong and clear conviction that these

communications are from God, and in the course of

the day nothing occurs to invalidate that persuasion.

As I have said before, there is a mystery in this mat

ter that I am not able to explain. I believe myself

the only instance of a man to whom God will promise

every thing, and perform nothing."

This was a notion over which he had brooded for

the last seven years, and he reasoned upon it thus to

the poor simple man whom he had chosen not for his

philosopher, but in a certain sense for his guide and

friend. " 48 1 have already told you that I heard a word

in the year 86, which has been a stone of stumbling to

me ever since. It was this :

" ' / will promise you any thing.'

" This word taken in connexion with my experience,

such as it has been ever since, seems so exactly ac

complished, that it leaves me no power at all to believe

the promises made to you. You will tell me that it

was not from God. By what token am I to prove

that? My experience verifies it. In the day I am

occupied with my studies, which, whatever they are,

are certainly not of a spiritual kind. In the night I

generally sleep well, but wake always under a terrible

« May 16. « July 2.
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impression of the wrath of God, and for the most part

with words that fill me with alarm, and with the dread

of woes to come. What is there in all this that in the

least impeaches the truth of the threatening I have

mentioned ? / will promise you any thing :—that is

to say, much as I hate you, and miserable as I design

to make you, I will yet bid you be of good cheer and

expect the best, at the same time that I will show you

no favour. This, you will say, is unworthy of God.

Alas ! He is the fittest to judge what is worthy of

him, and what is otherwise. I can say but this, that

his conduct and dealings are totally changed toward

me. Once He promised me much, and was so kind to

me at the same time, that I most confidently expected

the performance. Now He promises me as much, but

holds me always at an immense distance, and so far as

I know, never deigns to speak to me. What conclu

sions can I draw from these premises, but that he who

once loved now hates me, and is constantly employed

in verifying the notice of 86, that is to say, in working

distinctly contrary to his promises ?

" This is the labyrinth in which I am always be

wildered, and from which I have hardly any hope of

deliverance."

There was no text in Scripture, he said, less calcu

lated to comfort him, than that which promises comfort

to the broken heart : " were there a text which pro

mised it to the nether mill-stone, from such a text as

that he might gather hope." Yet he described his spirits

as tolerably well in the day, because he kept himself

as much employed as he could ; and that, together with

the assistance which he had gained from despair, was
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his best remedy. But his hours of occupation were

not now so regulated as to employ without fatiguing

him. " Thou knowest, I dare say," he says to Lady

Hesketh49, " what it is to have ahead weary with think

ing. Mine is so fatigued by breakfast time that, three

days out of four, I am utterly incapable of sitting down

to my desk again for any purpose whatever." This

was not to be wondered at, seeing that he rose every

morning at six, and fagged till near eleven before he

breakfasted ; and in consequence was by that time

exhausted. " You will say," he says30, "breakfast

before you work, and then your work will not fatigue

you." I answer, " perhaps I might, and your counsel

would probably prove beneficial ; but I cannot, spare a

moment for eating in the early part of the morning,

having no other time for study."

The business which engrossed him thus, was revising

his Homer for a second edition, and writing notes upon

it ; and his reason for despatching all that he did in

the day before breakfast, was that his whole attention

might be given to Mrs. Unwin from the time that she

rose. Such an inmate as Lady Hesketh, or such a neigh

bour as Lady Austen, might have been of the most im

portant service to him now ; and if Lady Hesketh had

been aware how much her presence was needed, she

would undoubtedly have set aside all other considera

tions, and have hastened to Weston. " My dearest

cousin," Cowper says to hersl, " you will not, you say,

come to us now ; and you tell us not when you will.

These assignations sine die are bad things, that I can

neither grasp, nor get any comfort from them. Know

48 May 7. 50 To Hayley, May 81. 51 June 1.
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you not that hope is the next best thing to enjoyment ?

Give us then a hope, and a determinate time for that

hope to fix on, and we will endeavour to be satisfied."

Lady Hesketh was aware that things were going

on ill, in one respect, at Weston Lodge, though she

knew not, and probably no one besides Teedon and

Mrs. Unwin knew, the state of Cowper's mind. She

was aware that Mrs. Unwin was no longer capable of

managing their expenditure, and she had reason to

believe that they were imposed upon, and their means

misspent ; and this she hinted to her cousin. " Unless

thou tell me," he replied52, " who they are that eat me

up alive, I can say nothing about it. In fact, I am eaten

up by nothing but an enormous taxation, which has

doubled the price of every thing, within my memory,

and which makes it impossible for a man of small

means, like me, to live at all like a gentleman upon

his income."—" Thou canst not do better than send

me the draft immediately," he says in the same letter ;

" for at this season of the year the money birds are

full fledged, and fly at an immoderate rate : whole

flocks of them disappear in a moment."

Six months afterwards he says to her53, " You ought

not to be surprised that I want money at the half-

year's end, for where is the man who does not ? But

whatever you think, never suspect that my wants are

occasioned by lavish and undistinguishing bounty.

Nobody is less obnoxious to that imputation than I ;

you I am sure are not, who give to me. I know who

is alluded to in your letter, under the description of

a person who lives luxuriously at my cost. But you

« Jan. 19. « June 30.
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are misinformed. Unless a pint of ale at meal times

be a luxury, there are no luxuries in that man's house,

I assure you ; and I can assure you beside, that what

ever he has, he has it not by gift of mine ; Mrs. Unwin

and I are merely the medium through which the bounty

passes, not the authors of it. But we administer it con

scientiously, and as in the sight of God ; and are the

more scrupulous about it because it is not ours. As to

the rest, we help an old woman or two, whom the parish

would starve, if we did not ; and there is the sum total

of all the eleemosynary profusion with which we are

chargeable !"

Teedon seems to have been the person of whom

Cowper speaks, whether Lady Hesketh had him in

her mind, or not. In one communication he tells the

schoolmaster that his quarterly remittance is ready

whenever it may suit him to call for it ; and in another,

that they had received their annual remittance from

" the secret benefactor to the indigent." His receipts

from Johnson appear to have come in good time, when

Mrs.Unwin had expended no small part ofher little capi

tal, and his own poor means were diminished. Writing

to the faithful friend who acted as his steward in these

concerns, he says54,—" Your tidings concerning the

slender pittance yet to come, are, as you observe, of the

melancholy cast. Not being gifted by nature with the

means of acquiring much, it is well however that she

has given me a disposition to be contented with little.

I have now been so many years habituated to small

matters, that I should probably find myself incom

moded by greater ; and may I but be enabled to shift,

1 «* To Mr. Hill, March 29.
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as I have been hitherto, unsatisfied wishes will never

trouble me much. My pen has helped me somewhat ;

and after some years toil I begin to reap the benefit.

Had I begun sooner, perhaps I should have known

fewer pecuniary distresses :—Or who can say ? It is

possible that I might not have succeeded so well.

Fruit ripens only a short time before it rots, and man,

in general, arrives not at maturity of mental powers at

a much earlier period."

His letters had now become short and unfrequent,

not from any diminution of regard for his correspon

dents, nor for want of inclination to what had hitherto

been with him a favourite employment, but because of

his affectionate attention to Mrs. Unwin. " You will not

judge me," he says to Mr. Newton55, "by the unfre-

quency of my letters ; nor suppose that my thoughts

about you are equally unfrequent. In truth they are

not. No day passes in which you are excluded from

them. I am so busy that I do not expect even now to

fill my paper. While I write, my poor invalid, who is

still unable to amuse herself either with book or needle,

sits silent at my side ; which makes me, in all my let

ters, hasten to a conclusion. My only time for study

is now before breakfast, and I lengthen it as much as

I can by early rising." He regarded it as a good effect

of study, that it made him an early riser, who might

otherwise, he said, perhaps be as much given to dozing

as his readers. But nothing could have been more

injurious for him than to curtail that natural sleep

which is the best of all restoratives.

" I know not," he tells Mr. Newton56, " that with

55 April 25. 56 April 25.
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respect to our health, we are either better or worse

than when you saw us. Mrs. Unwin perhaps has

gained a little strength, and the advancing spring, I

hope, will add to it. As to myself, I am in body, soul,

and spirit, semper idem. Prayer I know is made for

me, and sometimes with great enlargement of heart

by those who offer it ; and in this circumstance con

sists the only evidence I can find, that God is still

favourably mindful of me, and has not cast me off for

ever." This was in April. In the June following,

he says of Mrs. Unwin57, " in her I cannot perceive

any alteration for the better ; and must be satisfied, I

believe, as indeed I have great reason to be, if she

does not alter for the worse. She uses the orchard-

walk daily, but always supported between two, and is

still unable to employ herself as formerly. But she is

cheerful, seldom in much pain, and has always strong

confidence in the mercy and faithfulness of God.

" As to myself, I have always the same song to sing,

-—Well in body, but sick in spirit : sick, nigh unto

death.

Seasons return, but not to me returns

God, or the sweet approach of heavenly day,

Or sight of cheering truth, or pardon seal'd,

Or joy, or hope, or Jesus' face divine;

But cloud, &c.

I could easily set my complaint to Milton's tone, and

accompany him through the whole passage, on the

subject of a blindness more deplorable than his.; but

time fails me."

57 June 12.
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" You ought," he tells Hayley58, " to account it an

instance of marvellous grace and favour that I conde

scend to write even to you. Sometimes I am seriously

almost crazed with the multiplicity of the matters be

fore me, and the little or no time that I have for them ;

and sometimes I repose myself, after the fatigue of

that distraction, on the pillow of despair ; a pillow

which has often served me in the time of need, and is

become by frequent use, if not very comfortable, at

least convenient. So reposed, I laugh at the world,

and say, ' Yes, you may gape and expect both Homer

and Milton from me, but I'll be hanged if ever you get

them.' "

It was his intention to bring out the second edition

of his Homer as soon as possible, for a reason which,

he said, any poet may guess, if he will but thrust his

hand into his pocket. But he had undertaken the

serious task of revising it, with the view of obviating

some of the objections which had been made to it. In

this he yielded to the opinion of others, in some things

against his own judgement. With respect to inver

sions in particular, which had been said to abound in

his translation, and which had been far more frequent

in the first copy of his work, most of them having

been expunged in deference to Fuseli's criticisms, he

consented to remove more, saying, " I know that they

give dignity, and am sorry to part with them ; but to

parody an old proverb, he who lives in the year ninety-

three, must do as in the year ninety-three is done by

others." So too with inharmonious lines, which were

48 March 19.
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not more in number than he accounted indispensably

necessary to a due variation of cadence, " I have, how

ever," he says, " now, in conformity with modern taste,

(over-much delicate in my mind,) given to a far greater

number of them a flow as smooth as oil. Hereafter

they shall not quarrel with me on that score. The

Iliad is now all smooth turnpike ; and I will take

equal care that there shall be no jolts in" the Odyssey."

But the publisher had expressed a wish for notes, " that

the unlearned might be a little illuminated concerning

classical story and the mythology of the ancients :" and

his behaviour to me," says Cowper, " has been so

liberal, that I can refuse him nothing. Poking into

the old Greek commentators blinds me. But it is no

matter ; I am the more like Homer." He breakfasted

every morning upon seven or eight pages of these

commentators ; for so much he was obliged to read,

in order to select, perhaps, three or four short notes.

No wonder that he found this a more laborious task

than the translation, and said that he should be heartily

glad when it was over. It was, indeed, an office which

might have been just as well performed by deputy, and

the time and pains which it cost him were therefore

misemployed.

To this he alludes, in a sonnet written upon occa

sion of Hayley's having proposed to him some plan of

literary cooperation.

Dear architect of fine chateaux in air,

Worthier to stand for ever, if they could,

Than any Built of stone, or yet of wood.

For back of royal elephant to bear ;
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O for permission from the skies to share,

Much to my own, though little to thy good,

With thee (not subject to the jealous mood,)

A partnership of literary ware !

But I am bankrupt now ; and doom'd henceforth

To drudge, in descant dry, on others' lays ;

Bards, I acknowledge, of unequall'd worth ;

But what is commentator's happiest praise?

That he has furnish'd lights for other eyes,

Which they, who need them, use, and then despise.

In stating to his " dear brother bard," the other

impediments which could not be comprised within the

bounds of a sonnet, he described his own position, and

his inability to compose verses unless in solitude. " My

poor Mary's infirm condition makes it impossible for

me, at present, to engage in a work such as you pro-

pose. My thoughts are not sufficiently free, nor have

I, nor can I, by any means, find opportunity. Added

to it comes a difficulty, which, though you are not at

all aware of it, presents itself to me under a most for

bidding appearance : can you guess it ?—No, not you ;

neither perhaps will you be able to imagine that such

a difficulty can possibly subsist. If your hair begins

to bristle, stroke it down again, for there is no need

why it should erect itself. It concerns me, not you.

I know myself too well not to know that I am nobody

in verse, unless in a corner, and alone, and uncon

nected in my operations. This is not owing to want

of love for you, my brother, or the most consummate

confidence in you ; for I have both in a degree that

has not been exceeded in the experience of any friend

you have, or ever had. But I am so made up—I will

not enter into a metaphysical analysis of my strange

S. C.—3. L
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composition, in order to detect the true cause of this

evil ; but on a general view of the matter, I suspect

that it proceeds from that shyness, which has been my

effectual and almost fatal hinderance on many other

important occasions : and which I should feel, I well

know, on this, to a degree that would perfectly cripple

me. No ! I shall neither do, nor attempt any thing

of consequence more, unless my poor Mary get better ;

nor even then, unless it should please God to give me

another nature, in concert with any man. I could not,

even with my own father or brother, were they now

alive. Small game must serve me at present ; and till

I have done with Homer and Milton, a sonnet, or

some such matter, must content me. The utmost

that I aspire to, and Heaven knows with how feeble a

hope ! is to write at some better opportunity, and when

my hands are free, The Four Ages. Thus I have

opened my heart unto thee."

. Hayley, upon this, devised a scheme which might

be carried into effect, connected with his friend's habit

of solitary composition. It was that each should write

a portion of the Four Ages ; and that the poem, thus

composed, should form part of a very ample original

confederate work, which they hoped to produce in

concert with the united powers of some admirable

artists, who were justly dear to them both. Romney

was, unquestionably, one of those artists ; Flaxman,

perhaps, the other. Cowper was so pleased with this,

that he replied60, " My dearest Hayley, if the exces

sive heat of this day, which forbids me to do any thing

else, will permit me to scribble to you, I shall rejoice.

60 July 7.
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To do this is a pleasure to me at all times, but to do it

now, a double one ; because I am in haste to tell you

how much I am delighted with your projected quad

ruple alliance ; and to assure you that if it please God

to afford me health, spirits, ability, and leisure, I will

not fail to devote them all to the production of my

quota of The Four Ages.

" You are very kind to humour me as you do, and

had need be a little touched yourself with all my oddi

ties, that you may know how to administer to mine.

All whom I love do so, and I believe it to be impossi

ble to love heartily those who do not. People must

not do me good in their way, but in my own, and then

they do me good indeed. My pride, my ambition,

and my friendship for you, and the interest I take in

my own dear self, will all be consulted and gratified

by an arm-in-arm appearance with you in public ; and

I shall work with more zeal and assiduity at Homer,

and when Homer is finished, at Milton, with the pros

pect of such a coalition before me."

At this time his spirits appeared to be recovering ;

and he wrote thus to Teedon.

dear si*, Aug. 10, 1793.

You will expect a line from me, and it is fit that

you should -receive one, though to say the truth it is

hardly possible for me to find time to send you one.

I have no uncommon grievances to complain of. Since

I wrote last, my nights have been as quiet as they

ever are at the best, and my spirits in the day-time not

worse. I will not therefore devote this paper to a

recital of melancholy thoughts and experiences. Two
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nocturnal ones I have had which I will subjoin and

then conclude. In the first place, I dreamed about

four nights ago that, walking I know not where, I

suddenly found my thoughts drawn towards God,

when I looked upward and exclaimed—

" / love thee even now more than many who see

thee daily."

Whether the dream was from a good source or not

I cannot tell, for it was accompanied with little or no

sensation of a spiritual kind.

This morning I had partly in Latin and partly in

Greek,—

" Qui adversiis atOtv stant, nihili enint"

I conclude myself in haste, with many thanks for

your prayers and kind remembrances, in which we

both unite.

Yours sincerely,

VVM. COWPER.

A memorandum in the schoolmaster's diary refers

to this communication. " Aug. 10, 1793. Received

a letter from the Esquire of happier import than any I

ever received on the whole. The Lord grant it may

be his harbinger of deliverance!" But this gleam of

sunshine was soon overcast. " Non sum quod simulo,

my dearest brother," he says to Hayley61 ; " I am.

cheerful upon paper sometimes, when I am absolutely

the most dejected of all creatures. Desirous, however,

to gain something myself by my own letters, unprofit

able as they may and must be to my friends, I keep

61 Sept. 8.
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melancholy out of them as much as I can, that I may,

if possible, by assuming a less gloomy air, deceive my

self ; and, by feigning with a continuance, improve the

fiction into reality."

The next letter to Teedon shows that the hope which

he had hitherto placed in that poor man's intercessions

and experiences was failing fast. It appears by the

commencement as if a certain time had been fixed

either by the one or other, and that it had now ex

pired. " Dear Sir," he says 62, " the time is come about

when I feel myself called upon to say something in

acknowledgement of the many prayers you make for

us, and the many notices you send me. When I have

thanked you for them, I have said all on the subject

that is worth saying. For neither the prayers are in

any degree answered, nor the notices fulfilled. Of

course I continue as I was ; distressed and full of

despair. The day hardly ever comes in which I do

not utter a wish that I had never been born. And the

night is become so habitually a season of dread to me,

that I never lie down on my bed with comfort, and am

in this respect a greater sufferer than Job, who, con

cerning his hours of rest, could hope at least, though

he was disappointed. I cannot ever hope on that sub

ject, after twenty years' experience that in my case,

to go to sleep is to throw myself into the mouth of my

enemy.

" Some time since I took laudanum, and found a little

relief from that. Now I take James's powders, and

from that I find a little relief also. But what is the

•» Sept. 13.
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relief from such remedies worth? I cannot always

take them. After a time they lose their effect, and

the effect is trivial while it lasts.

" My pen runs, and I say little to the purpose. Com

plaints are idle, and only imbitter my spirit more. I

will cease, therefore, and add no more than that I

remain, sincerely yours,

" WM. COWPER."

Still he exerted himself as much as it was possible

for any person to do in such a state of mind ; indeed no

other case has been recorded ofsuch a continued struggle

against insanity. He sought relief in employment, in

exercise, in improving his garden and orchard, in the

society of those whom he loved, whenever it could be

obtained, . . and sometimes, it appears, whenever his ma

lady did not preclude him from that resource, in prayer.

These persevering efforts might perhaps have again

availed for a while, as they had formerly done, had it

not been for the melancholy spectacle, which was now

continually before him, of his dear companion's in

creasing infirmities of body and of mind. About this

time it was that he addressed to her one of the most

touching, and certainly the most widely known of all

his poems, for it has been read by thousands and tens

of thousands who have never perused the Task, nor

perhaps seen, or heard of any other of his works.

Hayley believed it to be the last original piece which

he produced at Weston, and says, he questioned whe

ther any language on earth can exhibit a specimen of

verse more exquisitely tender.
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The twentieth year is well nigh past,

Since first our sky was overcast ;

Ah would that this might be the last !

My Mary !

Thy spirits have a fainter flow,

I see thee daily weaker grow ;

'Twas my distress that brought thee low,

My Mary !

Thy needles, once a shining store,

For my sake restless heretofore,

Now rust disused, and shine no more ;

My Mary !

For though thou gladly wouldst fulfil

The same kind office for me still,

Thy sight now seconds not thy will,

My Mary !

But well thou play'dst the housewife's part ;

And all thy threads with magic art,

Have wound themselves about this heart,

My Mary !

Thy indistinct expressions seem

Like language utter'd in a dream ;

Yet me they charm, whate'er the theme,

My Mary !

Thy silver locks, once auburn bright,

Are still more lovely in my sight

Than golden beams of orient light,

My Mary !

For could I view nor them nor thee,

What sight worth seeing could I see t

The sun would rise in vain for me,

M y Mary !
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Partakers of thy sad decline,

Thy hands their little force resign ;

Yet gently prest, press gently mine,

My Mary !

Such feebleness of limbs thou prov'st,

That now at every step thou mov'st

Upheld by two ;—yet still thou lov'st,

My Mary !

And still to love, though prest with ill,

In wintry age to feel no chill,

With me is to be lovely still,

My Mary !

But ah ! by constant heed I know,

How oft the sadness that I show,

Transforms thy smiles to looks of woe,

My Mary !

And should my future lot be cast

With much resemblance of the past,

Thy worn-out heart will break at last,

My Mary !

If the society which he loved could have counter

acted the cooperating effect of Mrs. Unwin's decline

and of his own morbid mind, the latter part of this

year might have been the most cheerful autumn that

he had passed at Weston. His cousin, of Norfolk,

had promised to visit him in October. Hayley was to

come and bring with him his son, a boy of extraordi

nary talents and attainments, of whom Cowper said63,

" If Tom is charmed with the thoughts of coming to

Weston, we are equally so with the thoughts of seeing

him here. At his years I should hardly hope to make

his visit agreeable to him, did I not know that he is of

63 Sept. 8.
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a temper and disposition that must make him happy

every where."—" If Romney can come with you," he

added, "we have both room to receive him, and hearts

to make him most welcome."

Romney could not accept the invitation ; and before

any of his expected guests arrived, Mr. Rose announced

his own coming with Laurence, . . " you may guess," said

Cowper 64, " for what purpose. Yet once more is my

patience to be exercised ; and once more I am made

to wish that my face had been moveable, to put on

and take off at pleasure, so as to be portable in a band

box, and sent to the artist." Their presence, however,

proved a sensible relief to him. " Having company at

the house," he writes to Teedon M, " I am amused ; and

having been obliged to take laudanum again to quiet

my nerves and spirits, somewhat discomposed by their

arrival, I have slept more composedly of late, and

accordingly have for some days past suffered less from

melancholy than I usually do.

" I have thus given you a short account of my pre

sent state of mind, and the reasons and causes that

have occasioned it. The time I have for writing is

short, and will not allow me to add much. I have

however to observe, what I have observed so often,

that for these intervals, in which my experience is less

painful, I am always indebted to incident, and not to

any manifestation of mercy. They are therefore the

less valuable, but such as they are I am glad of them,

and desire to make the most of them."

And now he again began to think that surely Tee-

don's constant intercessions would not always be inef-

64 „Oct. a. 6 Oct 12. '
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fectual. But in the course of a fortnight, he wrote in

a more desponding tone66, saying, " Could I feed on

the bread which seems to be intended for me, it is so

plentifully imparted to you, that I should feel no want :

but I am in the state of Tantalus, surrounded with

plenty, and yet famished. If God designed that I

should eat, would he not enable me to do so ? This is

mysterious, and I cannot solve it.—I dream nothing,

hear nothing but from enemies ; never wake without

hearing ; but the matter is generally so trivial, if it be

not terrible, that it seems spoken only in derision.—

In about a month, perhaps in less, I shall begin Mil

ton, and beg your prayers in the meantime on that

subject, which always appears formidable to me. I am

in a poor condition both of heart and mind to write

Evangelical Dissertations. A deaf man treating of

music !"—Yet he said he had tolerable spirits, owing,

as when he wrote last, to company and laudanum.

Hayley arrived after Laurence had departed ; but he

found Johnson there and Rose. Cowper seemed to

him, . . to use his own words . . " as well as a ,very

feeling mortal can be, who is watching with affectionate

care a life inexpressibly valuable to him, and suspended

by a thread so singularly worn, that its duration is

wonderful." An invitation had been brought him by

Rose from Lord Spencer, to meet Gibbon at Althorpe,

and all his friends pressed him to accept it ; but even

if he could have overcome his constitutional shyness,

no consideration would have induced him to leave

Mrs. Unwin in her infirm and precarious condition

Rose and Hayley therefore carried his apology for

66 Oct. 25.
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declining the invitation, and Hayley returned from

this visit to devote himself to Cowper, he says, when

his younger guests were departed.

" When two poets meet," says Cowper 67 in a letter

to Mrs. Courtenay at this time, " there are fine doings

I can assure you. My Homer finds work for Hayley,

and his Life of Milton work for me ; so that we are

neither of us one moment idle. Poor Mrs. Unwin in

the meantime sits quiet in her corner, occasionally

laughing at us both, and not seldom interrupting us

with some question or remark, for which she is con

stantly rewarded by me with a ' Hush I hold your

peace !' Bless yourself, my dear Catharine, that you

are not connected with a poet,—especially that you

have not two to deal with. Ladies who have may be

bidden indeed to hold their peace, but very little peace

have they. How should they in fact have any, con

tinually enjoined as they are to be silent?—I write

amid a chaos of interruptions. Hayley on one hand

spouts Greek, and on the other hand Mrs. Unwin

continues talking, sometimes to us, and sometimes,

because we are both too busy to attend to her, she

holds a dialogue with herself. Query, is not this a

bull ? and ought I not instead of dialogue to have said

soliloquy ?"

Hayley says that Cowper entreated him to remain

the whole winter at Weston, and engage with him in

a regular and complete revisal of his Homer ; and that

inclination on his part was not wanting, but he thought

it possible to render him a more essential service, as

he returned through London, by quickening in the

6' Not. 4.
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minds of his more powerful friends a seasonable atten

tion to his interest. " My fears for him," he says,

" in every point of view, were excited by his present

very singular condition. He possessed completely at

this period all the admirable faculties of his mind, and

all his native tenderness of heart ; but there was some

thing indescribable in his appearance, which led me to

apprehend that, without some signal event in his favour

to reanimate his spirits, they would gradually sink into

hopeless dejection. The state of his aged infirm com

panion afforded additional ground for increasing soli

citude. Her cheerful and beneficent spirit could hardly

resist her own accumulated maladies, so far as to pre

serve ability sufficient to watch over the tender health

of him whom she had watched and guarded so long.

Imbecility of body and mind must gradually render

this tender and heroic woman unfit for the charge

which she had so laudably sustained. The signs of

such imbecility were beginning to be painfully visible ;

nor can nature present a spectacle more truly pitiable

than imbecility in such a shape, eagerly grasping for

dominion, which it knows not either how to retain, or

how to relinquish."

With this intention Hayley left them towards the

close of November, after somewhat more than a fort

night's tarriance. Cowper's spirits were immediately

afterwards relieved, as regarded Milton, by a letter

from Johnson, saying, that he might still postpone his

labours. But in other respects the gloom darkened.

Telling the schoolmaster that by means of laudanum

he had obtained more sleep the last two nights, he

adds, " but neither of these nights has passed without
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some threatenings of that which I fear more than any

other thing, the loss of my faithful, long tried, and only

intimate. From whom they come I know not, nor is the

time precisely mentioned ; but it is always spoken of

as near approaching.—Mrs. Unwin has slept her usual

time, about five hours, and is this morning as well as

usual. As for me, I waked with this line from Comus :

' The wonted roar is up amid the woods ;'

consequently I expect to hear it soon."

One more of these melancholy communications,

which, like the last, is without a date, I suppose to

have been written at this time ;—it is the latest that

has been published; and indeed the correspondence

with Teedon seems very soon afterwards to have

ceased. Other illusions it may be inferred had passed

away for a while when this was written, and one fatal

impression for the time possessed him wholly.

dear sir, Friday morning.

I am not well, but far from being so. I wake

almost constantly under the influence of a nervous

fever ; by which my spirits are affected to such a de

gree that the oppression is almost insupportable. Since

I wrote last I have been plunged in deeps, unvisited I

am convinced by any human soul but mine; and

though the day in its progress bears away with it

some part of this melancholy, I am never cheerful

because I can never hope, and am so bounded in my

prospects, that to look forward to another year to me

seems madness.

In this state of mind how can I write? It is in vain
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to attempt it. I have neither spirits for it, as I have

often said, nor leisure. Yet vain as I know the at

tempt must prove, I purpose in a few days to renew it.

Mrs. Unwin is as well as when I wrote last, but,

like myself, dejected. Dejected both on my account

and on her own. Unable to amuse herself either with

work or reading, she looks forward to a new day with

despondence, weary of it before it begins, and longing

for the return of night.

Thus it is with us both. If I endeavour to pray, I

get my answer in a double portion of misery. My

petitions, therefore, are reduced to three words, and

those not very often repeated—" God have mercy !"

Adieu ! Yours,

WM. COWPER.

" It was a spectacle," says Hayley, " that might

awaken compassion in the sternest of human charac

ters, to see the health, the comfort, and the little

fortune, of a man so distinguished by intellectual en

dowments and by moral excellence, perishing most

deplorably. A sight so affecting made many friends

of Cowper solicitous and importunate, that his declin

ing life should be honourably protected by public mu

nificence. Men of all parties agreed, that a pension

might be granted to an author of his acknowledged

merit with graceful propriety ; and we might apply to

him, on this topic, the very expressive words which

the poet Claudian addresses, on a different occasion,

to his favourite hero :

Suffragia vulgi

Jam tibi detulerant, quidquid mox dcbuit aula.
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" It was devoutly to be wished, that the declining

spirits of Cowper should be speedily animated and

sustained by assistance of this nature, because the

growing influence of melancholy not only filled him

with distressing ideas of his own fortune, but threat

ened to rob him of the power to make any kind of

exertion in his own behalf. His situation and his

merits were perfectly understood, humanely felt, and

honourably acknowledged by persons, who, while they

declared that he ought to receive an immediate public

support, seemed to possess both the inclination and

the power to ensure it. But such is the difficulty of

doing real good, experienced even by the great and

powerful, or so apt are statesmen to forget the press

ing exigence of meritorious individuals in the distrac

tions of official perplexity, that month after month

elapsed, in which the intimate friends of Cowper con

fidently, yet vainly, expected to see him happily rescued

from some of the darkest evils impending over him,

by an honourable provision for life.

" Imagination can hardly devise any human condi

tion more truly affecting than the state of the poet

at this period. His generous and faithful guardian,

Mrs. Unwin, who had preserved him through seasons

of the severest calamity, was now, with her faculties

and fortune impaired, sinking fast into second child

hood. The distress of heart that he felt in beholding

the cruel change in a companion so justly dear to

him, conspiring with his constitutional melancholy,

was gradually undermining the exquisite faculties of

his mind. But depressed as he was by these compli -

cated afflictions, Providence was far from deserting
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this excellent man. His female relation, whose regard

he had cultivated as his favourite correspondent, now

devoted herself very nobly to the superintendence of a

house, whose two interesting inhabitants were rendered,

by age and trouble, almost incapable of attending to

the ordinary offices of life.

" Those only who have lived with the superannu

ated and the melancholy, can properly appreciate the

value of such magnanimous friendship."

CHAP. XVIII.

LADY HESKETH AT WESTON. HAYLEY's THIRD VISIT. COW-

PER'S REMOVAL TO NORFOLK. LAST YEARS OF HIS LIFE.

When Lady Hesketh had enquired in the autumn at

what time her coming would be most convenient,

Cowper replied, that since he despaired of ever having

her there in the height of summer, which for her own

sake he desired most, the depth of winter would be the

most eligible season for him ; "for then," said he, " it is

that in general I have most need of a cordial, and

particularly in the month of January." She came at

the close of November, soon after Hayley's departure,

and her intention was to remain till February. Know

ing as she did the aweful change that had taken place

in Mrs. Unwin, and the injurious manner in which he

was necessarily affected by it, she thought him on her

arrival better than she had expected ; but in the second

week of the month which he always dreaded, bis

malady returned in full force, and in its worst form.
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One of his illusions at this time was that it was his

duty to inflict upon himself severe penance for his

sins ; . . such at least is the tradition which Mackin

tosh 1 and Mr. Basil Montagu heard at Olney seven

years afterwards ; and this, if it were so, was a state

of comparative happiness to the more abiding character

of his madness, . . for in the performance of penance

the belief in a consequent remission of sins is implied.

Six days he sate " still and silent as death," and took

no other food during that time than a small piece of

bread dipped in wine and water. After every attempt

to rouse him had failed, his medical attendant sug

gested, as the only remaining hope, that Mrs. Unwin

should indirectly invite him to go out with her, . . if

she could be induced to do this, for her state of mind

now required almost as much management as his.

She however perceived the necessity of making the

experiment, and observing that it was a fine morning,

said she should like to try to walk. Cowper immediately

rose, took her by the arm,—and the spell which had

fixed him to his chair was broken. This appears to

have been the last instance in which her influence over

him was exerted for his good.

Towards the end of February his cousin Johnson

came from Norfolk, and assisted in attending on him

as long as he could be absent from his professional

duties. Soon after his departure, Mr. Greatheed

thought it necessary to let Hayley know the extent of

the evil.

1 Memoirs of Sir J. Mackintosh, vol. i. p. 156.

S. C.—3. M
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TO WILLIAM HAYLEY, ESQ.

dear sir, Newport Pagnel, April 8, 1794.

Lady Hesketh's correspondence acquainted you

with the melancholy relapse of our dear friend at

Weston ; hut I am uncertain whether you know, that

in the last fortnight he has refused food of every kind,

except now and then a very small piece of toasted

bread, dipped generally in water, sometimes mixed

with a little wine. This, her ladyship informs me,

was the case till last Saturday, since when he has eat

a little at each family meal. He persists in refusing

such medicines as are indispensable to his state of

body. In such circumstances, his long continuance

in life cannot be expected. How devoutly to be

wished is the alleviation of his danger and distress !

You, dear Sir, who know so well the worth of our

beloved and admired friend, sympathize with his afflic

tion, and deprecate his loss doubtless in no ordinary

degree ; you have already most effectually expressed

and proved the warmth of your friendship. I cannot

think that any thing but your society would have been

sufficient, during the infirmity under which his mind

has long been oppressed, to have supported him against

the shock of Mrs. Unwin's paralytic attack. I am

certain that nothing else could have prevailed upon

him to undertake the journey to Eartham. You have

succeeded where his other friends knew they could

not, and where they apprehended no one could. How

natural, therefore, nay, how reasonable, is it for them

to look to you, as most likely to be instrumental,

under the blessing of God, for relief in the present
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distressing and alarming crisis ! It is, indeed, scarcely

attemptable to ask any person to take such a journey,

and involve himself in so melancholy a scene, with an

uncertainty of the desired success : increased as the

apparent difficulty is, by dear Mr. Cowper's aversion

to all company, and by poor Mrs. Unwin's mental and

bodily infirmities. On these accounts Lady Hesketh

dares not ask it of you, rejoiced as she would be at

your arrival. Am not I, dear Sir, a very presumptuous

person, who, in the face of all opposition, dare do

this ? I am emboldened by those two powerful sup

porters, conscience and experience. Was I at Eartham,

I would certainly undertake the labour I presume to

recommend, for the bare possibility of restoring Mr.

Cowper to himself, to his friends, to the public, and to

God.

The man who would have hesitated to obey that

summons must have had a harder heart than Hayley.

Nothing, he says, could be more unseasonable to him

in point of personal convenience ; he was even forced

to borrow money for the journey*. Cowper, who used to

2 After stating this in a letter to his wife, he adds, that he

was forced also " to bring Jenny as his attendant, having been

recently obliged to send poor Mary to London, because she

had fallen into a state of mind little superior to that of the dear

unhappy Cowper, to whom indeed she has often compared herself

for constitutional melancholy."—Mem. of T. A. Hayley, p. 83.

If Hayley had paid any regard to appearances, he would not

have taken either Mary or Jenny for his attendant. But Hay

ley was a person " of incoherent transactions," . . to borrow an

appropriate expression from Angus M'Diarmid, '' Ground Officer

on the Earl of Breadalbane's estate of Edinample."
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welcome him so warmly, manifested now no pleasure at

his arrival ; but after a few days, he sometimes received

medicine and food from his hand, which he would take

from no other person. His presence enabled Lady

Hesketh to quit what had now become her charge for

a few days, that she might consult Dr. Willis, who

was then in the highest repute for his skill in such

cases, and to whom Thurlow had kindly written,

requesting his attention to his unhappy old friend.

From his instructions for the regular treatment of the

patient, " Lady Hesketh and I," says Hayley3, " en

tertain great hopes, embarrassed and thwarted as we

perpetually are by the bodily and mental infirmities

of poor Mrs. Unwin, who begins however (thank

Heaven !) to show herself more properly sensible of

those efforts of genuine friendship by which I am

trying to render the most essential service both to her

poor charge and to herself."

Thomas Hayley, after their visit to Weston in the

preceding November, had been placed at a private

school near Derby, that he might be for a few months

near his father's wife, who was as fond of him as if he

had been her own child. He was now sent for to

Weston, Cowper having " twice spoken in a manner

that seemed to indicate a wish to see him ;" and when

the boy arrived, Cowper did not shrink from him as

he did from every one else. But this was all. Nothing

could now dispel or even lighten the settled gloom by

which he was oppressed. A letter from Lord Spencer

arrived at this time, to announce that a pension of

three hundred pounds was about to be granted to him

3 To Mrs. Hayley, April 85.
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by the King ; and he was not in a state either to open

the letter, or to be informed by Lady Hesketh of its

contents. The pension was rendered payable to

Mr. Rose as his trustee.

" The daily sight," says Hayley, " of a being redueed

to such deplorable imbecility as now overwhelmed Mrs.

Unwin, was itself sufficient to plunge a tender spirit into

extreme melancholy ; yet to separate two friends, so

long accustomed to minister with the purest and most

vigilant benevolence to the infirmities of each other,

was a measure so pregnant with complicated distrac

tion, that it could not be advised or attempted. It

remained only to palliate the sufferings of each in their

present most pitiable condition, and to trust in the

mercy of that God, who had supported them together

through periods of very dark affliction, though not so

doubly deplorable as the present.

" I had formerly regarded Weston as a scene that

exhibited human nature in a most delightful point of

view. I had applauded there no common triumphs of

genius and friendship. The contrast that I now con

templated has often led me to repeat (with such feel

ings as those only who have surveyed a contrast so

deplorable can possibly conceive) the following pathetic

exclamation in the Samson Agonistes of Milton.

' God of our fathers, what is man 1

• # * #

Since such as thou hast solemnly elected.

With gifts and graces eminently adorned ;

• * # *

Yet towards these thus dignified thou oft,

Amidst their height of noon,

Changest thy countenance and thy hand, with no regard
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Of highest favours past

From thee on them, or them to thee, of service.

* * * *

So deal not with this once thy glorious champion !

What do I beg ? How hast thou dealt already !

Behold him in this state calamitous, and turn

His labours, for thou canst, to peaceful end !' "

Though Cowper appeared to derive no comfort

from Hayley's presence, nevertheless he manifested

extreme unwillingness to let him depart. A few weeks

afterward there came a letter from his old friend Mr.

Rowley, to congratulate him on his pension, and in

vite him to Ireland. Lady Hesketh's reply describes

his situation faithfully, and explains the circumstances

at which Hayley hints.

TO CLOTWORTHY ROWLEY, ESQ. AT OLD COURT,

NEAR BRAGSHARD, IRELAND.

sia, Weston, near Olney, Bucks, May 21, 1794.

Will you permit a person who has not the honour

to be known to you, to thank you in the sincerity of a

grateful heart, for your late kind and friendly letter

to Mr. Cowper? Had that amiable and interesting

sufferer been in a situation to receive or answer letters,

yours, Sir, dated the fourteenth of this month, would

not have fallen into my hands ; but though I grieve

to give pain to a heart so tender, and so friendly as I

am convinced by your letter, Sir, that yours must be,

yet I feel myself under the cruel necessity of acquaint

ing you that your friend, and my much loved cousin,

has laboured ever since the second week in January

under so dreadful a dejection of spirits, that he is
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utterly incapable of attending to anything ; nor has he

ever opened a letter, or suffered one even to be read

to him, ever since that time !

Truly as I lament the sufferings of this invaluable

creature, I cannot wonder at them, as the close attend

ance he has paid to Mrs. Unwin for the last two

years, and his unceasing assiduity to her ever since

she had her last attack of the palsy, must have over

come spirits less tender and susceptible than those of

my unhappy cousin. I should inform you, Sir, that

ever since we settled at Weston, which is now about

nine years, I have generally paid him an annual

winter visit, knowing that to be the season when his

nerves and spirits are usually most oppressed ; the

winter before last however, being myself ill at Bath, I

was prevented attending him as usual, and knowing

he would have other friends with him in the spring of

93, I deferred my visit till the middle of November

last, when I came here, intending to stay till February.

1 found this dear soul on my arrival the absolute

nurse of this poor lady Mrs. Unwin, who cannot

move out of her chair without help, nor walk across

the room unless supported by two people ; added to

this, her voice is almost wholly unintelligible, and as

their house was repairing all the summer, he was

reduced, poor soul ! for many months to have no con

versation but hers ! You must imagine, Sir, that his

situation was terrible indeed ; and the more as he was

deprived, by means of this poor lady, of all his wonted

exercises, both mental and bodily, as she did not

choose he should leave her for a moment, or ever use

a pen or a book except when he read to her, which is
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an employment that always, I know, fatigues and

hurts him, and which therefore my arrival relieved

him from.

I thought him on the whole better than I expected

he would have been in such a situation; though

rather low at times, and often expressing his fears of

the month of January, a season that has more than

once been fatal to him, but the effects of which I

nattered myself might be kept off by the company of

a third person, and one to whom he is kindly partial,

as you may possibly know, Sir, if ever you heard him

mention a cousin of the name of Hesketh : she it is

who has now the honour of writing to you, and of

deploring from her inmost heart the unhappy situation

of this beloved friend, whom neither the soothings of

friendship, nor the exertion of very lively spirits,

(which the goodness of Providence still indulges to

me) could shield from the dark and absolute despair

which has for so many months taken entire posses

sion of his charming mind, and totally obscured that

brilliant genius, the exertion of which has so often

amused and instructed the world.

You will easily believe, Sir, that all which the most

lively interest and affection could think of for his

relief, has been done, or attempted to be done ; but in

all attempts of this sort, I find a terrible hinderance in

the person of the poor old lady above mentioned, who

really seems to live only to counteract whatever

schemes are planned for his benefit, and the recovery

in^his health and spirits. I have however at last,

has laLwith, and partly without her consent, consulted

under sJVillis on his case, whose character I have
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long known, and whose brilliant and fortunate success

in restoring the health of our beloved sovereign has

long made my loyal heart his own. Whether even

his skill will be able to restore this unhappy man at

this distance, I cannot at present say; but earnestly

hope it may, as I fear Mrs. Unwin will not consent to

his removal there ; though from the little I saw of the

house, and the manner in which the patients are

treated, as well as the liberty they seem to enjoy, I am

convinced it would be the very best place he could be

in, and the one in the which he would be most likely

to be restored,—the rather, as it would separate him

from one who, partly from the attention which she

requires, and partly from imbecility of mind, occa

sioned by her bodily infirmities, is certainly the worst

companion he can have at present.

I have thus, Sir, informed you as accurately as I am

able of our melancholy situation, and can only hope

you will not think I have intruded too long upon

your patience. I should not certainly have explained

myself with so much frankness on this occasion, had

I not so often heard my dear unhappy cousin speak of

Mr. Rowley in the warmest terms of friendship and

affection, and had not your letter, Sir, confirmed the

kind interest you take in him.

I will now only add, that the late happy and totally

unexpected event, has given me as much pleasure as I

am capable of receiving at such a time as this ; it is,

indeed, a double comfort to me, as it seems a sort of

omen of his recovery, and I hope I may be allowed to

think . that God never can have abandoned him, whom

he has wrought such a miracle to preserve ! I cannot
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help calling it a miracle, because, though I always

ent€rtained the highest opinion of the goodness and

tenderness of heart, both of the King and Mr. Pitt,

yet I could never have hoped that at such a time as

this, when the public affairs are sufficiently intricate

and embarrassed to engage their whole attention, that

the claims of private merit and private distress should

have been allowed to have had a share. But—it is so,

and I never can be sufficiently thankful to those good

friends who have interested themselves in poor Cow-

per's behalf, and by whose means his Majesty's favour

has been shown in a manner so liberal and benevolent

to a creature so deserving. He is at present quite

ignorant of this happy circumstance, and must remain

so, till returning health shall enable him to support

and to rejoice at an event which gives independence

to his declining years. I cannot conclude without

observing, that it reflects double honour both on the

sovereign and the minister to confer favours on an

author at a time when they knew he was incapable of

making the usual returns. I will now only observe,

that my good wishes for my beloved cousin would be

complete, could I know he was enjoying the place of a

friend in the charming society you so well describe,

and to which you invite him in a manner so kind and

so cordial.

I have hardly room to say how much I am,

Sir,

your most obedient servant,

HARRIET HESKETH.

Dr. Willis, when it had been found that his prescrip
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tions produced no good effect, came to see the patient.

It appears to have been his opinion, that more might

be hoped from change of air, scene, and circumstances

than from any mode of treatment that could be pur

sued. But how should two persons be induced to

concur in any arrangement for this purpose, when

imbecility of mind had produced perverseness in the

one by whose unreasonable will the other was abso

lutely governed, and when both were alike insensible

to all representations, persuasions, and entreaties !

Cowper had been urged to leave home in the preceding

summer, while his house was undergoing repairs ; and

the proposition had not displeased him when it was

made. He had promised that his first visit should be to

Sir John and Lady Throckmorton at Bucklands ; and

" had I rambled at all," says he4, " I was under

promise to all my dear mother's kindred to go to

Norfolk, and they are dying to see me ; but I have

told them that die they must, for I cannot go."

" How5 to give satisfaction to all, would puzzle me,

had I nothing else to do ; and therefore the result

will probably be, that we shall find ourselves obliged

to go no where, since we cannot go every where."

There is a passage in one of his letters, from which

it may be inferred that Lady Hesketh at that time

had thought it advisable for him to remove, and settle

near his maternal relations : for he says to her6, " it

is in vain that thou counsellest me to leave Weston

for Norfolk. Kinder friends than I have here in the

* To Hayley, March 19, 1793.

5 To Mr. Greatheed, July 17, 1793.

6 June 30, 1793.
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Courtenay's, I could not find even there ; and this is,

moreover, of all the earth the spot that delights me

most." In the springof 1795, his cousinJohnson thought

that perhaps a summer's residence by the seaside

might restore his poor kinsman ; could he be removed

therefore into Norfolk for a few months, Lady Hesketh

would have time for recruiting herself after the fatigue

and anxiety of the last eighteen months, and toward

the close of the year he hoped the inhabitants of the

Lodge might reassemble there in amended health and

spirits. When he informed Lady Hesketh of this

plan, she desired him not to write till all his own

affairs were settled, and till he had got the joint assent

—(" I fear," said she 7, " I must not say the cheerful

assent) of all parties. At present you assure me you

are really fixed and steady ; and I am determined to

believe you, and even to do more, to thank you very

sincerely for the plan you have laid to convenience me

by allowing me so many holidays.—You say that a

huge, black, heavy cloud was hanging over you at the

time you wrote. Ah, Johnny! I do indeed believe

that the cloud that hung over you damped your spirits,

and this though possibly the atmosphere was as clear

at the time you wrote as it is at this moment ; but the

cloud that sunk your spirits was the visit you so kindly

promised to the Lodge.

" One thing, however," she continues, " / must

desire, that if you keep up any correspondence in this

house, besides me, you will on no account mention or

give the most distant hint of your intended visit here,

at least not of the occasion of it. That you may have

7 May 5.
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thoughts of coming here in the course of the summer,

I should not object to their knowing, and have indeed

hinted, some time ago, the possibility of such a thing

to our cousin, with which he rather seemed pleased ;

but I wish not that the family or Madame should

suspect it ; if she did, she might hit upon some plans

that might not be pleasant either to you or me ; there

fore the less that is said will be the best. You may

depend, however, that I will take care they shall both

know of your coming ; and that you shall not take

them by surprise, as last summer, seeing I have now

found out our dear cousin likes to be told of whatever

he is to expect ; and I am sure he will be more glad

to see you than any body. But it grieves me to say

he is very bad indeed,—scarce eats any thing !—is

worn to a shadow ! and has totally given up all his

little avocations, such as netting, putting maps toge

ther, playing with the solitary board, &c. &c. with

which we contrived to while away the winter more

tolerably than I had any reason to expect. He now

does nothing but walk incessantly backwards and for

wards either in his study or his bedchamber. He

really does not sometimes sit down for more than half

an hour the whole day, except at meal times, when, as

I before said, he takes hardly any thing. He has left

off bathing his feet, will take no laudanum, and lives

in a constant state of terror that is dreadful to behold !

He is now come to expect daily, and even hourly, that

he shall be carried away ;—and kept in his room from

the time breakfast was over till four o'clock on Sunday

last, in spite of repeated messages from Madame, be
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cause he was afraid somebody would take possession of

his bed, and prevent his lying down on it any more !

" I mention these things, dear Johnny, not to

frighten or grieve you, but simply to show you how

bad the dear soul is ! I wrote last week to Dr. Willis

for the first time since September last, informed him

how much better he had seemed all the winter, and

how rapidly his malady had increased within these few

weeks. I told the doctor, what I do indeed think,

that he has no chance, either for health or life, but

by passing some time under his care ; and though I

know no more than I did last year how this can be

effected, I have yet desired him to inform me whether

he has, or shall have in the course of the summer,

room for this unhappy, interesting creature under his

own roof. The expense of this will, I know, be very

great, but I will with pleasure do all in my power to

make this easy to him. Of his pension he has not

received one farthing, nor is likely to do so before

next winter ; and Hannah's amazing extravagance has

not cost less than one hundred and fifty pounds since

last July ! What can become of our poor cousin, rick

or well, if she is to go on in this manner I cannot

guess. All in my power I have done to put some

stop to such shameful proceedings, but in vain : the

boarding school has finished what Mrs. Unwin's ab

surd, unpardonable indulgence had begun, and what

is to become of her I know not ! she literally does

nothing but walk about, and dress herself, and write

love letters. If you saw her sweep the village with

muslin dresses of twelve shillings a yard, and feathers
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a yard long, you would really think it was some duch

ess. I have told her that the daughter of a man of

five thousand pounds a year would not be allowed to

dress as she does ; and when one considers that all

this finery is to dine in the kitchen, it makes one

sick. She certainly looks very elegant and showy, and

as Mrs. Unwin does not restrain her, I wonder not at

the girl. I have found out that once when she was very

ill, she engaged Mr. Cowper to take care and provide

for her ; but how he is to do it I am sure I know not.

All he is worth in the world would not half keep Han

nah, taking finery and idleness into the account, for

she puts out all her clothes and linen to be mended as

well as made. I am sure she is a singular instance of

foolish fondness ; and now Mrs. Unwin lies in bed till

past one, this girl never attends her in her room, or

does the least thing for her in return for all her indul

gence !—but I will say no more, as the subject is really

painful to

" Yours sincerely,

" H. H.

" I understand from Mr. Rose that he expected you

in town to christen my godson, his little Cowper. Can

I find room to tell you Mrs. Unwin had another attack

the seventeenth of last month ? It affected her face

and voice only. She is a dreadful spectacle ; yet within

these two days she has made our wretched cousin drag

her round the garden ; though even Samuel can scarce

support her.—You would have a great treat if you

were here now, as I am ranging and putting into books
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1

letters of our cousin's to me from the year 85 to 93,

and often wish for you to help me."

It was not only desirable that the effect of change

should be tried for Cowper's sake, but it was also

necessary that some effectual steps should be taken

for altering an establishment which was conducted

with such reckless improvidence while Mrs. Unwin

continued nominally at its head. Mr. Johnson, how

ever, when he arrived at the Lodge in July had no

intention of proposing a final removal ; but he pro

bably contemplated a longer absence for them when

he succeeded in the difficult task of persuading Cowper

and Mrs. Unwin to return with him, than had origi

nally been intended. " It was a singularly happv

circumstance," he says 8, " that in this projected de

parture from his beloved Weston, neither Cowper nor

Mrs. Unwin, nor either of their friends, thought of

any thing farther than a temporary absence. For had

the measure been suggested under the idea of a final

separation from that endeared residence, (which was

eventually found to have been the intention of Provi

dence,) the anguish of Cowper in passing for the last

time over the threshold of his favourite retirement,

and in taking leave of Lady Hesketh for ever, might

not only have proved fatal to the delicate health of his

affectionate relative, but have so extended itself to the

breast of his conductor, as to have deprived him of the

necessary fortitude for sustaining so long a journey

with so helpless a charge." No definite plan indeed

could be formed for two persons who were both in

8 Sketch of the Life of Cowper, p. lvi.
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such a state of mind as to render it not improbable

that if they began the journey they might insist upon

turning back. But Cowper had a presentiment that

he should never return ; and on a panel of the win

dow shutter in his bedchamber, unknown to any person

at the time, he wrote these lines :

Rirewell, dear scenes, for ever closed to me ;

Oh, for what sorrows must I now exchange ye9 !

9 I am obliged for these lines, in the first instance, to

Mr. Burges; he informed me that a friend of his, who resided

in that neighbourhood, and whose father was well acquainted

with Cowper, had occasion to visit Weston early in 1833 ; and

going over Cowper's house, to see it in statu quo, for the last

time, as a farmer who had just taken possession of the place

was in the act of painting and whitewashing the rooms, he

found them, written in pencil, and immediately recognised the

hand-writing.

A subsequent communication from the Rev. Josiah Bull (to

whom I have many obligations) authenticates them, and adds

the following circumstance, explanatory of the two dates,

which are written under the verses, thus :

July 22.

28, 1795.

" The couplet is written on the panel of the window-shutter,

and the room overlooked his garden, and commands a partial

view of those scenes which were so interesting to him. The

lines are the more touching as being singularly prophetic of

his unhappy state of mind during the period subsequent to his

leaving Weston. That I might obtain an accurate copy of

them I rode over to Weston yesterday, and was fortunate

enough to meet with a person who gave me some information

which verifies their origin, and accounts for their preservation

for forty years. This individual, whose name is Price, tells me

that he assisted in packing Mr. Cowper's goods, And that he

and others saw the lines after he had left. He accounted for

S. C.—3. N
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How difficult it was to effect this movement, and

how uncertain that it would be effected till the very

last, may be understood from a letter which Lady

Hesketh began to Mr. Johnson on the evening of the

day after their departure.

Weston, Wednesday evening, July 29, 1795.

MY DEAR SIB JOHN,

Here I am, lost in wonder and astonishment at your

matchless generalship, and the uncommonly successful

manner in which you carried all your points,—all at least

that have come to my knowledge ; and as your caravan

is not returned to this place, (which, I promise you, I

expected without ceasing the whole of yesterday,) you

certainly keep going on ; that is undoubted : and our

dear, much loved, and most unhappy cousin will actu

ally to-morrow find himself in Norfolk ! that El Dorado

which the dear soul thought so utterly impossible for

him ever to attain. Oh, my good Johnny, what an

astonishment did you leave me in, and in what perfect

astonishment have I lived ever since 1"

the second date by the circumstance that Mr. Cowper did not

leave Weston on the day he expected, bat not until nearly a

week from that time. Price himself afterwards occupied the

house, and says that for twenty years that very shutter was

closed up to avoid the tax. It seems that it was afterwards

opened; but two years ago, when the present occupant came

to the house, he found it again closed. This probably accounts

for the preservation of the writing. It has been unfortunately

retraced, but is evidently the fair and distinct hand of the

poet. There is a word before the second date, but I am unable

to read it."
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Care had been taken that when they reached Bed

ford- a relay of horses should be ready on the skirts of

the town, so that they passed through without stopping.

" On the evening of the first day," says his kinsman,

" the quiet village of St. Neots, near Eaton, afforded

as convenient a resting place for the party as could

have been desired ; and the peaceful moonlight scenery

of the spot as Cowper walked with his kinsman up

and down the churchyard, had so favourable an effect

on his spirits, that he conversed with him with much

composure on the subject of Thomson's Seasons, and

the circumstances under which they were probably

written." Nothing that might be at all compared with

" this gleam of cheerfulness with which it pleased God

to visit the afflicted poet at the commencement of his

journey" was ever again exhibited in his countenance ;

yet Mr. Johnson says it was a subject ofgrateful remem

brance to him, " for though it vanished from the breast

of Cowper, like the dew of the morning, it preserved the

sunshine of hope in his own mind as to the final reco

very of his revered relation ; and that cheering hope

never forsook him till the object of his incessant care

was sinking into the valley of the shadow of death.1'

St. Neot's churchyard will be visited by many a tra

veller for Cowper's sake ; it was there, and by moon

light, that he saw for the last time the river Ouse.

The same care had been taken to provide horses at

Cambridge as at Bedford. They passed the second

night at Barton Mills, which being a solitary place

was for them a convenient one ; and on the third day

they reached the village of North Tuddenham, their

journey's end. There, " by the kindness of the Rev.
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Leonard Shelford, they were comfortably accommo

dated with an untenanted parsonage house, in which

they were received by Miss Johnson and Miss Pe-

rowne ; the residence of their conductor, in the market

place of East Dereham, being thought unfavourable to

the tender spirit of Cowper.

Lady Hesketh finished her letter from her house

in London, having heard from their " conductor," that

they were proceeding well on their journey, and anti

cipating that it was safely completed.

N. Norfolk Street. Saturday. Ten o'clock. Aug. 1.

The upper part of this letter was written, as you

will perceive, my dear delightful General, while I re

mained at Weston, and while I was filled with anxiety

for the success of your wonderful enterprise. That

anxiety, blessed be God for it ! your welcome letter of
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yesterday has entirely removed ; for I cannot help

prognosticating every thing happy and delightful from

a journey which has begun so well ; so much better

indeed than could have been hoped or imagined ;

though I always was of opinion that nothing on earth

was so likely to remove our beloved friend's malady, as

change of air, and an entire new scene. Dr. Willis

said the same thing last year ; but how to bring it

about was the question ; and I must honestly confess

that I never should have had the ingenuity to have

planned, or the courage to have executed the scheme

you so nobly undertook, and have, I doubt not, by

this time, my Johnny, so happily executed. But you,

my Johnny, could alone have formed an idea of taking

Madame as part of your travelling equipage ; and,but

for that, our poor friend would still have remained a

miserable captive ; nor would she ever have allowed him

to have strayed beyond the walls of his prison-house,

had not your friendly heart inspired you with the

happy idea of making her the partner of his flight. I

wonder not to find that even she has received benefit

by this expedition.—

I must now tell you that the joyful news contained

in. your letter agitated my spirits so much that it was

with the greatest difficulty I scratched a very few lines to

Mrs. Courtenay and Mr. Greatheed, the latter of whom

met me when I stopped to change horses at Newport

Pagnel, and to whom I gave so bad an account of

your dear fellow-traveller, that he, I am sure, will be

transported with joy at the blessed account he will

receive this day,—as unexpected to him as to myself.

And now, my dear Johnny, let me say that you ap
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pear evidently to me to be an instrument in the hands

of a good Providence, to work out comfort, and to be

the means of happiness to our hitherto wretched friend.

There is something so completely astonishing in what

you have done, and there was so little likelihood that

your well concerted plan should yet ever be brought

to bear, that I cannot but consider you as being in

spired from above to do what you have done. I will

only say, that in return, my dear good young friend,

there is no good, no blessing, either temporal or spiri

tual, that I do not wish from my inmost soul may be

the portion of you and yours to all eternity.

I cleared out the desk as well as I could, ranged

the papers, and put it into your box, together with the

Homer, the Miltons, and all the papers that I thought

might be useful to our dear cousin. I then had the

box screwed down like a coffin, lest, as it is heavy,

and a lock only in the middle, it might chance to

burst. I left ample directions that that box, and the

box which contains Miss Johnson's cap, should go by

the waggon on Thursday last. The key I have sealed

up and given to Susie, who will bring it with her. If

our dear cousin should go on as he has begun, I think

he will some little time hence be glad to see his old

friends, the desk, &c. May it please' a gracious Pro

vidence to enable him, ere long, to make use of it for

his own benefit, and that of the world, prays

Your most obliged and delighted,

H. HESKETH.

Be not afraid of wanting money. A quarter of the

pension will be paid in a day or two ; and you may
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draw on me, or I will send you a draft for any sum

you please ; but say not a word to Mrs. U.

These letters show how unhappily Mrs. Unwin's

disposition had changed as her mind and body became

more and more debilitated ; and how necessary it was

that some decisive measure should be taken for deli

vering Cowper from his bondage. The removal was

the only course that could have been pursued with any

reasonable hope either of present relief, or of eventual

recovery. The first object was accomplished by bring

ing his poor companion into a situation where she was

no longer mistress of the establishment, and conse

quently ceased to expect that every thing should be

directed according to her own will. That will had

ever been subservient to his, while she was of sound

mind ; it became selfish only when she could no longer

be considered as morally and religiously responsible.

And deeply as Cowper was indebted to his kinsman

Johnson, during the latter years of his life, he was for

nothing more so than for having placed Mrs. Unwin

in circumstances where that diseased propensity was

effectually checked ; where, instead of being regarded

by his friends, with feelings of displeasure for his sake,

she again became to them an object of respect and

tenderness, and where he, without utterly sacrificing

his health and those pursuits on which that health so

greatly depended, could still affectionately discharge

the debt of gratitude that he owed her.

As the time of the year was favourable, and Cowper

was capable of taking considerable exercise, Mr. John

son took many walks with him in the retired neighbour
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hood of Tuddenham. In one of these they reached

the house of his cousin, Mrs. Bodham, at Mattishall.

At the sight of his own portrait by Abbot, he clasped

his hands passionately, and uttered a vehement wish

that his feelings were, or could again be, such as they

were when that picture was painted.

In August, hoping that both the invalids might

derive some benefit from sea air, Mr. Johnson took

them to the village of Mundsley10, on the Norfolk

coast. Cowper, in his better days, had taken great

delight in walking on the shore. " I think with you,"

he says, in a letter to Mr. Unwin", "that the most

magnificent object under heaven is the great deep ;

and cannot but feel an unpolite species of astonish

ment when I consider the multitudes that view it with

out emotion, and even without reflection. In all its

various forms, it is an object of all others the most

suited to affect us with lasting impressions of the awe-

ful Power that created and controls it. I am the less

inclined to think this negligence excusable, because,

at a time of life, when I gave as little attention to reli

gious subjects as almost any man, I yet remember that

the waves could preach to me, and that, in the midst

of dissipation, I had an ear to hear them. One of

Shakespeare's characters says, ' I am never merry

when I hear sweet music' The same effect that har

mony seems to have had upon him, I have experi

enced from the sight and sound of the ocean, which

10 " Where, some years ago," says Gibson, in his additions

to Camden, " at a cliff were taken up some large bones,

(thought to be of a monster,) which were petrified."

» Sept. 26, 1781.
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have often composed my thoughts into a melancholy,

not unpleasing, nor without its use."

Mundsley was a place at which Cowper had been

in his youth, when he visited his maternal relations.

The pleasure which he had then felt never could re

turn ; but to the solemn effect which the waves pro

duced he was still able to surrender himself ; and they

had not been there long before Mr. Johnson perceived

that there was something inexpressibly soothing to

Cowper in the monotonous sound of the breakers ;

and this, he says, " induced him to confine the walks

of the poet, whom dejection precluded from the exer

cise of all choice whatever, or at least the expression of

it, almost wholly to the sands, which at Mundsley are

remarkably firm and level."

From this place Cowper began the last series of his

letters to Lady Hesketh. They begin gloomily, and

grow darker and darker to their close.

TO LADY HESKETH, CHELTENHAM, GLOCESTER-

SHIRE.

Mundesley, near North Walsham, Aug. 27, 1795.

Hopeless as ever, and chiefly to gratify myself by

once more setting pen to paper, I address a very few

lines to one whom it would be a comfort to me to gra

tify as much by sending them. The most forlorn of

beings I tread a shore under the burthen of infinite

despair, that I once trod all cheerfulness and joy. I

view every vessel that approaches the coast with an

eye of jealousy and fear, lest it arrive with a commis

sion to seize me. But my insensibility, which you

say is a mystery to you, because it seems incompatible

with such fear, has the effect of courage, and enables
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me to go forth, as if on purpose to place myself in the

way of danger. The cliff is here of a height that it is

terrible to look down from ; and yesterday evening, by

moonlight, I passed sometimes within a foot of the

edge of it, from which to have fallen would probably

have been to be dashed in pieces. But though to have

been dashed in pieces would perhaps have been best

for me, I shrunk from the precipice, and am waiting

to be dashed in pieces by other means. At two miles

distance on the coast is a solitary pillar of rock, that

the crumbling cliff has left at the high water-mark.

I have visited it twice, and have found it an emblem

of myself. Torn from my natural connexions, I stand

alone and expect the storm that shall displace me.

I have no expectation that I shall ever see you

more, though Samuel assures me that I shall visit

Weston again, and that you will meet me there. My

terrors, when I left it, would not permit me to say—

Farewell for ever—which now I do ; wishing, but vainly

wishing to see you yet once more, and equally wishing

that I could now as confidently, and as warmly as

once I could, subscribe myself affectionately yours;

but every feeling that would warrant the doing it, has,

as you too well know, long since forsaken the bosom of

W.C.

Mr. Johnson is gone to North Walsham, and

knows not that I write.

Mrs. Unwin sends her affectionate respects and

compliments.

Soon afterwards he wrote the following letter to

Mr. Buchanan. " It shows," says Hayley, " the se
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verity of his depression ; but shows also that faint

gleams of pleasure could occasionally break through

the settled darkness of melancholy." He began with

a quotation.

" To interpose a little ease,

Let my frail thoughts dally with false surmise."

" I will forget for a moment, that to whomsoever I

may address myself, a letter from me can no otherwise

be welcome, than as a curiosity. To you, Sir, I ad

dress this ; urged to it by extreme penury of employ

ment, and the desire I feel to learn something of what

is doing, and has been done at Weston (my beloved

Weston !) since I left it.

" The coldness of these blasts, even in the hottest

days, has been such, that added to the irritation of the

salt spray, with which they are always charged, they

have occasioned me an inflammation in the eyelids,

which threatened a few days since to confine me en

tirely ; but by absenting myself as much as possible

from the beach, and guarding my face with an um

brella, that inconvenience is in some degree abated.

My chamber commands a very near view of the ocean,

and the ships at high water approach the coast so

closely, that a man furnished with better eyes than

mine might, I doubt not, discern the sailors from the

window. No situation, at least when the weather is

clear and bright, can be pleasanter ; which you will

easily credit, when I add that it imparts something a

little resembling pleasure even to me.—Gratify me

with news from Weston ! If Mr. Gregson, and your

neighbours the Courtenays are there, mention me to
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them in such terms as you see good. Tell me if my

poor birds are living ? I never see the herbs I used to

give them without a recollection of them, and some

times am ready to gather them, forgetting that I am

not at home. Pardon this intrusion !

" Mrs. Unwin continues much as usual.

" Mundsley, Sept. 5, 1795."

Mr. Johnson's hopes were " greatly elevated by the

unexpected dispatch of this epistle, which he hailed,

he says, as the forerunner of many more, each contri

buting something to the alleviation of his melancholy."

It appears therefore that Cowper had not informed him

of his having written to Lady Hesketh ; and indeed

the next letter 12 to his cousin implies that, with a feeling

common to persons in his state, he thought fit to

write to her secretly, and supposed himself to be no

longer master of his own actions.

TO LADY HESKETH, CHELTENHAM.

Mr. Johnson is again absent ; gone to Mattishall,

a circumstance to which I am indebted for an oppor

tunity to answer your letter as soon almost as I have

received it. Were he present, I feel that I could not

do it.—You say it gives you pleasure to hear from me,

and I resolve to forget for a moment my conviction

that it is impossible for me to give pleasure to any

body. You have heard much from my lips that I am

sure has given you none ; if what comes from my pen

" The letter is without date, but marked by Lady Hesketh

as the second of the series.
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be less unpalatable, none has therefore so strong a

claim to it as yourself.

My walks on the sea-shore have been paid for by

swelled and inflamed eyelids, and I now recollect that

such was always the condition of mine in the same

situation. A natural effect I suppose, at least upon

eyelids so subject to disorder as mine, of the salt spray

and cold winds, which on the coast are hardly ever

less than violent. I now therefore abandon my fa

vourite walk, and wander in lanes and under hedges.

As heavy a price I have paid for a long journey, per

formed on foot to a place called Hazeborough. That

day was indeed a day spent in walking. I was much

averse to the journey, both on account of the distance

and the uncertainty of what I should find there ; but

Mr. Johnson insisted. We set out accordingly, and I

was almost ready to sink with fatigue long before we

reached the place of our destination. The only inn

was full of company ; but my companion having an

opportunity to borrow a lodging for an hour or two,

he did so, and thither we retired. We learned on

enquiry, that the place is eight miles distant from

this, and though, by the help of a guide, we shortened

it about a mile in our return, the length of the way

occasioned me a fever, which I have had now these

four days, and perhaps shall not be rid of in four more ;

perhaps never. Mr. J. and Samuel, after dinner,

visited the light-house. A gratification which would

have been none to me for several reasons, but espe

cially because I found no need to add to the number

of steps I had to take before I should find myself at

home again. I learned however from them that it is
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a curious structure. The building is circular, but the

stairs are not so, flight above flight, with a commodi

ous landing at every twentieth stair, they ascend to

the height of four stories ; and there is a spacious and

handsome apartment at every landing. The light is

given by the patent lamp, of which there are two

ranges : six lamps in the upper range, and five in the

lower ; both ranges, as you may suppose, at the top of

the house. Each lamp has a broad silver reflector

behind it. The present occupant was once commander

of a large merchant-man, but, having chastised a boy

of his crew with too much severity, was displaced and

consequently ruined. He had, however, a friend in

the Trinity-House', who, soon after this was built,

asked him if he would accept the charge of it ; and

the cashiered captain, judging it better to be such a

lamp-lighter than to starve, very readily and very

wisely closed with the offer. He has only the trouble

of scouring the silver plates every day, and of rising

every night at twelve to trim the lamps, for which he

has a competent salary, (Samuel forgets the amount

of it,) and he and his family a pleasant and comfort

able abode.

I have said as little of myself as I could, that my

letter might be more worth the postage. My next

will perhaps be less worth it, should any next ensue ;

for I meet with little variety, and shall not be very

willing to travel fifteen miles on foot again, to find it.

I have seen no fish since I came here, except a dead

sprat upon the sands, and one piece of cod, from Nor

wich, too stale to be eaten. Adieu.

W.C.
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Mr. Johnson had found, that, " shattered as Cow-

per's frame was, and reduced even to a consumptive

thinness, it yet retained a considerable portion of

muscular strength." When they had explored all the

walks within reach of Mundsley, they made a journey

of fifty miles, by way of Cromer, Holt, and Fakenham,

to look at Dunham Lodge, a house then vacant, stand

ing on high ground in the neighbourhood of SwafFham.

Cowper observed that it was rather too spacious for

his requirements ; but Mr. Johnson thought that he

did not seem unwilling to inhabit it, and as he thought

also that the situation would be more suitable for him

than his own house in the market place at East Dere

ham, he determined to treat for it. They returned by

a different route to Mundsley, " the health, if not the

spirits, of Cowper having been benefited by this journey,

though Mrs. Unwin's infirmities continued the same."

Mr. Johnson was probably absent in preparing for

their removal to Dunham Lodge, when Cowper, who

at this time communicated none of his wishes here,

supposed him to be gone, whither he himself would

fain have returned, to Weston. That feeling he ex

pressed with bitter sorrow to Lady Hesketh.

TO LADY HESKETH, CHELTENHAM.

Mundesly, Sept. 26, 1795.

Mr. Johnson is gone forth again, and again, for

the last time I suppose that I shall ever do it, I ad

dress a line to you. I knew not of his intentions to

leave me till the day before he did so. Like every

thing else that constitutes my wretched lot, this depar

ture of his was sudden, and shocked me accordingly.
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He enjoined me before he went, if I wrote at all in

his absence, to write to Mr. Newton. But I cannot,

and so I told him. Whither he is gone I know not ;

at least I know not by information from himself. Sa

muel tells me that he thinks his destination is to Wes

ton. But why to Weston is unimaginable to me. I

shall never see Weston more. I have been tossed

like a ball into a far country, from which there is no

rebound for me. There indeed I lived a life of infi

nite despair, and such is my life in Norfolk. Such

indeed it would be in any given spot upon the face of

the globe ; but to have passed the little time that

remained to me there, was the desire of my heart

My heart's desire however has been always frustrated

in every thing that it ever settled on, and by means

that have made my disappointments inevitable. When

I left Weston I despaired of reaching Norfolk, and

now that I have reached Norfolk, I am equally hope

less of ever reaching Weston more. What a lot is

mine ! Why was existence given to a creature that

might possibly, and would probably become wretched

in the degree that I have been so ? and whom misery,

such as mine, was almost sure to overwhelm in a mo

ment. But the question is vain. I existed by a decree

from which there was no appeal, and on terms the most

tremendous, because unknown to, and even unsus

pected by me ; difficult to be complied with had they

been foreknown, and unforeknown, impracticable. Of

this truth I have no witness but my own experience ;

a witness, whose testimony will not be admitted. But

farewell to a subject with which I can only weary you,

and blot the paper to no purpose.
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You assure me that I shall see you again ; tell me

where and when, I shall see you, and I will believe you

if it be possible.

Samuel desires me to present his duty to you. His

wife is gone to Weston, and he wishes me to say that

if Mrs. Herbert has any concerns there that Nanny

can settle for her, and will give her the necessary

directions, she may depend upon their being exactly-

attended to. With Mrs. Unwin's respects, I remain the

forlorn and miserable being I was when I wrote last.

W. C.

In the course of October, Mr. Johnson removed his

charge to Dunham Lodge, as their settled residence.

He had hoped that Cowper's letter to Mr. Buchanan

might be the means of engaging him in a correspond

ence, and thus gradually lead him to resume those

S. C. 3. o
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employments which heretofore had always seemed to

suspend his malady. But though Mr. Buchanan, in

his reply, endeavoured to invite this, it was without

success. As winter approached, walking it is said

was rendered impracticable, probably because, while

his eyes were affected, the cold winds of Norfolk con

fined him to the house as much as the miry ways

about Olney had done in former years. He would

neither write nor read at any time ; but he was willing

to listen as long as his kinsman would read to him.

The only books, however, which appeared to interest

him, were " works of fiction ;" and " so happy," says

Mr. Johnson, " was the influence of these in riveting

his attention, that he discovered peculiar satisfaction,

when any one of more than ordinary length was intro

duced." As soon as this was perceived, Richardson's

novels were procured ; and he heard them with more

pleasure because he had been personally acquainted

with the author ; perhaps too, because there may be

more satisfaction in reperusing a good book after an

interval of many years, than is felt in reading it for

the first time.

Mr. Johnson thought that these readings abstracted

Cowper from the contemplation of his own misery;

and this effect might be produced in a considerable

degree, even if he were as totally incapable of listening

with any continuous attention, as he described himself

in his next letter to Lady Hesketh.
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TO THE LADY HESKETH, BATH.

Jan. 22, 1796.

I little thought ever to have addressed you by letter

more. I have become daily and hourly worse, ever since

I left Mundsley : there I had something like a gleam of

hope allowed me, that possibly my life might be granted

me for a longer time than I had been used to suppose,

though only on the dreadful terms of accumulating

future misery on myself, and for no other reason ; but

even that hope has long since forsaken me, and I now

consider this letter as the warrant of my own dreadful

end ; as the fulfilment of a word heard in better days,

at least six and twenty years ago. A word which to

have understood at the time when it reached me,

would have been, at least might have been, a happiness

indeed to me; but my cruel destiny denied me the

privilege of understanding any thing that, in the hor

rible moment that came winged with my immediate

destruction, might have served to aid me. You know

my story far better than I am able to relate it. Infi

nite despair is a sad prompter. I expect that in six

days' time, at the latest, I shall no longer foresee, but

feel the accomplishment of all my fears. Oh, lot of

unexampled misery incurred in a moment ! Oh wretch !

to whom death and life are alike impossible ! Most

miserable at present in this, that being thus miserable

I have my senses continued to me, only that I may

look forward to the worst. It is certain, at least, that

I have them for no other purpose, and but very imper

fectly even for this. My thoughts are like loose and
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dry sand, which the closer it is grasped slips the sooner

away. Mr. Johnson reads to me, but I lose every

other sentence through the inevitable wanderings of

my mind, and experience, as I have these two years,

the same shattered mode of thinking on every subject,

and on all occasions. If I seem to write with more

connexion, it is only because the gaps do not appear.

Adieu.—I shall not be here to receive your answer,

neither shall I ever see you more. Such is the expec

tation of the most desperate and most miserable of all

beings.

W. C.

In this miserable letter he alludes to his old illusion

of audible revelations, and to a notion which possessed

him now, that he should never die, but was speedily

to be carried away in the body to some place of tor

ment. I have already observed that such notions as

the latter, affect the insane person who expresses them

no more than if he were in a dream, probably not so

much. The former was not an " unreal mockery ;"

the words which occurred to him on waking, though

but his own imaginations were organically heard, and

Mr. Johnson perceiving how fully he was impressed

with a belief in their reality, ventured upon a ques

tionable experiment. He introduced a tube into his

chamber, near the bed's head, and employed one with

whose voice Cowper was not acquainted, to speak words

of comfort through this conveyance. The hazardous

artifice was never discovered, and is not likely to have

had any more effect than had been produced by Tee
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don's communications. It may be surmised from the

following letter, that it was attempted by this means

to encourage him to resume his employments.

TO THE LADY HESKETH, BATH.

February 19, 1796.

Could I address you as I used to do, with what

delight should I begin this letter ! But that delight,

and every other sensation of the kind, has long since

forsaken me for ever. The consequence is, that I

neither know for what cause I write, nor of what

materials to compose what shall be written ; my groans,

could they be expressed here, would presently fill the

paper. I write, however, at the instance of Mr. Johnson,

and, as I always think, so always on the last occasion

more assuredly than on any of the former, for the very

last time. He, I know, enquired in a letter he lately

sent you, when we might expect you here. Whatever

day you name in your reply, will be a day that I shall

never see ; nor have I even the hope, unless it come

to-morrow, that your reply itself will reach this place

before I am taken from it. The uncertainty is dread

ful, and all remedy for it impracticable. But why tell

you what I think of myself, of my present condition,

and of the means employed to reduce me to it ? My

thoughts on all these subjects are too well known to

you to need any recital here. All my themes of

misery may be summed in one word, He who made me,

regrets that ever he did. Many years have passed

since I learned this terrible truth from Himself, and

the interval has been spent accordingly- Adieu—I

shall write to you no more. I am promised months
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of continuance here, and should be somewhat less a

wretch in my present feelings, could I credit the pro

mise, but effectual care is taken that I shall not. The

night contradicts the day, and I go down the torrent

of time into the gulf that I have expected to plunge

into so long. A few hours remain, but among those

few not one is found, a part of which I shall ever

employ in writing to you again. Once more there

fore adieu—and adieu to the pen for ever. I suppress

a thousand agonies to add only

W. C.

Mr. Johnson says he shall expect me to resume the

pen and my former employments on Tuesday sennight.

But what I have written here, on my reperusal of it,

convinces me, as it may him, that it will be in vain.

Some other dreadful thing will happen to me, and not

the desirable one announced.

Lady Hesketh alludes to this letter when writing to

Mr. Johnson 13. " It grieves me," says she, " to find

our beloved friend is still so miserable in his mind,

and so full of those dreadful apprehensions. But still

I cannot think you did wrong to fix a day for his

beginning his old occupations again. I think it the

less, because in the dear soul's last letter to me, he

says that you have told him that on such a day he

shall do so, but that he is convinced it will be vain,

and that instead of that something dreadful will take

place and prevent it. I mean to write to this dear

creature by this post, if I can, and will then remind

13 March 13, 1796.
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him, as I have often done before, that the period he

dreaded with so little reason is past ; and if you was

as good as your word, and did really put his books and

papers before him, on the day you promised, it would

serve, I should hope, to show him that you have kept

your word, and that his abominable whisperers never

do ; by which the unhappy man may possibly be brought

to think that which is most true, that they never

will."

" At this time," says Mr. Johnson, " the tender

spirit of Cowper clung exceedingly to those about him,

and seemed to be haunted with a continual dread that

they would leave him alone in his solitary mansion.

Sunday, therefore, was a day of more than ordinary

apprehension to him, as the furthest of his kinsman's

churches being fifteen miles from the Lodge, he was

necessarily absent during the whole of the sabbath.

On these occasions it was the constant practice of the

dejected poet to listen frequently on the steps of the

hall door for the barking of dogs at a farm-house,

which, in the stillness of the night, though at nearly

the distance of two miles, invariably announced the

approach of his companion."

Dunham Lodge being thus found, (as might have

been foreseen,) an inconvenient place of abode, Mr.

Johnson looked out for a house equally retired, but

nearer the scene of his ministerial duties. The en

quiry was unsuccessful, he then ventured to ask

Cowper whether he should object to reside in Dere

ham, and to his surprise it appeared that " he not

only preferred it to his present situation, but if the

question had been put to him in the first instance,
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would never have wished to reside any where else.

It was agreed, therefore, that they should remain

where they were only till they went to Mundsley for

the summer, and that when they left the coast, they

should establish themselves at Dereham.

Meantime the weary hours of hopeless inactivity

were beguiled by taking him out when the weather

permitted, either to walk, or in an open carriage, and

by reading novels, to which he seemed to listen with

increased interest. In April, Mr. and Mrs. Powley

came from Yorkshire to see Mrs. Unwin once more ;

deplorably indeed was she changed since their last

visit to Weston ; they came to share for a little while

" the tender and even filial attention " which Cowper

had never ceased to pay her, and Mr. Johnson says

" it could not but be a gratifying spectacle for them

to see how assiduously he watched over her, even in

his darkest seasons of depression." Mr. Powlev read

a chapter in the Bible to her every morning before

she rose ; after his departure Mr. Johnson continued

this custom, and as Cowper always visited Mrs. Unwin's

chamber the moment he had finished his breakfast, he

tried the effect of reading it at that time. " It was a

pleasing discovery," he says, " to find, that immersed

as his unhappy kinsman was in the depths of despond

ence, all the billows of which had gone over his soul,

he could yet listen with composure to the voice of

inspiration, of which he had been conceived to be

unwilling to hear even the name." Encouraged by this

experiment, Mr. Johnson " ventured in the course of

a few days to let the members of his family meet for

prayers in the room where Cowper was, instead of
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assembling in another apartment, as they had hitherto

done, under the influence, as it proved, of a miscon

ception with regard to his ability to attend the service.

On the first occurrence of this new arrangement, of

which no intimation had been previously given him,

he was preparing to leave the room, but was pre

vailed on by a word of soothing and whispered

entreaty to resume his seat l4."

Some change for the better had taken place in his

bodily health ; from which Hayley, who looked upon

the tidings which he received at this time from Nor

folk as " good in a very delightful degree l5," augured

a speedy restoration, " not only of the tranquillity, but

even of the splendour of his mind. God grant," said

he, " that he may soon smile upon us all, like the sun

new risen ! But I have a strong persuasion on that

subject, and feel convinced myself, (I know not how,)

that the good old lady's flight to heaven will prove the

precursor of his perfect mental recovery." Those

hopes were greatly raised soon afterwards, when, by a

fortunate incident, he was led to employ himself once

more.

Gilbert Wakefield's edition of Pope's Homer had

been recently published. Mr. Johnson observed in

Cowper's hearing, that in some places the two transla

tions were compared in it, and he laid the eleven

volumes in a large unfrequented room, in which Cow-

per used to take a few melancholy turns by himself

every morning, in his way back from Mrs. Unwin's

apartment to the parlour. The next day it was found

14 Sketch, lxvi, lxvii.

» To Mr. Johnson, May, 6, 1796.
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that he had looked for these, and had made some cor

rections in his own version in consequence. This

reviving interest in what so long had been his favourite

occupation was dexterously encouraged by his kins

man, till he saw him sedulously engaged in revising

the whole work. Cowper set about this with such

spirits, that he said he had never known till then how

Homer ought to be translated ; . . a speech which might

have been thought to imply more failure of judgement

than return of sanity. It was, however, reported to

Hayley with delight, and heard by him with exultation ;

and he was pressed to visit his poor friend now, when

his presence seemed likely to accelerate the happy

change which had begun. But Hayley had other

engagements at this time, which he would have post

poned if he had apprehended that it might never

afterwards be in his power to undertake the journey

with any reasonable expectations of being joyfully

received.

Eagerly as , Cowper had resumed his employment,

their removal to the coast in the ensuing month

unsettled him ; he discontinued it immediately, and

derived no benefit from sea air and exercise, so that

they left Mundsley with darker prospects than when

they went there. And now they took up their abode

at East Dereham, a town nearly in the centre of

Norfolk, and containing at that time about two thou

sand five hundred inhabitants.

In the seventh century Withburga, daughter of the

East Anglian king Anna, (who was famous for the

number of his canonized children) removed from

Holkham to an oratory which she had built for herself
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and her maidens at this place, then only a village, and

called Derrega. Here she gave herself entirely to

contemplation, living what her hiographers call an

angelical life. Now it happened, says the legend, that

she and her innocent family of virgins, her attendants,

being solicitous to feed their minds with spiritual

delicacies, fell into want of necessary sustenance ;

whereupon the holy virgin, careful of her companions,

addressed her prayers to her heavenly Master, whose

care extends even to the fowls of the air, and besought

him to provide for his handmaids who attended only

on his service. Forthwith she fell into a slumber,

and in her dream the Queen of Virgins appeared to

her, " adorned with inexpressible majesty and beauty,"

and telling her to take no thought for the morrow,

bade her send two of her maidens every morning to

the bridge, where two milch deer should meet them,

and supply nourishment sufficient for that small family.

This continued a long time, till a man of principal

authority in the village, deriding the miracle, and

instigated by the Devil, took bow and arrows and

killed both the deer. " But he that despised miracles,

was presently smitten with the jaundice, consumed

away, and miserably died." It is not to be supposed

that Withburga, a king's daughter, and a future saint,

would be left destitute with her maidens. The estate

belonged to her father, she laid the foundation there

of a large church and nunnery, which she did not

live to finish; and dying in the year 743, she was

buried in the churchyard. Fifty-five years afterwards

it was thought becoming that her remains should be

translated into the church of her own foundation, and
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it then appeared that the Lord had been pleased " not

only to beatify her spirit with immortality, but her

chaste body likewise with incorruption ; and not her

body only, but her vestments also, were found as

fresh as if she had been laid that day in the tomb.

Moreover there issued from the grave a copious spring

of most pure water, which had virtue to confer health

on many persons afflicted with divers diseases. " It

is to this day," says Alban Butler, " called Saint

Withburg's well ; was formerly very famous, and is

paved, covered, and enclosed : a stream from it forms

another small well without in the churchyard."

Here St. Withburga was venerated with especial

honours for several generations, till King Edgar an

nexed Dereham to Ely Monastery, and gave moreover

to that favoured establishment the chief treasure of

Dereham, to wit, the body of the saint. The people

of the place resisted, and the monks of Ely would not

have got possession of their treasure, if they had not

stolen it by night ; and when they embarked it on the

Mere, which it was necessary to cross when Ely was

an island, they were in such haste to escape from the

close pursuit of the Dereham men, that they must have

been lost, if a pillar of fire had not miraculously guided

them in safety to the shore. So the still uncorrupted

body was deposited at Ely, beside that of her more

celebrated sister, St. Etheldreda, otherwise St. Audrey ;

and its subsequent adventures belong to the history of

that cathedral.

Dereham Church is a handsome structure, of great

antiquity, in the collegiate form, with a tower in the

centre. That tower being pronounced in Henry the
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Seventh's reign not sufficiently strong to bear the

bells, a belfry, called the new clocker, was erected

about twenty yards from the chancel, on the south

side of the churchyard. Bonner, of abominable me

mory, was once rector of this church. It is remarkable

for many remains of antiquity ; and, unless we should

in some stage of national insanity imitate the French in

their foolery, and translate authors from their graves,

as saints were formerly translated, it will be visited

hereafter by travellers for Cowper's sake.

It was towards the end of October that Mr. Johnson

brought his helpless charge from the sea-coast to his own

house at Dereham, and there, on the 17th of Decem

ber, Mrs. Unwin expired, without the slightest struggle

or appearance of pain. Cowper, though he had never

hitherto appeared to notice it, was aware that her dis

solution was expected ; and when the servant opened

his window on the morning of the day of her death,

he said to her, " Sally, is there life above stairs ?"—

He went to her bedside that morning as usual; and

when he returned to the room below, Mr. Johnson,

at his desire, immediately began to read to him, which

his kinsman, though he had not been desired, would

have done, because it was generally found to compose

him. The book was Miss Burney's Camilla. He had

read but a few pages before he was beckoned out of

the room to be informed that all was over; and when

he returned Cowper did not question him why he had

been called out. From this circumstance, and from his

countenance, with every turn of which (in his own words)

he had been long familiar, he apprehended that Cowper

was perhaps in as fit a state to be informed of the
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event as he ever could be ; sitting down therefore to

the book, and turning over the leaves to resume his

reading, he told him that his poor old friend had

breathed her last. He heard this, " though not en

tirely without emotion, yet with no more than was

compatible," says Mr. Johnson, " with his being read

to by his kinsman, who had soon the satisfaction of

seeing him as composed as before."

This however was no sane composure. A few hours

after Mrs. Unwin had breathed her last, he said he was

sure that she was not actually dead, but would come

to life again in the grave, and then undergo the hor

rors of suffocation on his account, for he was the occa

sion of all that she or any other creature upon earth

ever did or could suffer. He then seemed to wish

to see her. Mr. Johnson accompanied him to the

room ; at first he fancied that he saw her stir, . . but

having looked about a moment at her countenance,

changed now from what it was when he had seen it in

the morning, and settled into the placidity of death, . .

he flung himself to the other side of the room with a

passionate expression of feeling, . . the first that he had

uttered, or that had been perceived in him since the

last return of his malady at Weston. But the effect

for the time was what his kinsman had desired. He

became wonderfully calm ; as soon as they got down

stairs he asked for a glass of wine, and from that time

he never mentioned her name nor spoke of her again.

It was not known whether her own wish would have

been to be buried with her fathers at Ely, or with her

husband at Huntingdon. Mr. and Mrs. Powley de

cided that she should be interred where she had died,
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and they came from Yorkshire to the funeral. The

time appointed was concealed from Cowper, that he

might be spared the agitation which it was likely to

produce, and the ceremony therefore was performed

at night by torch-light.

Hayley was full of hope that a favourable change

would be produced in Cowper by Mrs. Unwin's long-

desired release. " I have not ceased," said he to

Mr. Johnson, " to pray fervently for his restoration,

both in prose and rhyme." His devotional feelings,

indeed, frequently clothed themselves in verse ; and

on this occasion he sent to East Dereham a sonnet,

which, he says, darted into his head as he reclined on

the pillow.

Eternal Fountain of all mental power !

In nightly prayer before thy throne I bend ;

Hear thy grieved servant, praying for his friend !

For him, on whom, in health's propitious hour,

It seem'd, dread Sire, thy gracious joy to shower

All that to life can worth and lustre lend ;

Feelings all truth, and fancy without end,

With probity, the soul's sublimest dower.

Lord of all beings, and by all adored,

If evil spirits his good angel cross'd,

O dissipate a darkness so deplored !

Let friendship see him to himself restored,

To sink no more in frenzy's hideous frost,

That petrifies the heart, when reason's lost.

The early part of the year was passed by Cowper

in the same state of utter dejection ; the only relief

which he seemed to experience was in listening to

works of fiction ; these still retained their charm. But

when his mind reverted to its own dreams, nothing
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could be more appalling than the imaginations which

possessed him. Lady Hesketh had remarked that his

former letters from Dereham, distressing as they were,

were written in his usual free and distinct hand; in

the only one which he wrote to her this year the

character of the writing was changed ; it was equally

or even more distinct, but much smaller, and every

letter appears to have been separately formed. It con

tained only these few lines 16, undated and unsigned :

" To you once more, and too well I know why, I am

under cruel necessity of writing. Every line that I

have ever sent you, I have believed, under the influ

ence of infinite despair, the last that I should ever

send. This I know to be so. Whatever be your con

dition either now or hereafter it is heavenly compared

with mine even at this moment. It is unnecessary to

add that this comes from the most miserable of beings,

whom a terrible minute made such."

As the spring advanced he was persuaded to resume

his walks. The house at Dereham was not found less

suitable for him because it fronted the market-place,

which was also the high road ; that circumstance was

by no means displeasing to him ; and there was a way

into the fields without entering the street. Thus also

he could get to an open carriage, for an airing before

breakfast, which he was enabled to bear for a few

weeks, " owing," Mr. Johnson says, " to the good

effect of ass's milk upon his bodily health. This," he

adds, " was undoubtedly the period of his last deplor

able affliction when the person of Cowper made the

nearest approaches to the appearance it had exhibited

16 The post-mark is May lb, 97.
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before his illness. His countenance, from having been

extremely thin and of a yellowish hue, had recovered

much of its former fulness and ruddy complexion. His

limbs were also less emaciated, and his posture more

erect ; but the oppression on his spirits remained the

same. Under these circumstances it was thought ad

visable to omit the visit to Mundsley this year, and take

the utmost advantage of the rides about Dereham.

Eartham had become too expensive an abode for

Hayley. Upon declining an invitation to visit his

unhappy friend in Norfolk, he says to Mr. Johnson,

" I have boldly plunged into brick and mortar, and,

with the prudence of a poet, began to build, as the

first step in a plan of economy. To explain this

riddle, I must inform you, that as I find the sea essen

tial to my health, and to that of the dear sculptor,—

(his son,)—I am building a little marine hermitage,

in our favourite village of Felpham. I mean to reside

in it seven or eight months in the year, letting this

lovely spot as a summer residence to some friends, in

whom I can confide for a proper care of my books and

pictures ; the only treasures I am anxious about. It

has occurred to me, that it might be possible for us to

render this place conducive to our dear Cowper's re

covery, and to the reestablishment of Lady Hesketh's

health, if you all pitched your tents on this salutary

and pleasant hill, during the finer parts of the year,

retreating to Dereham in the winter. Meditate on

this friendly hint, my dear Johnny, which I have also

suggested to Lady Hesketh. We may all think of it

at our leisure, as my new building will not be habitable

till next summer ; but it is pleasant to form even dis-

S. C. 3. P
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tant projects on the basis of benevolence and friend

ship."

In the adjustment of such a plan, he should exult,

he said, rather to sacrifice than promote his own pecu

niary interest. But upon proposing it to Lady Hes-

keth he found that she thought Clifton suited her

better than any other place would do ; " and I ima

gine," he says, " from the expressions of her letter

that she does not intend to reassume any share in the

domestic superintendence of our beloved Cowper, till

his mind is perfectly reestablished." Indeed she was

herself an invalid ; her health had not recovered, and

probably never fully recovered the effects of continued

anxiety during her last residence at Weston. More

over if it had been advisable to remove Cowper any

where, Weston undoubtedly would have been his own

choice, and therefore the place of all others to be

preferred.

A whimsical notion now darted—(like the sonnet,)

into Hayley's head ; but if he was shot on his pillow,

it must have been at a very early hour I7, for off he

set to Chichester, to communicate it to his friend Guy,

a medical practitioner in that city, and he arrived there

before Guy was up. " He had recently received," he

says ,8, " from Cowper a few of the most gloomy and

pathetic lines that ever flowed from the pen of depres

sion ;" and Guy gave him great pleasure by saying he

17 Hayley was a very early riser; and one of his " incoherent

transactions" is said to have been a custom which he had, when

he had any guests in the house, of going into their rooms as

soon as he had risen, and throwing their windows open.

18 To his son, June 22, 1797.
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thought his idea might produce a striking effect on

the mind of their dejected friend.

The result of this " idea" Hayley has thus related

in his life of Cowper :

" A depression of spirits, which suspended the

studies of a writer so eminently endeared to the pub

lic, was considered by men of piety and learning as a

national misfortune ; and several individuals of this

description, though personally unknown to Cowper,

wrote to him, in the benevolent hope that expressions

of friendly praise, from persons who could be influenced

only by the most laudable motives in bestowing it,

might reanimate the dejected spirit of a poet not suffi

ciently conscious of the public service that his writings

had rendered to his country, and ofthat universal esteem

which they had so deservedly secured to their author.

" I cannot think myself authorised to mention the

names of all who did honour to Cowper, and to them

selves, on this occasion; but I trust the Bishop of

X.andaff will forgive me if my sentiments of personal

regard towards him induee me to take an affectionate

liberty with his name, and to gratify myself by record

ing, in these pages, a very pleasing example of his

liberal attention to. the interests of humanity.

" He endeavoured evangelically to cheer and invi

gorate the mind of Cowper ; but the depression of that

mind was the effect of bodily disorder so obstinate,

that it received not the slightest relief from what, in a

season of corporeal health, would have afforded the

most animated gratification to this interesting invalid.

" The pressure of his malady had now made him

utterly deaf to the most honourable praise."

In this account Hayley has taken no merit to him
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self for the curious plan which he had brought to bear.

His part in it is explained by the two following letters

from Lord Thurlow to Lord Kenyon ; they are cha

racteristic of their writer, and of that kindness 19 which

his rough exterior concealed from those only who did

not know him well.

my dear loud, Dulwich, Nov. 22, 1797.

I have been pressed by one mad poet to ask of

vou for another, a favour which savours of the malady

of both. I have waited for an opportunity of doing it

verbally ; but this gout at this time of the year makes

it uncertain when I can see you.

Cowpers distemper persuades him that he is un-

meritable and unacceptable to God. This persuasion,

Hayley thinks, might be refuted by the testimony of

pious men to the service which his works have done

to religion and morals. He has therefore set on foot

a canvass, by the favour of Mr. George Rose, to obtain

the testirfionia insignium virorum to these services ;

by which means he very reasonably hopes to obtain

the signatures of the King, the Bishops, the Judges,

and other great and religious men who may happen to

be found within the same vortex ; but he doubts whe

ther one of the chiefs is exactly within the range of

that impulse, and, knowing your goodness to me, he

has urged me to prefer his request. In charity to him

I have consented ; and if you think it an act of real

charity to the other, I know you will do it.

19 The late Lord Kenyon preserved them for that reason ;

and to the present lord, the readers, as well as the author of

this biography, are obliged for a communication which so curi

ously fills up the omission in Hayley 's half-told tale.
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Cowper's worth and talents I was formerly well ac

quainted with. The latter are still better known to

the world by his writings ; which are certainly filled

with animated and impressive pictures of religion and

virtue, and deserve every testimonial of his having

done them essential service. Laudari a laudatis

viris must give him pleasure, if his disease will admit

of it : and if the effect of it in removing the malady

may be doubted, the experiment seems harmless, at

least, and charitable. Yours, &c.

T.

It seems that Lord Kenyon thought Thurlow would

best know how his old friend should be addressed upon

so extraordinary an occasion ; and accordingly the

good-natured Ex-Chancellor drew up for the Lord

Chief Justice a form of these testimonials which were

to accredit a man to himself.

MY DEAR LORD,

If I find myself at a loss to write about nothing,

you, whose mind is much more seriously employed,

are scarcely better off. It occurs to me, that the

young and active imaginations of Lloyd or George

would outstrip us both : but to give an outline of the

sort of letter which I suppose to be required, I have

sketched the following :—

If I must confess that this step is unusual, I must

lament that the occasion is no less so. When inferior

talents are so often misused to excite light and petu
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lant thoughts upon subjects the most sacred, superior

talents employed to excite a due reverence for them

naturally engage the gratitude of those who partake

of the same zeal. Your animated and impressive ex

pressions of piety have fairly earned the applause of

the good, by serving effectually the cause of religion.

If it be thought too presuming in a creature to claim

merit with his Creator, the humblest mind may hope

that his dutiful endeavours will be accepted there.

The tribute of my attestation, though not flattering to

the poet, may yet gratify the Christian, by the assur

ance that he has been successful in the service of our

God. This is my motive ; which probably will recon

cile, to a mind so candid as yours, the occasion I have

taken to avow the esteem with which

I have the honour to be, Sir,

Your respectful friend,

And most obedient servant,

KENYON.

The object, of the letter proposed, as I collect from

Hayley, is to persuade him that he is not rejected.

The blunt assurance of this from a stranger, apropos

to nothing, must revolt him, if he is not too far gone

to be moved by any thing; but insinuated, upon an

occasion smoothed over for the purpose, it may per

haps be swallowed. Some care at the same time is

due to the appearance which such a letter may have ;

for though I hope his friends are too discreet to let it

be seen by others, yet such an accident is worth look

ing to. Yours, &c.

T.
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An experiment of Mr. Johnson's was attended with

better success. The summer of 1797 had closed, and

he dreaded the disuse of bodily exercise during the

approaching season, unless Cowper could be induced

once more to employ himself. " One morning, there

fore, after breakfast, in the month of September, he

placed the commentators on the table, one by one,

opening them all, together with the poet's translation

at the place where he had left off twelve months

before; but talking with him as he paced the room

upon a very different subject, namely, the impossibility

of the things befalling him which his imagination had

represented." This led to such a question as it was

wished to call forth,—" And are you sure that I shall

be here till the book you are reading is finished?"

" Quite sure," replied his kinsman ; " and that you

will also be here to complete the revisal of your

Homer, {pointing to the books,) if you will resume it

to-day." As he repeated these words Mr. Johnson

left the room, " rejoicing," he says, " in the well

known token of their having sunk into the poet's

mind, namely, his seating himself on the sofa, taking

up one of the books, and saying, in a low and plaintive

voice, ' I may as well do this, for I can do nothing

else.' " Fortunate indeed, was it for him that he

50 One of his recent biographers says, '' We admire the per

severance in a laborious task, the ardent spirit which could

now devote its energies to the pursuit of fame, but we regret

that life's lingering light,—light from Heaven for heavenly

purposes,—should have been directed to illuminate a profitless

and earthly toil, leaving eternal interests unprovided for ; like
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had been trained up in that sound learning which had

made him from his youth familiar with these incom

parable poems. The friends who ministered to him

during the last melancholy years of his life, were, as

Mrs. Unwin had been at a happier time, thankful to

Providence when they saw him engaged upon his

translation of them. Mr. Johnson says that it was

singularly medicinal to his mind, that more than any

thing else it withdrew him from the contemplation of

his own frightful delusions, and that it " seemed to

extend his breathing, which was at other times short,

to a depth of respiration more compatible with ease."

From this time the revision was never laid aside.

In the following summer it was thought best to re

peat their visit to the coast, but instead of continuing

there for some months, to remain a week at a time,

and vary their way of life by returning to Dereham.

Before their first migration Cowper wrote to Lady

Hesketh21.

June 1, 1798.

Under the necessity of addressing you, as I have

done in other days, though these are such as seem to

the last rays of the sinking sun resting in barren sweetness

upon the cold sterility of the mountain top."

The gentleman who writes thus with so much effort and so

little consideration has the modesty to pronounce that " the

very first line of the Iliad betrays Cowper s superficial acquire

ments in Greek literature" ! !

81 Mr. Raimondi has favoured me with a copy of this letter ;

the original is in the possession of a lady at Reading, to whom

it was given by Mr. Hill's widow. Lady Hesketh numbered
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myself absolutely to forbid it,—I say as usual, my dear

cousin ; and having said it, am utterly at a loss to

proceed. Mr. Johnson says that we are going on

Monday to Mundsley, and bids me to tell you so;

but at present he acknowledges himself that it is un

certain whether we go or not, since we cannot know

till to-morrow whether there is place for us there, or

the lodgings be already full.

Whether the journey be practicable or otherwise,

and wherever I am, my distress is infinite ; for I see

no possible way of escape, in my circumstances, from

miseries such, as I doubt not, will far exceed my most

terrible expectations. To wish, therefore, that I had

never existed, which has been my only reasonable wish

for many years, seems all that remains to one who

once dreamed of happiness, but awoke never to dream

of it again, and who under the necessity of concluding

as he began, subscribes himself your affectionate

WM. COWPER.

Often as he went to the coast during this season,

Homer was always his companion now, and contri

buted, it is said, considerably to that mitigation of his

melancholy which was produced by change of scene

and diversity of objects. Now too, instead of novels,

he allowed Gibbon's Miscellaneous Works to be read

to him, and the Pursuits of Literature : but when his at-

the letters which Cowper wrote to her from Norfolk, as far as

ten, out of which number she had parted with two ; one has

been thus recovered. I have incorporated them in the Life,

instead of arranging them among his Letters, because they

belong peculiarly to his case.
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tention was not thus drawn from himself by impressions

from without, he relapsed into the same fixed gloom.

The Dowager Lady Spencer came many miles out of

her way to call on him. A visit from this lady at

Weston, eight years before, had gratified him highly

at the time. " I may receive perhaps," he then said2"2,

" some honours hereafter, should my translation speed

according to my wishes and the pains I have taken

with it ; but shall never receive any that I shall esteem

so highly." His Odyssey was dedicated to her, and

on the morning of this second visit he happened to

have begun the revisal of that poem. " Such an inci

dent in a happier season," says Hayley, " would have

produced a very enlivening effect on his spirits ;" but

he scarcely spoke to her now.

It seems as if Lady Hesketh had proposed that he

should try the effect of a longer journey and a greater

change, and visit her at Clifton ; for he replies thus

to a letter from her at this time.

dear cousin, Mundsley, Oct. 13, 1798.

You describe delightful scenes, but you describe

them to one who, if he even saw them, could receive

no delight from them,—who has a faint recollection,

and so faint as to be like an almost forgotten dream,

that once he was susceptible of pleasure from such

causes. The country that you have had in prospect

has been always famed for its beauties ; but the wretch

who can derive no gratification from a view of nature,

even under the disadvantage of her most ordinary

" To Mr. Johnson, Nov. 26, 1790.
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dress, will have no eyes to admire her in any. In one

day, in one moment I should rather have said, she

became an universal blank to me, and, though from

a different cause, yet with an effect as difficult to

remove, as blindness itself. In this country, if there

are not mountains, there are hills; if not broad and

deep rivers, yet such as are sufficient to embellish a

prospect ; and an object still more magnificent than

any river, the ocean itself, is almost immediately

under the window. Why is scenery like this, I had

almost said, why is the very scene, which many years

since I could not contemplate without rapture, now

become, at the best, an insipid wilderness to me ? It

neighbours nearly, and as nearly resembles the scenery

of Catfield ; but with what different perceptions does it

present me ! The reason is obvious. My state of

mind is a medium through which the beauties of

Paradise itself could not be communicated with any

effect but a painful one.

There is a wide interval between us, which it would

be far easier for you than for me to pass. Yet I

should in vain invite you. We shall meet no more.

I know not what Mr. Johnson said of me in the long

letter he addressed to you yesterday, but nothing, I

am sure, that could make such an event seem probable.

I remain as usual,

dear cousin,

yours,

W» COWPER.

Toward the close of the year his old and kind and

highly esteemed friend, Sir John Throckmorton, who
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was then on a visit to Lord Petre, rode over to see him.

Cowper manifested no pleasure at his sight ; yet he

mentioned him to Lady Hesketh in the following

letter, as if he had beheld him with more interest than

he had expressed.

dear cousin, Dereham, Dec. 8, 1798.

If / gave you your copy of the verses you men

tion, I do not know how it should be imperfect ; nor, if

you made it yourself, how it should be so defective as

to require my corrections. If any stanza, ending with

the words inserted in your letter to Mr. Johnson, was

omitted, it is also omitted in the copy that is here, and

it is utterly impossible that I should now replace it,

incapable as I am of recollecting a single stanza of the

whole. The copy that is in Mr. Johnson's possession

he will send to-morrow.

I give all my miserable days to the revisal of

Homer, and often many hours of the night to the

same hopeless employment ;—hopeless on every ac

count ; both because myself am such while engaged

in it, and because it is in vain that I bestow any labour

at all upon it, on account of the unforeseen impossi

bility of doing justice to a poet of such great antiquity

in a modern language, and in a species of metre far

less harmonious than that of the original. That under

such disabling circumstances, and in despair both of

myself and of my work, I should yet attend to it, and

even feel something like a wish to improve it, would

be unintelligible to me, if I did not know that my

volitions, and consequently my actions, are under a

perpetual irresistible influence. Whatever they were
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in the earlier part of my life, that such they are now,

is, with me, a matter of every day's experience.

This doctrine I once denied, and even now assert the

truth of it respecting myself only. There can be no

peace where there is no freedom ; and he is a wretch

indeed who is a necessitarian by experience.

Sir John Throckmorton was here this day se'nnight,

much altered since I saw him last, more than I should

have thought possible in so short a time, yet not so

much but that I should have known him anywhere.

His horse had fallen under him on his way hither, and

perhaps he had received more hurt than he acknow

ledged, which might have some effect in the alteration

of his looks that I have mentioned.

It is little worth while to return to the subject of

Homer, but I will just add, that I have proceeded in

the revisal as far, and somewhat farther than the

fifteenth book of the Odyssey.

I remain, dear cousin,

yours as usual,

WM. COWPER.

Mr. Johnson desires me to tell you, that this being

Sunday, he has no time to finish his letter to-day, but

will send it by the post of to-morrow.

Thus the year 1798 closed. On the eighth of the

following March he completed the revisal ofhis Homer,

began a preface to the new edition the next morning,

and on the day after concluded it. He was then

without employment : and when Mr. Johnson, on the
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day following, laid the commencement of his intended

poem on the Four Ages before him ; he corrected a

few lines, and added two or three more. The will

was not wanting ; but he felt too surely that the time

for such an undertaking had gone by, and he declined

to proceed with it, saying, " it was too great a work

for him to attempt in his present situation." Not that

he failed in resolution, for no man ever struggled more

perseveringly against the pressure of mental disease,

nor perhaps, considering the peculiar character of that

disease, with. such admirable judgement ; not that his

intellectual powers were in the slightest degree im

paired ; but he was now an old man ; and nature was

preparing to deliver him from the body of that death,

in which his gentle spirit had so long and so severely

suffered.

That evening at supper, other projects of easier

accomplishment were suggested to him. He objected

to them all, but at length observed, that he had just

thought of six Latin verses, and if he could compose

any thing it must be in pursuing that composition.

Accordingly, the next morning, his desk was opened for

him, and all things duly arranged ; he then committed

to paper the commencement of his poem on the Ice

Islands ; and soon afterwards translated it, at Miss

Perowne's request, into English. It was then recol

lected, that when they were at Dunham Lodge an ac

count of these islands had been read to him in one ofthe

Norwich papers, though it had not seemed to engage

his notice at the time. On the day after this transla

tion was made, he wrote The Cast-away, founded upon
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an incident related in Anson's Voyages. It is the last

original piece that he composed, and, all circumstances

considered, one of the most affecting that ever was

composed.

THE CAST-AWAY.

Obscurest night involved the sky ;

The' Atlantic billows roar'd,

When such a destin'd wretch as I,

Wash'd headlong from on hoard,

Of friends, of hope, of all bereft,

His floating home for ever left,

No braver chief could Albion boast.

Than he, with whom he went,

Nor ever ship left Albion's coast,

With warmer wishes sent.

He loved them both, but both in vain,

Nor him beheld, nor her again.

Not long beneath the whelming brine,

Expert to swim, he lay ;

Nor soon he felt his strength decline,

Or courage die away ;

But waged with death a lasting strife.

Supported by despair of life.

He shouted : nor his friends had fail'd

To check the vessel's course,

But so the furious blast prevail'd,

That, pitiless perforce,

They left their outcast mate behind,

And scudded still before the wind.

Some succour yet they could afford ;

And, such as storms allow,

The cask, the coop, the floated cord,

Delay'd not to bestow ;

But he (they knew) nor ship nor shore,

Whate'er they gave, should visit more.
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Nor, cruel as it seem'd, could he

Their haste himself condemn,

Aware that flight, in such a sea,

Alone could rescue them;

Yet bitter felt it still to die

Deserted, and his friends so nigh.

He long survives, who lives an hour

In ocean, self-upheld :

And so long he, with unspent power,

His destiny repell'd ;

And ever, as the minutes flew,

Entreated help, or cried—" Adieu !"

At length, his transient respite past,

His comrades, who before

Had heard his voice in every blast,

Could catch the sound no more.

For then, by toil subdued, he drank

The stifling wave, and then he sank.

No poet wept him : but the page

Of narrative sincere,

That tells his name, his worth, his age,

Is wet with Anson's tear.

And tears by bards or heroes shed,

Alike immortalize the dead.

I therefore purpose not, or dream,

Descanting on his fate,

To give the melancholy theme

A more enduring date :

But misery still delights to trace

Its semblance in another's case.

No voice divine the storm allay'd,

No light propitious shone ;

When, snatch'd from all effectual aid,

We perish'd, each alone :

But I beneath a rougher sea,

And whelm'd in deeper gulfs than he.
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Hayley has remarked how providentially friend after

friend was raised up for Cowper as he needed them,

and that in his darkest seasons of calamity he was

never without some affectionate attendant. He speaks

of Miss Perowne, and Mr. Johnson vouches for the

truth of the description, as " one of those excellent

beings whom nature seems to have formed expressly

for the purpose of alleviating the sufferings of the

afflicted, tenderly vigilant in providing for the wants

of sickness, and resolutely firm in administering such

relief as the most intelligent compassion can supply."

Notwithstanding the great aversion which he had

latterly had to medicine, Cowper would take it from

her hands, and he preferred her assistance to that of

any other person. He was not less fortunate in his

kinsman. " I never saw,"' says Hayley, " the human

being that would, I think, have sustained the delicate

and arduous office in which Mr. Johnson persevered

to the last, through a period so long, with an equal

portion of unvaried tenderness and unshaken fidelity.

A man who wanted sensibility would have renounced

the duty ; and a man endowed with a particle too

much must have felt his own health utterly under

mined by an excess of sympathy with the sufferings

perpetually in his sight."

The last reading to which Cowper listened appears

to have been that of his own works. Beginning with

the first volume, Mr. Johnson went through them,

and he listened to them in silence till they came to

John Gilpin, which he begged not to hear. It reminded

him of cheerful days, and of those of whom he could
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not bear to think. His kinsman then proceeded to

his unpublished poems ; these he heard willingly, but

made no remark on them.

On the same day that he had written the Cast-away,

Mr. Johnson laid his old favourite Vincent Bourne

before him; and from time to time invited, in like

manner, his attention to many Greek and Latin pieces

of the minor poets. From employment of this kind

he seems never to have shrunk again till utterly inca

pacitated by bodily weakness. He translated also a

few of Gay's Fables into Latin ; among them was the

Hare and many Friends : " Oh," said he, " that I could

recall the days when I could repeat this fable by heart,

—when I used to be called upon to do so for the

amusement of company !"—Better and happier days

were now rapidly drawing near.

In December they removed to a much more com

modious house in the same town. Hayley was at this

time printing his Essay on Sculpture, and in composing

a note upon the work of Daedalus, representing the

dance of Ariadne, as described in the Iliad, he per

ceived, by a remark of D'Hancarville in his Antiquites

Etrusques, Grecs et Romaines, that both Pope and

Cowper had injured the passage by mistaking the

meaning of one word. He wrote therefore to Mr.

Johnson, hoping that Cowper would correct this error,

because he meant to quote the lines in his book. It was

immediately altered; and the improved lines written

by Cowper, " in a firm and delicate hand," . . (no doubt

the same letter-by-letter writing that has before been

noticed), were enclosed to Felpham by Mr. Johnson.
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" Words are not strong enough," said Hayley23, in his

reply, " to express my delight in your kind letter, and

the friendly Homeric favour from our dear reviving hard.

What an enchanting signurn salutis !—I write to the

dear bard himself, because I think he must be well

enough to receive a letter of genuine gratitude with

some degree of pleasure. But I enclose my letter to

you, that you may deliver it at the most favourable

moment of the day."

The letter, if it were delivered to Cowper, was not

likely to raise his spirits, for it spoke of the long and

severe sufferings, and all but utterly hopeless condi

tion of Thomas Hayley, to whom he had been so

much attached, . . and who, in fact, died only a week

after him. But it enclosed a sonnet, inscribed

" TO OUR MOST KIND AND MOST DEAR COWPER.

" Bless'd be the characters, so kindly traced

In that dear hand, which I have long'd to view !

Pledge of affection old, and, kindness new

From the reviving bard, supremely graced

With all the gifts of fancy, and of taste,

That can endear the mind ; and, given to few,

The rarer, richer gift, a heart as true

As e'er the arms of amity embraced.

Ecstatic tears I on the paper shed,

That speaks, my Cowper, of thy mental health,

And of thy friendship, soothing as the dove.

So weeps the nymph, who, when long storms are fled,

Welcomes from sea, her bosom's rescued wealth

To life, to joy, to glory, and to love."

It was happy for Hayley that he could always cheer

23 Feb. 1, 1800.
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himself with hope, even in the most hopeless circum

stances. The lines which Cowper sent him, in that

firm but altered hand, were the last he ever wrote. On

the day that they were received at Felpham, decided

appearances of dropsy were observed in his ankles and

feet. A physician was called in ; it was with difficulty

that he could be induced to follow his prescriptions,

and by the last week in February his weakness was

such that he could no longer bear the motion of a car

riage. He now ceased to come down stairs ; but was

still able, after breakfasting in bed, to remove into

another room, and remain there till evening. Before

the end of March he was confined altogether to his

chamber; but, except at breakfast, he sate up to his

meals. Nothing could be gloomier than his state of

mind. Dr. Lubbock, of Norwich, happening to visit

a patient in an adjoining village, was requested to see

him ; and upon asking him how he felt,—" Feel !" said

Cowper, " I feel unutterable despair !"

But his deliverance was not long delayed. Knowing

that it was near, Lady Hesketh would have come to

see him once more in this world, if her own infirm

health would have permitted it ; and Hayley was, in

every sense of the word, piously attending upon his dying

son. Mr. Rose came to perform this last and pain

ful office of true friendship. Cowper, who used always

to welcome him with delight at Weston, manifested no

satisfaction at seeing him now ; but he showed evident

signs of regret at his departure.

On the 19th of April it was apprehended that his

death was near. " Adverting," Mr. Johnson says,
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" therefore to the affliction, as well of body as of mind,

which his beloved inmate was then enduring, his kins

man ventured to speak of his approaching dissolution

as the signal of his deliverance from both these mise

ries. After a pause of a few moments, which was less

interrupted by the objections of his desponding rela

tion than he had dared to hope, he proceeded to an

observation more consolatory still ; namely, that in

the world to which he was hastening, a merciful Re

deemer had prepared unspeakable happiness for all his

children,—and therefore for him. To the first part of

this sentence he had listened with composure ; but the

concluding words were no sooner uttered, than his

passionately expressed entreaties that his companion

would desist from any further observations of a similar

kind, clearly proved that, though it was on the eve of

being invested with angelic light, the darkness of delu

sion still veiled his spirit."

He lingered five days longer. In the course of

Thursday night, when he was exceedingly exhausted,

Miss Perowne offered him some cordial ; he rejected

it, saying, " What can it signify !" and these were the

last words he was heard to utter. At five in the ensuing

morning, April 25, 1800, that change in the features

which betokens approaching death was observed; he

became insensible, and remained so till the same hour

in the afternoon, when he expired so peacefully that, of

the five persons who were standing at the foot and side

ofthe bed, no one perceived the moment of his departure.

" From that moment, till the coffin was closed," Mr.

Johnson says, " the expression with which his counte
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nance had settled, was that of calmness and composure,

mingled, as it were, with holy surprise."

In sure and certain hope indeed for the deceased,

might the remains of Cowper be committed to the

ground. And never was there a burial at which the

mourners might, with more sincerity of feeling, give

their hearty thanks to Almighty God, that it had

pleased Him to deliver the departed out of the miseries

of this sinful world.

He was buried in that part of Dereham Church

called St. Edmund's Chapel. Lady Hesketh, who ad

ministered to his effects, caused a monument to be

erected there ; for which Hayley supplied this inscrip

tion :—

IN MEMORY OF

WILLIAM COWPER, ESQ.

BORN IN HERTFORDSHIRE, 1731.

BURIED IN THIS CHURCH, 1800.

Ye, who with warmth the public triumph feel

Of talents dignified by sacred zeal,

Here, to devotion's bard devoutly just,

Pay your fond tribute due to Cowper's dust !

England, exulting in his spotless fame,

Ranks with her dearest sons his favourite name.

Sense, fancy, wit, suffice not all to raise

So clear a title to affection's praise :

His highest honours to the heart belong ;

His virtues form'd the magic of his song.

There too a tablet, to the memory of Mrs. Unwin,

" was raised by two other friends, (it is not said who,)
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impressed with a just and deep sense of her extraor

dinary merit." For this also the inscription was com

posed by Hayley.

IN MEMORY OF

MARY,

WIDOW OF THE REV. MORLEY UNWIN,

AMD

MOTHER OF THE REV. WILLIAM CAWTHORNE UNWIN.

BORN AT ELY, 1724,

BURIED IN THIS CHURCH, 179C.

Trusting in God, with all her heart and mind,

This woman proved magnanimously kind ;

Endured affliction's desolating hail,

And watch'd a Poet through misfortune's vale.

Her spotless dust, angelic guards defend !

It is the dust of Unwin, Cowper's friend.

That single title in itself is fame,

For all, who read his verse, revere her name.
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ADDITIONAL NOTES

AND

ILLUSTRATIONS.

Audible illusions, p. 53.—A curious case of this kind may be

found in the Life of John Bunyan : such cases indeed abound

in lives of that description.

The following passage in Boswell's Life of Johnson, (vol. viii.

p. 70, edit. 1835,) bears upon this subject.

" He mentioned a thing as not uufrequent, of which I had

never heard before,—being called,—that is, hearing one's name

pronounced by the voice of a known person at a great distance,

far beyond the possibility of being reached by any sound uttered

by human organs. ' An acquaintance, on whose veracity I can

depend, told me, that walking home one evening to Kilmarnock

he heard himself called from a wood, by the voice of a brother

who had gone to America ; and the next packet brought accoun t

of that brother's death.' Machean asserted that this inexpli

cable calling was a thing very well known. Dr. Johnson said,

that one day at Oxford, as he was turning the key of his cham

ber, he heard his mother distinctly call Sam. She was then at

Lichfield; but nothing ensued. This phenomenon, (Boswell

adds,) is, I think, as wonderful as any other mysterious fact,

which many people are very slow to believe, or rather indeed

reject with an obstinate contempt."

Mrs. Piozzi (lb. ix. p. 69,) relates the same story, with only

a difference of date : " I well remember," says this lady, " that

at Brighthelmstone once, when he was not present, Mr. Beau-

clerc asserted that he was afraid of spirits; and I, who was

secretly offended at the charge, asked him, the first opportunity

I could find, what ground he had ever given to the world for

such a report ? ' I can,' replied he, ' recollect nothing nearer

it, than my telling Dr. Lawrence many years ago, that a long

time after my poor mother's death, I heard her voice call,

Sam V—' What answer did the Doctor make to your story, Sir V
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said I. ' None in the world,' replied he, and suddenly changed

the conversation. Now, as Mr. Johnson had a most unshaken

faith, without any mixture of credulity, this story must either

have been strictly true, or his persuasion of its truth the effect

of disordered spirits. I relate the anecdote precisely as he

told it me ; but could not prevail upon him to draw out the

talk into length for further satisfaction of my curiosity."

A more remarkable example of these organic illusions is

within my own knowledge. One who is so deaf that he bears

only through a trumpet has at times distinct impressions of

hearing a pack of hounds with huntsmen in full cry,—a barrel

organ in the street, &cc.

The famous story of Mrs. Honeywood, p. 121.—I have given

in the text that version which was evidently in Cowper's mind.

A different one, less pertinent to his own state, and in itself

less probable, is thus related in the life of Fox, the martyrolo-

gist, by his son, who prefaced it by saying, " many things did

Master Fox foretell, by occasion of comforting the afflicted, or

terrifying those that were stubborn, to which the event proved

after answerable ; and perchance in many things he was de

ceived."—After relating a prediction that the Lady Anne

Heneage would recover, when the physician had pronounced

her fever deadly, which prediction was verified by the event ;

" like to this," he says, " and no less true was that story of

Mrs. Honeywood, an honourable gentlewoman, who had almost

twenty years lain sick of a consumption through melancholy ;

neither did any one seem to have advice or courage sufficient

against the force of so mischievous a disease, though she had

already consulted with the gravest divines, and the best phy

sicians, and with all who either in the art of curing, or power

of persuading, were accounted to excel the rest. At length

she sent also for Master Fox. They who went along with him

thither, related afterward, that never had they entered into a

more heavy or afflicted house. There sate by the sick woman

to attend her, her friends, kinsfolk, children, and servants, some

upon seats, and some on the chamber floor, not weeping or

sighing, as those commonly do that lament, but having spent all

their tears, resolutely silent, neither rising to those that came

in, nor answering those that asked any question, as if that also

became their mourning. You might have guessed them so
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many statues of mourners in human likeness. The sick woman

lay upon her bed, without any hope of life, together with her

frequent sighs faintly breathing forth some few words j the

effect whereof was that she desired to end her days. Master

Fox, when he had so many patients under his hands at once,

not thinking fit, where a grief so violent would make strong

resistance, to attempt any thing in vain, lest in not being by

reason overcome they might seem to have had reason on their

side, left all other means of consolation, and what he thought

necessary to cure their afflicted minds, he diligently mingled

with his prayers ; so that within a few days, they who were

thought impossible by man's help to be cured, did now seem of

their own accord to begin to recover. At length, having farther

endeared himself, he then told her that she should not only

grow well of that consumption, but also live to an exceeding

great age. At which words the sick gentlewoman, a little

moved, and earnestly beholding Master Fox, ' as well might

you have said,' quoth she, ' that if I should throw this glass

against the wall, I might believe it would not break to pieces !'

and holding a glass in her hand, out of which she had newly

drank, she threw it forth ; neither did the glass, first by chance

lighting on a little chest standing by the bed-side, and after

ward falling upon the ground, either break or crack in any place

about it. And the event fell out accordingly. For the gentle

woman, being then threescore years of age, lived afterward for

all example of felicity, seldom Been in the offspring of any

family ; being able, before the ninetieth year of her age, (for

she lived longer,) to reckon three hundred and three score of

her children's children and grandchildren."

" Among which, (says a marginal note,) at this day, to wit,

in the year of our Lord 1641, in which this book is set forth,

there liveth Mrs. Grace Heneage, the daughter of the said

Mrs. Honeywood, a gentlewoman of great worth, and the widow

of an honourable gentleman, Master Michael Heneage, who

affirmeth that she was present at the same time this was done,

being a witness of more integrity, and more sincere, than that

her testimony should without great wrong be doubted."

East Dereham, p. 202.—" In the centre of the town stands a

square column, on the sides of whicli are marked the distances

in measured miles from the principal towns and seats in the
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county. They are said not to be strictly accurate; but it is a

little singular, that the distance marked upon this pillar serves

to explain the meaning of the term leuca, which has by many

been interpreted the French league of three miles. Dereham

is sixteen miles from Norwich ; and in the Rolls of the King's

Bench it appears that the Bishop had a fair at this place, which

was reckoned sixteen leucas from the palace at Norwich."—

Beauties of England and Wales, vol. xi. p. 268.

Mrs. Unwin's death, p. 206.—The two following letters,

written by Mr. Johnson on the day of Mrs. Unwin's decease,

will be read with interest. For the first I am obliged to

Mr. Donne, of Mattishall ; for the latter, to Mr. Powley, of

Langwathby.

TO MISS JOHNSON.

my dear kate, E. D. Saturday evening.

The dear old lady's long expected release from a world of

sufferings took place at one o'clock this afternoon.

Our dear blessed cousin, who is a perfect angel, I verily

believe, took it as calmly as we could expect. He and I were

with her at half past twelve, and we were sitting by the study

fire, reading the latter part of Miss Burney's third volume of

Camilla, when Mr. J. P. called me out.

About half past four he seemed to wish to see her, and I went

with him. A bright ray of sensibility struck his poor breast,

after he had stood looking at her about a minute, and he flung

himself to the other side of the room, as from an object that it

was too much for him to look at. It is the first time, since he

was taken ill at Weston, that the smallest shadow offeeling has

ever been perceived in him. But the dear soul looked so

placid, and so different from what she did when he and I saw

her at half past twelve, that I am quite happy to think he has

seen her.

At first he fancied he saw her stir, but on a nearer inspection

the features of ghastly death struck him so forcibly as to occa

sion his tearing himself away as I mentioned above.

Before he saw her he said he was sure she was not dead, but

would come to life again in the grave and undergo the horrors

of suffocation, and all on his account—he is the occasion of all
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that she or any other creature upon the earth ever did or can

suffer—only think of this idea in a mind like his ! !

But thank God he is wonderfully calm now, and made me

give him a glass of wine the moment he got down, and took two

pinches of snuff, which he has not done since Monday.

Yours, ever affectionately and faithfully,

* J.J.

TO THE REV. MR. POWLEY, DEWSBURY, NEAR LEEDS,

YORKSHIRE.

East Dereham, Dec. 17, 1796. Saturday.

MY DEAR SIR,

At one o'clock this afternoon poor Mrs. Unwin expired

without the smallest symptom of a painful dissolution. Miss

Perowne, and Sally, and a nurse who was called in last night,

were all standing by her bedside at the moment when the awful

change took place, and they all say they never witnessed so easy

a death.

Poor Mr. Cowper and I had been in the room about half an

hour before, and I was reading to him in the study at his own

particular request, when Miss Perowne called me out to say that

all was over.

I wrote to Mr. Newton yesterday, to inform him that his dear

friend and sister in the gospel of our Lord was on the verge of

the land of blessedness ; and I natter myself that he received

my letter this morning before the dear soul died, and if he had,

I am sure that he remembered us in his prayers at the throne

of grace for a suitable effect upon the hearts of those who wit

nessed a believer's going to glory ! I had no hope that you

could receive the intelligence in time, or I should have made a

similar request to you and yours.

I know not when I can have your letter, but I hope it will

arrive as soon as possible,because itwill be necessary to despatch

a man and horse over to give orders about the burial, whether

it be at Huntingdon or Ely.

Until your letter arrives, we know not how to proceed.

Mrs. Powley will, I trust, commission you to inform the rela

tions of Mrs. Unwin, time enough for them to be present at the

funeral, if they choose it; and in order to make that possible,

you must, my dear souls, fix upon the day yourselves before you
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write to them, because of the length of time that would be lost

by writing backward and forward into Norfolk. You will

therefore be so good as to decide upon the time and place of

interment, without thinking at all about Miss Perowne and me ;

and the moment I have your letter, I will dispatch a message to

give directions about the grave, being previously instructed by

your letter of the particular spot in the church, either of Ely or

Huntingdon, the grave is to be in;—i, e. by the side of what

other grave ;—for I am totally ignorant of the dear soul's departed

relatives in either place ;—and Mr. Cowper never heard her

speak upon the subject in his life.

Poor Mr. Cowper heard the aweful account as well as could

be expected. God bless you both.

Yours, ever truly,

J.J.

P. S. As we are ignorant of poor Mrs. Unwin's age, Mrs.

Powley will be so good as not to forget it when you write.

Camper's monument, p. 230.—In an unpublished letter to

Lady Hesketh,written while his third and supplementary volume

of the Life of Cowper was in the press, Hayley says, " Be not

alarmed at the awkward appearance of the drawing of the

monument in the chapel, but admire my truly christian spirit of

forgiveness to pardon Johnny's architect, who has so murdered

the elegance of my design. However I love to bring good out

of evil, and shall do so on this occasion, by introducing a second

plate of the monument itself, without the chapel. Blake assures

me the plaister model of the monument, now in Flaxman's study,

is universally admired for its elegant simplicity."
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TO JOSEPH HILL, ESQ., COOK'S COURT, CAREY

STREET, LONDON.

dear joe, Huntingdon, June 24, 1765.

The only recompense I can make you for your kind

attention to my affairs during my illness, is to tell you,

that by the mercy of God I am restored to perfect

health both of mind and body. This I believe will

give you pleasure ; and I would gladly do any thing

from which you could receive it.

I left St. Alban's on the seventeenth, and arrived

that day at Cambridge, spent some time there with

my brother, and came hither on the twenty-second.

I have a lodging that puts me continually in mind of

our summer excursions; we have had many worse,

and except the size of it, (which however is sufficient

for a single man,) but few better. I am not quite alone,

having brought a servant with me from St. Alban's,

•who is the very mirror of fidelity and affection for his

master. And whereas the Turkish Spy says, he kept

S. C.—3. R
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no servant, because he would not have an enemy in

his house, I hired mine, because I would have a friend.

Men do not usually bestow these encomiums on their

lackeys, nor do they usually deserve them ; but I have

had experience of mine, both in sickness and in health,

and never saw his fellow.

The river Ouse, (I forget how they spell it,) is the

most agreeable circumstance in this part of the world;

at this town it is I believe as wide as the Thames at

Windsor ; nor does the silver Thames better deserve

that epithet, nor has it more flowers upon its banks,

these being attributes which in strict truth belong to

neither. Fluellin would say, they are as like as my

fingers to my fingers, and there is salmon in both. It

is a noble stream to bathe in, and I shall make that

use of it three times a week, having introduced myself

to it for the first time this morning.

I beg you will remember me to all my friends,

which is a task will cost you no great pains to execute :

particularly remember me to those of your own house,

and believe me

Your very affectionate

W. C.

TO LADY HESKETH.

my dear lady hesketh, Huntingdon, July 1, 1765.

Since the visit you were so kind as to pay me in the

Temple (the only time I ever saw you without plea

sure), what have I not suffered ! And since it has

pleased God to restore me to the use of my reason,

what have I not enjoyed ! You know, by experience,
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how pleasant it is to feel the first approaches of health

after a fever ; but, Oh the fever of the brain ! To feel

the quenching of that fire is indeed a blessing which I

think it impossible to receive without the most con

summate gratitude. Terrible as this chastisement is,

I acknowledge in it the hand of an infinite justice ;

nor is it at all more difficult for me to perceive in it

the hand of an infinite mercy likewise : when I con

sider the effect it has had upon me, I am exceedingly

thankful for it, and, without hypocrisy, esteem it the

greatest blessing, next to life itself, I ever received

from the divine bounty. I pray God that I may ever

retain this sense of it, and then I am sure I shall

continue to be, as I am at present, really happy.

I write thus to you that you may not think me a

forlorn and wretched creature ; which you might be

apt to do, considering my very distant removal from

every friend I have in the world ; a circumstance

which, before this event befell me, would undoubtedly

have made me so : but my affliction has taught me a

road to happiness which without it I should never have

found; and I know, and have experience of it every

day, that the mercy of God, to him who believes him

self the object of it, is more than sufficient to compen

sate for the loss of every other blessing.

You may now inform all those whom you think

really interested in my welfare, that they have no

need to be apprehensive on the score of my happiness

at present. And you yourself will believe that my

happiness is no dream, because I have told you the

foundation on which it is built. What I have written

would appear like enthusiasm to many, for we are apt
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to give that name to every warm affection of the mind

in others which we have not experienced in ourselves ;

but to you, who have so much to be thankful for, and

a temper inclined to gratitude, it will not appear so.

I beg you will give my love to Sir Thomas, and

believe that I am obliged to you both for inquiring

after me, at St. Alban's.

Yours ever,

W. C.

TO LADY HESKETH.

Huntingdon, July 4, 1765.

Being just emerged from the Ouse, I sit down to

thank you, my dear cousin, for your friendly and

comfortable letter. What could you think of my un

accountable behaviour to you in that visit I mentioned

in my last ? I remember I neither spoke to you, nor

looked at you. The solution of the mystery indeed

followed soon after, but at the time it must have been

inexplicable. The uproar within was even then begun,

and my silence was only the sulkiness of a thunder

storm before it opens. I am glad, however, that the

only instance in which I knew not how to value your

company was, when I was not in my senses. It was the

first of the kind, and I trust in God it will be the last.

How naturally does affliction make us Christians !

and how impossible is it when all human help is vain,

and the whole Earth too poor and trifling to furnish

us with one moment's peace, how impossible is it then

to avoid looking at the Gospel ! It gives me some

concern, though at the same time it increases my
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gratitude, to reflect that a convert made in Bedlam is

more likely to be a stumbling block to others, than to

advance their faith. But if it has that effect upon

any, it is owing to their reasoning amiss, and drawing

their conclusions from false premises. He who can

ascribe an amendment of life and manners, and a re

formation of the heart itself, to madness, is guilty of

an absurdity that in any other case would fasten the

imputation of madness upon himself; for by so doing

he ascribes a reasonable effect to an unreasonable cause,

and a positive effect to a negative. But when Christi

anity only is to be sacrificed, he that stabs deepest is

always the wisest man. You, my dear cousin, your

self will be apt to think I carry the matter too far,

and that in the present warmth of my heart I make

too ample a concession in saying, that I am only now

a convert. You think I always believed, and I thought

so too ; but you were deceived, and so was I. I called

myself indeed a Christian ; but He who knows my

heart knows that I never did a right thing, nor ab

stained from a wrong one, because I was so ; but if

I did either, it was under the influence of some other

motive. And it is such seeming Christians, such pre

tending believers, that do most mischief to the cause,

and furnish the strongest arguments to support the

infidelity of its enemies : unless profession and con

duct go together, the man's life is a lie, and the validity

of what he professes itself is called in question. The

difference between a Christian and an Unbeliever would

be so striking, if the treacherous allies of the Church

-would go over at once to the other side, that I am

satisfied religion would be no loser by the bargain.
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I reckon it one instance of the Providence that has

attended me throughout this whole event, that instead

of being delivered into the hands of one of the London

physicians, who were so much nearer that I wonder I

was not, I was carried to Doctor Cotton. I was not

only treated by him with the greatest tenderness while

I was ill, and attended with the utmost diligence, but

when my reason was restored to me, and I had so

much need of a religious friend to converse with, to

whom I could open my mind upon the subject without

reserve, I could hardly have found a fitter person for

the purpose. My eagerness and anxiety to settle my

opinions upon that long neglected point made it neces

sary that, while my mind was yet weak, and my spirits

uncertain, I should have some assistance. The doctor

was as ready to administer relief to me in this article

likewise, and as well qualified to do it, as in that which

was more immediately his province. How many phy

sicians would have thought this an irregular appetite,

and a symptom of remaining madness ! But if it were

so, my friend was as mad as myself ; and it is well for

me that he was so.

My dear cousin, you know not half the deliverances

I have received; my brother is the only one in the

family who does. My recovery is indeed a signal one ;

but a greater, if possible, went before it. My future

life must express my thankfulness, for by words I can

not do it.

I pray God to bless you and my friend Sir Thomas.

Yours ever,

W. C.
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VILLAGE OF HERTFORD.

TO LADY HESKETH.

my dear lady hesketh, Huntingdon, July 5, 1765.

My pen runs so fast you will begin to wish you had

not put it in motion, but you must consider we have

not met even by letter almost these two years, which

will account in some measure for my pestering you in

this manner ; besides, my last was no answer to yours,

and therefore I consider myself as still in your debt.

To say truth, I have this long time promised myself a

correspondence with you as one of my principal plea

sures.

I should have written to you from St. Alban's long

since, but was willing to perform quarantine first, both

for my own sake and because I thought my letters

would be more satisfactory to you from any other

quarter. You will perceive I allowed myself a very
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sufficient time for the purpose, for I date my recovery

from the twenty-fifth of last July, having been ill seven

months, and well twelve months. It was on that day

my brother came to see me. I was far from well

when he came in ; yet, though he only staid one day

with me, his company served to put to flight a thousand

deliriums and delusions which I still laboured under,

and the next morning I found myself a new creature.

But to the present purpose. '

As far as I am acquainted with this place, I like it

extremely. Mr. Hodgson, the minister of the parish,

made me a visit the day before yesterday. He is very

sensible, a good preacher, and conscientious in the

discharge of his duty. He is very well known to

Doctor Newton, Bishop of Bristol, the author of the

treatise on the Prophecies, one of our best Bishops,

and who has written the most demonstrative proof of

the truth of Christianity, in my mind, that ever was

published.

There is a village called Hertford, about a mile

and a halffrom hence. The church there is very prettily

situated upon a rising ground, so close to the river

that it washes the wall of the churchyard. I found an

epitaph there the other morning, the two first lines of

which being better than any thing else I saw there I

made shift to remember. It is by a widow on her

husband.

" Thou wast too good to live on earth with me.

And I not good enough to die with thee."

The distance of this place from Cambridge is the

worst circumstance belonging to it. My brother and
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I are fifteen miles asunder, which, considering that I

came hither for the sake of being near him, is rather

too much. I wish that young man was better known

in the family. He has as many good qualities as his

nearest kindred could wish to find in him. . -

As Mr. Quin very roundly expressed himself upon

some such occasion, " here is very plentiful accommo

dation, and great happiness of provision." So that if

I starve, it must be through forgetfulness, rather than

scarcity.

Fare thee well, my good and dear cousin.

Ever yours,

W. C.

TO LADY HESKETH.

MY DEAR CODS1N, July 12, 1765.

You are very good to me, and if you will only con

tinue to write at such intervals as you find convenient,

I shall receive all that pleasure which I proposed to

myself from our correspondence. I desire no more

than that you would never drop me for any great

length of time together, for I shall then think you

only write because something happened to put you in

mind of me, or for some other reason equally mortify

ing. I am not, however, so unreasonable as to expect

you should perform this act of friendship so frequently

as myself, for you live in a world swarming with en

gagements, and my hours are almost all my own. You

must every day be employed in doing what is expected

from you by a thousand others, and I have nothing to

do but what is most agreeable to myself.
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Our mentioning Newton's treatise on the Prophe

cies brings to my mind an anecdote of Dr. Young,

who, you know, died lately at Welwyn. Dr. Cotton,

who was intimate with him, paid him a visit about a

fortnight before he was seized with his last illness.

The old man was then in perfect health ; the antiquity

of his person, the gravity of his utterance, and the

earnestness with which he discoursed about religion,

gave him, in the doctor's eye, the appearance of a

prophet. They had been delivering their sentiments

upon this book of Newton, when Young closed the

conference thus :—" My friend, there are two consi

derations upon which my faith in Christ is built as upon

a rock : the fall of man, the redemption of man, and the

resurrection of man, the three cardinal articles of our

religion, are such as human ingenuity could never have

invented ; therefore they must be divine.—The other

argument is this : If the Prophecies have been fulfilled

(of which there is abundant demonstration) the Scrip

ture must be the word of God ; and if the Scripture is

the word of God, Christianity must be true."

This treatise on the Prophecies serves a double

purpose : it not only proves the truth of religion, in a

manner that never has been nor ever can be contro

verted ; but it proves likewise, that the Roman Catholic

is the apostate and antichristian church, so frequently

foretold both in the Old and New Testaments. In

deed, so fatally connected is the refutation of Popery

with the truth of Christianity, when the latter is evinced

by the completion of the Prophecies, that in proportion

as light is thrown upon the one, the deformities and

errors of the other are more plainly exhibited. But I
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leave you to the book itself; there are parts of it which

may possibly afford you less entertainment than the

rest, because you have never been a schoolboy ; but in

the main it is so interesting, and you are so fond of

that which is so, that I am sure you will like it.

My dear cousin, how happy am I in having a friend

to whom I can open my heart upon these subjects ! I

have many intimates in the world, and have had many

more than I shall have hereafter, to whom a long letter

upon these most important articles would appear tire

some, at least, if not impertinent. But I am not afraid

of meeting with that reception from you, who have

never yet made it your interest that there should be no

truth in the word of God. May this everlasting truth

be your comfort while you live, and attend you with

peace and joy in your last moments ! I love you too

well not to make this a part of my prayers ; and when

I remember my friends on these occasions, there is no

likelihood that you can be forgotten.

Yours ever,

W. C.

P. S. Cambridge.—I add this postscript at my bro

ther's rooms. He desires to be affectionately remem

bered to you, and if you are in town about a fortnight

hence, when he proposes to be there himself, will take

a breakfast with you.
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TO LADY HESKETH.

my dear cousin, Huntingdon, August, 1, 1765.

If I was to measure your obligation to write by my

own desire to hear from you, I should call you an idle

correspondent if a post went by without bringing me a

letter, but I am not so unreasonable ; on the contrary,

I think myself very happy in hearing from you upon

your own terms, as you find most convenient. Your

short history of my family is a very acceptable part of

your letter ; if they really interest themselves in my

welfare, it is a mark of their great charity for one who

has been a disappointment and a vexation to them ever

since he has been of consequence enough to be either.

My friend the Major's behaviour to me, after all he

suffered by my abandoning his interest and my own in

so miserable a manner, is a noble instance of generosity

and true greatness of mind: and indeed I know no

man in whom those qualities are more conspicuous ;

one need only furnish him with an opportunity to

display them, and they are always ready to show them

selves in his words and actions, and even in his coun

tenance, at a moment's warning. I have great reason

to be thankful—I have lost none of my acquaintance

but those whom I determined not to keep. I am sorry

this class is so numerous. What would I not give, that

every friend I have in the world were not almost but

altogether Christians ! My dear cousin, I am half

afraid to talk in this style, lest I should seem to indulge

a censorious humour, instead of hoping, as I ought, the

best for all men. But what can be said against ocular

proof? and what is hope when it is built upon pre
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sumption ? To use the most Holy Name in the universe

for no purpose, or a bad one, contrary to his own ex

press commandment ; to pass the day, and the succeed

ing days, weeks, and months, and years, without one

act of private devotion, one confession of our sins, or

one thanksgiving for the numberless blessings we

enjoy ; to hear the word of God in public with a dis

tracted attention, or with none at all ; to absent our

selves voluntarily from the blessed communion, and to

live in the total neglect of it, though our Saviour has

charged it upon us with an express injunction, are the

common and ordinary liberties which the generality of

professors allow themselves : and what is this but to

live without God in the world ? Many causes may be

assigned for this anti-christian spirit, so prevalent among

Christians ; but one of the principal I take to be their

utter forgetfulness that they have the word of God in

their possession.

My friend Sir William Russel was distantly related

to a very accomplished man, who, though he never

believed the Gospel, admired the Scriptures as the

sublimest compositions in the world, and read them

often. I have been intimate myself with a man of fine

taste, who has confessed to me that, though he could

not subscribe to the truth of Christianity itself, yet he

never could read St. Luke's account of our Saviour's

appearance to the two disciples going to Emmaus, with

out being wonderfully affected by it ; and he thought

that if the stamp of divinity was any where to be found

in Scripture, it was strongly marked and visibly im

pressed upon that passage. If these men, whose hearts

were chilled with the darkness of infidelity, could find
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such charms in the mere style of the Scripture, what

must they find there, whose eye penetrates deeper than

the letter, and who firmly believe themselves inter

ested in all the invaluable privileges of the Gospel!

" He that believeth on me is passed from death unto

life," though it be as plain a sentence as words can

form, has more beauties in it for such a person than all

the labours antiquity can boast of. If my poor man

of taste, whom I have just mentioned, had searched a

little further, he might have found other parts of the

sacred history as strongly marked with the characters

of divinity as that he mentioned. The parable of the

prodigal son, the most beautiful fiction that ever was

invented; our Saviour's speech to his disciples, with

which he closes his earthly ministration, full of the

sublimest dignity and tenderest affection, surpass every

thing that I ever read, and, like the Spirit, by which

they were dictated, fly directly to the heart. If the

Scripture did not disdain all affectation of ornament,

one should call these, and such as these, the orna

mental parts of it; but the matter of it is that upon

which it principally stakes its credit with us, and the

style, however excellent and peculiar to itself, is only

one of those many external evidences by which it re

commends itself to our belief.

I shall be very much obliged to you for the book

you mention ; you could not have sent me any thing

that would have been more welcome, unless you had

sent me your own meditations instead of them.

Yours,

W. C.
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TO LADY HESKETH.

Huntingdon, August 17, 1765.

You told me, my dear cousin, that I need not fear

writing too often, and you perceive I take you at your

word. At present, however, I shall do little more than

thank you for the Meditations, which I admire exceed

ingly : the author of them manifestly loved the truth

with an undissembled affection, had made a great pro

gress in the knowledge of it, and experienced all the

happiness that naturally results from that noblest of all

attainments. There is one circumstance, which he

gives us frequent occasion to observe in him, which I

believe will ever be found in the philosophy of every

true Christian : I mean the eminent rank which he

assigns to faith among the virtues, as the source and

parent of them all. There is nothing more infallibly

true than this ; and doubtless it is with a view to the

purifying and sanctifying nature of a true faith, that

our Saviour says, " He that believeth in me hath ever

lasting life," with many other expressions to the same

purpose. Considered in this light, no wonder it has

the power of salvation ascribed to it ! Considered in

any other, we must suppose it to operate like an orien

tal talisman, if it obtains for us the least advantage ;

which is an affront to him who insists upon our having

it, and will on no other terms admit us to his favour.

I mention this distinguishing article in his Reflections

the rather, because it serves for a solid foundation to

the distinction I made, in my last, between the specious

professor and the true believer, between him whose

faith is his sunday-suit and him who never puts it off
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at all ; a distinction I am a little fearful sometimes of

making, because it is a heavy stroke upon the practice

of more than half the Christians in the world.

My dear cousin, I told you I read the book with

great pleasure, which may be accounted for from its

own merit ; but perhaps it pleased me the more because

you had travelled the same road before me. You know

there is such a pleasure as this, which would want great

explanation to some folks,—being perhaps a mystery to

those whose hearts are a mere muscle, and serve only

for the purposes of an even circulation.

W. C.

TO LADY HESKETH.

Sept. 4, 1765.

Though I have some very agreeable acquaintance at

Huntingdon, my dear cousin, none of their visits are

so agreeable as the arrival of your letters. I thank

you for that which I have just received from Droxford;

and particularly for that part of it where you give me

an unlimited liberty upon the subject I have already so

often written upon. Whatever interests us deeply as

naturally flows into the pen as it does from the lips,

when every restraint is taken away, and we meet with

a friend indulgent enough to attend to us. How many,

in all the variety of characters with whom I am ac

quainted, could I find after the strictest search, to

whom I could write as I do to you ? I hope the number

will increase. I am sure it cannot easily be diminished.

Poor ! I have heard the whole ofhis history, and

can only lament what I am sure I can make no apology
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for. Two of my friends have been cut off, during my

illness, in the midst of such a life as it is frightful to

reflect upon ; and here am I, in better health and spirits

than I can almost remember to have enjoyed before,

after having spent months in the apprehension of in

stant death. How mysterious are the ways of Provi

dence ! Why did I receive grace and mercy ? Why

was I preserved, afflicted for my good, received, as I

trust, into favour, and blessed with the greatest happi

ness I can ever know or hope for in this life, while

these were overtaken by the great arrest, unawakened,

unrepenting, and every way unprepared for it ? His

infinite wisdom, to whose infinite mercy I owe it all,

can solve these questions, and none beside him. If a

free-thinker, as many a man miscalls himself, could be

brought to give a serious answer to them, he would

certainly say—" Without doubt, sir, you was in great

danger, you had a narrow escape, a most fortunate one

indeed." How excessively foolish, as well as shocking !

As if life depended upon luck, and all that we are or

can be, all that we have or hope for, could possibly be

referred to accident ! Yet to this freedom of thought

it is owing that He, who, as our Saviour tells us, is

thoroughly apprized of the death of the meanest of his

creatures, is supposed to leave those whom he has

made in his own image, to the mercy of chance ; and

to this therefore it is likewise owing that the correc

tion which our heavenly Father bestows upon us, that

we may be fitted to receive his blessing, is so often

disappointed of its benevolent intention, and that men

despise the chastening of the Almighty. Fevers and

all diseases are accidents; and long life, recovery at

s. c.—3. s

i
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least from' sickness, is the gift of the physician. No

man can be a greater friend to the use of means upon

these occasions than myself, for it were presumption

and enthusiasm to neglect them. God has endued

them with salutary properties on purpose that we might

avail ourselves of them, otherwise that part of his crea

tion were in vain. But to impute our recovery to the

medicine, and to carry our views no further, is to rob

God of his honour, and is saying in effect that he has

parted with the keys of life and death, and, by giving

to a drug the power to heal us, has placed our lives

out of his own reach. He that thinks thus may as

well fall upon his knees at once and return thanks to

the medicine that cured him, for it was certainly more

immediately instrumental in his recovery than either

the apothecary or the doctor. My dear cousin, a firm

persuasion of the superintendence of Providence over

all our concerns is absolutely necessary to our happi

ness. Without it, we cannot be said to believe in the

Scripture, or practise any thing like resignation to his

will. If I am convinced that no affliction can befall me

without the permission of God, I am convinced likewise

that he sees and knows that I am afflicted ; believing

this, I must in the same degree believe that, if I pray

to him for deliverance, he hears me ; I must needs

know likewise with equal assurance that, if he hears,

he will also deliver me, if that will upon the whole be

most conducive to my happiness ; and if he does not

deliver me, I may be well assured that he has none

but the most benevolent intention in declining it. He

made us, not because we could add to his happiness,

which was always perfect, but that we might be happy
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ourselves ; and will he not in all his dispensations

towards us, even in the minutest, consult that end for

which he made us ? To suppose the contrary, is

(which we are not always aware of) affronting every

one of his attributes ; and at the same time the certain

consequence of disbelieving his care for us is, that we

renounce utterly our dependence upon him. In this

view it will appear plainly that the line of duty is not

stretched too tight, when we are told that we ought to

accept every thing at his hands as a blessing, and to

be thankful even while we smart under the rod of iron

with which he sometimes rules us. Without this per

suasion, every blessing, however we may think our

selves happy in it, loses its greatest recommendation,

and every affliction , is intolerable. Death itself must

be welcome to him who has this faith, and he who has

it not must aim at it, if he is not a madman.

You cannot think how glad I am to hear you are

going to commence lady and mistress of Freemantle1.

I know it well, and could go to it from Southampton

blindfold. You are kind to invite me to it, and I shall

be so kind to myself as to accept the invitation, though

I should not for a slight consideration be prevailed upon

to quit my beloved retirement at Huntingdon.

Yours ever,

W. C.

1 Freemantle, a villa near Southampton.
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TO LADY HESKETH.

my dear cousin, Huntingdon, Sept. 14, 1765.

The longer I live here, the better I like the place,

and the people who belong to it. I am upon very

good terms with no less than five families, besides two

or three odd scrambling fellows like myself. The last

acquaintance I made here is with the race of the

Unwins, consisting of father and mother, son and

daughter, the most comfortable social folks -you ever

knew. The son is about twenty-one years of age, one

of the most unreserved and amiable young men I ever

conversed with. He is not yet arrived at that time of

life, when suspicion recommends itself to us in the

form of wisdom, and sets every thing but our own dear

selves at an immeasurable distance from our esteem

and confidence. Consequently he is known almost as
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soon as seen, and having nothing in his heart that

makes it necessary for him to keep it barred and bolted,

opens it to the perusal even of a stranger. The father

is a clergyman, and the son is designed for orders.

The design, however, is quite his own, proceeding

merely from his being and having always been sincere

in his belief and love of the Gospel. Another acquaint

ance I have lately made is with a Mr. Nicholson, a

North country divine, very poor, but very good, and

very happy. He reads prayers here twice a day, all

the year round; and travels on foot to serve two

churches every Sunday through the year, his journey

out and home again being sixteen miles. I supped with

him last night. He gave me bread and cheese, and a

black jug of ale of his own brewing, and doubtless

brewed by his own hands. Another of my acquaint

ance is Mr. , a thin, tall, old man, and as good

as he is thin. He drinks nothing but water, and eats

no flesh; partly (I believe) from a religious scruple

(for he is very religious), and partly in the spirit of a

valetudinarian. He is to be met with every morning

of his life, at about six o'clock, at a fountain of very

fine water, about a mile from the town, which is reck

oned extremely like the Bristol spring. Being both

early risers, and the only early walkers in the place,

we soon became acquainted. His great piety can be

equalled by nothing but his great regularity, for he

is the most perfect time-piece in the world. I have

received a visit likewise from Mr. . He is very

much a gentleman, well read, and sensible. I am

persuaded, in short, that if I had the choice of all

England, where to fix my abode, I could not have
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chosen better for myself, and most likely I should not

have chosen so well.

You say, you hope it is not necessary for salvation,

to undergo the same afflictions that I have undergone.

No ! my dear cousin. God deals with his children as

a merciful father ; he does not, as he himself tells us,

afflict willingly the sons of men. Doubtless there are

many, who, having been placed by his good providence

out of the reach of any great evil and the influence of

bad example, have from their very infancy been par

takers of the grace of his Holy Spirit, in such a manner

as never to have allowed themselves in any grievous

offence against him. May you love him more and

more day by day ; as every day, while you think upon

him, you will find him more worthy of your love : and

may you be finally accepted with him for His sake,

whose intercession for all his faithful servants cannot

but prevail !

Yours ever,

W. C.

TO LADY HESKETH.

my dear cousin, Huntingdon, Oct, 10, 1765.

I should grumble at your long silence, if I did not

know that one may love one's friends very well, though

one is not always in the humour to write to them.

Besides, I have the satisfaction of being perfectly sure

that you have at least twenty times recollected the

debt you owe me, and as often resolved to pay it : and

perhaps while you remain indebted to me, you think

of me twice as often as you would do, if the account
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was clear. These are the reflections with which I

comfort myself, under the affliction of not hearing from

you ; my temper does not incline me to jealousy, and

if it did, I should set all right by having recourse to

what I have already received from you.

I thank God for your friendship, and for every

friend I have ; for all the pleasing circumstances of

my situation here, for my health of body, and perfect

serenity of mind. To recollect the past, and compare

it with the present, is all I have need of to fill me with

gratitude ; and to be grateful is to be happy. Not

that I think myself sufficiently thankful, or that I

shall ever be so in this life. The warmest heart

perhaps only feels by fits, and is often as insensible as

the coldest. This, at least, is frequently the case with

mine, and oftener than it should be. But the mercy

that can forgive iniquity will never be severe to mark

our frailties ; to that mercy, my dear cousin, 1 com

mend you, with earnest wishes for your welfare, and

remain your ever affectionate

W. C.

TO LADY HESKETH.

Huntingdon, Oct. 18, 1765.

I wish you joy, my dear cousin, of being safely arrived

in port from the storms of Southampton. For my own

part, who am but as a Thames wherry, in a world full

of tempest and commotion, I know so well the value

of the creek I have put into, and the snugness it affords

me, that I have a sensible sympathy with you in the

pleasure you find in being once more blown to Drox
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ford. I know enough of Miss Morley to send her my

compliments ; to which, if I had never seen her, her

affection for you would sufficiently entitle her. If I

neglected to do it sooner, it is only because I am natu

rally apt to neglect what I ought to do ; and if I was

as genteel as I am negligent, I should be the most

delightful creature in the universe.

I am glad you think so favourably of my Huntingdon

acquaintance ; they are indeed a nice set of folks, and

suit me exactly. I should have been more particular

in my account of Miss Unwin, if I had had materials

for a minute description. She is about eighteen years

of age, rather handsome and genteel. In her mother's

company she says little ; not because her mother re

quires it of her, but because she seems glad of that

excuse for not talking, being somewhat inclined to

bashfulness. There is the most remarkable cordiality

between all the parts of the family ; and the mother

and daughter seem to dote upon each other. The first

time I went to the house I was introduced to the

daughter alone ; and sat with her near half an hour,

before her brother came in, who had appointed me to

call upon him. Talking is necessary in a tete-a-tete,

to distinguish the persons of the drama from the chairs

they sit on : accordingly she talked a great deal, and

extremely well ; and, like the rest of the family, be

haved with as much ease of address as if we had been

old acquaintance. She resembles her mother in her

great piety, who is one of the most remarkable

instances of it I have ever seen. They are altogether

the cheerfulest and most engaging family-piece it is

possible to conceive.
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Since I wrote the above, I met Mrs. Unwin in

the street, and went home with her. She and I

walked together near two hours in the garden, and

had a conversation which did me more good than I

should have received from an audience of the first

prince in Europe. That woman is a blessing to me,

and I never see her without being the better for her

company. I am treated in the family as if I was a

near relation, and have been repeatedly invited to

call upon them at all times. You know what a shy

fellow I am ; I cannot prevail with myself to make so

much use of this privilege as I am sure they intend I

should; but perhaps this awkwardness will wear off

hereafter. It was my earnest request before I left

St. Alban's, that wherever it might please Providence

to dispose of me, I might meet with such an acquaint

ance as I find in Mrs. Unwin. How happy it is to

believe, with a steadfast assurance, that our petitions

are heard even while we are making them ; and how

delightful to meet with a proof of it in the effectual

and actual grant of them ! Surely it is a gracious

finishing given to those means, which the Almighty

has been pleased to make use of for my conversion.

After having been deservedly rendered unfit for any

society, to be again qualified for it, and admitted at

once into the fellowship of those whom God regards

as the excellent of the earth, and whom, in the em-

phatical language of Scripture, he preserves as the

apple of his eye, is a blessing which carries with it

the stamp and visible superscription of divine bounty,

—a grace unlimited as undeserved; and, like its

glorious Author, free in its course, and blessed in its

operation !
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My dear cousin ! health and happiness, and above

all, the favour of our great and gracious Lord, attend

you ! While we seek it in spirit and in truth, we are

infinitely more secure of it than of the next breath

we expect to draw. Heaven and earth have their

destined periods ; ten thousand worlds will vanish at

the consummation of all things ; but the word of God

standeth fast ; and they who trust in him shall never

be confounded.

My love to all who inquire after me.

Yours affectionately,

w. c.

TO MAJOR COWPER, AT THE PARK HOUSE, NEAR

HARTFORD.

my dear major, Huntingdon, Oct. 18, 1768.

I have neither lost the use of my fingers nor my

memory, though my unaccountable silence might in

cline you to suspect that I had lost both. The history

of those things which have, from time to time, pre

vented my scribbling, would not only be insipid but

extremely voluminous ; for which reasons they will

not make their appearance at present, nor probably at

any time hereafter. If my neglecting to write to you

were a proof that I had never thought of you, and that

had been really the case, five shillings a piece would

have been much too little to give for the sight of such

a monster ! but I am no such monster, nor do I perceive

in myself the least tendency to such a transformation.

You may recollect that I had but very uncomfortable

expectations of the accommodation I should meet with

at Huntingdon. How much better is it to take our lot,
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where it shall please Providence to cast it, without

anxiety ! Had I chosen for myself, it is impossible I

could have fixed upon a place so agreeable to me in

all respects. I so much dreaded the thought of having

a new acquaintance to make, with no other recom

mendation than that of being a perfect stranger, that

I heartily wished no creature here might take the least

notice of me. Instead of which, in about two months

after my arrival, I became known to all the visitable

people here, and do verily think it the most agreeable

neighbourhood I ever saw.

Here are three families who have received me with

the utmost civility ; and two in particular have treated

me with as much cordiality as if their pedigrees and

mine had grown upon the same sheep-skin. Besides

these, there are three or four single men who suit my

temper to a hair. The town is one of the neatest in

England ; the country is fine, for several miles about

it; and the roads, which are all turnpike, and strike

out four or five different ways, are perfectly good all

the year round. I mention this latter circumstance

chiefly because my distance from Cambridge has made

a horseman of me at last, or at least is likely to do so.

My brother and I meet every week, by an alternate

reciprocation of intercourse, as Sam Johnson would

express it; sometimes I get a lift in a neighbour's

chaise, but generally ride. As to my own personal

condition, I am much happier than the day is long,

and sunshine and candlelight see me perfectly con

tented. I get books in abundance, as much company

as I choose, a deal of comfortable leisure, and enjoy

better health, I think, than for many years past.
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What is there wanting to make me happy ? Nothing,

if I can but be as thankful as I ought ; and I trust that

He who has bestowed so many blessings upon me, will

give me gratitude to crown them all. I beg you will

give my love to my dear cousin Maria, and to every

body at the Park. If Mrs. Maitland is with you, as I

suspect by a passage in Lady Hesketh's letter to me,

pray remember me to her very affectionately. And

believe me, my dear friend, ever yours.

TO JOSEPH HILL, ESQ.

dear joe, Oct. 25, 1765.

I am afraid the month of October has proved rather

unfavourable to the belle assemblee at Southampton ;

high winds and continual rains being bitter enemies

to that agreeable lounge, which you and I are equally

fond of. I have very cordially betaken myself to my

books, and my fireside ; and seldom leave them unless

for exercise. I have added another family to the

number of those I was acquainted with when you were

here. Their name is Unwin—the most agreeable

people imaginable ; quite sociable, and as free from the

ceremonious civility of country gentlefolks as anv I

ever met with. They treat me more like a near rela

tion than a stranger, and their house is always open to

me. The old gentleman carries me to Cambridge in

his chaise. He is a man of learning and good sense,

and as simple as parson Adams. His wife has a very

uncommon understanding, has read much to excellent

purpose, and is more polite than a duchess. The son,
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who belongs to Cambridge, is a most amiable young

man, and the daughter quite of a piece with the rest of

the family. They see but little company, which suits

me exactly ; go when I will, I find a house full of

peace and cordiality in all its parts, and I am sure to

hear no scandal, but such discourse instead of it as we

are all better for. You remember Rousseau's descrip

tion of an English morning ; such are the mornings I

spend with these good people ; and the evenings differ

from them in nothing, except that they are still more

snug, and quieter. Now I know them, I wonder that I

liked Huntingdon so well before I knew them, and

am apt to think I should find every place disagreeable

that had not an Unwin belonging to it.

This incident convinces me of the truth of an obser

vation I have often made, that when we circumscribe

our estimate of all that is clever within the limits of our

own acquaintance (which I at least have been always

apt to do), we are guilty of a very uncharitable cen

sure upon the rest of the world, and of a narrowness

of thinking disgraceful to ourselves. Wapping and

Redriff may contain some of the most amiable persons

living, and such as one would go to Wapping and

Redriff to make acquaintance with. You remember

Mr. Gray's stanza—

" Full many a gem of purest ray serene,

The dark unfathom'd caves of ocean bear ;

Full many a flower is born to blush unseen,

And waste its sweetness on the desert air."

Yours, dear Joe,

W. C.
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TO MRS. COWPER, AT THE PARK HOUSE, NEAR

HARTFORD.

MY DEAR COUSIN,

I am much obliged to you for Pearsall's Meditations,

especially as it furnishes me with an occasion of writing

to you, which is all I have waited for. My friends

must excuse me, if I write to none but those who lay

it fairly in my way to do so. The inference I am apt

to draw from their silence is, that they wish me to be

silent too.

I have great reason, my dear cousin, to be thankful

to the gracious Providence that conducted me to this

place. The lady in whose house I live is so excellent

a person, and regards me with a friendship so truly

Christian, that I could almost fancy my own mother

restored to life again, to compensate to me for all the

friends I have lost, and all my connexions broken.

She has a son at Cambridge in all respects worthy of

such a mother, the most amiable young man I ever

knew. His natural and acquired endowments are very

considerable ; and as to his virtues, I need only say,

that he is a Christian. It ought to be a matter of

daily thanksgiving to me, that I am admitted into the

society of such persons ; and I pray God to make me,

and keep me, worthy of them.

Your brother Martin has been very kind to me,

having written to me twice in a style which, though it

was once irksome to me, to say the least, I now know

how to value. I pray God to forgive me the many

light things I have both said and thought of him and

his labours. Hereafter I shall consider him as a

burning and a shining light, and as one of those " who,
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having turned many to righteousness, shall shine here

after as the stars for ever and ever."

So much for the state of my heart ; as to my spirits,

I am cheerful and happy, and having peace with God

have peace within myself. For the continuance of this

blessing I trust to Him who gives it : and they who

trust in Him shall never be confounded.

Yours affectionately,

W. C.

Huntingdon, at the Rev. Mr. Unwin's,

March 12, 1766.

TO MRS. COWPER, AT THE PARK HOUSE, HARTFORD.

MY DEAR COUSIN, April 4, 1766.

I agree with you that letters are not essential to

friendship ; but they seem to be a natural fruit of it,

when they are the only intercourse that can be had.

And a friendship producing no sensible effects is so like

indifference, that the appearance may easily deceive

even an acute discerner. I retract however all that I

said in my last upon this subject, having reason to

suspect that it proceeded from a principle which I

would discourage in myself upon all occasions, even a

pride that felt itself hurt upon a mere suspicion of

neglect. I have so much cause for humility, and so

much need of it too, and every little sneaking resent

ment is such an enemy to it, that I hope I shall never

give quarter to any thing that appears in the shape

of sullenness, or self-consequence hereafter. Alas ! if

my best Friend, who laid down his life for me, were to
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remember all the instances in which I have neglected

Him, and to plead them against me in judgement,

where should I hide my guilty head in the day of

recompense ? I will pray therefore for blessings upon

my friends even though they cease to be so, and upon

my enemies though they continue such. The deceit-

fulness of the natural heart is inconceivable. I know

well that I passed upon my friends for a person at

least religiously inclined, if not actually religious ; and

what is more wonderful, I thought myself a Christian,

when I had no faith in Christ, when I saw no beauty

in him that I should desire him ; in short, when I had

neither faith nor love, nor any Christian grace whatever,

but a thousand seeds of rebellion instead, evermore

springing up in enmity against him. But blessed be

God, even the God who is become my salvation, the

hail of affliction, and rebuke for sin has swept away

the refuge of lies. It pleased the Almighty in great

mercy to set all my misdeeds before me. At length,

the storm being past, a quiet and peaceful serenity of

soul succeeded, such as ever attends the gift of lively

faith in the all-sufficient atonement, and the sweet

sense of mercy and pardon purchased by the blood of

Christ. Thus did he break me and bind me up ; thus

did he wound me, and his hands made me whole. My

dear cousin, I make no apology for entertaining you

with the history of my conversion, because I know

you to be a Christian in the sterling import of the

appellation. This is, however, but a very summary ac

count of the matter, neither would a letter contain the

astonishing particulars of it. If we ever meet again

in this world, I will relate them to you by word of
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mouth ; if not, they will serve for the subject of a

conference in the next, where I doubt not I shall

remember and record them with a gratitude better

suited to the subject.

Yours, my dear cousin, affectionately,

W.C.

TO MRS. COWPER, AT THE PARK HOUSE, HARTFORD.

MY DEAR COUSIN, April 17, 1766.

As in matters unattainable by reason, and unrevealed

in the Scripture, it is impossible to argue at all ; so,

in matters concerning which reason can only give

a probable guess, and the Scripture has made no

explicit discovery, it is, though not impossible to argue

at all, yet impossible to argue to any certain conclu

sion. This seems to me to be the very case with the

point m question : reason is able to form many plau

sible conjectures concerning the possibility of our

knowing each other in a future state ; and the Scrip

ture has, here and there, favoured us with an expression

that looks at least like a slight intimation of it ; but

because a conjecture can never amount to a proof,

and a slight intimation cannot be construed into a

positive assertion, therefore I think we can never

come to any absolute conclusion upon the subject.

We may indeed reason about the plausibility of our

conjectures, and we may discuss, with great industry

and shrewdness of argument, those passages in the

Scripture which seem to favour the opinion ; but still,

no certain means having been afforded us, no certain

end can be attained ; and after all that can be said, it
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will still be doubtful whether we shall know each other

or not.

As to arguments founded upon human reason only,

it would be easy to muster up a much greater number

on the affirmative side of the question, than it would

be worth my while to write, or yours to read. Let us

see, therefore, what the Scripture says, or seems to say,

towards the proof of it ; and of this kind of argument

also I shall insert but a few of those which seem to

me to be the fairest and clearest for the purpose.

For after all, a disputant on either side of this question

is in danger of that censure of our blessed Lord's,

" Ye do err, not knowing the Scripture, nor the power

of God."

As to parables, I know it has been said, in the dis

pute concerning the intermediate state, that they are

not argumentative ; but this having been controverted

by very wise and good men, and the parable of Dives

and Lazarus having been used by such to prove an

intermediate state, I see not why it may not be as fairly

used for the proof of any other matter which it seems

fairly to imply. In this parable we see that Dives

is represented as knowing Lazarus, and Abraham as

knowing them both, and the discourse between them

is entirely concerning their respective characters and

circumstances upon earth. Here, therefore, our Saviour

seems to countenance the notion of a mutual knowledge

and recollection ; and if a soul that has perished shall

know the soul that is saved, surely the heirs of salva

tion shall know and recollect each other.

In the first epistle to the Thessalonians, the second

chapter, and nineteenth verse, St. Paul says, " What
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is our hope, or joy, or crown of rejoicing ? Are not

even ye in the presence of our Lord Jesus Christ at

his coming ? For ye are our glory and joy."

As to the hope which the Apostle has formed con

cerning them, he himself refers the accomplishment of

it to the coming of Christ, meaning that then he

should receive the recompense of his labours in their

behalf; his joy and glory he refers likewise to the

same period, both which would result from the sight of

such numbers redeemed by the blessing of God upon

his ministration, when he should present them before

the great Judge, and say, in the words of a greater

than himself, " Lo ! I, and the children whom thou

hast given me." This seems to imply that the Apostle

should know the converts, and the converts the

Apostle, at least at the Day of Judgement ; and if then,

why not afterwards ?

See also the fourth chapter of that epistle, verses

13, 14, 16, which I have not room to transcribe.

Here the Apostle comforts them under their affliction

for their deceased brethren, exhorting them " not to

sorrow as without hope ;'" and what is the hope by

which he teaches them to support their spirits ? Even

this, " that them which sleep in Jesus shall God bring

with him." In other words, and by a fair paraphrase

surely, telling them they are only taken from them for

a season, and that they should receive them at their

resurrection.

If you can take off the force of these texts, my dear

cousin, you will go a great way towards shaking my

opinion ; if not, I think they must go a great way

towards shaking yours.
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The reason why I did not send you my opinion of

Pearsall was, because I had not then read him ; I have

read him since, and like him much, especially the latter

part of him ; but you have whetted my curiosity to

see the last letter by tearing it out : unless you can

give me a good reason why I should not see it, I shall

inquire for the book the first time I go to Cambridge.

Perhaps I may be partial to Hervey for the sake of

his other writings ; but I cannot give Pearsall the

preference to him, for I think him one of the most

scriptural writers in the world.

Yours,

W. C.

TO MRS. COWPER, AT THE PARK HOUSE, HARTFORD.

my dear cousin, April 18, 1766.

Having gone as far as I thought needful to justify

the opinion of our meeting and knowing each other

hereafter, I find, upon reflection, that I have done but

half my business, and that one of the questions you

proposed remains entirely unconsidered, viz. " Whether

the things of our present state will not be of too low

and mean a nature to engage our thoughts, or make a

part of our communications in heaven."

The common and ordinary occurrences of life, no

doubt, and even the ties of kindred, and of all temporal

interests, will be entirely discarded from amongst that

happy society ; and possibly even the remembrance

of them done away. But it does not therefore follow

that our spiritual concerns, even in this life, will be

ctejotten ; neither do I think that they can ever
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appear trifling to us in any the most distant period of

eternity. God, as you say in reference to the Scrip

ture, will be all in all. But does not that expression

mean that, being admitted to so near an approach to

our heavenly Father and Redeemer, our whole nature,

the soul and all its faculties, will be employed in

praising and adoring him ? Doubtless, however, this

will be the case; and if so, will it not furnish out a

glorious theme of thanksgiving, to recollect " the

rock whence we were hewn, and the hole of the pit

whence we were digged?" to recollect the time when

our faith, which under the tuition and nurture of the

Holy Spirit has produced such a plentiful harvest of

immortal bliss, was as a grain of mustard seed, small

in itself, promising but little fruit, and producing less ?

to recollect the various attempts that were made

upon it, by the World, the Flesh, and the Devil, and

its various triumphs over all, by the assistance of God,

through our Lord Jesus Christ ? At present, what

ever our convictions may be of the sinfulness and

corruption of our nature, we can make but a very

imperfect estimate either of our weakness or our guilt.

Then, no doubt, we shall understand the full value of

the wonderful salvation wrought out for us : and it

seems reasonable to suppose, that, in order to form a

just idea of our redemption, we shall be able to form

a just one of the danger we have escaped ; when we

know how weak and frail we were, surely we shall be

more able to render due praise and honour to His

strength who fought for us ; when we know completely

the hatefulness of sin in the sight of God, and how

deeply we were tainted by it, we shall know how to

n
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value the blood by which we were cleansed as we

ought. The twenty-four elders, in the fifth of the

Revelations, give glory to God for their redemption

out of every kindred, and tongue, and people, and

nation. This surely implies a retrospect to their

respective conditions upon earth, and that each re

membered out of what particular kindred and nation

he had been redeemed; and if so, then surely the

minutest circumstance of their redemption did not

escape their memory. They who triumph over the

Beast, in the fifteenth chapter, sing the song of Moses,

the servant of God ; and what was that song ? A

sublime record of Israel's deliverance and the destruc

tion of her enemies in the Red Sea, typical no doubt

of the song which the redeemed in Sion shall sing to

celebrate their own salvation, and the defeat of their

spiritual enemies. This, again, implies a recollection

of the dangers they had before encountered, and the

supplies of strength and ardour they had in every

emergency received from the great deliverer out of

all. These quotations do not indeed prove that their

warfare upon earth includes a part of their converse

with each other; but they prove that it is a theme

not unworthy to be heard even before the throne of

God, and therefore it cannot be unfit for reciprocal

communication.

But you doubt whether there is any communication

between the blessed at all ; neither do I recollect any

Scripture that proves it, or that bears any relation

to the subject. But reason seems to require it so

peremptorily, that a society without social intercourse

seems to be a solecism, and a contradiction in terms ;
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and the inhabitants of those regions are called, you

know, in Scripture, an innumerable company, and an

assembly, which seems to convey the idea of society as

clearly as the word itself. Human testimony weighs

but little in matters of this sort, but let it have all the

weight it can : I know no greater names in divinity

than Watts and Doddridge ; they were both of this

opinion, and I send you the words of the latter :—

" Our companions in glory may probably assist us

by their wise and good observations, when we come

to make the Providence of God, here upon earth,

under the guidance and direction of our Lord Jesus

Christ, the subject of our mutual converse."

Thus, my dear cousin, I have spread out my reasons

before you for an opinion which, whether admitted or

denied, affects not the state or interest of our soul.

May our Creator, Redeemer, and Sanctifier, conduct us

into his own Jerusalem ; where there shall be no night,

neither any darkness at all; where we shall be free

even from innocent error, and perfect in the light of

the knowledge of God in the face of Jesus Christ.

Yours faithfully,

W. C.

TO MRS. COWPER, AT THE PARK HOUSE, HARTFORD.

my dear cousin, Huntingdon, Sept. 3, 1766.

It is reckoned, you know, a great achievement to

silence an opponent in disputation ; and your silence

was of so long a continuance, that I might well begin

to please myself with the apprehension of having

accomplished so arduous a matter. To be serious,
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however, I am not sorry that what I have said con

cerning our knowledge of each other in a future state,

has a little inclined you to the affirmative. For though

the redeemed of the Lord shall be sure of being as

happy in that state as infinite power, employed by

infinite goodness, can make them, and therefore it

may seem immaterial whether we shall, or shall not

recollect each other hereafter, yet our present happi

ness at least is a little interested in the question. A

parent, a friend, a wife, must needs, I think, feel a

little heartache at the thought of an eternal separation

from the objects of her regard; and not to know

them, when she meets them in another life, or never

to meet them at all, amounts, though not altogether,

yet nearly to the same thing. Remember them I

think she needs must. To hear that they are happy,

will indeed be no small addition to her own felicity ;

but to see them so, will surely be a greater. Thus at

least it appears to our present human apprehension ;

consequently, therefore, to think that when we leave

them, we lose them for ever, that we must remain

eternally ignorant whether they, that were flesh of our

flesh, and bone of our bone, partake with us of celestial

glory, or are disinherited of their heavenly portion,

must shed a dismal gloom over all our present con

nexions. For my own part, this life is such a momen

tary thing, and all its interests have so shrunk in my

estimation, since by the grace of our Lord Jesus

Christ I became attentive to the things of another,

that, like a worm in the bud of all my friendships and

affections, this very thought would eat out the heart of

them all, had I a thousand; and were their date to
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terminate with this life, I think I should have no

inclination to cultivate and improve such a fugitive

business. Yet friendship is necessary to our happiness

here ; and built upon Christian principles, upon which

only it can stand, is a thing even of religious sanction ;

—for what is that love which the Holy Spirit, speak

ing by St. John, so much inculcates, but friendship ?

the only love which deserves the name ; a love which

can toil, and watch, and deny itself, and go to death

for its brother. Worldly friendships are a poor weed

compared with this ; and even this union of spirit in

the bond of peace would suffer, in my mind at least,

could I think it were only coeval with our earthly

mansions. It may possibly argue great weakness in

me, in this instance, to stand so much in need of future

hopes to support me in the discharge of present duty.

But so it is :—I am far, I know, very far from being

perfect in Christian love, or any other divine attain

ment, and am therefore unwilling to forego whatever

may help me in my progress.

You are so kind as to inquire after my health, for

which reason I must tell you, what otherwise would

not be worth mentioning, that I have lately been just

enough indisposed to convince me that not only human

life in general, but mine in particular, hangs by a

slender thread. I am stout enough in appearance,

yet a little illness demolishes me. I have had a severe

shake, and the building is not so firm as it was. But

I bless God for it with all my heart. If the inner man

be but strengthened day by day, as, I hope, under

the renewing influences of the Holy Ghost it will be,

no matter how soon the outward is dissolved. He
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who has in a manner raised me from the dead, in

a literal sense, has given me the grace, I trust, to he

ready at the shortest notice to surrender up to him

that life which I have twice received from him. Whe

ther I live or die, I desire it may be to His glory,

and it must be to my happiness. I thank God that I

have those amongst my kindred to whom I can write

without reserve my sentiments upon this subject, as I

do to you. A letter upon any other subject is more

insipid to me than ever my task was when a schoolboy ;

and I say not this in vain glory, God forbid ! but to

show you what the Almighty, whose name I am un

worthy to mention, has done for me, the chief of

sinners. Once he was a terror to me, and his service,

oh what a weariness it was ! Now I can say I love

him, and his holy name, and I am never so happy as

when I speak of his mercies to me.

Yours, dear cousin,

W. C.

TO MRS. COWPER, AT THE PARK HOUSE, HARTFORD.

my dear cousin, Huntingdon, Oct. SO, 1766.

I am very sorry for poor Charles's illness, and hope

you will soon have cause to thank God for his com

plete recovery. We have an epidemical fever in this

country likewise, which leaves behind it a continual

sighing, almost to sutfocation ; not that I have seen

any instance of it, for, blessed be God ! our family

have hitherto escaped it, but such was the account I

heard of it this morning.

I am obliged to you for the interest you take in my
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welfare, and for your inquiring so particularly after

the manner in which my time passes here. As to

amusements, I mean what the world calls such, we

have none ; the place indeed swarms with them, and

cards and dancing are the professed business of almost

all the gentle inhabitants of Huntingdon. We refuse

to take part in them, or to be accessaries to this

way of murdering our time, and by so doing have

acquired the name of Methodists. Having told you

how we do not spend our time, I will next say how we

do. We breakfast commonly between eight and nine ;

till eleven, we read either the Scripture, or the sermons

of some faithful preacher of those holy mysteries ; at

eleven we attend divine service, which is performed

here twice every day; and from twelve to three we

separate and amuse ourselves as we please. During

that interval I either read in my own apartment, or

walk, or ride, or work in the garden. We seldom sit

an hour after dinner, but if the weather permits

adjourn to the garden, where with Mrs. Unwin and

her son I have generally the pleasure of religious

conversation till tea-time. If it rains, or is too windy

for walking, we either converse within doors, or sing

some hymns of Martin's collection, and by the help of

Mrs. Unwin's harpsichord make up a tolerable concert,

in which our hearts, I hope, are the best and most

musical performers. After tea we sally forth to walk

in good earnest. Mrs. Unwin is a good walker,

and we have generally travelled about four miles

before we see home again. When the days are short,

we make this excursion in the former part of the day,

between church-time and dinner. At night we read
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and converse, as before, till supper, and commonly

finish the evening either with hymns or a sermon;

and last of all the family are called to prayers. I

need not tell you., that such a life as this is consistent

with the utmost cheerfulness ; accordingly we are all

happy, and dwell together in unity as brethren.

Mrs. Unwin has almost a maternal affection for me,

and I have something very like a filial one for her,

and her son and I are brothers. Blessed be the God

of our salvation for such companions, and for such a

life ; above all, for a heart to like it.

I have had many anxious thoughts about taking

orders, and I believe every new convert is apt to

think himself called upon for that purpose ; but it

has pleased God, by means which there is no need to

particularize, to give me full satisfaction as to the

propriety of declining it ; indeed, they who have the

least idea of what I have suffered from the dread of

public exhibitions, will readily excuse my never at

tempting them hereafter. In the meantime, if it

please the Almighty, I may be an instrument of turn

ing many to the truth in a private way, and I hope

that my endeavours in this way have not been entirely

unsuccessful. Had I the zeal of Moses, I should

want an Aaron to be my spokesman.

Yours ever, my dear cousin,

W. C.
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my dear cousin, March 11, 1767.

To find those whom I love, clearly and strongly

persuaded of evangelical truth, gives me a pleasure

superior to any that this world can afford me. Judge

then, whether your letter, in which the body and

substance of a saving faith is so evidently set forth,

could meet with a lukewarm reception at my hands, or

be entertained with indifference ! Would you know

the true reason of my long silence ? Conscious that

my religious principles are generally excepted against,

and that the conduct they produce, wherever they

are heartily maintained, is still more the object of

disapprobation than those principles themselves ; and

remembering that I had made both the one and the

other known to you, without having any clear assur

ance that our faith in Jesus was of the same stamp

and character, I could not help thinking it possible

that you might disapprove both my sentiments and

practice ; that you might think the one unsupported

by Scripture, and the other whimsical and unnecessarily

strict and rigorous, and consequently would be rather

pleased with the suspension of a correspondence, which

a different way of thinking upon so momentous a

subject as that we wrote upon, was likely to render

tedious and irksome to you.

I have told you the truth from my heart ; forgive me

these injurious suspicions, and never imagine that I shall

hear from you upon this delightful theme without a real

joy, or without prayer to God to prosper you in the way

of his truth,—his sanctifying and saving truth. The
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book you mention lies now upon my table. Marshall

is an old acquaintance of mine : I have both read him

and heard him read with pleasure and edification. The

doctrines he maintains are, under the influence of the

spirit of Christ, the very life of my soul, and the soul

of all my happiness : that Jesus is a present Saviour

from the guilt of sin by his most precious blood, and

from the power of it by his Spirit ; that corrupt and

wretched in ourselves, in him, and in him only, we are

complete ; that being united to Jesus by a lively faith,

we have a solid and eternal interest in his obedience and

sufferings, to justify us before the face of our heavenly

Father ; and that all this inestimable treasure, the earn

est of which is in grace, and its consummation in glory,

is given, freely given to us of God ; in short, that he

hath opened the kingdom of heaven to all believers.

These are the truths which, by the grace of God, shall

ever be dearer to me than life itself ; shall ever be placed

next my heart, as the throne whereon the Saviour him

self shall sit, to sway all its motions, and reduce that

world of iniquity and rebellion to a state of filial and

affectionate obedience to the will of the most Holy.

These, my dear cousin, are the truths, to which by

nature we are enemies. They debase the sinner, and

exalt the Saviour, to a degree which the pride of our

hearts, (till Almighty grace subdues them,) is deter

mined never to allow. May the Almighty reveal his

Son in our hearts continually more and more, and teach

us to increase in love towards him continually, for

having given us the unspeakable riches of Christ !

Yours faithfully,

W. C.
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my dear cousin, March 14, 1767.

I just add a line by way of postscript to my last, to

apprize you of the arrival of a very dear friend of mine

at the Park on Friday next, the son of Mr. Unwin,

whom I have desired to call on you, in his way from

London to Huntingdon. If you knew him as well as

I do, you would love him as much. But I leave the

young man to speak for himself, which he is very able

to do. He is ready possessed of an answer to every

question you can possibly ask concerning me, and

knows my whole story from first to last. I give you

this previous notice, because I know you are not fond

of strange faces, and because I thought it would in

some degree save him the pain of announcing himself.

I am become a great florist, and shrub-doctor. If

the Major can make up a small packet of seeds, that

will make a figure in a garden, where we have little

else besides jessamine and honey-suckle ; such a packet

I mean as may be put in one's fob, I will promise to

take great care of them, as I ought to value natives of

the Park. They must not be such however as require

great skill in the management, for at present I have

no skill to spare.

I think Marshall one of the best writers, and the

most spiritual expositor of Scripture, I ever read. I

admire the strength of his argument, and the clear

ness of his reasonings, upon those parts of our most

holy religion which are generally least understood,

(even by real Christians,) as masterpieces of the kind.

His section upon the union of the soul with Christ is
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an instance of what I mean, in which he has spoken

of a most mysterious truth with admirable perspicuity,

and with great good sense, making it all the while

subservient to his main purport of proving holiness to

be the fruit and effect of faith.

I subjoin thus much upon that author, because,

though you desired my opinion of him, I remember

that in my last I rather left you to find it out by infer

ence, than expressed it as I ought to have done. I

never met with a man who understood the plan of

salvation better, or was more happy in explaining it.

W. C.

TO MRS. COWPER, AT THE PARK HOUSE, HARTFORD.

my dear cousin, Huntingdon, April 3, 1767.

You sent my friend Unwin home to us charmed with

vour kind reception of him, and with every thing he

saw at the Park. Shall I once more give you a peep

into my vile and deceitful heart ? What motive do

you think lay at the bottom of my conduct when I

desired him to call upon you ? I did not suspect at

first that pride and vain glory had any share in it;

but quickly after I had recommended the visit to him,

I discovered in that fruitful soil the very root of the

matter. You know I am a stranger here ; all such

are suspected characters, unless they bring their cre

dentials with them. To this moment, I believe, it is

matter of speculation in the place, whence I came, and

to whom I belong.

Though my friend, you may suppose, before I was

admitted an inmate here, was satisfied that I was not
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a mere vagabond, and has since that time received

more convincing proofs of my sponsibility, yet I could

not resist the opportunity of furnishing him with ocu

lar demonstration of it, by introducing him to one of

my most splendid connexions ; that when he hears me

called " That fellow Cowper," which has happened

heretofore, he may be able, upon unquestionable evi

dence, to assert my gentlemanhood, and relieve me

from the weight of that opprobrious appellation. Oh

pride ! pride ! it deceives with the subtlety of a ser

pent, and seems to walk erect, though it crawls upon

the earth. How will it twist and twine itself about, to

get from under the Cross, which it is the glory of our

Christian calling to be able to bear with patience and

good will. They who can guess at the heart of a

stranger, and you especially, who are of a compas

sionate temper, will be more ready, perhaps, to excuse

me, in this instance, than I can be to excuse myself.

But in good truth it was abominable pride of heart,

indignation, and vanity, and deserves no better name.

How should such a creature be admitted into those

pure and sinless mansions, where nothing shall enter

that defileth, did not the blood of Christ, applied by

the hand of faith, take away the guilt of sin, and leave

no spot or stain behind it ? Oh what continual need

have I of an Almighty, All-sufficient Saviour ! I am

glad you are acquainted so particularly with all the

circumstances ofmy story, for I know that your secrecy t

and discretion may be trusted with any thing. A thread

of mercy ran through all the intricate maze of those

afflictive providences, so mysterious to myself at the

time, and which must ever remain so to all, who will

s. c.—3. u
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not see what was the great design of them ; at the

judgement-seat of Christ the whole shall be laid open.

How is the rod of iron changed into a sceptre of love !

I thank you for the seeds ; I have committed some

of each sort to the ground, whence they will soon

spring up like so many mementos to remind me of

my friends at the Park.

W. C.

TO MRS. COWPER, AT THE PARK HOUSE, HARTFORD.

mv dear cousin, Huntingdon, July 13, 1767.

The newspaper has told you the truth. Poor Mr. Un-

win being flung from his horse, as he was going to

the church on Sunday morning, received a dreadful

fracture on the back part of the skull, under which he

languished till Thursday evening, and then died. This

awful dispensation has left an impression upon our

spirits, which will not presently be worn off. He died

in a poor cottage, to which he was carried immediately

after his fall about a mile from home ; and his body

could not be brought to his house till the spirit was

gone to Him,who gave it. May it be a lesson to us

to watch, since we know not the day nor the hour

when our Lord cometh !

The effect of it upon my circumstances will only be

a change of the place of my abode. For I shall still,

by God's leave, continue with Mrs. Unwin, whose

behaviour to me has always been that of a mother to

a son. We know not yet where we shall settle, but

we trust that the Lord, whom we seek, will go before

us, and prepare a rest for us. We have employed our
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friend Haweis, Dr. Conyers of Helmsley in Yorkshire,

and Mr. Newton of Olney, to look out a place for us,

but at present are entirely ignorant under which of

the three we shall settle, or whether under either. I

have written to my Aunt Madan, to desire Martin to

assist us with his enquiries. It is probable we shall

stay here till Michaelmas.

W. C.

TO JOSEPH HILL, ESQ.

dear joe, Huntingdon, July 16, 1767.

Your wishes that the newspapers may have misin

formed you are vain. Mr. Unwin is dead, and died

in the manner there mentioned. At nine o'clock on

Sunday morning he was in perfect health, and as

likely to live twenty years as either of us ; and before

ten was stretched speechless and senseless upon a flock

bed, in a poor cottage, where (it being impossible to

remove him) he died on Thursday evening. I heard

his dying groans, the effect of great agony, for he was

a strong man, and much convulsed in his last moments.

The few short intervals of sense that were indulged

him he spent in earnest prayer, and in expressions of

a firm trust and confidence in the only Saviour. To

that strong hold we must all resort at last, if we would

have hope in our death ; when every other refuge fails,

we are glad to fly to the only shelter, to which we can

repair to any purpose ; and happy is it for us when,

the false ground we have chosen for ourselves being

broken under us, we find ourselves obliged to have

recourse to the rock which can never be shaken.
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When this is our lot, we receive great and undeserved

mercy. .

Our society will not break up, but we shall settle in

some other place ; where, is at present uncertain.

Yours,

W. C.

TO JOSEPH HILL, ESQ.

dear joe, Olney, June 1G, 1768.

I thank you for so full an answer to so empty an

epistle. If Olney furnished any thing for your amuse

ment, you should have it in return ; but occurrences

here are as scarce as cucumbers at Christmas.

I visited St. Alban's about a fortnight since in per

son, and I visit it every day in thought. The recol

lection of what passed there and the consequences

that followed it, fill my mind continually, and make

the circumstances of a poor transient half-spent life so

insipid and unafFecting, that I have no heart to think

or write much about them. Whether the nation is

worshiping Mr. Wilkes or any other idol, is of little

moment to one who hopes and believes that he shall

shortly stand in the presence of the great and blessed

God. I thank him, that he has given me such a deep

impressed persuasion of this awful truth, as a thousand

worlds would not purchase from me. It gives a relish

to every blessing, and makes every trouble light.

Affectionately yours,

W. C.
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TO MRS. COWPEK.

MY DEAR COUSIN,

I have not been behind hand in reproaching myself

with neglect, but desire to take shame to myself for

my unprofitableness in this, as well as in all other

respects. I take the next immediate opportunity how

ever of thanking you for yours, and of assuring you

that, instead of being surprised at your silence, I rather

wonder that you, or any of my friends, have any room

left for so careless and negligent a correspondent in

your memories. I am obliged to you for the intelli

gence you send me of my kindred, and rejoice to hear

of their welfare. He who settles the bounds of our

habitations has at length cast our lot at a great distance

from each other ; but I do not therefore forget their

former kindness to me, or cease to be interested in

their well being. You live in the centre of a world I

know you do not delight in. Happy are you, my dear

friend, in being able to discern the insufficiency of all

it can afford to fill and satisfy the desires of an im

mortal soul. That God who created us for the enjoy

ment of himself has determined in mercy that it shall

fail us here, in prder that the blessed result of all our

enquiries after happiness in the creature may be a

warm pursuit and a close attachment to our true in

terests, in fellowship and communion with Him, through

the name and mediation of a dear Redeemer. I bless

his goodness and grace, that I have any reason to hope

I am a partaker with you in the desire after better

things, than are to be found in a world polluted with

sin, and therefore devoted to destruction. May He

enable us both to consider our present life in its only
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true light, as an opportunity put into our hands to

glorify him amongst men, by a conduct suited to his

word and will. I am miserably defective in this holy

and blessed art ; but I hope there is at the bottom of

all my sinful infirmities a sincere desire to live just so

long as I may be enabled, in some poor measure, to

answer the end of my existence in this respect, and

then to obey the summons, and attend him in a world

where they who are his servants here shall pay him

an unsinful obedience for ever. Your dear mother is

too good to me, and puts a more charitable construc

tion upon my silence than the fact will warrant. I am

not better employed than I should be in corresponding

with her. I have that within which hinders me wretch

edly in every thing that I ought to do, but is prone to

trifle, and let time and every good thing run to waste.

I hope however to write to her soon.

My love and best wishes attend Mr. Cowper, and

all that enquire after me. May God be with you, to

bless you, and do you good by all his dispensations ;

don't forget me when you are speaking to our best

Friend before his mercy-seat.

Yours ever,

W. C.

N. B. / am not married.

TO MRS. COWPER.

my dear cousin, Olney, August 31, 1769.

A letter from your brother Frederick brought me

yesterday the most afflicting intelligence that has

reached me these many years. I pray to God to com
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fort you, and to enable you to sustain this heavy stroke

with that resignation to his will, which none but Him

self can give, and which he gives to none but his own

children. How blessed and happy is your lot, my

dear friend, beyond the common lot of the greater part

of mankind ; that you know what it is to draw near to

God in prayer, and are acquainted with a Throne of

Grace ! You have resources in the infinite love of a

dear Redeemer, which are withheld from millions :

and the promises of God, which are yea and amen in

Jesus, are sufficient to answer all your necessities, and

to sweeten the bitterest cup which your heavenly

Father will ever put into your hand. May He now

give you liberty to drink at these wells of salvation,

till you are filled with consolation and peace in the

midst of trouble ! He has said, When thou passest

through the fire I will be with thee, and when through

the floods, they shall not overflow thee. You have

need of such a word as this, and he knows your need

of it, and the time of necessity is the time when he

will be sure to appear in behalf of those who trust in

him. I bear you and yours upon my heart before

him night and day, for I never expect to hear of dis

tress which shall call upon me with a louder voice to

pray for the sufferer. I know the Lord hears me for

myself, vile and sinful as I am, and believe and am

sure that he will hear me for you also. He is the

friend of the widow, and the father of the fatherless,

even God in his holy habitation ; in all our afflictions

he is afflicted, and chastens us in mercy. Surely he

will sanctify this dispensation to you, do you great and

everlasting good by it, make the world appear like
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(lust and vanity in your sight, as it truly is, and open

to your view the glories of a better country, where

there shall be no more death, neither sorrow nor pain,

but God shall wipe away all tears from your eyes for

ever. O that comfortable word ! "I have chosen thee

in the furnace of affliction :" so that our very sorrows

are evidences of our calling, and he chastens us, be

cause we are his children.

My dear cousin, I commit you to the word of his

Grace, and to the comforts of his Holy Spirit. Your

life is needful for your family ; may God in mercy to

them prolong it, and may he preserve you from the

dangerous effects, which a stroke like this might have

upon a frame so tender as yours. I grieve with you,

I pray for you ; could I do more I would, but God

must comfort you.

Yours, in our dear Lord Jesus,

W. C.

TO MRS. MADAN, STAFFORD ROW, WESTMINSTER.

dear aunt, Olney, March 24, 1770.

You may possibly by this time have heard of the

death of my dear brother. I should not have left you

to learn it from any but myself, had I had either

spirits or opportunity to write sooner. He died on

Tuesday last, the 20th. It was not judged proper

that I should attend the funeral, I therefore took

leave of the melancholy scene as soon as possible, and

returned to Olney on Thursday. He has left me to

sing of mercy and judgement. Greater sufferings than

he underwent are seldom seen, greater mercy than he
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received, I believe, never. His views of Gospel grace

were as clear, and his sense of his interest in Christ as

strong, as if he had been exercised in the Christian

walk and warfare many years. This is my consola

tion, and strong consolation I find it, that he is gone

to his Father and my Father, to his God and my

God.

He is to be buried at his living, about seven miles

from Cambridge, by his own desire, this day ; the mas

ter and fellows attend the funeral.

I shall be obliged to you, my dear aunt, if the next

time you write to dear Mrs. Cowper, at York, you will

be so good as to inform her of this event.

I am, my dear aunt,

Yours affectionately in the Lord,

WM. COWPER.

TO JOSEPH HILL, ESQ.

dear joe, May 8, 1770.

Your letter did not reach me till the last post, when

I had not time to answer it. I left Cambridge imme

diately after my brother's death.

I am obliged to you for the particular account you

have sent me. #########*

He to whom I have surrendered myself and all my

concerns hath otherwise appointed, and let his will be

done. He gives me much which he withholds from

others ; and if he was pleased to withhold all that

makes an outward difference between me and the poor

mendicant in the street, it would still become me to

say, His Will be done.

It pleased God to cut short my brother's connexions

j i i _i u
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and expectations here, yet not without giving him

lively and glorious views of a better happiness than

any he could propose to himself in such a world as

this. Notwithstanding his great learning, (for he was

one of the chief men in the university in that respect,)

he was candid and sincere in his inquiries after truth.

Though he could not come into my sentiments when I

first acquainted him with them, nor in the many con

versations which I afterward had with him upon the

subject, could he be brought to acquiesce in them as

scriptural and true, yet I had no sooner left St. Alban's

than he began to study with the deepest attention those

points in which we differed, and to furnish himself with

the best writers upon them. His mind was kept open

to conviction for five years, during all which time he

laboured in this pursuit with unwearied diligence, as

leisure and opportunity were afforded. Amongst his

dying words were these, " Brother, I thought you

wrong, yet wanted to believe as you did. I found

myself not able to believe, yet always thought I should

be one day brought to do so." From the study of

books, he was brought upon his death-bed to the study

of himself, and there learnt to renounce his righteous

ness, and his own most amiable character, and to sub

mit himself to the righteousness which is of God by

faith. With these views he was desirous of death.

Satisfied of his interest in the blessing purchased by

the blood of Christ, he prayed for death with earnest

ness, felt the approaches of it with joy, and died in

peace.

Yours, my dear friend,

W. C
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TO MRS. COWPEE.

my dear cousin, Olney, June 7, 1770.

I am obliged to you for sometimes thinking of an un

seen friend, and bestowing a letter upon me. It gives

me pleasure to hear from you, especially to find that

our gracious Lord enables you to weather out the

storms you meet with, and to cast anchor within the

veil.

You judge rightly of the manner in which I have

been affected by the Lord's late dispensation towards

my brother. I found in it cause of sorrow, that I had

lost so near a relation, and one so deservedly dear to

me, and that he left me just when our sentiments upon

the most interesting subject became the same ; but

much more cause of joy, that it pleased God to give

me clear and evident proof that he had changed his

heart, and adopted him into the number of his children.

For this I hold myself peculiarly bound to thank Him,

because he might have done all that he was pleased to

do for him, and yet have afforded him neither strength

nor opportunity to declare it. I doubt not that he

enlightens the understandings, and works a gracious

change in the hearts of many in their last moments,

whose surrounding friends are not made acquainted

with it.

He told me that from the time he was first ordained

he began to be dissatisfied with his religious opinions,

and to suspect that there were greater things concealed

in the Bible, than were generally believed or allowed

to be there. From the time when I first visited him

after my release from St. Alban's, he began to read
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upon the subject. It was at that time I informed him

of the views of divine truth which I had received in

that school of affliction. He laid what I said to heart,

and began to furnish himself with the best writers upon

the controverted points, whose works he read with

great diligence and attention, comparing them all the

while with the Scripture. None ever truly and inge

nuously sought the truth but they found it. A spirit

of earnest inquiry is the gift of God, who never says

to any, seek ye my face in vain. Accordingly, about

ten days before his death it pleased the Lord to dispel

all his doubts, and to reveal in his heart the knowledge

of the Saviour, and to give him firm and unshaken

peace in the belief of his ability and willingness to

save. As to the affair of the fortune-teller, he never

mentioned it to me, nor was there any such paper

found as you mention. I looked over all his papers

before I left the place, and had there been such a one,

must have discovered it. I have heard the report from

other quarters, but no other particulars than that the

woman foretold him when he should die. I suppose

there may be some truth in the matter, but whatever

he might think of it before his knowledge of the truth,

and however extraordinary her predictions might really

be, I am satisfied that he had then received far other

views of the wisdom and majesty of God, than to sup

pose that he would entrust his secret counsels to a

vagrant, who did not mean I suppose to be understood

to have received her intelligence from the Fountain of

Light, but thought herself sufficiently honoured by any

who would give her credit for a secret intercourse of

this kind with the Prince of darkness.
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Mrs. Unwin is much obliged to you for your kind

inquiry after her. She is well, I thank God, as usual,

and sends her respects to you. Her son is in the

ministry, and has the living of Stock, in Essex. We

were last week alarmed with an account of his being

dangerously ill ; Mrs. Unwin went to see him, and in

a few days left him out of danger.

W. C.

TO THE REV. W. UNWIN.

my dear friend, July 18, 1778.

I hurry you into the midst of things at once, which

if it be not much in the epistolary style, is acknow

ledged however to be very 1 sublime. Mr. Morley,

videlicet the grocer, is guilty of much neglect and

carelessness, and has lately so much disappointed your

mother, that she is at last obliged to leave him, and

begs you will send her Mr. Rawlinson's address,

that she may transfer her custom to him. She adds,

moreover, that she was well aware of the unseason-

ableness of salmon at this time, and did not mean that

you should order any to Olney till the spring.

We are indebted to you for your political intelli

gence, but have it not in our power to pay you in

kind. Proceed, however, to give us such information

as cannot be learned from the newspaper ; and when

any thing arises at Olney, that is not in the thread

bare style of daily occurrences, you shall hear of it

in return. Nothing of this sort has happened lately,

except that a lion was imported here at the fair, seventy

years of age, and was as tame as a goose. Your mo

ther and I saw him embrace his keeper with his paws,
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and lick his face. Others saw him receive his head

in his mouth, and restore it to him again unhurt ;—a

sight we chose not to be favoured with, but rather

advised the honest man to discontinue the practice,—

a practice hardly reconcileable to prudence, unless he

had a head to spare. The beast, however, was a very

magnificent one, and much more royal in his appearance

than those I have seen in the Tower.

The paper tells' us that the Chancellor is frequently

at the Register Office, having conceived a design to

shorten the proceedings in his court. If he has indeed

such a purpose in view, he is so industrious and so

resolute, that he will never let it drop unaccomplished.

Perhaps the practitioners will have no reason to regret

it, as they may gain in such an event, more by the

multiplicity of suits, than they do at present by the

length of them.

Your mother joins me in affectionate respects—I

should have said in love, to yourself, Mrs. Unwrn,

Miss Shuttleworth, and little John. If you will ac

cept this for a letter, perhaps I may be able to furnish

you with more such upon occasion.

Yours, with thanks for your last,

WM. COWPER.

TO THE REV. W. UNWIN.

MY DEAR FRIEND, Dec. 3, 1778.

1 was last night agreeably surprised by the arrival of

Mr. Dodsley. His own merit is his sufficient recom

mendation ; but his appearance, without having been

expected or even thought of, made him still more wel

come. You have done a kind thing in sending him,
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and I wish we could recompense it by a pine-apple for

every volume.

I made Mr. Wright's gardener a present of fifty

sorts of stove plant seeds ; in return, he has presented

me with six fruiting pines, which I have put into a

bark bed, where they thrive at present as well as I

could wish. If they produce good fruit, you will stand

some little chance to partake of them. But you must

not expect giants, for being transplanted in December

will certainly give them a check, and probably dimi

nish their size. He has promised to supply me with

still better plants in October, which is the proper sea

son for moving them, and with a reinforcement every

succeeding year. Mrs. Hill sent me the seeds ; which

perhaps could not have been purchased for less than

three guineas. 'Tis thus we great gardeners establish

a beneficial intercourse with each other, and furnish

ourselves with valuable things that, therefore, cost us

nothing.

How did you escape the storm ? It did us no damage,

except keeping us awake, and giving your mother the

headache ; and except—what can hardly be called a

damage, lifting a long and heavy palisade from the

top of our garden wall, and setting it so gently down

upon two old hot-beds, that it was not at all broken

or impaired.

Your mother is well at present, and sends her love,

joining with me, at the same time, in affectionate re

membrances to all the family.

Yours,

WM, COWPER.
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TO THE REV. WILLIAM UNWIN.

my dear fiueki), May 26, 1779.

I must beg your assistance in a design I have formed

to cheat the glazier. Government has laid a tax upon

glass, and he has trebled it. I want as much as will

serve for a large frame, but am unwilling to pay an

exorbitant price for it. I shall be obliged to you,

therefore, if you will enquire at a glass-manufacturer's

how he sells his Newcastle glass, such as is used for

frames and hothouses. If you will be so good as to

send me this information, and at the same time the

manufacturer's address, I will execute the rest of

the business myself, without giving you any farther

trouble.

I am obliged to you for the Poets ; and though I

little thought that I was translating so much money

out of your pocket into the bookseller's, when I turned

Prior's poem into Latin, yet I must needs say that, if

you think it worth while to purchase the English

Classics at all, you cannot possess yourself of them

upon better terms. I have looked into some of the

volumes, but not having yet finished the Register have

merely looked into them. A few things I have met

with, which if they had been burned the moment they

were written, it would have been better for the author,

and at least as well for his readers. There is not

much of this, but a little is too much. I think it a pity

the editor admitted any; the English Muse would

have lost no credit by the omission of such trash.

Some of them again seem to me to have but a very

disputable right to a place among the Classics ; and I
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am quite at a loss, when I see them in such company,

to conjecture what is Dr. Johnson's idea or definition

of classical merit. But if he inserts the poems of some

who can hardly be said to deserve such an honour, the

purchaser may comfort himself with the hope that he

will exclude none that do.

Your mother sends her love and affectionate remem

brance to all at Stock, from the tallest to the shortest

there, in which she is accompanied by yours,

WM. COWPER.

TO THE REV. WILLIAM UNWIN.

MY DEAR FRIEND, July 79.

If you please, you may give my service to Mr. James

Martin, glazier, and tell him that I have furnished

myself with glass from Bedford, for half the money.

When I was at Margate, it was an excursion of

pleasure to go to see Ramsgate. The pier, I remem

ber, was accounted a most excellent piece of stone

work, and such I found it. By this time, I suppose,

it is finished ; and surely it is no small advantage, that

you have an opportunity of observing how nicely those

great stones are put together, as often as you please,

without either trouble or expense. But you think

Margate more lively. So is a Cheshire cheese full of

mites more lively than a sound one; but that very

liveliness only proves its rottenness. I remember, too,

that Margate, though full of company, was generally

filled with such company, as people who were nice in

the choice of their company, were rather fearful of

S. C.—3. X
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keeping company with. The hoy went to London

every week, loaded with mackerel and herrings, and

returned loaded with company. The cheapness of the

conveyance made it equally commodious for Dead fish

and Lively company. So, perhaps, your solitude at

Ramsgate may turn out another advantage ; at least

I should think it one.

There was not, at that time, much to be seen in

the Isle of Thanet, besides the beauty of the country,

and the fine prospects of the sea, which are no where

surpassed except in the Isle of Wight, or upon some

parts of the coast of Hampshire. One sight, however,

I remember, engaged my curiosity, and I went to see

it :—a fine piece of ruins, built by the late Lord Hol

land, at a great expense, which, the day after I saw it,

tumbled down for nothing. Perhaps, therefore, it is

still a ruin ; and if it is, I would advise you by all

means to visit it, as it must have been much improved

by this fortunate incident. It is hardly possible to

put stones together with that air of wild and magnifi

cent disorder which they are sure to acquire by falling

of their own accord.

We heartily wish that Mrs. Unwin may receive the

utmost benefit of bathing. At the same time we cau

tion you against the use of it, however the heat of the

weather may seem to recommend it. It is not safe

for thin habits, hectically inclined.

I remember,—(the fourth and last thing I mean to re

member upon this occasion,) that Sam Cox, the counsel,

walking by the seaside as if absorbed in deep contem

plation, was questioned about what he was musing on.
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He replied, " I was wondering that such an almost infi

nite and unwieldy element should produce a sprat"

Our love attends your whole party.

Yours affectionately,

W. C.

P. S. You are desired to purchase three pounds of

sixpenny white worsted, at a shop well recommended

for that commodity. The Isle of Thanet is famous for

it, beyond any other place in the kingdom.

TO THE REV. WILLIAM UNWIN.

my dear friend, July 17, 1779.

We envy you your sea-breezes. In the garden we

feel nothing but the reflection of the heat from the

walls ; and in the parlour, from the opposite houses.

I fancy Virgil was so situated when he wrote those

two beautiful lines :

Oh quis me gelidis in vallibus Hami

Satat, et ingenti ramorum protegat umbra !

The worst of it is, that though the sun-beams strike

as forcibly upon my harp-strings as they did upon his,

they elicit no such sounds, but rather produce such

groans as they are said to have drawn from those of

the statue of Memnon. «

As you have ventured to make the experiment, your

own experience will be your best guide in the article

of bathing. An inference will hardly follow, though
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one should pull at it with all one's might, from Smol

lett's case to yours. He was corpulent, muscular, and

strong ; whereas, if you were either stolen or strayed,

such a description of you in an advertisement would

hardly direct an enquirer with sufficient accuracy and

exactness. But if hathing does not make your head

ache, or prevent your sleeping at night, I should ima

gine it could not hurt you.

I remember taking a walk upon the strand at Mar

gate, where the cliff is high and perpendicular. At

long intervals there are cart-ways, cut through the

rock down to the beach, and there is no other way of

access to it, or of return from it. I walked near a

mile upon the water edge, without observing that the

tide was rising fast upon me. When I did observe it,

it was almost too late. I ran every step back again,

and had much ado to save my distance. I mention

this as a caution, lest you should happen at any time

to be surprised as I was. It would be very unpleasant

to be forced to cling, like a cat, to the side of a preci

pice, and perhaps hardly possible to do it, for four

hours without any respite.

It seems a trifle, but it is a real disadvantage to

have no better name to pass by than the gentleman

you mention. Whether we suppose him settled and

promoted in the army, the church, or the law, how

uncouth the sound — Captain Twopenny ! Bishop

Twopenny ! Judge Twopenny ! The abilities of Lord

Mansfield would hardly impart a dignity to such a

name. Should he perform deeds worthy of poetical

panegyric, how difficult would it be to ennoble the

sound of Twopenny !
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Muse ! place him high upon the lists of Fame,

The wonderous man, and Twopenny his name !

But to be serious, if the French should land in the

Isle of Thanet, and Mr. Twopenny should fall into

their hands, he will have a fair opportunity to frenchify

his name, and may call himself Monsieur Deux Sous ;

which, when he comes to be exchanged by Cartel, will

easily resume an English form, and slide naturally

into Two Shoes, in my mind a considerable improve

ment.

Yours affectionately,

W. C.

TO THE REV. W. UNWIN.

MY DEAR FRIEND, Aug. 17, 1779.

You will not expect line for line, or that I should mea

sure your two last letters by a foot rule, and send you

so many feet and so many inches in return. I like

very well to write ; but then I am fond of gardening

too, and can find but little leisure for the pen, except

when the weather forbids me to employ myself among

my plants. Such is the case this morning ; the almost

tropical heat of the day has driven me into the house,

where, not knowing how to employ myself better, I am

doing as you see.

You thought you had said too much about the Doc

tor ; and I feared I had said too much, or with too much

freedom, about Mr. Twopenny; though I stood quite

clear of any design to undervalue the man, at the same

time I made merry with his name. I used it as a

plaything, imagining I should hardly find a cheaper.
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Respecting the Doctor, you judge exactly as I had

judged before I received your last, and so I had told

your mother. It would be wrong to court him,—non

est tanti: you held him by the hand while he was

sinking, and if upon his first beginning to emerge, he

is capable of putting an intended slight upon you, your

best course is to suffer it patiently, and to take care

that it be the last.

As to your Kentish petitioners, they mean well, but

the case is hopeless, and, consequently, the attempt

(may I venture to say it?) idle. When Henry the

Eighth reformed the church, he had twice as much

power as George the Third ; both Houses of Parlia

ment were on his side, and the clergy themselves, in

convocation, being both ashamed and afraid to do

otherwise, concurred heartily in the work ; but when

the Parliament itself is to be reformed, itself must

effect the reformation. And, do you think you have

eloquence enough, in all your county, to persuade

them to relinquish what they have so earnestly laboured

to obtain ? Will pensioners, when they have read your

harangue, resign their emoluments ; placemen quit

their offices ; and candidates for preferment abandon

all their blooming hopes, and say, "these gentlemen are

in the right ; the nation will be ruined, we will retire,

and be content ?" I am afraid not ; luxury makes men

necessitous ; necessity exposes them to corruption ;

corruption inclines them still more to profusion ; and

profusion, continually increasing, begets new necessi

ties. These again engender corruption and profligacy

of principle, and, as poor Robin says, so the world

goes round. The king, in the mean time, is a sorrow
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ful spectator of the scene, but a helpless one. No

measure ofgovernment can proceed without a majority

on its side, a majority cannot be had unless it be

bought ; then what answer can his majesty possibly

return to the petition ? If it is conceived in loyal and

obedient terms, it is teasing him ; if otherwise, insult

ing. So you see I differ from your neighbours upon

the subject.

A longer arm and a stronger hand is requisite to

this business. Man never was reformed by man ; nor

ever can be. Your petition, therefore, should be car

ried elsewhere, or it will be in vain. Dixi.

We rejoice that you are all safe at Stock again.

Your mother is well, and sends her best love. You

will be pleased to remember me affectionately to all

under your roof, and to believe me

Yours,

WM. COWPER.

TO THE REV. WILLIAM UNWIN.

amico mio, Sept. 21, 1779.

Be pleased to buy me a glazier's diamond pencil. I

have glazed the two frames designed to receive my

pine plants ; but I cannot mend the kitchen windows,

till by the help of that implement I can reduce the

glass to its proper dimensions. If I were a plumber I

should be a complete glazier ; and possibly the happy

time may come, when I shall be seen trudging away

to the neighbouring towns with a shelf of glass hang

ing at my back. If government should impose ano

ther tax upon that commodity, I hardly know a business
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in which a gentleman might more successfully employ

himself. A Chinese, of ten times my fortune, would

avail himself of such an opportunity without scruple ;

and why should not I, who want money as much as

any mandarin in China ? Rousseau would have been

charmed to have seen me so occupied, and would have

exclaimed with rapture, " that he had found the Emi-

lius who (he supposed) had subsisted only in his own

idea." I would recommend it to you to follow my

example. You will presently qualify yourself for the

task, and may not only amuse yourself at home, but

may even exercise your skill in mending the church

windows ; which, as it would save money to the parish,

would conduce, together with your other ministerial

accomplishments, to make you extremely popular in

the place.

I have eight pair of tame pigeons. When I first

enter the garden in a morning, I find them perched

upon the wall, waiting for their breakfast ; for I feed

them always upon the gravel-walk. If your wish

should be accomplished, and you should find yourself

furnished with the wings of a dove, I shall undoubt

edly find you amongst them. Only be so good, if

that should be the case, to announce yourself by some

means or other. For I imagine your crop will require

something better than tares to fill it.

Your mother and I last week made a trip in a post-

chaise to Gayhurst, the seat of Mr. Wright, about four

miles off. He understood that I did not much affect

strange faces, and sent over his servant on purpose to

inform me that he was going into Leicestershire, and

that if I chose to see the gardens, I might gratify
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myself without danger of seeing the proprietor. I

accepted the invitation, and was delighted with all I

found there. The situation is happy, the gardens

elegantly disposed, the hot-house in the most flourish

ing state, and the orange trees the most captivating

creatures of the kind I ever saw. A man, in short,

had need have the talents of Cox or Langford, the

auctioneers, to do the whole scene justice.

Our love attends you all.

Yours,

W. C.

TO THE REV. WILLIAM UNWIN.

MY DEAR FRIEND, Oct. 31, 1779.

I wrote my last letter merely to inform you that I

had nothing to say ; in answer to which you have said

nothing. I admire the propriety of your conduct

though I am a loser hy it. I will endeavour to say

something now, and shall hope for something in

return.

I have been well entertained with Johnson's biogra

phy, for which I thank you : with one exception, and

that a swingeing one, I think he has acquitted himself

with his usual good sense and sufficiency. His treat

ment of Milton is unmerciful to the last degree. A

pensioner is not likely to spare a republican ; and the

Doctor, in order, I suppose, to convince his royal

patron of the sincerity of his monarchical principles,

has belaboured that great poet's character with the

most industrious cruelty. As a man, he has hardly
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left him the shadow of one good quality. Churlish

ness in his private life, and a rancorous hatred of

every thing royal in his public, are the two colours

with which he has smeared all the canvass. If he had

any virtues, they are not to be found in the Doctor's

picture of him ; and it is well for Milton, that some

sourness in his temper is the only vice with which his

memory has been charged ; it is evident enough that

f his biographer could have discovered more, he

would not have spared him. As a poetj he has treated

him with severity enough, and has plucked one or two

of the most beautiful feathers out of his Muse's wing,

and trampled them under his great foot. He has passed

sentence of condemnation upon Lycidas, and has taken

occasion, from that charming poem, to expose to ridi

cule, (what is indeed ridiculous enough,) the childish

prattlement of pastoral compositions, as if Lycidas was

the prototype and pattern of them all. The liveliness

of the description, the sweetness of the numbers, the

classical spirit of antiquity that prevails in it, go for

nothing. I am convinced by the way, that he has no

ear for poetical numbers, or that it was stopped by

prejudice against the harmony of Milton's. Was there

ever any thing so delightful as the music of the Para

dise Lost? It is like that of a fine organ; has the

fullest and the deepest tones of majesty, with all the

softness and elegance of the Dorian flute. Variety

without end and never equalled, unless perhaps by

Virgil. Yet the Doctor has little or nothing to say

upon this copious theme, but talks something about

the unfitness of the English language for blank verse,
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and how apt it is, in the mouth of some readers, to

degenerate into declamation. Oh ! I could thresh his

old jacket, till I made his pension jingle in his pocket.

I could talk a good while longer, but I have no

room ; our love attends you.

Yours affectionately,

W. C.

TO THE REV. WILLIAM UNWIN.

MY DEAR FRIEND, Dec. 2, 1779.

How quick is the succession of human events ! The

cares of to-day are seldom the cares of to-morrow ;

and. when we lie down at night, we may safely say to

most of our troubles—" Ye have done your worst, and

we shall meet no more."

This observation was suggested to me by reading

your last letter ; which though I have written since I

received it, I have never answered. When that epistle

passed under your pen, you were miserable about your

tithes, and your imagination was hung round with pic

tures, that terrified you to such a degree, as made

even the receipt of money burdensome. But it is all

over now. You sent away your farmers in good

humour, (for you can make people merry whenever

you please,) and now you have nothing to do but to

chink your purse, and laugh at what is past. Your

delicacy makes you groan under that which other

men never feel, or feel but slightly. A fly, that settles

upon the tip of the nose, is troublesome ; and this is

a comparison adequate to the most that mankind in

general are sensible of, upon such tiny occasions. But
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the flies, that pester you, always get between your eye

lids, where the annoyance is almost insupportable.

I would follow your advice, and endeavour to fur

nish Lord North with a scheme of supplies for the

ensuing year, if the difficulty I find in answering the

call of my own emergencies did not make me despair

of satisfying those of the nation. I can say but this ;

if I had ten acres of land in the world, whereas I have

not one, and in those ten acres should discover a gold

mine, richer than all Mexico and Peru, when I had

reserved a few ounces for my own annual supply, I

would willingly give the rest to government. My

ambition would be more gratified by annihilating the

national incumbrances, than by going daily down to

the bottom of a mine, to wallow in my own emolu

ment. This is patriotism, you will allow ; but, alas,

this virtue is for the most part in the hands of those

who can do no good with it ! He that has but a single

handful of it, catches so greedily at the first opportu

nity of growing rich, that his patriotism drops to the

ground, and he grasps the gold instead of it. He that

never meets with such an opportunity, holds it fast in

his clenched fists, and says,—" Oh, how much good I

would do, if I could !"

Your mother says—" Pray send my dear love."

There is hardly room to add mine, but you will sup

pose it.

Yours,

W. C.
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TO THE KEV. W. UNWIN.

MY DEAR FRIEND, Feb. 13, 1780.

The last of your mother's two reasons for not writing

sooner, must serve as an apology for me. Uncertain

when you would go to town, I chose to stay till that

affair was decided. I am to thank you for your portraits

taken from the life in the House of Commons, not

forgetting the Chancellor, the Duke of Richmond, and

the Bishops' wigs. Mr. Burke's mispronunciation of

the word vectigal, brings to my remembrance a jocular

altercation that passed when I was once in the gallery,

between Mr. Rigby and the late Alderman Beckford.

The latter was a very incorrect speaker, and the

former, I imagine, not a very accurate scholar. He

ventured, however, upon a quotation from Terence,

and delivered it thus, Sine Scelere et Baccho friget

Venus. The Alderman interrupted him, was very

severe upon his mistake, and restored Ceres to her

place in the sentence. Mr. Rigby replied that he

was obliged to his worthy friend for teaching him

Latin, and would take the first opportunity to return

the favour by teaching him English.

You are not alone, I believe, in thinking that you

see a striking resemblance between the reign of his

present majesty and that of Charles the First. The

undue extension of the influence of the crown ; the dis

countenancing and displacing of men obnoxious to the

court, though otherwise men of unexceptionable con

duct and character; the waste of the public money,

and especially the suspicion that obtains of a fixed

design in government to favour the cause of Popery,
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are features common to both faces. Again these

causes have begun to produce the same effects now as

they did in the reign of that unhappy monarch. It is

long since I saw Lord Clarendon's account of it, but

unless my memory fails me much, I think you will

find, (and, indeed, it could hardly be otherwise,) that

the leaders of the discontented party, and the several

counties in their interest, had a good understanding

with each other, and devised means for the communi

cation of intelligence much like our modern committees

of correspondence. You ask my opinion of the tend

ency of such associations. No, I mistake ; you do not

ask mine, but you give your own, which is exactly

according to my own sentiments. Indeed they are

explicit enough, and if one was inclined to suppose

their intentions peaceable, they have taken care that

the supposition shall be groundless. A year ago they

expressed their wishes that the people would rise, and

their astonishment that they did not. Now, they tell

government plainly that the spirit of resistance is gone

forth, that the nation is at last roused, that they will

fly to arms upon the next provocation, and bid them

slight the Yorkshire petition at their peril. Sir George

Saville's speech reminded me of that line in which is

described the opening of the Temple of Janus, a

ceremony that obtained as the established prelude to

a war;

Discordia tetra

Belliferratos postes, portusque refregit.

It seems clear, then, that hostilities are intended as

the last resource. As to the time they choose for the
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purpose, it is, in my mind, the worst they could have

chosen. So many gentlemen of the first rank and

property in the kingdom, resolutely bent upon their

purpose, their design professedly so laudable, and their

means of compassing it so formidable, would command

attention at any time. A quarrel of this kind, even

if it proceeded to the last extremity, might possibly

be settled without the ruin of the country, while there

was peace with the neighbouring kingdoms ; but while

there is war abroad, such an extensive war as the

present, I fear it cannot.

I add to what your mother says about Indian ink,—

a few brushes, and a pencil or two, with any thing else

that may be considered convenient for the use of a

beginner, as far as five shillings. I do not think my

talent in the art worth more. She desires me to

remind you of your promised vote and interest for a

place in Christ's Hospital, of which, she understands,

you are now a governor ;—and the parcel may come by

the waggon, which it will do if it is sent on a Wed

nesday to the Windmill in St. John Street.

TO THE REV. WILLIAM UNWIN.

my dear friend, Feb. 27, 1780.

As you are pleased to desire my letters, I am the

more pleased with writing them ; though at the same

time I must needs testify my surprise that you should

think them worth receiving, as I seldom send one that

I think favourably of myself. This is not to be under
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stood as an imputation upon your taste or judgement,

but as an encomium upon my own modesty and

humility, which I desire you to remark well. It is a

just observation of Sir Joshua Reynolds, that though

men of ordinary talents may be highly satisfied with

their own productions, men of true genius never

are. Whatever be their subject, they always seem to

themselves to fall short of it, even when they seem

to others most to excel. And for this reason,—be

cause they have a certain sublime sense of perfection,

which other men are strangers to, and which they

themselves in their performances are not able to

exemplify. Your servant, Sir Joshua ! I little thought

of seeing you when I began ; but as you have popped

in you are welcome.

When I wrote last, I was a little inclined to send

you a copy of verses entitled the Modern Patriot, but

was not quite pleased with a line or two, which I

found it difficult to mend, therefore did not. At night

I read Mr. Burke's speech in the newspaper, and was

so well pleased with his proposals for a reformation,

and with the temper in which he made them, that I

began to think better of his cause, and burnt my

verses. Such is the lot of the man who writes upon

the subject of the day ; the aspect of affairs changes

in an hour or two, and his opinion with it ; what was

just and well-deserved satire in the morning, in the

evening becomes a libel ; the author commences his

own judge, and while he condemns with unrelenting

severity what he so lately approved, is sorry to find

that he has laid his leaf-gold upon touchwood, which
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crumbled away under his fingers. Alas ! what can I

do with my wit? I have not enough to do great

things with, and these little things are so fugitive, that

while a man catches at the subject, he is only filling

his hand with smoke. I must do with it as I do with

my linnet ; I keep him for the most part in a cage, but

now and then set open the door, that he may whisk

about the room a little, and then shut him up again.

My whisking wit has produced the following, the sub

ject of which is more important than the manner in

which I have treated it seems to imply, but a fable

may speak truth, and all truth is sterling; I only

premise, that in a philosophical tract in the Register,

I found it asserted that the glowworm is the nightin

gale's food1.

Have you heard ? who has not ? for a recommen

datory advertisement of it is already published ;—that

a certain kinsman of your humble servant's has written

a tract, now in the press, to prove polygamy a divine

institution ! A plurality of wives is intended, but not

of husbands. The end proposed by the author is to

remedy the prevailing practice of seduction2, by

making the female delinquent ipso facto the lawful

wife of the male. An officer of a regiment, part of

which is quartered here, gave one of the soldiers

leave to be drunk six weeks, in hopes of curing

him by satiety : he was drunk six weeks, and is

so still, as often as he can find an opportunity. One

1 This Letter coutairied the fable of the Nightingale anil

Glowworm.

2 In the original letter it is adultery,—but 1 have thought it

right to correct an obvious mistake in writing.

S. C.—3. Y
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vice may swallow up another, but no coroner in the

state of Ethics ever brought in his verdict, when a

vice died, that it nas—felo de se. -' .

They who value the man are sorry for his hook:

the rest say,

Solvuntur risu tabitlg, tu missus abibis.

Thanks for all you have done, and all you intend ;

the biography will be particularly welcome.

Yours,

W.C.

TO THE REV. JOHN NEWTON.

, March 18, 1780.

I am obliged to you for the communication of your

correspondence with . It was impossible for any

man, of any temper whatever, and however wedded to

his own purpose, to resent so gentle and friendly an

exhortation as you sent him. Men of lively imagina

tions are not often remarkable for solidity of judgement.

They have generally strong passions to bias it, and are

led far away from their proper road, in pursuit of

pretty phantoms of their own creating. No law ever

did or can effect what he has ascribed to that of Moses ;

it is reserved for Mercy to subdue the corrupt inclina

tions of mankind, which threatenings and penalties,

through the depravity of the heart, have always had a

tendency rather to inflame.

The love of power seems as natural to kings, as

the desire of liberty is to their subjects ; the excess of

either is vicious, and tends to the ruin of both. There
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are many, I believe, who wish the present corrupt state

of things dissolved, in hope that the pure primitive

constitution will spring up from the ruins. But it is

not for man by himself man, to bring order out of

confusion ; the progress from one to the other is not

natural, much less necessary, and without the inter

vention of divine aid, impossible ; and they who are

for making the hazardous experiment, would certainly

find themselves disappointed.

Affectionately yours,

W. C.

END OF VOL. III.
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